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Preface

It is our pleasure to present to you the Proceedings of the 24th Australasian Database Conference (ADC
2013), taking place in Adelaide, Australia. ADC 2013 represents a strong and reputable academic meeting
addressing many research disciplines in database systems and related areas. The conference is a leading
international forum for researchers, developers and end users to explore cutting-edge ideas and results
and to exchange ideas. The missions of ADC are to share novel research solutions to problems of todays
information society that fulfil the needs of heterogeneous applications and environments, and to identify
new issues and directions for future research and development work. ADC seeks papers from academia
and industry presenting research on all practical and theoretical aspects of advanced database theory
and applications, as well as case studies and implementation experiences. All topics related to database
are of interest and within the scope of the conference. ADC gives researchers and practitioners a unique
opportunity to share their perspectives with others interested in the various aspects of database systems.
ADC 2013 is held as part of the Australasian Computer Science Week (ACSW 2013). As in the previous
two years, ADC 2013 accepted all papers that the Program Committee considered as being of ADC quality
without setting any predefined quota. The conference received 28 submissions and accepted 13 papers. The
Program Committee that selected the papers consisted of 35 members from around the globe including
Singapore, Bangladesh, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Switzerland, China, and the United States, who were
thorough and dedicated to the reviewing process. Each paper was peer reviewed in full by at least two
independent reviewers, and in some cases three or four referees produced independent reviews. The program
committee was impressed by the quality of the submissions. A conscious decision was made to select papers
for which all reviews were positive and favourable. While this challenged the determination, and some highquality papers may not be able to be included, we are confident that the results include a very solid program
and that each paper makes a strong contribution to the proceedings.
We would like to thank all our colleagues who served on the Program Committee or acted as external
reviewers. We would also like to thank all the authors who submitted papers, both accepted and rejected,
and the attendees. This conference is held for you, and we hope that with these proceedings, you can have
an overview of the vibrant research community and its activities. We encourage you to make submissions
to the next ADC conference and contribute to this community.

Hua Wang
University of Southern Queensland
Rui Zhang
University of Melbourne
ADC 2013 Programme Chairs
January 2013
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Welcome from the Organising Committee

On behalf of the Organising Committee, it is our pleasure to welcome you to Adelaide and to the 2013
Australasian Computer Science Week (ACSW 2013). Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, and
it is one of the most liveable cities in the world. ACSW 2013 will be hosted in the City West Campus
of University of South Australia (UniSA), which is situated at the north-west corner of the Adelaide city
centre.
ACSW is the premier event for Computer Science researchers in Australasia. ACSW2013 consists of
conferences covering a wide range of topics in Computer Science and related area, including:
– Australasian Computer Science Conference (ACSC) (Chaired by Bruce Thomas)
– Australasian Database Conference (ADC) (Chaired by Hua Wang and Rui Zhang)
– Australasian Computing Education Conference (ACE) (Chaired by Angela Carbone and Jacqueline
Whalley)
– Australasian Information Security Conference (AISC) (Chaired by Clark Thomborson and Udaya
Parampalli)
– Australasian User Interface Conference (AUIC) (Chaired by Ross T. Smith and Burkhard C. Wünsche)
– Computing: Australasian Theory Symposium (CATS) (Chaired by Tony Wirth)
– Australasian Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (AusPDC) (Chaired by Bahman
Javadi and Saurabh Kumar Garg)
– Australasian Workshop on Health Informatics and Knowledge Management (HIKM) (Chaired by Kathleen Gray and Andy Koronios)
– Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling (APCCM) (Chaired by Flavio Ferrarotti and Georg
Grossmann)
– Australasian Web Conference (AWC2013) (Chaired by Helen Ashman, Michael Sheng and Andrew
Trotman)
In additional to the technical program, we also put together social activities for further interactions
among our participants. A welcome reception will be held at Rockford Hotel’s Rooftop Pool area, to enjoy
the fresh air and panoramic views of the cityscape during Adelaide’s dry summer season. The conference
banquet will be held in Adelaide Convention Centre’s Panorama Suite, to experience an expansive view of
Adelaide’s serene riverside parklands through the suite’s seamless floor to ceiling windows.
Organising a conference is an enormous amount of work even with many hands and a very smooth
cooperation, and this year has been no exception. We would like to share with you our gratitude towards
all members of the organising committee for their dedication to the success of ACSW2013. Working like
one person for a common goal in the demanding task of ACSW organisation made us proud that we got
involved in this effort. We also thank all conference co-chairs and reviewers, for putting together conference
programs which is the heart of ACSW. Special thanks goes to Alex Potanin, who shared valuable experiences
in organising ACSW and provided endless help as the steering committee chair. We’d also like to thank
Elyse Perin from UniSA, for her true dedication and tireless work in conference registration and event
organisation. Last, but not least, we would like to thank all speakers and attendees, and we look forward
to several stimulating discussions.
We hope your stay here will be both rewarding and memorable.

Ivan Lee
School of Information Technology & Mathematical Sciences
ACSW2013 General Chair
January, 2013

CORE - Computing Research & Education

CORE welcomes all delegates to ACSW2013 in Adelaide. CORE, the peak body representing academic
computer science in Australia and New Zealand, is responsible for the annual ACSW series of meetings,
which are a unique opportunity for our community to network and to discuss research and topics of mutual
interest. The original component conferences - ACSC, ADC, and CATS, which formed the basis of ACSW
in the mid 1990s - now share this week with eight other events - ACE, AISC, AUIC, AusPDC, HIKM,
ACDC, APCCM and AWC which build on the diversity of the Australasian computing community.
In 2013, we have again chosen to feature a small number of keynote speakers from across the discipline:
Riccardo Bellazzi (HIKM), and Divyakant Agrawal (ADC), Maki Sugimoto (AUIC), and Wen Gao. I
thank them for their contributions to ACSW2013. I also thank invited speakers in some of the individual
conferences, and the CORE award winner Michael Sheng (CORE Chris Wallace Award). The efforts of the
conference chairs and their program committees have led to strong programs in all the conferences, thanks
very much for all your efforts. Thanks are particularly due to Ivan Lee and his colleagues for organising
what promises to be a strong event.
The past year has been turbulent for our disciplines. ERA2012 included conferences as we had pushed
for, but as a peer review discipline. This turned out to be good for our disciplines, with many more
Universities being assessed and an overall improvement in the visibility of research in our disciplines. The
next step must be to improve our relative success rates in ARC grant schemes, the most likely hypothesis for
our low rates of success is how harshly we assess each others’ proposals, a phenomenon which demonstrably
occurs in the US NFS. As a US Head of Dept explained to me, ”in CS we circle the wagons and shoot
within”.
Beyond research issues, in 2013 CORE will also need to focus on education issues, including in Schools.
The likelihood that the future will have less computers is small, yet where are the numbers of students
we need? In the US there has been massive growth in undergraduate CS numbers of 25 to 40% in many
places, which we should aim to replicate. ACSW will feature a joint CORE, ACDICT, NICTA and ACS
discussion on ICT Skills, which will inform our future directions.
CORE’s existence is due to the support of the member departments in Australia and New Zealand,
and I thank them for their ongoing contributions, in commitment and in financial support. Finally, I am
grateful to all those who gave their time to CORE in 2012; in particular, I thank Alex Potanin, Alan Fekete,
Aditya Ghose, Justin Zobel, John Grundy, and those of you who contribute to the discussions on the CORE
mailing lists. There are three main lists: csprofs, cshods and members. You are all eligible for the members
list if your department is a member. Please do sign up via http://lists.core.edu.au/mailman/listinfo - we
try to keep the volume low but relevance high in the mailing lists.
I am standing down as President at this ACSW. I have enjoyed the role, and am pleased to have had
some positive impact on ERA2012 during my time. Thank you all for the opportunity to represent you for
the last 3 years.

Tom Gedeon
President, CORE
January, 2013

ACSW Conferences and the
Australian Computer Science Communications

The Australasian Computer Science Week of conferences has been running in some form continuously
since 1978. This makes it one of the longest running conferences in computer science. The proceedings of
the week have been published as the Australian Computer Science Communications since 1979 (with the
1978 proceedings often referred to as Volume 0 ). Thus the sequence number of the Australasian Computer
Science Conference is always one greater than the volume of the Communications. Below is a list of the
conferences, their locations and hosts.
2014. Volume 36. Host and Venue - AUT University, Auckland, New Zealand.
2013. Volume 35. Host and Venue - University of South Australia, Adelaide, SA.
2012. Volume 34. Host and Venue - RMIT University, Melbourne, VIC.
2011. Volume 33. Host and Venue - Curtin University of Technology, Perth, WA.
2010. Volume 32. Host and Venue - Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, QLD.
2009. Volume 31. Host and Venue - Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand.
2008. Volume 30. Host and Venue - University of Wollongong, NSW.
2007. Volume 29. Host and Venue - University of Ballarat, VIC. First running of HDKM.
2006. Volume 28. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS.
2005. Volume 27. Host - University of Newcastle, NSW. APBC held separately from 2005.
2004. Volume 26. Host and Venue - University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. First running of APCCM.
2003. Volume 25. Hosts - Flinders University, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Venue
- Adelaide Convention Centre, Adelaide, SA. First running of APBC. Incorporation of ACE. ACSAC held
separately from 2003.
2002. Volume 24. Host and Venue - Monash University, Melbourne, VIC.
2001. Volume 23. Hosts - Bond University and Griffith University (Gold Coast). Venue - Gold Coast, QLD.
2000. Volume 22. Hosts - Australian National University and University of Canberra. Venue - ANU, Canberra,
ACT. First running of AUIC.
1999. Volume 21. Host and Venue - University of Auckland, New Zealand.
1998. Volume 20. Hosts - University of Western Australia, Murdoch University, Edith Cowan University and
Curtin University. Venue - Perth, WA.
1997. Volume 19. Hosts - Macquarie University and University of Technology, Sydney. Venue - Sydney, NSW.
ADC held with DASFAA (rather than ACSW) in 1997.
1996. Volume 18. Host - University of Melbourne and RMIT University. Venue - Melbourne, Australia. CATS
joins ACSW.
1995. Volume 17. Hosts - Flinders University, University of Adelaide and University of South Australia. Venue Glenelg, SA.
1994. Volume 16. Host and Venue - University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. CATS run for the first
time separately in Sydney.
1993. Volume 15. Hosts - Griffith University and Queensland University of Technology. Venue - Nathan, QLD.
1992. Volume 14. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS. (ADC held separately at La Trobe University).
1991. Volume 13. Host and Venue - University of New South Wales, NSW.
1990. Volume 12. Host and Venue - Monash University, Melbourne, VIC. Joined by Database and Information
Systems Conference which in 1992 became ADC (which stayed with ACSW) and ACIS (which now operates
independently).
1989. Volume 11. Host and Venue - University of Wollongong, NSW.
1988. Volume 10. Host and Venue - University of Queensland, QLD.
1987. Volume 9. Host and Venue - Deakin University, VIC.
1986. Volume 8. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
1985. Volume 7. Hosts - University of Melbourne and Monash University. Venue - Melbourne, VIC.
1984. Volume 6. Host and Venue - University of Adelaide, SA.
1983. Volume 5. Host and Venue - University of Sydney, NSW.
1982. Volume 4. Host and Venue - University of Western Australia, WA.
1981. Volume 3. Host and Venue - University of Queensland, QLD.
1980. Volume 2. Host and Venue - Australian National University, Canberra, ACT.
1979. Volume 1. Host and Venue - University of Tasmania, TAS.
1978. Volume 0. Host and Venue - University of New South Wales, NSW.

Conference Acronyms
ACDC
ACE
ACSC
ACSW
ADC
AISC
APCCM
AUIC
AusPDC
AWC
CATS
HIKM

Australasian Computing Doctoral Consortium
Australasian Computer Education Conference
Australasian Computer Science Conference
Australasian Computer Science Week
Australasian Database Conference
Australasian Information Security Conference
Asia-Pacific Conference on Conceptual Modelling
Australasian User Interface Conference
Australasian Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (replaces AusGrid)
Australasian Web Conference
Computing: Australasian Theory Symposium
Australasian Workshop on Health Informatics and Knowledge Management

Note that various name changes have occurred, which have been indicated in the Conference Acronyms sections
in respective CRPIT volumes.
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Abstract
Medical literature has been an important information
source for clinical professionals. As the body of medical literature expands rapidly, keeping this knowledge
up-to-date becomes a challenge for medical professionals. One question is that for a given disease how
can we find the most influential treatments currently
available from online medical publications? In this
paper we propose MedRank, a new network-based algorithm that ranks heterogeneous objects in a medical information network. The network is extracted
from MEDLINE, a large collection of semi-structured
medical literature. Different types of objects such
as journal articles, pathological symptoms, diseases,
clinical trials, treatments, authors, and journals are
linked together through their relationships. The experimental results are compared with the expert rankings collected from doctors and two baseline methods,
namely degree centrality and NetClus. The evaluation shows that our algorithm is effective and efficient.
The success of categorized entity ranking in medical
literature domain suggests a new methodology and a
potential success in ranking semi-structured data in
other domains.
1

Introduction

The vast body of medical literature grows rapidly
every year. Taking MEDLINE the premier bibliographic database of the world’s largest medical library, supported by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM), as an example, there are
medical journal articles (10,390,997), clinical trials
(1,011,711), references to diseases (587,012), and publication of 5,400 international journals in MEDLINE
2010. About 700,000 new records were added into
MEDLINE in 2011. The MEDLINE 2012 baseline
now has more than 20 million records.1
The direct implication of this trend is that it is
becoming more and more difficult for doctors to keep
their medical knowledge up-to-date by processing information manually. They are facing a challenge of
Copyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February
2013. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang and Rui Zhang, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.
1
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/licensee/2012 stats/baseline
doc.html

accessing relevant information for evidence-based decision support. Many studies have found improvements for search functionality in existing medical
databases by using information retrieval techniques
(Hliaoutakis et al. 2009, Luo 2009, Luo & Tang 2008,
Luo et al. 2008). However, the core problem lies not
in retrieving best-matched records, but in knowledge
discovery.
In this research, we approach the literature-based
knowledge discovery problem by tackling one of its
example problems, that is, finding the most influential treatments for a given disease. A treatment
is “influential” if it is mentioned by many good articles and published with clinical trials that have positive results. A good article is one that is written
by reputed author(s) and published in a good journal. A good medical journal is one that has a high
impact on research. In our research we use the MEDLINE database to construct a medical information
network (Easley & Kleinberg 2010, Sun, Yu & Han
2009) that is abstracted as a graph with referential
relationships amongst different types of objects extracted from MEDLINE. In order to find the most
influential treatments, say the top-10, all associated
objects have to be ranked. Thus, our problem becomes a ranking problem: Given a disease name, how
could we rank the most influential treatments?
Existing ranking methods can be classified into
three categories, namely preference-based, similaritybased and network-based.
• Preference-based ranking has been studied
for a long time since 1904 (Spearman 1904).
Preference-based rankings always reflect subjective views on objects by humans. In this ranking
process, preferences of objects are collected and
then a model will be derived (Ceci et al. 2010).
• In similarity-based ranking, objects are expressed as vectors of their attributes. For example in Collaborative Filtering (Shardanand &
Maes 1995), Cosine or Euclidean distance functions can be used to rank objects. Similaritybased rankings are widely used in recommendation systems (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005).
• Network-based ranking was first referred to
as PageRank (Page et al. 1999) and HITS (Kleinberg 1999) algorithms. In this kind of ranking, a
graph structure is used. An iterative process is
applied to propagate good properties of objects
through links. Network-based ranking is sometimes referred to as the link-analysis based rank-
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ing. An insightful introduction can be found in
(Borodin et al. 2005).
In practice, there are often mixed models, for example, the current search methods used by Google.
In this paper, a new network-based ranking algorithm
called MedRank is proposed to find the most influential treatments for a given disease. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that introduces
information network analysis techniques for ranking
objects in a medical domain. A multi-dimensional
medical information network is constructed based on
the categorized entities identified in medical literature. The proposed algorithm has been evaluated
against expert rankings collected from doctors and
the baseline methods, i.e., degree centrality and NetClus. The evaluation shows that MedRank outperforms both baseline methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, followed by Section
3 that gives the problem formalization. Section 4
presents the proposed MedRank algorithm. Section 5
describes the experiments, survey analysis and evaluation, followed by discussions in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 presents the conclusions.
2

Related Work

2.1

Existing Literature-based Systems

Information Retrieval techniques have been applied to
search for medical information in repositories such as
PubMed2 and UpToDate.3 For example, Ratprasartporn et al. (2009) proposed a content-based method
for digital literature collection search with experiments on PubMed. Chen et al. (2011) introduced
a passage retrieval method for MEDLINE articles.
Luo et al. (2008) and Luo (2009) have proposed Web
search engines to find medical information over the
Web. In medical literature-based knowledge discovery, MEDLINE has been used as a main source to discover relationships between the medical concepts appeared in medical journal articles (Petric et al. 2009,
Yetisgen-Yildiz & Pratt 2006). All of these focus on
filtering out the irrelevant information and assisting
users to find out the medical articles relevant to the
given medical terms.
Most clinical decision support systems are built
based on the past clinical records and the analytical reasoning on the causal relationships established
among the symptoms, patient demographic data,
diseases, treatments, etc. Many researchers developed graph-based models, such as Bayesian Network
and Artificial Neural Network, for practical systems
(Berner 2007). As an exception, Zhao & Weng (2011)
proposed a diagnostic system based on both PubMed
and Electronic Health Records (EHRs) for predicting
pancreatic cancer using Bayesian Network. Munteanu
et al. (2009) introduced a star graph model for cancerrelated protein classification. But it is not literaturebased nor applicable to heterogeneous objects and
their target is classification, not ranking.
2.2

Existing Network-based Ranking Methods

Network-based ranking was first referred to as the
PageRank (Page et al. 1999) and HITS (Kleinberg
1999) algorithms. A directed graph of hyperlinked
Web pages on the WWW is used. The idea behind
2
3

4

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
http://www.uptodate.com

is essentially the eigenvector centrality that has been
long studied in Social Network Analysis (Newman
2010). Unlike the degree centrality that considers all
neighbouring nodes equally important, the eigenvector centrality finds those “center” or important nodes
such that their neighbours are themselves important.
The key idea of PageRank is the rank propagation
through links, i.e., ranks are propagated from one Web
page to another through the hyperlinks. The original
PageRank model is often explained as a Markov chain
with a transition probability matrix. The PageRank
vector is iteratively updated with the matrix until it
converges to a limiting distribution. The convergence
is guaranteed as the transition matrix has been shown
to be irreducible (i.e., strongly connected) and aperiodic (i.e., non-bipartite) (Langville & Meyer 2004).
HITS algorithm, on the other hand, aims to find authoritative pages based on a user supplied query. It
considers not only the authoritative pages as PageRank does, but also the hub pages that have links to
multiple relevant authoritative pages.
PopRank (Nie et al. 2005) extends the PageRank
model from the Web page level to the Web object
level and from ranking homogeneous objects to heterogeneous ones. Web objects may belong to different
types, such as article or people, and be related to each
other in different ways, such as cited-by, written-by,
etc. As the importance of different types may differ,
PopRank automatically assigns an optimized weight
to every type of relationships, called the popularity
propagation factor (PPF).
Sun et al. extend the ranking mechanism of
PopRank from the Web objects to a network of heterogeneous objects extracted from DBLP, a bibliographic database in computer science. Unlike the previous work, an undirected graph is used. Their first
work is RankClus (Sun, Han, Zhao, Yin, Cheng &
Wu 2009), a ranking-based clustering algorithm that
ranks bi-type objects in its own type within clusters.
NetClus (Sun, Yu & Han 2009) is proposed in their
later work to handle multi-type objects in a special
kind of network called the Star Network. It is characterized by the way different types of objects are
connected in a star-like shape.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed
MedRank method is the first work that introduces
the network-based ranking approach to the medical
domain. PageRank and PopRank are not applicable to our ranking problem, because PageRank is designed for one type only, i.e., Web page, and both of
them are directly applicable only to directed graphs.
MedRank’s main difference from RankClus and NetClus is that it is based on the available category labels
and no clustering mechanism is involved.
3

Problem Formalization

In this section, we define the problem of ranking in
medical information networks and introduce several
related concepts and necessary notations.
Definition 1 Heterogeneous Information Network
S
Given a set Γ = Tt=1 Xt of T types, where Xt is the
set of objects belonging to the tth object type, a graph
G = hV, Ei is called an information network if Γ = V
and E is a binary relation on V . A heterogeneous information network N is an information network with
T ≥ 2.
Definition 2 Medical Information Network
Given a heterogeneous information network G =
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hV, Ei, it is a medical information network, if ∀Xt ⊂
V, Xt is medical related and ∃Xi , Xj ⊂ V such that
Xi is the set of “Disease” type objects, and Xj is the
set of “Treatment” type objects.
Definition 3 Star Network
Given a heterogeneous information network G =
ST
hV, Ei on (T + 1) types of objects and V = t=0 Xt ,
G is called a star network if ∀e = hx, yi ∈ E, x ∈
X0 ∧ y ∈ Xt (t 6= 0), or vice versa.
Star-shaped structures are often found in information networks, for example, the bibliographic information networks. A star network is characterized
by its edges only existing between one special type
of objects, called the center type objects (i.e., X0 ),
and objects of other types, called the attribute type
objects (i.e., Xt (1 ≤ t ≤ T )). This characteristic essentially forms a bipartite graph with a star schema.
In this paper, we construct a medical star information network that has “Article” objects as the center
type objects and “Disease”, “Treatment”, “Author”,
“Clinical Trial” and “Journal” objects as attribute
type objects. The network schema is given in Fig. 1.
Definition 4 Disease Sub-network
Given a medical star information network G = hV, Ei
where ∃Xd ⊂ V is the set of “Disease” type objects
and given a disease name q ∈ Xd , a disease subnetwork N ′ is a graph G′ = hV ′ , E ′ i ⊆ G such that
V ′ = V − {x ∈ X0 |¬∃y(hx, yi ∈ E ∧ y = q)} and
E ′ = {hx, yi ∈ E|x, y ∈ V ′ }.
As a treatment is always a treatment against some
disease, it makes more sense to rank treatments for a
disease. Thus, we define a sub-network N ′ = hV ′ , E ′ i
of a given disease q such that every Article node in
V ′ is an article about the disease q. This is done by
subtracting any Article node x ∈ X0 from V such
that none of the Disease node y that x links to is
q. Fig. 2 gives an example of an AIDS disease subnetwork with two articles. Now, the problem can be
formalized as:
Problem Definition 1 Given a sub-network N ′ =
hV ′ , E ′ i of disease q such that ∃Xj ⊂ V ′ is the set of
treatment objects, a ranking function R from Xj to
R+ , and a number K, find a set X ′ ⊂ Xj such that
|X ′ | = K and ∀y ∈ X ′ , R(y) > R(x), ∀x ∈ (Xj − X ′ ).
So, the problem is to find the top-K highest ranked
treatments for a given disease. In the following, when
context is clear, we use Xt to denote the object set
and its type name interchangeably.
4

ALGORITHMS

The proposed MedRank algorithm utilizes the linkage information among data objects to rank influential treatments for a given disease. These data objects are extracted from the medical literature as a
medical information network. The goal is to rank
every “Treatment” object based on its relationships
with other types of objects. The essence of the algorithm is computing eigenvector centrality, which gives
higher ranks to nodes whose neighbours are themselves ranked higher. The output is a list of top-k
ranked treatments for the disease.
Two phases are involved, namely the network extraction phase and the ranking phase. Details of each
phase are given in the following sub-sections.

Figure 1: A star network schema

Figure 2: A disease sub-network example
Algorithm 1 NetworkExtraction
Input: L: the literature corpus; O: the ontology
database; A: a set of attributes for ranking
Output: N: the extracted medical information network
1: N ← ∅; n ← size(L)
2: for record = 1 to n do
3:
N ← addExtractedV alues(record, A)
4: end for
5: return N
4.1

Network Extraction

In this sub-section, we explain how a medical information network is extracted from input literature corpus
using a medical ontology. The goal is to scan the corpus once and build a network for the ranking phase.
A medical literature corpus stores medical research
publications up-to-date. Well-known examples are
MEDLINE and Cochrane systematic reviews.4 A
medical ontology data-base provides a standardized
set of medical thesaurus hierarchically structured for
the classification purpose. Examples of widely used
thesaurus systems include MeSH,5 SNOMED-CT,6
ICD-10,7 etc.
In order to explore the relationships among objects extracted from medical literature and thus rank
them accordingly, we found that articles play the role
as the intermediate that connects other objects identified from them. For example, an article may be about
AIDS and some treatments; by finding all the articles
that discuss AIDS, we can find all the possible treatments related to AIDS in the literature. In fact, every article can be represented as a sub-graph of a star
shape. Articles are also connected via their shared
objects. For example, Fig. 2 shows a graph representation of two articles about “AIDS”. They are connected via “AIDS” object (i.e., shared disease) and
“Anti-viral Agent” object (i.e., shared treatment).
This type of network, characterized by its starshaped schema, is called the star network (Sun, Yu &
Han 2009). Article objects are called center type objects and the rest objects connected to them are called
attribute type objects. The star network schema for
4

http://www.cochrane.org/
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/mesh.html
6
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/Snomed/snomed
main.html
7
http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/
5
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our medical information network is presented in Fig.
1 and the network extraction phase is summarized as
Algorithm 1.
4.2

Ranking Formulas

The goal of MedRank’s ranking formula is to find the
“center” or important nodes in a medical information network. PageRank computes such eigenvector
centrality, but it is only applicable to homogeneous
information networks.
To propagate ranks among multi-type objects in a
star-shaped network, we adapt the Authority Ranking formula of NetClus. Formula 1 shows the (h+1)th
iteration of ranks passing from type Z objects via
center type C objects to type Y objects, as attribute
type objects only have direct links to the center type
C objects (see Fig. 2).
hh+1i

hhi

−1
RY
← WY C DCZ
WCZ RZ
(1)
In Formula 1, RY and RZ are rank vectors of type Y
and type Z objects respectively; WY C is an adjacency
matrix such that if ∃e = hyi , cj i ∈ E, yi ∈ Y, cj ∈ C,
then wij = 1; otherwise, wij = 0. As an undirected
graph is used WY C = WCY . WCZ is defined in the
−1
same way. DCZ
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
value equivalent to the row sum of WCZ . Hence,
−1
DCZ
WCZ is the row-normalized adjacency matrix of
WCZ .
Let A be a list of n attributes X1 , X2 , ..., Xn
selected for ranking, where the target attribute of interest is X1 , and C be the center type as before. By
chaining all the attributes in A (from index 1 to n
back to 1) based on Formula 1, it allows ranks to
propagate through all different types of objects and
thus makes eigenvector centrality computation possible. The resulting matrix is presented as M in Formula 2. M is row-normalized.
n−1
Y

M =(

−1
−1
WXt C DCX
WCXt+1 )WXn C DCX
WCX1
t+1
1

t=1

(2)
As M is a |X1 | × |X1 | row-normalized matrix, it can
be regarded as a transition matrix of a Markov Chain.
And the update rule becomes Formula 3.
hh+1i

RX1

hhi

← M RX1

(3)

hhi

However, RX1 will only converge to a long-run
h∗i

stationary vector RX1 if M satisfies irreducibility
(i.e., the graph is strongly connected) and aperiodicity (i.e., the graph is non-bipartite). It is done by
adding some probability to every element in M to ensure that it contains only positive probabilities. This
makes every node connected to every other node, and
thus guarantees that the graph is strongly connected
and that it is not bipartite. A damping factor α and
a reservoir of ranks represented by U/|X1 | are introduced for this purpose. U is an |X1 | by |X1 | unit
matrix and U/|X1 | adds a weight to every edge uniformly. This gives us M ′ in Formula 4 and a new
update rule as Formula 5.
M ′ = αM + (1 − α)U/|X1 |
hh+1i

RX1

hhi

← M ′ RX1

(4)
(5)

Finally, our MedRank is the stationary ranking dish∗i
tribution RX1 of type X1 objects.
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Algorithm 2 MedRank
Input: q: a queried disease; N: the extracted medical
network; A: a list of attributes X1 , X2 , ..., Xn as
ranking criteria, where the target attribute is X1 ;
K: the number of top-ranked elements; ǫ: a user
defined threshold to determine convergence
Output: F: a ranked list of top-K treatments
′
′
′
1: N = hV , E i ← extractSubN etwork(N, q)
2: Let WXt C be matrices defined in the same way as
in Formula 2
3: Initialize RX1 ← 1/|X1 |.
4: repeat
5:
newRX1 ←
Qn−1
−1
−1
(α( t=1 WXt C DCX
WCXt+1 )WXn C DCX
WCX1
t+1
1
+(1 − α)U/|X1 |)RX1
6:
dif f erence ← |newRX1 − RX1 |
7:
RX1 ← newRX1
8: until dif f erence < ǫ {until no change}
9: F ← topK(RX1 , K)
10: return F
4.3

MedRank Algorithm

The proposed MedRank is presented as Algorithm 2.
The algorithm uses a disease name q as a filter to extract a disease sub-network N ′ = hV ′ , E ′ i from the
medical information network N (line 1). q is currently limited to the terms included in the medical
ontology, as the focus of the research is effective ranking. By default, X1 is the target attribute of ranking
interest. Firstly, the ranks of the target attribute objects are initialized uniformly based on the size of X1
(line 3). With these initial ranks, the algorithm iteratively updates the ranks (REPEAT-UNTIL loop at
lines 4-8) using Formula 5 defined earlier. The loop
terminates at convergence, i.e., |newRX1 − RX1 | is
less than a threshold ǫ. Finally, the algorithm gets
the top-K treatments (line 9) and returns F , a list of
top-K ranked influential treatments.
The attribute types in set A are used as ranking
criteria. They are used to find a set of objects belonging to these attribute types such that they are ranked
high together in a disease sub-network. By computing eigenvector centrality among objects of these attribute types, it is to realize the idea that influential treatments are discussed by good articles, written
by good author(s), published in a good journal, etc.
As a treatment is always a treatment against a disease, it only makes sense to find influential treatment
within the context of a disease. It will be shown later
in Section 5.1.2 that the disease information can be
found directly in MEDLINE records. Therefore, the
key difference between MedRank and NetClus is that
MedRank bases its ranking on the available category
labels.
4.4

Computational Complexity Analysis

The time complexity of the network extraction phase
is determined by a sequential scan on the records of
MEDLINE for constructing a graph.
For the ranking on a disease sub-network N ′ =
hV ′ , E ′ i, the time complexity for an iteration is
O(|E ′ |), where |E ′ | is the number of edges in N ′ . This
is because each link will be calculated at most twice
in the matrix multiplication chain in Formula 2. For
l iterations, the computational cost is O(l|E ′ |).
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5

Experiments and Evaluation

In this section we report the experiments and examine the effectiveness and efficiency of our MedRank
algorithm. Five diseases are used, namely AIDS,
Diabetes Mellitus Type II (D2), Hepatitis B (HB),
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA). The selection of these diseases
are based on the reasoning that for the commonly
known diseases (i.e., AIDS, D2 and HB) our algorithm should be able to provide the obvious results as
well as for the rarely known diseases (i.e., ALS and
RA). In the evaluation, we compare MedRank with
degree centrality and NetClus. Expert rankings for
five diseases were collected from clinical professionals and aggregated, for each disease, into a consensus ranking for benchmarking. All experiments and
evaluation are implemented in Visual Studio C# 2008
running on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU laptop with
a Windows 7 OS and a 4 GB RAM.
Figure 3: Top level view of MeSH tree structure
5.1

Data Sets

The data sets used in our experiments are the MEDLINE (2010) data set and MeSH (2010) ontology. It
is to be noted that in this research, only the bibliographic information of medical literature is considered. The exploration of the rich information contained in article content is left as future work.
5.1.1

MeSH

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) is a medical thesaurus and controlled semantic vocabulary that is
part of the larger Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) thesaurus of NLM. It consists of a set of
(57,229) terms naming descriptors that provide formal and explicit specifications of the present biomedical knowledge. Descriptors are arranged both alphabetically and hierarchically as a tree structure. Fig.
3 shows a top level view of the MeSH tree, where the
disease category is expanded. Additional qualifiers,
such as “Therapeutic Use”, can be used to further
categorize descriptors.
MeSH is chosen due to the convenience that MEDLINE records are indexed by it. The disease terms
can be found in the “C” category. The treatment
terms are in the following categories: “Therapeutics”,
“Anesthesia and Analgesia”, “Surgical Procedures,
Operative”, and “Therapeutic Uses”. All chemical
substances that are labelled by the qualifier “Therapeutic Use” are also considered as treatments.
5.1.2

MEDLINE

MEDLINE is the premier bibliographic database of
NLM. The data set is freely downloadable in XML
format with 10GB in size (compressed) from NLM.8
Each MEDLINE record is a reference to an article. As
shown in Fig. 4, it contains the bibliographical information about the article, such as article ID (hPMIDi),
title (hArticle Titlei), author list (hAuthorListi) and
journal title (hTitlei). Further information, such as
major diseases and treatments this article is about
and which one of the four clinical trial phases (I to
IV) the experiments are successful, is also available
through the record’s referenced MeSH ontology entries (hMeshHeadingListi). Topics being identified as
relevant to the article are called descriptors. They are
stored under the hDescriptorNamei tag. The value of
8

available at http://mbr.nlm.nih.gov/Download/index.shtml

Figure 4: MEDLINE record example in XML
“MajorTopicYN” indicates whether this topic is considered as a major topic of the article.
5.2

Experiments

The ranking criteria are selected as {Author, Journal,
Treatment, Clinical Trial}, because our basic assumption is that a good treatment is likely to be found in
a good medical article published in a good journal,
written by good author(s) and successful in clinical
trials. Major diseases, treatments and clinical trials
related to an article can be identified through MeSH
descriptors (see Section 5.1.2). As in most cases, it
is expected that a drug has to be successful in Phase
III clinical trial in order to obtain approval from the
appropriate regulatory agencies such as FDA (USA)
or the EMA (European Union),9 articles that are in
a phase below III are excluded in our ranking. Thus,
only the clinical trials under “Clinical Trial, Phase
9

see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clinical trial
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Table 1: Size of sub-networks in categories
′

Type\N
ALS
Article
7975
Author 16637
Journal
1256
Treatment 383
ClinicalTrial 5
Total
25256

HB
33679
67320
2936
669
5
104609

AIDS
48962
86481
4272
937
5
140657

D2
50732
99060
3308
1121
5
154316

RA
70736
108234
3963
1401
5
184339

Table 2: Top 10 influential treatments for AIDS
Top 10 Treatments
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Zidovudine/therapeutic use
Anti-HIV Agents/therapeutic use
Antiretroviral Therapy, Highly Active
Antiviral Agents/therapeutic use
Anti-Retroviral Agents/
therapeutic use
Interferon Type I/therapeutic use
Didanosine/therapeutic use
Ganciclovir/therapeutic use
Antineoplastic Combined Chemotherapy Protocols/therapeutic use
HIV Protease Inhibitors/
therapeutic use

Ranking
0.1500
0.1134
0.0855
0.0655
0.0215

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hypoglycemic Agents/therapeutic use
Insulin/therapeutic use
Metformin/therapeutic use
Thiazolidinediones/therapeutic use
Diabetic Diet
Sulfonylurea Compounds/
therapeutic use
Glyburide/therapeutic use
Antihypertensive Agents/
therapeutic use
Thiazoles/therapeutic use
Self Care

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Top 10 Treatments
1

0.0092

5
6
7

Ranking
0.1859
0.0824
0.0379
0.0364
0.0340
0.0271
0.0181
0.0176
0.0141
0.0135

Antiviral Agents/therapeutic use
Lamivudine/therapeutic use
Liver Transplantation
Interferon-alpha/therapeutic use
Interferon Type I/therapeutic use
Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors
Interferons/therapeutic use
Vaccination
Interferon Alfa-2b/therapeutic use
Phosphonic Acids/therapeutic use

Ranking
0.1883
0.0915
0.0602
0.0419
0.0381
0.0363
0.0295
0.0292
0.0279
0.0201

Table 5: Top 10 influential treatments for ALS

2
3
4

III”, “Clinical Trial, Phase IV”, “Controlled Clinical
Trial”, “Multicenter Study” and “Randomized Controlled Trial” categories are considered.
Table 1 shows the sizes of five disease sub-networks
in terms of different object types. It can be seen
that the Author and Article attribute types dominate the size of every sub-network. The table also
shows that the size of a disease sub-network is significantly smaller than that of the entire network of
MEDLINE’s 20 millions of articles.
By running Algorithm 2 with α and ǫ set to 0.85
and 0.00001 respectively, the top-10 influential treatments for five diseases are reported in Tables 2 to 6. It
should be noted that the numbers in the ranking column are the limiting probabilities, so the sum of ranks
for all treatments in a disease sub-network equals to
1. It can be seen that except for ALS, the top one
or two treatments of all other diseases are ranked significantly higher than the rest. Also, the differences
between subsequent ranks in the lists decrease with
the increase of their positions. These observations
can be explained in two ways: Firstly, there are often one or two treatments more widely used against a
disease though with exceptions (e.g., ALS). Secondly,
this kind of eigenvector centrality-based method may
not be sensitive enough to differentiate the order of
less important items.

8

Top 10 Treatments

0.0147
0.0121
0.0102
0.0101

Table 3: Top 10 influential treatments for D2
Top 10 Treatments

Table 4: Top 10 influential treatments for HB

8
9
10

Neuroprotective Agents/
therapeutic use
Riluzole/therapeutic use
Antioxidants/therapeutic use
Insulin-Like Growth Factor I/
therapeutic
Respiration, Artificial
Activities of Daily Living
Thyrotropin-Releasing Hormone/
therapeutic use
Excitatory Amino Acid Antagonists
Creatine/therapeutic use
Positive-Pressure Respiration

Ranking
0.0576
0.0539
0.0326
0.0320
0.0295
0.0280
0.0246
0.0239
0.0239
0.0218

Table 6: Top 10 influential treatments for RA
Top 10 Treatments
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5.3

Antirheumatic Agents/
therapeutic use
Antibodies, Monoclonal/
therapeutic use
Methotrexate/therapeutic use
Anti-Inflammatory
Agents/therapeutic
Anti-Inflammatory Agents,
Non-Steroidal
Sulfasalazine/therapeutic use
Penicillamine/therapeutic use
Gold Sodium Thiomalate/
therapeutic use
Glucocorticoids/therapeutic use
Immunosuppressive
Agents/therapeutic

Ranking
0.2420
0.0709
0.0546
0.0303
0.0266
0.0160
0.0156
0.0131
0.0116
0.0103

Evaluation

This section reports the evaluation of the proposed
MedRank algorithm. It includes the aggregation of
expert consensuses from collected expert rankings and
the comparisons of MedRank against two baseline
methods.
5.3.1

Expert Consensus Aggregation

Since there is no ground truth for evaluation, expert
opinions are used as an alternative. They are aggregated into a consensus ranking for each of the five
diseases for benchmarking.
Expert Ranking Collection We distributed
1,500 questionnaires to the experts of state hospitals
and medical research institutions over four countries,
and received 106 valid responses from five hospitals in
mainland China and Taiwan. System ranked top-10
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Table 7: Expert feedback size for five diseases
AIDS

D2

HB

ALS

RA

24

28

21

16

17

most influential treatments for five diseases are listed
respectively in the questionnaire. Participants were
asked to answer on only the diseases they were familiar with. They were asked to provide their own
ranking lists for a disease, if they did not agree with
the system ranking. The sizes of the collected feedback are shown in Table 7.
Concordance Measurements For the purpose of
evaluation, we need to measure if two ranking lists,
say S and T , are concordant or agree with each other.
This is the problem of comparing partial rankings
(Fagin et al. 2004), i.e., one list may contain elements not found in the other list, as questionnaire
participants had the option to provide their own lists
with items not in the system ranking. Total rankings are studied in classical rank correlation methods
such as Kendall’s τ (Kendall 1948) and Spearman’s
ρ (Spearman 1904). Webber et al. (2010) have classified measurements that compare two lists into four
categories based on whether a measurement is applicable to partial rankings and whether it considers
top-weightedness, i.e., the top of the list is weighted
higher than the tail.
Fagin et al. (2004) proposed several measurements
for top-k partial rankings. We choose their extension
of Kendall’s τ to represent the class of measurements
that are not top-weighted. The method compares every pair of elements in the union set of elements appear in the ranking lists. There are four cases to
consider for penalizing displacements. The sum of
all penalties normalized by the number of all possible
pairwise comparisons gives a degree p of displacement
in the [0,1] interval. We define Fagin’s τ as 1 − p for
measuring concordance. However, the method disregards the position where the displacement occurs.
As Webber et al. (2010) argues that the top of the
list is often considered more important than the tail
in top-K rankings, we adopt the intersection metric
of Fagin et al. (2004) (referred as AO) that captures
this top-weightedness as the main measurement.
K
1 X |S:d ∩ T:d |
AO(S, T, K) =
K
d

(6)

d=1

where K is the top-K ranked items of interest; S and
T are two ranking lists; S:d denotes the set of elements
in S from the first up to the dth position; T:d is defined
in the same way.
AO is the average over the sum of the weighted
overlaps of the first d elements in both lists. The
score is in the interval of [0,1], where 0 means no items
shared by two lists and 1 means two lists are identical.
It can be seen from Formula 6 that the weight up
to the dth element decreases with the increase of d.
Thus, it is top-weighted. Also, AO is lenient to a
displacement occurring at two very close positions,
say the 2nd position in list S and 3rd position in list
T , but harsh to those that are far apart (as the score
will not be granted until the item has been found in
both lists at the dth position).
Expert Agreement It is important to measure the
compactness or degree of agreement among expert
rankings, because it makes more sense to find a consensus among them if they tend to agree with each

Figure 6: Agreements among expert rankings for five
diseases
Table 8: Aggregated Expert Ranking
Disease

Aggregated List

AIDS
D2
HB
ALS
RA

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,9
1,5,3,6,2,4,10,7,8,9
1,2,4,5,6,3,7
1,2,4,3,8,5,6,9,10,7
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,8,10

other. The compactness is calculated using Formula
7 adapted from (Xiaoyun et al. 2009). In the formula,
xi and xj are any two lists and m is the number of
all ranking lists. It calculates the average over the
pairwise distance (using AO) between ranking lists.
As AO is a measurement of concordance, the higher
the pairwise AO is, the higher the overall concordance
would be.
v
uX
m
u m X
u
(xi − xj )2
u
t i=1 j=1
compactness =
(7)
m(m − 1)
The results are illustrated in Fig 6. The figure
shows that the degrees of agreement among expert
rankings are relatively low in Diabetes Mellitus Type
II (66%) as well as Hepatitis B (73%). It can also
be seen that the degrees for the other three diseases
are relatively high (above 84%). These results indicate that the aggregated expert consensuses for AIDS,
ALS and RA are more indicative than D2 and HB for
evaluating MedRank and baseline methods.
Ranking Aggregation Expert ranking lists are
aggregated into a consensus list per disease. We
adopt a 2-approximation aggregation algorithm proposed by Chin et al. (2004). This heuristic algorithm
constructs a single ranking from a list of partial rankings with respect to the maximization of the consensus. Table 8 shows the aggregated expert rankings for
five diseases, where integer denotes the position of a
treatment originally in the system ranking. It is to
be noted that for Hepatitis B, three treatments have
been removed from all the rankings (of the system
and baselines) in the evaluation. This is caused by
the sub/super MeSH categories that are considered
as the same treatment approach by the experts.
5.3.2

MedRank vs. Expert Rankings

System rankings have been first evaluated, for each
disease, against expert rankings one by one to give
a sense of their concordance with individual expert
opinions. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5 (a)(e). The average and standard deviation of AO and
Fagin’s τ are presented as doted lines. Generally, system rankings have reasonably high concordance with
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(a) AIDS

(b) D2

(d) ALS

(e) RA

(c) HB

Figure 5: MedRank vs. every expert ranking for five diseases
expert rankings, with the average AO and Fagin’s τ
above 0.7 except for Fagin’s τ in RA. The results are
especially good for AIDS, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), where
average AOs are above 0.83 with standard deviation
around 0.1. Also, for these three diseases, AO scores
are almost all higher than Fagin’s τ . This suggests
that most displacements occur close to the tail of the
list or just a few positions away from where an item
is supposed to be. By contrast, AO scores are mostly
lower than Fagin’s τ for Hepatitis B (HB). This suggests the opposite case. By looking at the aggregated
expert ranking for HB in Table 8 presented earlier, we
can see that the positions of Treatment item 3 are far
apart in the system ranking and expert aggregated
ranking (i.e., 3 vs. 6). As for Diabetes Mellitus Type
II (D2), it is a mixture of above two cases. Overall,
MedRank gives pretty good rankings for AIDS, ALS
and RA.
5.3.3

Figure 7: MedRank vs. baselines using AO

MedRank vs. Baselines

We report the evaluation of our MedRank algorithm
against two baseline methods, i.e., degree centrality
and NetClus.
Baseline Settings Degree centrality counts, for every treatment in a disease sub-network, the degree
of the treatment node. It is equivalent to frequency
counting, i.e., counting the number of articles linked
to the treatment. From these frequencies, a ranking
list of treatments can be obtained. The concordance
between the ranking lists and expert consensuses is
measured by AO and Fagin’s τ . They are presented
as Degree Centrality in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively.
As NetClus is a ranking-based clustering algorithm, we have experimented on the cases of k = 2
and k = 5, where k is the number of clusters. A
5-disease sub-network of the same five diseases used
for MedRank is extracted for the case of k = 5 and
all possible 2-disease sub-networks selected from these
five diseases are extracted for the case of k = 2. In
addition to our ranking criteria, other attribute types,
such as “Disease” and “Term” (extracted from article
title with stemming (Porter 1980)) have been tried to
help clustering. Best results have been obtained by
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Figure 8: MedRank vs. baselines using Fagin’s Tau
using “Term” with prior probabilities (as used also
by Sun, Yu & Han (2009)). Terms have been chosen
based on their degree centrality with common terms
such as “patient” and “disease” removed. The results
for the 5-disease sub-network is presented as NC 5 in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, while NC 2 Avg denotes the average concordance of a disease over all 2-disease subnetworks that contain the disease.
Analysis From Fig. 8 we can see that degree centrality has relatively low Fagin’s τ scores (mostly
about half of MedRank’s scores) but better AO scores
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labels (which is different from RankClus and NetClus), as well as their associated, multi-type semistructured entities (which is different from PageRank and PopRank). Therefore, it represents a new
and interesting method for ranking categorized entities in multi-dimensional information networks. The
success of categorized entity ranking in medical literature domain suggests a new methodology and a
potential success in other domains, as long as entities
and their relationships can be identified. This opens
an interesting direction for further study.
7
Figure 9: Time spent on the ranking for five subnetworks
in Fig. 7. This suggests that its outputs have many
displacements but the portion occurring at the top
of the lists is not high. When k = 5 NetClus is not
able to give good clusters, as D2 treatments dominate
the rankings. Thus only the ranking in the D2 cluster has high concordance score in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
NetClus performs slightly better when k = 2, though
it can still be seen from both figures that D2 and
RA treatments dominate the ranking. Overall, the
figures show that MedRank outperforms degree centrality and NetClus.
6

Discussions

In this section we discuss the effectiveness, efficiency
and implications of MedRank.
6.1

Effectiveness and Efficiency

Section 5.3 presented how our system rankings are
evaluated against the “consensus” rankings aggregated from the expert rankings and the baseline methods. Figs. 7 and 8 have shown that the proposed
network-based ranking algorithm MedRank is effective as it outperforms the baselines.
We include a chart in Fig. 9 to show the scalability and efficiency of the ranking phase. The subnetworks corresponding to the selected five diseases
are ordered according to their sizes, i.e., total number of nodes (Table 1). The times spent on ranking
the sub-networks using MedRank are measured in seconds. It can be seen from this empirical analysis that
the computational cost for the ranking phase is linear.
6.2

Implications of MedRank

As a few doctors mentioned in their feedback that
although there may be consensus among clinical professionals on what treatment to be applied to a disease (e.g., the “cocktail” method for AIDS), whether
a treatment is better than another should be judged
case by case. This goes in line with the motivation of
our research. Our intention is not to compete with the
best medical experts in giving clinical advices but to
show a methodology like this can provide ranking on
the influential treatments. Even if the ranking may
not always be the most authoritative one, it provides
much value in showing information technology can
efficiently filter out noises and derive highly valued
candidate treatments for further study.
This study has been focused on the medical domain based on tagged medical literature. MedRank
presents an interesting methodology for ranking an
information network based on the available category

Conclusions

In a general medical information network, objects
such as patients, clinical trials, symptoms, diseases,
medical journal articles, or treatments, can all be
linked together through different kinds of referential relationships. Then by applying a network-based
ranking algorithm, we can use a query mechanism
such as the slash-tag search engine10 to search for
top-ranked objects according to their categories (i.e.,
tags). In this paper we demonstrated a pioneer research for ranking treatments for given diseases based
on a medical information network.
The contribution of this research is threefold.
Firstly, we extracted heterogeneous objects from medical literature as an information network for medical knowledge management. Secondly, we proposed
a new network-based ranking algorithm, namely
MedRank, to rank the most influential treatments.
Thirdly, we successfully conducted a survey with clinical practitioners to collect expert rankings for benchmarking. The proposed algorithm has been evaluated
against two baseline methods. It has been shown that
MedRank is effective and efficient.
For future research, we will extend this networkbased ranking approach to other domains. Investigations on ranking emerging medical treatments for
new and unknown diseases from medical literature
will also be considered.
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Abstract
The last decade has witnessed the prevalence of sensor
and GPS technologies that produce a sheer volume
of trajectory data representing the motion history of
moving objects. Measuring similarity between trajectories is undoubtedly one of the most important
tasks in trajectory data management since it serves
as the foundation of many advanced analyses such
as similarity search, clustering, and classification. In
this light, tremendous efforts have been spent on this
topic, which results in a large number of trajectory
similarity measures. Generally, each individual work
introducing a new distance measure has made specific claims on the superiority of their proposal. However, for most works, the experimental study was focused on demonstrating the efficiency of the search
algorithms, leaving the effectiveness aspect unverified
empirically. In this paper, we conduct a comparative experimental study on the effectiveness of six
widely used trajectory similarity measures based on a
real taxi trajectory dataset. By applying a variety of
transformations we designed for each original trajectory, our experimental observations demonstrate the
advantages and drawbacks of these similarity measures in different circumstances.
1

Introduction

Driven by major advances in sensor technology, GPSenabled mobile devices and wireless communication,
large amounts of data describing the motion history
of moving objects, known as trajectories, are currently generated and managed in many of application
domains such as environmental information systems,
meteorology, wireless technology, video tracking, or
video motion capture (Zheng et al. n.d., Shang et al.
2012, Zheng et al. 2011, Xie et al. 2009, Chen et al.
2010, Zheng et al. 2010, Chen et al. 2011). Typical
examples include collecting the GPS location histories of taxicabs for safety and management purpose,
tracking animals for their migration patterns, gathering human motion data by tracking body joints, or
tracing the evolution of migrating particles in biological sciences.
The trajectory of a moving object is typically modelled as a time-stamped sequence of consecutive loCopyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February
2013. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang and Rui Zhang, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

cations in a multidimensional (generally two or three
dimensional) space. Such type of data has offered unprecedented information to help understand the behaviour of moving objects, and resulted in growing
interest of data analysis in such data. An important
problem in such analysis is designing techniques for
identifying trajectories that are similar. Such techniques can be used by many data analysis tasks including trajectory clustering, classification, and knearest neighbor search, which have a broad range of
real applications. For instance, in many sports such
as football and tennis, it is very useful for sports researchers to figure out the movement patterns of top
players by finding similar trajectories of objects (players, balls) motions. By analyzing similar trajectories
of animals, it is possible to determine migration patterns for them. In a city traffic monitoring system,
it is helpful to locate popular routes by comparing
similarity between vehicles trajectories.
A fundamental ingredient of such trajectory analysis tasks is the distance/similarity measure that can
effectively determine the similarity of trajectories.
But unlike other simple data types such as ordinal
variables or geometric points where the distance definition is straightforward, the distance between trajectories needs to be carefully defined in order to reflect the true underlying similarity. This is due to
the fact that trajectories are essentially high dimensional data attached with both spatial and temporal
attributes, which needs to be considered for similarity
measures. Therefore, over ten of distance/similarity
measures have been proposed in the literature, e.g.,
Euclidean distance (ED) (Jonkery et al. 1980), Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (Soong & Rosenberg
1988), distance based on Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) (Kearney & Hansen 1990),Edit Distance with Real Penalty (ERP) (Chen & Ng 2004),
Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) (Chen et al.
2005). Many of these works and some of their extensions have been widely cited in the literature and
applied to facilitate query processing and data mining
in trajectory data.
Given the multitude of competitive techniques, a
good understanding the effectiveness of various similarity measures is important. Very often a newly
introduced distance measure has claimed a particular
advantage over some others by using an exemplified
explanation. Also most of those works focused on
evaluating the efficiency of their pruning and searching algorithms, while leaving the effectiveness study,
i.e., how their proposed distance measures truly reflects the similarity between trajectories under different circumstances, inadequate or even completely
omitted. In this light, we argue that there is a strong
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need for an empirical study on the effectiveness of
trajectory similarity measures. More specifically, in
this paper we have implemented 6 widely used trajectory similarity measures (shown in following list), and
study their effectiveness in different circumstances using a common real world taxicab trajectory dataset.
• Euclidean Distance Measure
– Euclidean Distance
• Dynamic Time Warping based Measures
– DTW
– PDTW
• Edit Distance based Measures
– EDR
– ERP
• Longest Common Subsequence based Measures
– LCSS
In summary, we make the following contributions
in this work.
• We observe the absence and importance of an
objective effectiveness study on widely used trajectory similarity measures.
• In order to overcome the lack of benchmark
dataset for effectiveness test, we devise a set of
reasonable transformation functions for the original trajectory data, the variance of which is controlled by parameters.
• We evaluate the similarity between original and
transformed trajectories, and study how the similarity is reflected in six different distance measures.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the preliminary concepts and briefly
review the trajectory similarity measures we are
about to examine in this work. In Section 3, we discuss the trajectory dataset used in this study, the
types of transformations applied to the trajectories,
and the experimental observations regarding the effectiveness of the compared similarity measures. We
finally give our conclusion in Section 4.
2

Similarity Measures for Trajectories

Theoretically a trajectory represents the continuous
motion history of a moving object. However, due
to the limitation of location positioning devices (e.g,
sensors, GPS devices), a trajectory in real world is
a sequence of positions observed at discrete time instances. This is also the reason that most of the existing works on trajectories assume the time is discrete
rather than continuous. Without loss of generality, we
make the same assumption in this paper. Formally, a
trajectory can be defined as the follows:

14

DEFINITION 1 A trajectory T r is a finite sequence of geo-locations with timestamps, i.e., T r =
(p1 , t1 ), (p2 , t2 ), ..., (pn , tn ) with ti < ti+1 for i =
1, 2, ..., n − 1. pi is a sampling point that is observed
at time ti .
Generally the location of a sampling point of a trajectory is represented by a coordinate in multidimensional space. But for the sake of simplicity, in this paper we focus on trajectories in two dimensional space
since it is applicable to a wide variety of application
scenarios. Thus, each sampling point is represented
by a pair (x, y), denoting longitude and latitude respectively.
In the following subsections, we briefly review the
trajectory similarity measures studied in this work.
Notice that this is not meant to be a complete survey
for the respective field and is only intended to provide
the readers with a necessary background for following
our experimental evaluations.
2.1

Euclidean Distance Measure

Euclidean distance, also known as L2 -norm, is distance measure in literature for a variety of applications. Given two trajectories T1 , T2 , the Euclidean
distance
d(T1 , T2 ) can be calculate as, d(T1 , T2 ) =
P
n

d(p1,i ,p2,i )
,
n

where d(p1,i , p2,i ) is the distance on
spatial space. Euclidean distance is easy to implement and indexable with many access methods, and
it is parameter-free. In addition, the complexity of
Euclidean distance measure is linear, which means it
can handle a large size of trajectory data set. Euclidean distance is proposed as a distance measure
between time series and is one of most commonly
used similarity function since 1960s (Priestley 1980,
Pfeifer & Deutsch 1980, Faloutsos et al. 1994, Keogh
& Pazzani 2000). Later, Euclidean distance is also
extended to measure the distance between trajectories (Clarke 1976, Richalet et al. 1978, Jonkery et al.
1980, Sanderson & Wong 1980, Takens 1980), since
trajectories and time series have the similar representations.
i=1

2.2

Dynamic Time Warping based Measures

Dynamic Time Warping(DTW) is a well-known algorithm for finding similar trajectory patterns between
two trajectories. The definition of DTW uses a recursive manner to search all possible point combinations between two trajectories for the one with minimal distance, which can be converted to dynamic
programming very easily. DTW allows to find a similar pattern between two given trajectories, which can
be of different lengths, with or without time information. Moreover, the original DTW similarity measure
is also parameter-free. For example, two trajectories
are separately generated by a slowly moving object
and a fast moving object, DTW can still report their
similarity pattern. DTW was first introduced to compute the distance of time series (Myers et al. 1980). In
1980s,(Kruskal 1983, Soong & Rosenberg 1988, Picton et al. 1988, Ostendorf & Roukos 1989) introduced
DTW to measure trajectory distance. For a huge data
set, DTW is time-consuming and I/O-consuming. To
speed up DTW and reduce I/O cost, several pruning methods have been introduced such as FastMap
method and lower bound method (Sakurai et al. 2005,
Yi et al. 1998).
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Piecewise
Dynamic
Time
Warping
(PDTW) (Keogh & Pazzani 2000) is another
dynamic time warping based similarity trajectory
function, which is improved from DTW. PDTW
speeds up DTW by a large constant c, where c is
data dependent. PDTW uses two steps to calculate similarity trajectory pattern. The first step
called Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA),
which cuts a given trajectory into c pieces, where
[pc∗(i−1)+1 , pc∗(i−1)+2 , · · · , pc ∗ i] is i-th piece. For
piece i, PAA computes p̄i as a representitive point
and transform trajectory T into piecewise approximation T̄ = [p̄1 , p̄2 , · · · , p̄N ]. Then, in the second
step, PDTW process DTW distance to find similar
trajectory patterns between transformed trajectories
T̄1 and T̄2 .
2.3

Edit Distance based Measures

Edit distance with Real Penalty (ERP) (Chen & Ng
2004) is an edit distance (ED) based trajectory similarity measure. ERP uses L1 -norm as the distance
measure. Introducing L1 -norm makes ERP a metric
measure, which is a prominent advantage over DTW
and LCSS, as metric measures allow for efficient pruning. In addition, ERP distance is defined on normalized trajectory data for amplitude scaling and global
spatial shifting. ERP normalize a trajectory T by
shifting by its mean (µ) and scaling by its standard
deviation(σ): N orm(T ) = [ p1σ−µ , p2σ−µ , . . . , pnσ−µ ].
Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) (Chen
et al. 2005) is another edit distance (ED) based trajectory similarity measure. EDR also uses a threshold
ε to detect sample points matching, which is similar
with LCSS. Like ERP, EDR also uses normalized trajectory data, in order to be invariant to scaling and
shifting. Different with ERP, for each sample point
pi in T , the position values of x, y are normalized by
using the corresponding mean (µx ), (µy ) and standard deviation (σx ), (σy ), respectively: N orm(T ) =
p −µ
p
−µ
p
−µ
p −µ
The
[( 1,xσx x , 1,yσy y ), · · · , ( n,xσx x , n,yσy y )].
matching defined by EDR is match(pi , pj ) for a pair
of trajectories’ sample points, where pi ∈ T and
pj ∈ T 0 , T 6= T 0 . match(pi , pj ) is true if and only
if |pi,x − pj,x | ≤ ε and |pi,y − pj,y | ≤ ε, where ε is
the matching threshold. If match(pi , pj ) is true, the
subcost (i.e. edit distance) between pi and pj is 0,
otherwise the subcost = 1.
2.4

can figure out similarity trajectories in high accuracy.
However, it may lead to some inaccuracy, since it does
not consider various unmatched sequences in trajectories. We illustrate this case in our experiment.
3

In this section we present the trajectory dataset used
in this study, the types of transformations applied to
the trajectories, and the experimental observations
regarding the effectiveness of the compared similarity
measures.
3.1

Dataset

We employed the dataset of Beijing taxi trajectories (Zheng et al. 2009) for our experimental study.
This is a real-world trajectory dataset generated by
30,000 taxicabs in Beijing in a period of 3 months.
Figure 1 shows an example of the taxi trajectories
superimposed on Google Map, in which the sample
points of trajectory are represented by square marks
on the map. The sampling rate of this data set is
approximately 30 seconds, which means the time duration between consecutive sampling points is about
30 seconds. Since in this study we mainly focus on
effectiveness rather than scalability, we randomly selected 1000 trajectories from the dataset, where each
contains at least 100 sampling points.

Longest Common Subsequence based
Measures

Some similarity measures work well based on the assumption how the trajectory data are clean. However,
the trajectory data generated by GPS devices are not
clean enough due to device’s accuracy limitation, bad
GPS signals, and other factors. Therefore, a similarity measure which is more robust for processing low
quality trajectory data attracts great research interest. Longest common subsequence (LCSS) is one of
most popular measurements, which is used for string
similarity, (Ichiye & Karplus 1991, Robinson 1990)
apply LCSS as trajectory similarity measure. For detecting sample points matching like string’s characters matching, a threshold ε is used, if two points’
distance less than ε, they are considered to match.
The basic idea of LCSS is that it allows some sample
points unmatched to match some sequences in trajectories. LCSS is good for processing with low quality trajectory data (i.e. noisy trajectory data), which

Effectiveness Study

Figure 1: Trajectory Example

3.2

Trajectory Transformations

Evaluating effectiveness of different similarity measures objectively is a challenging task due to the lack
of a widely recognized benchmark dataset, where the
ground-truth distance between any pair of trajectories is known in advance. Therefore, while most previous works put emphasis on the scalability test for the
similarity measures, none of them have conducted experiments on the effectiveness. In this work, we tackle
this problem from a novel aspect by having the following two observations. First, an identical motion
history can be represented by different trajectories
due to the variance in sampling time, sampling rate
or possible noises. Second, in spite of different representations, they should still have high similarity based
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on any good similarity measure since they all actually
refer to the same motion record.
Based upon this, our evaluation procedure works
as follows. We firstly pick up a trajectory as the original trajectory. Then we perform several types of
transformations on the original trajectory in a controlled way (by using parameters), resulting in a set
of transformed trajectories. For each transformation,
we will evaluate the distance between the original and
transformed trajectories and tune the parameter to
see how their distance is affected. The rational behind this is that, with a reasonable similarity measure, the trajectory with a lower degree of transformation should have higher similarity with the original
trajectory, and vice versa.
We devise three types of transformation functions,
namely re-sampling a trajectory, shifting trajectory
points, and adding noise. These transformations are
controlled by two parameters, rate and distance. The
parameter rate is used to specify the percentage of
the trajectory points that will be transformed; for instance, rate = 0.1 means that 10% of the trajectory
points are to be transformed by the transformation
function, distance = 0.0001 means that the trajectory points are to be shifted around 11 meters by
transformation function. The parameter distance is
a threshold on how far a trajectory point might be
shifted with respect to the original point. Table 1
summarizes all the transformation functions and the
parameters.
Re-sampling trajectory. There are two ways to
re-sample a trajectory, i.e., increasing sampling rate
and decreasing sampling rate. To increasing sampling
rate, we will randomly add rate extra points to the
original trajectory. Analogously, to decrease sampling
rate, we randomly remove rate points from the original trajectory. Figure 2 and Figure 3 exemplify those
two opposite transformations.

Figure 3: Decrease Sampling Rate Transformation
Function
shift transformation would not change the shape of
original trajectories. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate
these two shift transformations.

Figure 4: Random Shift Transformation Function

Figure 2: Increase Sampling Rate Transformation
Function
Point shift. Unlike the re-sampling transformation, point shift does not change the number of trajectory points. Instead, it changes the locations of
them. To do so, we randomly select rate of the trajectory points and shift them by distance. There are
two ways to shift the points, i.e., random shift and
synchronized shift. Random shift will change the position of each selected point arbitrarily without considering the other shifted points, while synchronized
shift will translate all the selected points in the same
way (same offset and direction). Additionally, point
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Figure 5: Synchronized Shift Transformation Function
Adding noise. The last transformation function
is to add rate noises/outliers to the original trajec-
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Table 1: Types of Trajectory Transformations
Transformation Type
Re-sampling
Point shift
Noise

Operation
Increase sampling rate (add points)
Decrease sampling rate (remove points)
Random shift
Synchronized shift
Add noise

tory. The gap between the noisy points and the original trajectory is controlled by the parameter distance.
We use an example to demonstrate this transformation in Figure 6.

Adjustable Parameters
rate
rate
rate, distance
rate, distance
rate, distance

For all the similarity measures except LCSS and
EDR, we report the distance between the original and
transformed trajectories. Hence a greater value indicates a lower similarity.

0.04

Trajectory
Add Noise
Increase Sampling Rate
Decrease Sampling Rate
Random Shift
Synchronized Shift

0.035
0.03

distance

0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0
-0.005
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

transformation rate

Figure 6: Add Noise Transformation Function
Experimental Observations

In this part, we apply the set of transformations
to the original trajectories and compute the distance/similarity between the original and transformed trajectories based on each similarity measure.
Specifically, for each similarity measure, we conduct
two sets of experiments. First, we fix the parameter distance as constant (distance = 0.0015) , and
then vary the parameter rate from 0.1 to 0.6 with
the step of 0.1. However, EDR and LCSS measures
use another threshold ε to determine the matched
pairs of points. The relationship between distance
and ε will heavily affect the results. Therefore, we
conduct two sets of experiments for LCSS and EDR,
i.e., with ε = 0.002 being greater than distance, and
ε = 0.0004 being less than distance. Furthermore,
adding 10% − 60% noise points into trajectory are
too much and could change the shape of original trajectory, hence we reduce the transformation rate of
adding noise function from 0.1 to 0.06 with the step
of 0.01, which is one-tenth of previous parameter rate.
Second, we fix the parameter rate as constant
(rate = 0.3)1 , and change the value of parameter
distance from 0.0005 to 0.004 (Euclidean distance in
spatial space) with the step of 0.0005. We only change
the transformation distance for random shift, synchronised shift and adding noise as only these transformations are affected by this parameter.
1
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3.3

Figure 7: Result of Euclidean Distance with different
transformation rate
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Figure 8: Result of Euclidean distance with different
transformation distance

Transformation rate of add noise function is set to 0.03
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Euclidean Distance Measure. The result of
Euclidean distance with varying rate is shown in Figure 71 . We can see that, the distance between
the original and transformed trajectories with resampling and noise increases quickly as the transformation rate rises. This implies that the Euclidean
distance is sensitive to sampling rate or noise. On
the other hand, shifting sampling points within certain range has little influence on the distance.
Next, we illustrate the result of Euclidean distance
with different transformation distance in Figure 8.
As expected, the distance between the original and
transformed trajectories with point shift gradually increases as the transformation distance increases. But
adding noises will make the transformed trajectory
completely dissimilar with the original one, which
again indicates that Euclidean distance is sensitive
to outliers.

shown in Figure 9. It can be observed that DTW
achieves a relatively good performance with low
transformation rate (i.e. rate < 20%). DTW is more
robust to the random shift transformation. Besides it
is more sensitive to decreasing sampling rate than increasing sampling rate. Also DTW may not be a good
choice when the trajectory data is contaminated by
noises.
We then evaluate the DTW distance with different transformation distances. As shown in Figure 10, DTW is more sensitive to transformation distance than transformation rate as all distances increase quickly when the transformation distance gets
enlarged. DTW may not handle dramatic sampling
points shift well especially for the synchronized shift.
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Figure 11: Result of PDTW with different transformation rate

Figure 9: Result of DTW with different transformation rate
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Figure 10: Result of DTW with different transformation distance
Dynamic Time Warping based Measures.
The performance of DTW with changing rate is
1
Transformation rate of add noise function is one-tenth of xaxis’s value, the follow figures use same setting for transformation
rate of add noise. The y-axis distance value is defined by definition
of trajectory similarity measures
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Figure 12: Result of PDTW with different transformation distance
Figure 11 shows the results of PDTW with different transformation rate, which are similar with
DTW, since PDTW is a variant improved from DTW.
However, after applying the PAA method, the effectiveness of PDTW is better than DTW. With the
same scale and unit as in the experiments of DTW,
we can see the distance reported by PDTW are less
than DTW for all transformation rates, especially for
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increasing sampling rate, adding noise and synchronized shifting function.
The performance of PDTW with different transformation distance is shown in Figure 12. Unlike
DTW, PDTW is not sensitive to length of distance of
transformation. As a result, PDTW may work well in
measuring the similarity for trajectories with a large
number of inaccurate points (i.e, point with large deviation from its true location).

sitive to altering sampling rate or adding noise. However, EDR still serves as a good distance measure for
handling sampling point shift.
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Figure 15: Result of ERP with different transformation rate
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Figure 13: Result of EDR with different transformation rate and ε less than distance of transformation
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Figure 16: Result of ERP with different transformation distance
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Edit Distance based Measures. We first evaluate the effectiveness of EDR with different transformation rate. In Figure 14, the distances between
the original and transformed trajectories are all large,
since the transformation distance of the sample points
is larger than its threshold ε. In this case, most
shifted points will have no matched point in the original trajectory, hence increasing the EDR distance.
We also conduct another set of experiments by restricting the transformation distance to be smaller
than ε, the result of which is shown in Figure 14.
Based on the result, we can see that EDR is very sen-

Second, we illustrate the experiment result of ERP
distance with different transformation rates in Figure 15. From the result we observe that ERP is robust
to sample points shifting. Even the transformation
rate goes very high, ERP still achieve good performance in capturing the similarity between trajectories with sample point shifting. ERP can also handle
the trajectories with a small number of noises. However, it is sensitive to the changes in sampling rate of
trajectories.
Figure 16 shows the experiment result of ERP distance with different transformation distance. Based
on this distance measure, the transformed trajectory
with random shift is very similar to the original one,
which means ERP distance is robust to random shift.
But still, ERP is quite sensitive to noisy data since
adding noise to the original trajectory will result in a
large distance value.
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Table 2: Comparative Results of Trajectory Similarity Measures
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Figure 17: Result of LCSS with different transformation rate and ε less than distance of transformation
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DTW
Sensitive
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Sensitive
Robust
Sensitive

PDTW
Fair
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Sensitive
Robust
Robust

EDR
Sensitive
Sensitive
Fair
Robust
Robust

ERP
Sensitive
Sensitive
Fair
Robust
Robust

LCSS
Robust
Robust
Sensitive
Fair
Fair

trajectories, which is not affected by increasing
sampling rate. For instance, given a trajectory
sequence T r = [(1, 1, t1 ), (2, 2, t2 ), ..., (10, 10, t10 )]
with length l = 10. By increasing sampling rate,
we have a transformed trajectory T rI = [(1, 1, t1 ),
(1.5, 1.5, t01 ), (2, 2, t2 ), (2.5, 2.5, t02 ), ..., (10, 10, t10 )]
with length l = 20; by decreasing sampling rate, we have a transformed trajectory
T rD = [(1, 1, t1 ), (3, 3, t3 ), ..., (9, 9, t9 )] with length
l = 5. Clearly, the length of common sequence that
is reported by LCSS between T r and T rI is larger
than that between T r and T rD . Besides, LCSS has
a good performance to process noisy trajectory data,
but might not be suitable for measuring trajectories
that contain shifted sampling points.
At last, we provide an extra experiment for LCSS
by setting threshold ε larger than the transformation
distance, the result of which is shown in Figure 18. As
expected, the transformed trajectories are all treated
as identical to the original one, except the one with
decreasing sample rate.
In conclusion, there is no trajectory similarity
measure that can beat all the others in every circumstance. Table 2 is shown summarized results for
each trajectory similarity measures, which are compared based on transformation functions (first column). There are three levels, “Sensitive” , “Fair”
and “Robust”, which are illustrated the results. In
general, Euclidean distance is a good choice when
the trajectory data have similar sampling rate and
high quality (small point shift) due to its simplicity
in implementation and low computation complexity.
PDTW is more robust to most transformations than
DTW since it adopts the piece-wise aggregation to the
raw trajectory before the distance computation. Edit
distance based measures (EDR and ERP) achieve
good effectiveness with point shift transformations,
but are sensitive to altering sampling rate and outliers. On the contrary, LCSS is almost immune to
increasing sampling rate and noises but sensitive to
point shift. It seems no similarity measure works well
for decreasing sampling rate, implying that processing low-sampling-rate trajectories can be a challenging problem (Lou et al. 2009)(Zheng et al. 2012).

Figure 18: Result of LCSS different transformation
rate and ε larger than distance of transformation

4

Longest Common Subsequence Measure.
Finally, we evaluate the distance based on LCSS
for different transformations, which is shown in
Figure 17. Due to different definition of LCSS,
we use normalized similarity as the output, which
is instead of distance.
Interestingly, LCSS has
perfect performance for the transformation with
increasing sampling rate, but bad performance
for transformation with decreasing sample rate.
This is due to the fact that LCSS is calculated
based on common subsequences shared between

In this work, we have made the effort to re-implement
the investigated similarity measures and evaluate
their effectiveness in an objective manner. Further
we have devised a set of transformation functions for
trajectory data that can serve as a basis for a comparative efficiency tests. The purpose of this work
is to provide a quantitative analysis on the effectiveness of the trajectory similarity measures. We hope
this work can serve as a starting point for providing
benchmarks for future research on trajectory similarity measures.
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Abstract
A large number of web pages contain information of
entities in a form of lists of field values. Those implicit
semi-structured records are often available in textual
sources on the web such as advertisings of products,
postal addresses, bibliographic information, etc. Harvesting information of those entities from such lists of
field values is challenge task because the lists are manually generated, not written in a well-defined templates or may miss some information. In this paper, we introduce a proximity-based positional model
(PPM) to improve the quality of extracting information by text segmentation. Our proposed model offers
improvements over the fixed-positional model proposed in ONDUX, a current state-of-art method for
information extraction by text segmentation (IETS)
to revise the labels of text segments in an input list
of field values. Different from fixed-positional model
in previous work, the key idea of PPM is to define
proximity heuristic for labels in an input list in a
unified language model. Our proposed model is estimated based on propagated counts of labels through
a proximity-based density function. We propose and
study several density functions and experimental results on different domains show that PPM is effective
to revise labels and helps to improve performance of
current state-of-art method.
Keywords: Proximity, positional model, information
extraction, text segmentation.
1

Introduction

Entity extraction, a typical task in information extraction, is the process of extracting entities such as
people, organisations, or locations on web pages. It
has become an active and hot research topic over past
decade. According to the study and analysis of Guo
et al. (2009), named entities occurs in about 71% of
search queries of users. Nevertheless, current search
engines such as Google1 or Bing2 , which support users
to search information on the web according to their
queries, are mainly based on keyword or text matching techniques and do not capture the semantic information of objects and relations between objects.
Therefore, the problem of entity extraction, which
Copyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February
2013. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang and Rui Zhang, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.
1
2

http://www.google.com
www.bing.com

includes identifying named entities, their attributes
as well as the relations between entities, is an indispensable task not only in query answering but also in
knowledge discovery from web environment.
In our work, we focus on the problem of entity
extraction in which information of entities are described in a list of field values on web pages. As
some examples of the task, we consider an advertising about a car and an address of a person on web
pages: “Ford Falcon, White colour, December 1996,
$2,900.00, Western Australia 6155, 0402-744-126” or
“Dr. Janelle A. Briggs, 208 Carmody Rd, St. Lucia QLD 4067’ ’. Such kinds of information are often
available in several textual sources on the web, such
as bibliographic information, postal addresses, advertisings, recipes, etc. Therefore, it is an important
practical problem of information extraction that has
been frequently addressed in the recent literature. In
the second example, the following structured record
could be extracted:
<name, “Dr Janelle A. Briggs”>
<street, “208 Carmody Rd”>
<area, “St Lucia”>
<state, “QLD”>
<code, “4067”>
In the literature, the problem of entity extraction
from lists of field values is addressed as the problem of
information extraction by text segmentation (IETS)
in which information of entities organised in implicit
semi-structured records. There are various possible segmentation schemes to choose from list-specific
wrappers or statistical segmentation models. Since
the field values in the implicit semi-structured records
are not machine-generated and they are represented
in a textual representation, traditional wrapper-based
methods (Crescenzi et al. 2001, Arasu & GarciaMolina 2003) cannot be applied for the inputs which
are formatted differently in HTML. A dominant approach for this problem is the deployment of statistical methods, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
(Borkar et al. 2001) and Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) (Lafferty et al. 2001) to extract information.
In these statistical methods, an extraction model is
trained based on a training dataset which consists
of a set of text segments and their labels. CRFsbased methods were proven to outperform HMMbased methods and have been widely used in several information extraction systems (Sarawagi 2008,
Zhao et al. 2008). They are more accurate and robust for extracting information of entities from such
records because they can exploit an arbitrary number of rich and correlated properties of words in sentences. However, obtaining a large amount of training
data, which includes the association between string
segments with their corresponding attributes, to build
an extraction model may be very expensive or even
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unfeasible in some situations. Therefore, some recent
studies proposed the usage of pre-existing datasets to
alleviate the need for manually labeled training data
(Agichtein & Ganti 2004, Mansuri & Sarawagi 2006,
Zhao et al. 2008). In these methods, known values
in a database are used to train a statistical model
for recognising the values of their attributes in an
input text. However, they made strict assumptions
about the single total order of field values in text sequences. Recently, Cortez et al. (2010) have proposed
ONDUX, an unsupervised method to overcome those
drawbacks. Instead of learning an extraction model
from training dataset, they exploited the values of labels in a knowledge base to associate text blocks or
segments in an input text with the labels by employing matching functions on the overlapping tokens between segments and knowledge base. Then, the mismatched and unmatched labels are rectified by using
a sequential model and a positional model in a final
“reinforcement” phase. Both sequential model and
positional model are built from the input text to verify and potentially correct the assignments of labels
to text segments.
Our proposed method is an improvement the study
of Cortez et al. (2010). In matching phase, while the
study of Cortez et al. (2010) focused on the contentrelated feature to define matching functions between
text segments and labels, we incorporate formatrelated feature and combine with content-related feature to improve the performance of matching phase
and hence we can obtain high performance in a final
“reinforcement” phase. To combine format-related
feature and content-related feature into a single similarity framework, we view each label or entity type as
a set and each text segment as a member of a set in
set theory and exploit the intensional and extensional
definition of a set to define a membership relation between a member and its set in a formal way. Due to
this, we incorporate both format-related and contentmatching functions in a novel type-based similarity
framework between a text segment and a label.
Moreover, positional model in reinforcement phase
in previous work only considers fixed positions of a
label in different lines in an input list when it revise
the labels of text segments. However, in practice it
cannot be ensured that a correct label always occur
in a fixed position in different lines. Therefore, we
relax this constraint by proposing a proximity-based
positional model (PPM) for labels.
The key idea of PPM is to define a language model
for each position of a label in an input text. The PPM
for a label at a position would be estimated based on
the propagated counts of the label in different positions in the input text. The occurrences of a label t
at the positions which near a position i will provide
more evidence than its occurrences in far positions.
In other words, each position of a label will receive
propagated counts of the label in near positions. A
main technical challenge in the proximity-based positional model for labels in an input list is how to define a propagation function and estimate a positional
model for the labels accordingly. We analyse several
functions in this paper and we show that with some
specific choices, our proximity-based positional model
for labels covers the fixed-positional model proposed
in (Cortez et al. 2010) as a special case.
To summarise, we believe that we make the following contributions.
• We propose a type-based similarity framework
to asset how likely a segment string should be a
member of a given set. By this way, we incorporate both format-related and content-related
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features in a framework to recognise labels for
text segments with high performance.
• We propose a novel proximity-based positional
model (PPM) for labels to relax a rigid constraint
and improve performance of previous work. Instead of considering a label in a fixed position in
the input text, the distribution of the target label in different positions is taken in our model to
measure how likely a label occurs at a given position. Our proposed model is proven more flexible
and robust than the fixed-positional model in the
previous work.
• We have conducted experiments on public
datasets and the experimental results prove that
our proposed techniques helps to improve the
performance as compared to the current stateof-art study on the problem of information extraction by text segmentation.
The remaining sections of this paper are organised
as follows. Section 2 presents existing related studies
on the problem of IETS in the literature. Next, we introduce and formally define our proposed proximitybased positional model (PPM) for labels in section
3. Then, we present a type-based similarity measure
in matching phase and the usage of PPM in refinement phase to solve the problem of IETS in section
4. After that, our experiments and evaluations are
described and analysed in section 5. Eventually, section 6 concludes the paper and suggests some future
work.
2

Related work

Information extraction by text segmentation (IETS)
is the process of converting an unstructured document which contains implicit records into structured
form by splitting the document into substrings which
contain data values (Sarawagi 2008). In other words,
each text input or document forms one or several implicit records and each implicit record is represented
in a form of a list of field values. The dominant approach to segment texts in an input list to extract field
values in the literature is the application of machine
learning techniques with two different techniques for
generating training data. The first technique, which
is called supervised approach, builds a training data
set manually by human (Seymore et al. 1999, Freitag
& McCallum 2000, Borkar et al. 2001, Lafferty et al.
2001, Peng & McCallum 2006, Mansuri & Sarawagi
2006). Meanwhile, the second technique exploits existing data in a knowledge base or reference table to
build training data automatically (Agichtein & Ganti
2004, Mansuri & Sarawagi 2006, Zhao et al. 2008,
Cortez et al. 2010)).
The studies of Seymore et al. (1999) and Freitag &
McCallum (2000) can be considered as the first studies addressing this problem in the literature. In their
work, a Hidden Makov Model (HMM) for recognising
the field values in an input text was constructed from
a provided training dataset. Later, this approach was
extended in the system DATAMOLD (Borkar et al.
2001), in which each state of an external HMM modelling the sequence of field values in an input text contains an internal HMM. Each internal HMM is built
as a model for recognising the value of each attribute.
In their work, both internal and external HMM are
trained from a hand-labelled dataset.
After that, Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
(Lafferty et al. 2001) was proposed as an alternative
model for HMM to solve the task of labelling texts.
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CRFs-based methods become popular in the field of
information extraction because of their high reflexibility and good extraction results. They are proven
to outperform all previous learning-based methods
in both theory and experimental evaluations for the
problem of sequence labelling (Peng & McCallum
2006, Sarawagi 2008). However, although the quality of extraction results of HMM and CRFs are good,
these supervised methods require to have a large
amount of manually training data to build their extraction model.
To reduce the dependency on manually labeled
data, as proposed in the study of Mansuri & Sarawagi
(2006), the authors exploited an existing structured
database to define new database-related features for
CRFs. Their method used only few labeled training
instances to train a CRFs-based extraction model.
Although this method exploited additional features
from a structured database, it still needs some userprovided training data in their method.
Different from above methods, the general idea
of unsupervised approach is to exploit a pre-existing
datasource to build a training data for a statistical
extraction model. The study of Agichtein & Ganti
(2004) followed this idea and proposed an unsupervised method with HMM. The method assumes that
all field values in text sequences share the same total
order. The technique firstly trains an HMM model
for each attribute by employing the reference table
data. These trained HMM models are used to find
the best start positions for every attribute in every
input sequence. Then it uses these positions to infer
the total order. Finally, a training dataset is directly
constructed from a reference table by concatenating
attribute instances in the table according to that total
order.
A similar technique was proposed in the study of
Zhao et al. (2008). However, the authors adapted the
algorithm of Agichtein & Ganti (2004) to CRFs instead of using HMM. Different from HMM, CRFs is
not a generative model and it does not model the distributions of observations. Therefore, they proposed
a technique to infer the total order by augmenting
negative labels and negatively labeled examples in
the training data of attribute-CRFs. Due to this, the
attribute-CRFs will assign low likelihood scores to incorrect starting positions of an attribute in an input
sequence.
Although both two methods of Agichtein & Ganti
(2004) and Zhao et al. (2008) do not require training data, it has some limitations. Firstly, both two
method makes a strict assumption about the single
total order of field values in text sequences. In practice, it is common to have more than one order of
attributes in a single dataset. Moreover, this method
has bad performance in running time because it requires to execute inference step and training step for
each time it performs a new extraction on an input
text.
Recently, Cortez et al. (2010) proposed ONDUX,
an on-demand unsupervised approach for the problem of information extraction by text segmentation
(IETS). In their method, a knowledge base is employed to label text segments in citation strings via
attribute matching functions. Then, the labels of
those segments are revised by a reinforcement step
which uses both sequential and positional model. Although the method obtained reasonable results on experiments, there are some rooms to make improvements. Firstly, the results of labelling phase in their
work totally based on matching functions of common
vocabularies between text segments in an input text
and attribute values of labels in knowledge base. In

other words, it exploits the content-related feature of
the text segments. This could not be effective, especially for some simple data types such as date-time,
phone numbers. Instead, format-related features of
data could be exploited to improve the performance
of matching phase. Secondly, to revise the labels of
text segments in reinforcement phase, the positional
model in previous work exploited the occurrences of
labels in a particular position in different strings in an
input list. In other words, a label of a text segment
is revised via a fixed position of the label in different
strings in the input list. We argue that since the labels
of text segments to be revised in reinforcement step
are generated from matching step through the usage
of some matching functions. Therefore, ones cannot
ensure that a majority of correct matched labels always occur in a fixed position in different strings in
the input list. Instead, the rigid constraint on fixed
positions of labels should be relaxed and the distribution of labels in the input text should be considered
to determine the probability of occurrence of a label
in a particular position.
Those disadvantages motivated our work, which is
an improvement of the study of Cortez et al. (2010).
On the one hand, we exploit both format-related features and content-related features and incorporate
them in a type-based similarity model for matching
values in matching phase. On the other hand, we
propose a novel proximity-based positional model for
labels which exploits the proximity of labels in different positions in an input list. In next sections, we
present our proposed techniques in detail.
3

Proximity-based positional model for labels

Cortez et al. (2010) proposed a positional model by
considering the number of occurrences of a label in a
fixed position in the input text. We argue that the
information of a label in a fixed position in different
lines of an input text may not be enough to determine
a label of a text segment in the position. Since ones
do not know in advance how many text blocks there
are in each line of an input list and the text segments
are labeled by matching functions, ones cannot ensure
that a correct label always occurs in a fixed position
in all lines.
As a simple example, ones can consider the labels
volume in citation strings in bibliographic domain.
Even they are written in the same orders of field values. The number of authors in those strings can be
different, the lengths of paper titles and book titles
can be different. Therefore, the positions of a correct
label in different lines of an input list can be different.
Ones can see another example in Figure 1. The figure
illustrates an example of the results when we apply
a labelling phase to have labels for text segments in
an input list. In the example, when we consider the
tex segments at the position two in a list, the number
of labels “Author” are equal to the number of label
“Title”. Therefore, if we just consider the number
of occurrences in a fixed position, we cannot determine the label of the text segment at the position two.
Meanwhile, if we consider the occurrences of the labels “Author” in all positions in all lines of the list, we
can see that it occurs frequently in positions around
the position 2. That evidence of occurrences of labels
“Author” near the position two should be taken into
the probability to have the label “Author” in the position two. In other words, the neighbour positions
of a label should be considered when we compute the
probability of the label at a particular position. Based
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on this idea, we propose a novel proximity-based positional model (PPM) for labels in which we exploit
information of different positions of a considering label in the input text to compute the probability to
have the label in a particular position.

proximity information of labels in a language modelling framework. Once we obtain a PPM for each
position of labels, we use each PPM as a regular document language model for matching with a label of a
text segment.

3.1

3.2

Model formulation

The PPM for a label at a position would be estimated
based on the propagated label counts from the labels
at all other positions in an input text. Specifically,
each label at each position of the input text is determined by the evidence of its occurrence to all other
positions in the input text and the positions close
to the label will get more share of the evidence than
those far away. By this way, each position will receive
propagated counts of labels from all positions in the
input text. We formally define a proximity-based positional model (PPM) for labels as the following.
Given a list L including n lines L = (l1 , l2 , ...ln ),
let TL = (t1 , ..., ti , ..., tj , ..., tN ) is a list of all possible
labels in the list L, N is obviously the number of
labels in L.
c(t, i): the number of times the label t occurs at
position i in different lines of the list L.
k(i, j): the discounting factor to the position i
from a label at the position j. This factor can be
any non-increasing function of |i − j| and called a
proximity-based density function. This means that
k(i, j) favours positions close to i. Several proximitybased density functions can be chosen to define k(i, j).
Each density function will lead to a specific PPM. We
will analyse and explore different density functions in
section 3.2.
c0 (t, i): the total propagated count of a label t at
position i from the occurrences of the label t in all positions in the list L. We notice that even if c(t, i) is 0,
c0 (t, i) may be greater than 0. In other words, c0 (t, i)
not only considers the positions of the label t at the
position i, but also takes into account the neighbour
positions of the label t via a proximity-based density
function. Formally, c0 (t, i) is represented as in the
equation 1.
c0 (t, i) =

N
X

c(t, j)k(i, j)

(1)

j=1

From the label propagation function c0 (t, i), we
have a label frequency vector <c0 (t1 , i), ..., c0 (tN , i)>
at a position i. Accordingly, positional information of
each label can be translated to label frequency information in this vector. Based on this formulation, we
estimate a proximity-based positional model (PPM)
of a label t at position i in a list L as in the equation
2.
p(t|L, i) = P

c0 (t, i)
0 0
t0 ∈TL c (t , i)

(2)

where TL is a set of labels in L and c0 (t, i) is defined
by the equation 1.
According to the property of proximity-based
propagation function, the value of p(t|L, i) is mainly
influenced by labels around the position i, not a fixed
position in the list L. In other words, our model can
measure positional information of a label and incorporate it into a language model. Moreover, if the value
of σ is set to a small value, we would emphasise on
local proximity of labels. The balance of local proximity evidence of labels in a string can be tuned by
the parameter σ. Thus, our model can capture the
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Proximity-based propagation functions
for PPM

A major challenge in PPMs for labels is how to define
the density function k(i, j). Different kernel functions
will lead to different PPM for labels. Following previous studies about computing the distances of words in
a document in information retrieval, we consider five
propagation functions k(i, j) in our work and adapt
the idea to labels in a document. Those functions are
Gaussian kenel (eq. 3), Triangle kernel (eq. 4), Cosine
kernel (eq. 5), Circle kernel (eq. 6), and Rectangle
kernel (eq. 7) (De Kretser & Moffat 1999, Petkova &
Croft 2007, Kaszkiel & Zobel 2001).
Examples of the curves of those kernel functions
can be illustrated in the Figure 2. It can be seen in
the figure that all the kernel functions have the range
values from zero to one and they obtain the highest
value when i equals to j. In the kernel functions,
σ is a tuning parameter, which controls the spread of
kernel curves to restrict the propagation scope of each
label in a document. The optimal value of σ may vary
according to different labels. If a label have wider semantic scope in a document, the value of σ should
be larger. Due to proximity-based density function,
PPM for labels allows us to explore the scope of positions of labels in a list L.
• Gaussian kernel:
k(i, j) = exp[

−(i − j)2
]
2σ 2

(3)

• Triangle kernel:
k(i, j) =


1−
0

|i−j|
σ

if |i − j| ≤ σ
otherwise

• Cosine kernel:
1
[1 + cos( |i−j|.π
)]
σ
k(i, j) = 2
0
• Circle kernel:
(q
2
1 − ( |i−j|
σ )
k(i, j) =
0

(4)

if |i − j| ≤ σ
otherwise
(5)

if |i − j| ≤ σ
otherwise

(6)

• Rectangle kernel:
k(i, j) =


1
0

if |i − j| ≤ σ
otherwise

(7)

Moreover, we can show that the positional model
proposed in the study of Cortez et al. (2010) is actually a special case of our PPM when we set the value
of σ to zero. In fact, when the value of σ equals to
zero, the expression |i − j| < σ returns true if i = j.
In this case, proximity-based density function k(i, j)
is represented the equation 8.

1 if i = j
k(i, j) =
(8)
0 otherwise
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Figure 1: An example of labels to be revised after matching phase
{<t1 , E1 >, ..., <tm , Em >} where ti is a distinct field
or a label, Ei is a set of field values or occurrences of
the field ti . Given a list L of n lines including field values on a web page and a knowledge base KB, our goal
for the problem of IETS is to extract automatically
the field values in L and store them in a structured
form, e.g a table, or an xml file.
4.2

Algorithm overview

In this section, we begin by stating the problem of
IETS and then present the usage of proximity-based
positional model and other techniques to improve the
quality of extracting information.

Our method can be described in a sequence of operations over the input text. In general, the operations in our algorithm can be grouped into three main
phases: splitting phase, matching phase, and refinement phase. In the splitting phase, each string in
the input list is split into multiple text segments. In
matching phase, we exploit a knowledge base to assign labels for text segments in the input list. In this
phase, we devise a type-based similarity measure to
evaluate how likely a text segment should have a label t in knowledge base. After matching phase, some
text segments in the input list are unmatched with
the knowledge base and therefore they do not have
labels. Meanwhile, some other ones may have mismatched labels. These unmatched and mismatched
labels will be revised by refinement phase. Due to this
phase, they are detected and fixed if they are likely
to be incorrect. To do that, proximity-based positional model proposed in section 3 is used to combined
with sequential model to revise the results matching
phase. Details about splitting, matching and refinement phase are accordingly described in section 4.3,
4.4, and 4.5.

4.1

4.3

Figure 2: Proximity-based kernel functions (σ = 12.0)
From the equation 1, the proximity-based propagation function c0 (t, i) = c(t, i) for all the values of i. In
other words, the value of proximity-based propagation function is equal to the number of times the label
t occurs at position i in different lines of the list L.
Therefore, we can conclude that the fixed-positional
model in the study of Cortez et al. (2010) is a special
case of our proximity-based positional model when we
adjust the value of σ to zero.
4

Exploiting
proximity-based
model in IETS

positional

Terminology and problem definition

Consider a list L of n lines, where each ith line li
is a string which represents an implicit unstructured
record. For example, in bibliographic domain, each
line li is a reference as a string to represent the field
values of an academic publication. A typical representation of a publication may include information of
authors, title, book title or publication venue, pages,
date, volume, and some other information of a publication.
Formally, each a line li can be represented as li =
{v1 d1 v2 d2 v3 d3 ...}, where vi are field values, and di
are delimiter or symbols to separate field values vi .
A delimiter is any character other than A..Z, a..z,
or 0..9. The delimiters split a line into a sequence
of tokens. The delimiters separate field values but
may occur in field values. Each line is written in a
particular style which defines the order of field values
and delimiters to separate field values.
To assign labels for input list, we exploit a
knowledge base which contains a set of pairs K =

Text-splitting phase

In this section we firstly present the text-splitting
phase in our method to split input list into text segments, then explain the type-based similarity measure which we propose to label text segments. The
algorithm of splitting text for each string in an input
list is described in Algorithm 1. It is improved from
the algorithm of block texts proposed in the study
of Cortez et al. (2010) in which we consider formatrelated features to define regular expressions to segment and recognise the field values of some simple
datatypes. In our work, we recognise eight primitive datatypes including numbers, date-times, page
numbers, volumes and issues, URLs, email addresses,
and phone numbers, then define regular expressions
to segment texts in an input list. Due to this, we can
obtain high performance on those simple datatypes
and helps achieve effectiveness when we revise the labels of other field values in the input list in refinement
phase. In the algorithm of splitting a line into text
segments, we initially extract tokens from a string l
based on the occurrence of white spaces. For each
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token t in a string l, we find a sequence of con0
secutive tokens starting from t which satisfies any
pre-defined regular expression to group them into a
text segment. Moreover, if any two consecutive tokens co-occur in the same instance value according to
a knowledge base, they will be in the same text segment. We notice that tokens which do not occur in
the knowledge base are always in a single segment.
Input: A string l in an input list L, a
knowledge base K, a set of regular
expressions R for format-related
features
Output: A set B of text segments
0
0
0
T : <t0 , ..., tn > = Extract all tokens from
string l;
j = 0, i = 0;
while j < n do
k = j + 1;
while k < n do
0
0
if tj ...tk satisfies a regular expression in
R then
0
0
Bi = {tj ...tk };
i = i + 1;
j = k +1;
end
k = k + 1;
end
0
Bi = {} ∪ <tj >;
0
0
C = {<t, E> ∈ K, e ∈ E|tj , tj+1 ∈ e};
if C is not empty then
0
0
tj and tj+1 co-occur ;
0
Bi = Bi ∪ <tj+1 >;
j = j + 1;
end
i = i + 1;
j = j + 1;
end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for text-splitting phase

4.4

Matching phase

Given a text segment s, the purpose of labelling phase
is to exploit a knowledge base to assign to s a label
t based on the features of the string s. Therefore, we
consider the process of of matching a string s and a
label t as the process of checking whether the element
s is a member of a set with the label t or not.
According to set theory, a membership relation between an element and a set can be described in two
ways: intensional and extensional definition. Intensional definition of a set formulates its meaning by
specifying all properties which an element must satisfy to reach the definition. For example, a year often
has four digits and starts with the prefix “19” or “20”.
Similarly, the page numbers of a paper often starts
with one of strings in the set {“page”, “pages”, “p”,
“pp”, “pg”} and two numbers separated by a punctuation such as “-” or “˜”. The properties to define
a set in intensional definition can be implemented in
rules to verify whether an element is a member of the
set or not. In our work, we formulate this type of
features in a function fr illustrated in the equation 9.

1 if ∃r ∈ Rt : r(s) = true
fr (s, t) =
(9)
0 otherwise
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where Rt is a set of rules for the label t to check
whether the string s has a membership relation with
t or not. The function r(s) is the application of the
rule r on the string s. If there is a rule r in Rt can be
applied to the string s, the function fr (s, t) returns
one, otherwise, it returns zero.
Meanwhile, extensional definition describes a set
by specifying every element in the set. In this way,
we consider each label t as a set and its field values
are elements of the set. Therefore, the similarity between a string s and a label t can be computed via
the instance values of the label t in a knowledge base.
Based on the values of the labels, we exploit the common tokens/q-grams shared between a string s and
the values of a label t to define the similarity function
between them. There are several ways to define this
function. One of way is to view each text segment s
as a query and all tokens in the instance values of the
label t as a document, then we can apply any ranking
function in information retrieval to measure and rank
a label t by the relatedness between the query s and
the label t. Similar to (Cortez et al. 2010), we define
the matching function for this content-related feature
as in the equation 10.
P
f itness(w, t)
fc (s, t) = w∈s
(10)
|s|
The fitness scores are computed for all tokens/qgrams w in the query string s, and the label t and
it is defined as in the equation 11.

f itness(w, t) =

f req(w, t)
f req(w, t)
×
f req(w)
f reqmax (t)

(11)

where f req(w, t) is the number of values of the label
t containing the token w, f req(w) is the total number
of instance values in the knowledge base containing
the token w, and f reqmax (t) is the highest frequency
of any token in instance values of the label t. The
first fraction in the equation 11 represents the probability to have the token w in the type t. Given a
token w, the first fraction returns the same value if
the frequencies of the token in instance values of two
different labels are alike. Therefore, the second fraction is used as a normalisation factor to take into
account the importance of a token for a label. A token will be more important for a label if it occurs in
several instance values of that label as compared to
other tokens.
4.5

Refinement phase

The main purpose of refinement phase is to revise
the results of the labelling phase to give labels for
unmatched segments and rectify mismatched ones.
Cortez et al. (2010) exploited the transitions of labels
in an input text to revise the labels. This strategy
is based on an assumption that the number of correct labels are more than incorrect ones in an input
list. Moreover, it assumes that incorrect labels do not
occurs within the same record. Therefore, statistical
analysis on labels enables us to detect incorrect ones
and fix them. A graphical model is built to represent
the likelihood of transitions labels in the input text.
For example, if there are several transitions from the
label “author” to the label “year”, the probability
to revise an unknown label before the label “year”
should be higher than probability to have other labels.
A sequential model (SM) for labels in an input list
is defined as the following:
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• A set of states T = {begin, t1 , t2 , ..., tN , end}
where each state ti describes an entity type labeled to a substring.

5.1

Data settings

We run experiments on the public datasets in two domains: bibliographic and addresses domain. In each
• A matrix A where the element aij is the probadomain, we build a knowledge base and testing data
bility of making a transition from state i to state
from different data sources. Firstly, in bibliographic
j. Each element aij in the matrix A is defined as
domain, we use datasets from experiments in prethe equation 12.
vious studies. They are CORA collection (Peng &
McCallum 2006), and PersonalBib dataset (Mansuri
& Sarawagi 2006, Zhao et al. 2008). We note that
N umber of transitions f rom state ti to state tj the experimental results our paper are performed on
aij =
whole 500 citations in Cora dataset, not only 150 citaT otal number of transitions out of state ti
tions as reported in the paper of Cortez et al. (2010).
(12)
In the domain Addresses, we download two datasets
An example of a sequential model in bibliographic
BigBook and LARestaurants from the RISE reposidomain can be seen in Figure 3. A sequential model
tory (RISE 1998) and then manually label the field
is used to revise labels in the results of matching step
values in each dataset. Detailed information about
and helps to improve the recall of extraction results.
these datasets in both domains is summarised in taHowever, since the order of field values can be differble 1.
ent in each line of input list and each line may contain
several text segments, the usage of sequential model
5.2 Metrics for evaluation
can decrease the precision of the system. For example, in bibliographic domain, a year can occur both
In the experiments, we verify the extraction results in
after author names and conference names of different
each phase and evaluate how much our proposed techstrings on a web page. Therefore, when we use only
niques can give better performance than techniques
sequential model to revise an unknown text segment
used in the study of Cortez et al. (2010), the curbefore a year, it may be labelled it as an “author” inrent state-of-art study on IETS. In the evaluation,
stead of “conference” if the transition from “author”
we utilise well-known precision, recall, and F1 meato “year” is more popular. To deal with this problem,
sure to compare.
we exploit our proposed proximity-based positional
We denote Ai as a referent set and Bi as testing
model to determine the labels of text segments.
results
to be compared with Ai . The precision (Pi ),
The proximity-based positional model for labels
recall (Ri ) and F1 measure (Fi ) are accordingly decan be defined as a matrix P where the entry pjk
fined as in the equation 17, 18, and 19. In our experdenotes the probability of the label tj appearing at
iments, Ai is the set of tokens which compose values
the k-th position in a line of input list. Formally, the
with a label and Bi is a set of terms assigned to a
value of pjk is defined as in the equation 13.
corresponding label by our method.
pjk = p(tj |L, k)
(13)
|Ai ∩ Bi |
Pi =
(17)
To compute the probability to have a label t for a
|Bi |
text segment, we combine matching score, sequential
model score and proximity-based positional model
|Ai ∩ Bi |
(18)
Ri =
score by using Bayesian disjunctive operator as in
|Ai |
equation 14.
sim(s, t) = 1 − (1 − fr (s, t)) × (1 − fc (s, t))×
(14)
(1 − fs (s, t)) × (1 − fp (s, t))
fs (s, t) = aij

(15)

fp (s, t) = pjk

(16)

The value of fs (s, t) and fp (s, t) are accordingly
defined by equation 15 and 16. In the equation 15,
i is the index of the label t in a list of labels T, j is
the index of the label of the next segment of s. In
the equation 16, j is the index of t in T and k is
the position of s in an input string. The value of aij
and pjk are accordingly defined by sequential model
as in the equation 12 and proximity-based positional
model in the equation 13. Both matrixes A and P in
both models are built directly by a single pass on the
input list.
5

Experiments and results

In this section, we present our experiments to evaluate our method on real datasets to show that our
proposed method can achieve better performance
than the current state-of-art method of Cortez et al.
(2010). We firstly describe the experimental setup
and metrics for evaluations. Then we report experimental results and compare with previous work.

Fi =
5.3

2 × Pi × Ri
Pi + Ri

(19)

Experimental results and evaluation

In this section, we present the experimental results on
both domains bibliographic and addresses and compare our results with the study of Cortez et al. (2010).
5.3.1

Bibliographic domain

Table 2 shows experimental results when we segment
citation strings by matching phase only (M), matching and sequential model (M+SM), matching and
reenforcement by fixed-positional model (M+PM),
matching phase and reenforcement by fixed-positional
and sequential model (M+SM+PM). We notice that
we incorporates format-related features through rules
in our matching phase. Therefore we can obtain high
performance of extraction on simple data types such
as page numbers, years, volumes and issues, as compared to what reported in the study of Cortez et al.
(2010). We observe that the extraction process on
those data types can be achieved above 94% of F1measure. Therefore, in the next experiments, we consider how proximity-based positional model can improve the performance on three main labels including
“Author”, “Title”, and “Booktitle”.
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Figure 3: An example of a sequential model (SM)
Since the kernel function used to estimate the
model can determine the performance of each strategy, we test our five proposed proximity-based kernel
functions mentioned in 3.2 and conduct experiments
to choose the best kernel function for our PPM for
labels. To compare different kernel functions, we systematically vary the values of σ from 0 to 40 in the
increments of 0.5 and observe the changes of the average F1 measure on the extraction of three labels
“Author”, “Title”, and “Booktitle”. The results of
these experiments are illustrated in Figure 4.
Among all the kernel functions, we see that PPM
with Gausian kernel gives the best performance as
compared to other ones. Moreover, the peak value
from the model can be obtained when the value of σ
equals to three. The fact that Gausian kernel gives
best performance can be explained is that the function has a special property: the propagated count
drops slowly when the distance value |i − j| is small,
but drops quickly as the this distance value is large.
This property is reasonable since the dependent labels in an input text often occur in an area near a
particular position.
Moreover, to compare with the baseline and see
how PPM can effectively capture proximity of labels
in input text, we run experiments by using PPM with
Gausian kernel (σ = 3) and compare with the baseline. The 4th column (M+SM+PPM) in the table 3
illustrates the results of our method as compared to
the baseline (M+SM+PM) when we set value of σ to
three. In general, proximity-based positional model
gives better final performance of labelling text segments as compared to fixed-positional model in previous work on bibliographic domain.
5.3.2

Addresses domain

Similar to bibliographic domain, we repeat the experiments in our method and compare with pervious
work on Addresses domain. The experiments show
that we can obtain 98.11% of F1-Measure by exploiting format-related features which are implemented in
some simple regular expressions to recognise phone
numbers. We also vary the values of σ and see how
PPM model can improve performance of extraction
as compared to the study of Cortez et al. (2010). It
is interesting that the best final performance of our
method when we use PPM model with different kernels is similar to performance we obtain by using a
fixed positional model. That best performance is obtained when we set σ to be zero. As we have proven
in the section 3.2, when fixed-positional model is actually a case of our model when we set the value of
σ to be zero. Therefore, the results in two model in
that case are similar.
The results of the performance can be explained by
following reasons. Firstly, different from bibliographic
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domain, we notice that the dataset LARestaurants in
Addresses domain is quite regular. Each field value
includes only few tokens and the lengths of lines and
field values in the dataset are quite similar. All address strings are written in a single order of field values.
Moreover, after using a simple application to count
the common tokens in different field values within
Bigbook dataset and LARestaurants dataset, we see
that there is no overlapping token between the values
of any two different fields in both knowledge base and
testing data. In other words, the tokens in different
fields are totally distinct. Therefore, when we perform matching phase, all text segments are assigned
to a correct label or an empty label. In addition, the
number of tokens in the values of each field in testing data are similar. Therefore, the positions of text
segments given the same labels are similar. Meanwhile, in bibliographic domain, citation strings can
have different authors, different of length of paper title. Therefore, the positions of text segments of a
label can be different.
6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose two novel techniques to improve the quality of information extraction by text
segmentation. On the one hand, instead of exploiting
matching based functions on values as in the study
of Cortez et al. (2010), we propose a novel similarity
measure in which we incorporate both format-related
and content-related features into a type-based similarity measure. By combining both features into a
single similarity measure, we achieve better performance on some primitive datatypes. This helps to improve the performance of revising steps. On the other
hand, instead of considering the fixed positions of labels in reinforcement step as in previous work, we relax that constrains by our proximity-based approach.
We consider related positions of labels appearing in
different positions in an input list and combine it with
sequential model to improve the quality of extraction
model. In our work, we propose and study five different proximity-based density functions to estimate the
proximity-based positional model. Experimental results show that the Gaussian density kernel achieves
best performance and the results of our method yield
higher performance than the state-of-art method.
The proposed technique opens some interesting future research directions. One of interesting directions
is to study how to tune the value of σ automatically
based on the statistics of labels in an input list. That
is one of the future studies which we are investigating.
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Figure 4: Performance on Cora dataset with different propagation kernel functions
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Domain
Bibliographic Data
Address Data

Dataset
Cora
PersonalBib
Bigbook
LARestaurants

Attributes
13
7
5
4

Records
500
395
4,000
250

Table 1: Domains and datasets used in our experiments.

Field
Author
Title
Booktitle
Pages
Year
Volume
Issue

Matching(M)
0.7080
0.7882
0.7971
0.9961
0.9912
0.8483
0.9663

M+SM
0.7548
0.7650
0.8609
0.9961
0.9912
0.9787
0.9663

M+PM
0.6774
0.6331
0.6375
0.9961
0.9912
0.7880
0.9663

M+SM+PM
0.7845
0.8217
0.7967
0.9961
0.9912
0.9404
0.9663

Table 2: Experimental results on Cora dataset.

Field
Author
Title
Booktitle
Pages
Year
Volume
Issue

M
0.7080
0.7882
0.7971
0.9961
0.9912
0.8483
0.9663

M+SM+PM
0.7845
0.8217
0.7967
0.9961
0.9912
0.9404
0.9663

M+SM+PPM
0.7949
0.8457
0.8068
0.9961
0.9912
0.9818
0.9663

Table 3: Experimental results on Cora dataset.

Field
Name
Street
City
Phone

M
0.6182
0.9073
0.7388
0.9811

M+SM
0.8148
0.8298
0.9845
0.9874

M+PM
0.8903
0.8591
0.8388
0.9817

M+SM+PM
0.9724
0.9808
0.9857
0.9923

M+SM+PPM
0.9724
0.9808
0.9857
0.9923

Table 4: Experimental results on LARestaurants dataset.
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Abstract
Modern computer architectures provide high performance computing capability by having multiple CPU
cores. Such systems are also typically associated
with very large main-memory capacities, of the order
of tens to hundreds of gigabytes, thereby allowing
such architectures to be used for fast processing of
in-memory databases applications. However, most
of the concurrency control mechanism associated
with the index structures of these memory resident
databases do not scale well, under high transaction
rates due to the overhead incurred. This paper
presents the O2 -Tree, a fast main memory resident
index, which is highly scalable and tolerant of high
transaction rates in a concurrent environment using
the relaxed balancing tree algorithm. The O2 -Tree
is a modified Red-Black tree in which the leaf nodes
are formed into blocks that hold key-value pairs,
while each internal node stores only a single key
that results from splitting leaf nodes in a manner
reminiscent of the B+ -Tree. The scheme adopts well
to implementing key-value store as in the NoSQL
database. Multithreaded concurrent manipulation
of the O2 -Tree, in shared memory outperforms
popular NoSQL based key-value stores considered in
this paper. An added feature of the scheme is its
resiliency to system failure since the memory resident
index can be restored from the minimum keys in
each of the leaf nodes.
Keywords: Pessimistic Concurrency, Indexing, InMemory Databases, Performance, Algorithms
1

Introduction

Indexes in database managements system(DBMS)
facilitate fast query processing. Tree structured indexes, in particular, are critical to database processing systems since they allow for both random
and range query processing. Today’s data processing
tasks in transaction processing, scientific data management, financial analysis, network monitoring, data
analytics, etc., handle large volumes of data which require fast access with very high throughput.
Recent advances in memory architectures, with 64bit addressing, now allow for memory sizes of the order of hundreds of gigabytes and beyond at a reasonable cost. It is, therefore, feasible to have sufficiently
Copyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February
2013. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang and Rui Zhang, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

large shared memory such that the entire index of
either, a memory resident or disk-resident database,
can be maintained in main memory. For instance, the
latest Oracle Exadata X2-8 system ships with 2TB
of main memory (Oracle 2012). This has, therefore,
motivated much research to exploit memory as well
as the many-cores available on such architectures to
provide fast application processing for main-memory
databases.
Recently, there has been a flood of developments and implementations of in-memory data stores
with associated index schemes. These are characterised in general as NoSQL databases. They
are also referred to as key-value pair index structures (Marcus 2012). Notably in this pack are index
schemes such as BerkeleyDB (Oracle.com 2011), LevelDB (Google.com 2011), Kyoto Cabinet (FAL Labs
2011), RedisIO (Sponsored by VMWARE 2011) and
MongodB (10gen 2011). Such in-memory indexes,
optimised for in-memory databases and running on
multi-core processors, can support very high query
processing rates. The challenge with such systems is
how to efficiently ensure that the concurrently executing processes are isolated from each other in such an
environment. Current DBMS typically rely on locking but in a traditional implementation with a separate lock manager, the lock manager becomes a bottleneck and results in much overhead cost, especially
at high transaction rates (Larson et al. 2011).
In this paper we present an in-memory index structure, referred to as O2 -Tree with emphasis on its implementation in a shared memory multi-core architecture. We address primarily its concurrency control
and fault recovery mechanism. The O2 -Tree is essentially a Red-Black Binary Search Tree in which the
leaf nodes are data blocks that store multiple records
of key-value pairs. The internal nodes contain copies
of the keys that result from splitting the blocks of
the leaf nodes in a manner similar to the B+ -Tree.
The internal nodes are simply binary placeholders or
routers to facilitate and guide the tree traversal. The
tree index is fault tolerant in the sense that it is easily
reconstructed by reading only the lowest key values of
each leaf node. It is inherently persistent and scales
well in highly concurrent environment.
Another alternate approach to fault tolerance is
to store the memory resident internal nodes of the
O2 -Tree after a session and reload it before a session. A post-order binary tree traversal of the internal nodes can easily dump the nodes and a similar traversal allows for reconstruction of the internal
nodes of the tree. During a session, the internal binary tree structure can be occasionally dumped by
check-point and supported with logs of operations of
insertions and deletions between check-points. The
most current dump is pointed to by a header value.
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The mechanism of locating the last usable dump is
very much like shadow-paging. To recover, the most
recent check-point dump is loaded and the update
logs, since the last check-point dump, is used to restore the internal nodes of the tree into a consistent
state.
We use a pessimistic concurrency control, but allow multiple readers to proceed without blocking internal nodes except for leaf nodes where an updater
needs to hold a lock. This allows us to reduce the
lock overhead due to blocking of concurrent interleaved query operations. We achieve further performance gains by using the following mechanisms;
search operations are interleaved using the hand-overhand locking technique; and mutations perform rebalancing separately which encompasses smaller fixed
sized atomic regions.
We use the relaxed balance algorithm for RedBlack Tree presented by Hanke et al.(Hanke et al.
1997) to maintain the invariants of the O2 -Tree.
We have explored and evaluated the O2 -Tree, and
done extensive experimental evaluations, in comparison with some of the well known key-value storage schemes, in multi-core environment under high
contentions and index workloads. The experiments
confirmed that the concurrent O2 -Tree has a superior performance compared to popular NoSQL keyvalue stores (Tuple Store category), which are often
used as in-memory database indexes. These include
the BerkeleyDB key-value store (BerkeleyDB), the
TreeDB of Kyoto Cabinet and Google’s LevelDB. We
compare with these specific key-value NoSQL data
stores since they can be used in non client-server mode
and they allow for their use in both efficient random and range searches. For example the hash-based
Kyoto Cabinet has superior performance to the O2 Tree but performs poorly compared to the O2 -Tree
for range searches.
The major contribution being reported in this paper is the development, implementation and comparative experimental tests of a the O2 -Tree main memory index structure usable as a NoSQL key-value store
for database systems that require a high performance
concurrent access in shared memory multi-core architectures. We present results which show that the O2 Tree in-memory index has high scalability in highly
shared concurrent environment, and performs comparatively better than most popular NoSQL key-value
storage schemes.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents the background of our study. In
Section 3, we describe the O2 -Tree in-memory index and present our basic algorithms for concurrency
control. A mechanism for persistent storage and recovery is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe our experimental setup and report the performance results of the experimental comparative study
of the O2 -Tree with the representative NoSQL keyvalue stores. We conclude in Section 6 and give some
directions for future work.
2

Related Work

Tree structured index operations are fundamental in
database management systems (DBMS). These provide for fast transaction processing in the DBMS.
They allow for both efficient random as well as sequential processing of keys and are therefore widely
used in DBMS. Recent advances in main memory technology and the availability of configured
systems with memory sizes of the order of hundreds of gigabytes and tens of terabytes, have mo-
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tivated several research in developing main memory
index schemes (Lehman & Carey 1986, Kong-Rim &
Kyung-Chang 1996, Bohannon, P. et al. 1997, Lu
et al. 2000). The usage is such that the index of
a main memory resident database or a disk-resident
database, is kept entirely in memory for high transaction throughput. Some of the widely used treebased index structures include the B+ -Tree, and the
T-Tree. However, recently a number of such indexdriven databases have emerged under the banner of
NoSQL databases. NoSQL stores consist basically of
a key-value pair and and as such these databases are
able to scale easily.
The B+ -Tree (Bayer & McCreight 1972, Comer
1979), is one of the well studied and well understood
index structure for database systems. It is generally characterised as a multi-way search tree of order
m in which each node holds at least dm/2e and at
most m data item. B+ -Tree was specially designed
to speed-up index searches on disk-based DBMS. In
such DBMS the number of disk accesses to retrieve
a record, is proportional to the height h of the tree,
where h ≤ logdm/2e N , for a tree of order m or fanout
of m. B+ -Tree therefore has a significantly low height
for a high fanout.
An alternative to the B+ -Tree, designed
specifically for main-memory indexing is the TTree (Lehman & Carey 1986). It was proposed
as the preferred index structure for main-memory
databases. Though the T-Trees has less storage
overhead than the B+ -Tree, research in (Rao &
Ross 1999, 2000) has shown that the B+ -Tree is
able to efficiently utilise the cache line in modern
processors to provide a better performance. Another
index structure which has been widely studied is the
Red-Black binary Tree (or RB-Tree) (Cormen et al.
2009). It is noteworthy that in the use of an RB-Tree
as main-memory index, each internal node stores a
key-value pair while external nodes are represented
as NULL values. This fact is exploited to build the
O2-Tree. The otherwise NULL values are used form
the leaf-nodes of groups of records of “key-value”
pairs.
The RB-Tree provides an efficient scheme for main
memory indexing. However, the performance deteriorates as the datasets become very large. This is due to
the fact that, the height of the tree increases greatly
and hence traversals and restructuring after updates
become expensive especially in concurrent environment with high contention. Additionally, the CPU
cache-line is poorly utilised since each node including
the leaf-nodes are visited once for a single key-value
access.
Restructuring of the RB-Tree after insertions and
deletions can be done during the top-down traversal
before the operation or bottom-up after the operation. One would expect that the concurrency control in RB-Tree would be efficiently implemented with
top-down insertions and deletions algorithms. Unfortunately standard top-down restructuring algorithm,
does not scale well with the RB-Tree and other index structures in general. The process of restoring
the tree’s invariant becomes a bottleneck for concurrent tree implementations. The mutating operations
must acquire not only locks to guarantee the atomicity of their operations, but also locks to guarantee
that no other mutation affects the balance condition
of any nodes or the sub-tree that will be involved in
the restoration process. The standard strict top-down
algorithm limits the amount of concurrency of the index since every update will proceed with several topdown balancing steps before exiting. This difficulty
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led to the idea of relaxed balance trees (Nurmi et al.
1987, Hanke et al. 1997, Larsen 1998).
The relaxed balance techniques, effectively uncouple the mutating operations from the restructuring operations by allowing the invariants to be violated but restored by separate rebalancing operations (Nurmi et al. 1987, Nurmi & Soisalon-Soininen
1991, Boyar & Larsen 1993, Boyar et al. 1995, Hanke
et al. 1997, Hanke 1998, Larsen 1998). These separate
rebalancing operations involve only local changes.
Larsen (Larsen 1998) showed that for a relaxed RBTree the number of restructuring changes after update
is bounded by O(1) and the number of color changes
by O(log N ), where N is the size of the tree. The
process of restoring the invariants in relaxed RB-Tree
has an amortized constant of O(1) (Larsen 1998).
Concurrent control algorithm for relaxed balance
tree implementations based on fine-grained read-write
locks provide good scalability for tree-indexes. Optimistic concurrency control (OCC) schemes using
version numbers are also attractive for concurrency
control especially for in-memory index. They naturally allow readers to proceed without locks, and
thus avoid the coherence contention inherent in readwrite locks. The readers simple read version numbers
updated by writers to detect concurrent mutation.
Since, readers assume that no mutation will occur
during a critical region, they retry if that assumption
fails, i.e if a mutation occurs. This could however,
lead to spurious retries and wasted work. Software
transactional memory (STM) (Lourenço et al. 2009),
provides a generic implementation of optimistic concurrency control. STM groups shared-memory operations into transactions that appear to succeed or
fail atomically. The aim of STM is to deliver a simple parallel programming at an acceptable performance. However, performance gains and scalability
are amongst the most important goals of a data structure library, and not just simplicity (Bronson et al.
2010). In practice STM systems also suffer a performance hit relative to fine-grained lock-based systems
on small numbers of processors (1 to 4 depending on
the application) (Bronson et al. 2010).
In this paper, we present the concurrent operations of the O2 -Tree memory resident index structure
that can be used also as a persistent key-value store.
It utilizes an in-memory cache, as provided by the
BerkeleyDB Mpool subsytem, for the leaf nodes and
a fine-grained relaxed balance concurrent algorithm in
a manner similar to the approach in (Larsen 1998).
This effectively allows for greater degree of concurrency in the O2 -Tree. We discuss this in detail in
Section 3. The distinctive differences in the T-Tree,
B+ -Tree, RB-Tree and the O2 -Tree are clearly illustrated in Figure 1.
3

The O2 -Tree In-memory Index

nodes when they become full. These internal nodes
are formed into a simple binary search tree that is
balanced using the RB-Tree rotation algorithms. Let
Ks be the search key and let Kp be key stored at
a node p. During a traversal from the root node to
a leaf node, a left branch of the node p is followed if
Ks < Kp and the right branch is followed if Ks ≥ Kp .
The process continues until the bounding leaf node is
reached.
We adopt the RB-Tree balancing algorithm for the
O2 -Tree since it is less complex than that of the AVLTree which has a more strict balancing condition. The
RB-Tree has been widely studied and known for its
excellent performance. The O2 -Tree structure however, has a number of advantages over existing indices
such as the T-Tree and some of the recent NoSQL keyvalue stores. The O2 -Tree can easily be reconstructed
by reading only the lowest “keys” of each of the leaf
nodes. By maintaining only the leaf nodes persistent,
the index tree is inherently persistent. The height of
the internal RB-Tree is also significantly reduced compared to the situation where each node stores a single
“key-value” pair and the entire tree is maintained as
a simple RB-Tree. By grouping multiple ‘key-value”
pairs in the leaf nodes, we optimise the tree so that it
also exhibit much better cache sensitivity especially
during operations of the leaf nodes. The leaf nodes
are therefore able to utilise the cache-line architectural features of the machine, and as such reduce the
number of cache misses which would have otherwise
resulted from making single node comparison of “keyvalue” pair. We also achieve significant performance
gains by doing single data comparison internally per
node during traversal, unlike other structures such as
the B+ -Tree and the T-Tree.
The order of the tree, denoted by m, is the maximum number of “key-value” pairs a leaf node can
hold. Data is stored in the leaf nodes; whiles the
internal nodes are simply binary place holders that
facilitate or guide the tree traversal to reach a leaf
node. All successful or unsuccessful searches always
terminate at a leaf node. This is reminiscent of the
search process in a B+ -Tree except that now internal
nodes hold only single key values as opposed to m key
values. Figure 1d illustrates the schematic layout of
the O2 -Tree of order m = 3. We show only the keys
in the leaf nodes. The corresponding equivalent RedBlack-Tree is shown side-by-side in Figure 1c. Detailed explanation of the RB-Tree can be found in
(Cormen et al. 2009).
The properties of the O2 -Tree index include all of
the RB-Tree (Cormen et al. 2009) properties, plus the
following:
i) Each internal node holds a single key value which
is a copy of the minimum key value at the leaf
node. These keys are equivalent to the middle
keys after a leaf node splits.
ii) Leaf-nodes are blocks that have between dm/2e
and m “key-value” pairs.

3.1

Structure of the O2 -Tree

The O2 -Tree is basically a binary search tree, managed as a Red-Black Binary-Search Tree, whose leaf
nodes are organised into index blocks, data pages, or
chunks that store the records of “key-value” pairs of
the form hkey, valuei. The “value” may also represent
a pointer to the location where the record is held in
memory in this case we could also denote it as “hkey,
recptri”, where “recptr” denotes the record pointer.
The internal nodes contain copies of only the keys
of the middle “key-value” pairs that split the leaf

iii) If a tree has a single node, then it must be a
leaf which is the root of the tree, and it can have
between 1 to m key values.
iv) Leaf nodes are doubly-linked in forward and
backward directions. These links provide easy
mechanism to traverse the tree in sorted order
for key range searches.
We implemented the O2 -Tree index structure as a
persistent key-value store by reading and writing the
leaf-nodes using an in-memory cache pool where the
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(b) B + -Tree

(a) T-Tree

(c) Red-Black-Tree

(d) O2 -Tree

Figure 1: Diagram of the various tree structures
leaf nodes of blocks of key-values pairs are managed
by the BerkeleyDB Mpoolfile subsystem. The BerkeleyDB Mpool subsystem is a general-purpose shared
memory buffer pool which can be used for pageoriented, shared and cached file access. The BerkeleyDB Mpool library implementation uses the same
on-disk format as its in-memory format as well. This
provides a simple mechanism to flush cached pages
since a page can be flushed from the cache without
format conversion (Marcus 2012). It should be noted
that the BerkeleyDB access method is never used in
our structure. Only the functions of the MpoolFile
subsystem are called.
The internal nodes of the O2 -Tree provide simply
binary place-holders for fast tree index traversal. New
internal nodes are only added when leaf-nodes split
as a result of overflows. The index tree may grow in
height after a split of a leaf-block. The reverse occurs
when there is an underflow resulting in the merging of
leaf-nodes and the subsequent removal of the parent
of the nodes that are merged.
3.2

Some Analytical Results

We state some analytical properties of the O2 -Tree
without formal proofs. Our focus is on the concurrent
operations.
Proposition 3.1. In the O2 -Tree, the black leafnodes of blocks of “key-value” pairs remain as leaf
nodes under all rotations of the internal nodes which
are structured as a Red-Black tree.
Proposition 3.2. An O2 -Tree with n black leaf-nodes
will still maintain its n black leaf-nodes after single or
double rotations.
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Proposition 3.3. The O2 -Tree, supports the query
operations of Put(), Delete(), and Get() in time
O(log2 N/dm/2e), where N is the number of “keyvalue” pairs in the structure.
Sketch of Proof. This follows from the fact that the
number of leaf-node blocks is at most nb = N/dm/2e.
The number of nodes of supporting internal RB-Tree
is nb − 1. The height h of the internal RB-Tree is
given by h ≤ log2 nb . This implies that a search
(given by Get()), an insertion (given by Put()) and a
deletion (given by Delete()) is each computed in time
O(log2 N/dm/2e).
Assuming the response set of key-value pairs retrieved in a range search is s. Such a range search
can be carried out in an O2 -Tree of order m and N
key-value pairs in time O(log2 N/dm/2e + s).
3.3

Concurrency Control in the O2 -Tree

We present our concurrent control scheme based on
the relaxed balance RB-Tree algorithm by Larsen
(Larsen 1998), but we manage our index structure
such that the number of restructuring steps after
mutation operations is further reduced. To achieve
maximum concurrency, we implement the thread-safe
algorithm with page-level or node-level locking. In
this case, each node can be locked and unlocked.
This simple fine-grained lock-coupling technique ensures that multiple threads can proceed concurrently
as long as they don’t interfere with each other at
the same node. We use three locks as in (Nurmi
& Soisalon-Soininen 1991, 1996) which we denote as
rlock, wlock, and xlock. Several user processes can
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rlock a node at the same time, whereas, only one process can wlock a node at a time but can coexist with
other processes with rlock on the same node. xlock
on the other hand ensures exclusive access to a node
and cannot coexist with any other process.
The entire process of handling contentions in the
tree is also handled by a rebalancing process which
we denote as the rebalancer() process and runs in the
background. The rebalancer() process locates nodes
in the tree with conflicts and resolves them appropriately. We adopt the problem queue approach to
manage contentions instead of random traversal by
the rebalancer() which could result in several interferences with other query processes and cause degradation in the performance of the index. Let a user operation intending to insert/delete a “key-value” pair
be denoted as an updater() process. In the problem
queue approach, when a lock conflict situation is created in the tree, a pointer to the parent of the node
involved is placed in the problem queue. The rebalancer() continuously reads the queue and purposefully proceeds to the exact location to fix the imbalance. The tree is balanced if the problem queue is
empty. We implemented a concurrent problem queue
to allow for simultaneous push() and pop() operations such that neither the rebalancer() nor user updater() processes are blocked. Whiles updater() appends requests to the tail of the problem queue, the
rebalancer() pops these request from the head of the
queue. This prevents interference and guarantees consistency between updaters and the rebalancer process.
Before presenting the algorithm for the concurrent
operations, we first define the following notations.
Let T denote an O2 -Tree. The root node will be
designated as Root(T ) whose parent is the header of
the index. If z denotes an Internal node in T , then
z.lef t and z.right refer to the left and right child
respectively of z. Let z.parent denote the parent
of z and let z.sibling refer to the sibling of z such
that z and z.sibling have the same parent (i.e if z is
a left child of its parents then z.sibling will be the
right child of the parent and vice versa). Also z.key
is the value of the key in z, if z is an internal node
(i.e., nodeT ype 6= leaf ). Additionally, z.key[i] and
z.value[i] refer to the key and value respectively in
the ith position of z given that z is a leaf-node (i.e.,
nodeT ype = leaf ).

Algorithm 1: Get(key x)
Data: key x, T
Result: corresponding hx, valx i pair if f ound,
otherwise null
1 begin
2
** node is the current node pointer for
traversal**
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Search Algorithm: Get(x, T )

The Get(key x) function returns the exact-match
key-value pair hx, valx i associated with the key x
from the data store T , if x exist. Otherwise a null
value is returned. The search traverses nodes from
the root by lock-coupling with rlocks until the leaf
page with the given x is found. Once the leaf-page z,
in which the search key x must resides, is located, we
utilise a binary search function binarySearch(x, z)
to locate the “key-value” pair hx, valx i in z. The
thread-safe search algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
3.3.2

Insert
and
P ut(x, valx , T )

Update

Algorithm:

The P ut() operation proceeds with a traversal similar to that of the Get(). However, a much more elegant approach is to use a wlock, which allows several rlock of other threads to traverse the tree but
not with another wlock or xlock. This allows for
interleaved Get() operations to overtake updater()

done ← binarySearch(x, node)
node.unlock()
return done

operations if necessary and not be blocked. To insert the key-value pair hx, valx i, the leaf page (denoted as node) in which the key-value pair belongs is
first located. When the page is located, it is locked
exclusively (xlock) and if there is room, the new
key-value pair hx, valx i is inserted in order based on
the value of the key x into the page, by the function insertInOrder(x, valx , node). If the page is already full, then a split is performed using the function
splitInsert(x, valx , node), where node is the leaf-node
to be split. A split basically allocates a new page in
the in-memory cache pool and assigns half of the keyvalue pair hx, valx i from the overflow page to the new
page. The previous and next page pointers are updated appropriately. After the split, a new internal
node is inserted which becomes the parent of the two
page blocks. The tree may grow in height only when
a page (leaf-node) overflows. The thread-safe P ut algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
3.3.3

3.3.1

node ←− root(T )
node.rlock()
while node.nodeT ype 6= leaf do
if x < node.key then
node.lef t.rlock()
node.unlock()
node ← node.lef t
else
node.right.rlock()
node.unlock()
node ← node.right

Delete Algorithm: Delete(x, T )

The delete algorithm follows a similar pattern as
the insert algorithm. However, the delete may result in a page underflow. In this case, either keyvalue pairs hx, valx i are borrowed from adjacent pages
(previous or next pages) or pages are merged with
the leaf-node that underflowed and the other page is
deallocated or released in the cache pool. A merger
of pages also results in the the subsequent removal
of the parent node. If this results in the violation of
the invariant condition, the grandparent of the new
parent node is pushed to the problem queue. The
thread-safe delete algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
3.4

Correctness

The concurrent protocol presented guarantees linearisability as well as deadlock freedom. This ensures
correctness of all transactions. The algorithm does
define lock order for traversals such that all request
are made in the same top-down approach. This ensures freedom from deadlock. For instance, a request
by one thread for a lock on a child node can only be
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Algorithm 2: Put(key x, value valx , T )
Data: key x, value valx , T
Result: true for success f alse otherwise
1 begin
2
**node is the current node pointer for
traversal**
3
parent ←− header
4
node ←− root(T )
5
parent.wlock()
6
node.wlock()
7
while node.nodeT ype 6= leaf do
8
if x < node.key then
9
node.lef t.wlock()
10
parent.unlock()
11
parent ← node
12
node ← node.lef t
13
else
14
node.right.wlock()
15
parent.unlock()
16
parent ← node
17
node ← node.right
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

/* Upgrade both node and parent locks to
xlock */
parent.xlock()
node.xlock()
if !(leaf.isf ull) then
done ← insertInOrder(x, valx , node)
else
done ← splitInsert(x, valx , node)
Update problem queue if invariant is
violated
parent.unlock()
node.unlock()
return done

Algorithm 3: Delete(key x, T )
Data: key x, T
Result: true for success f alse otherwise
1 begin
2
/* minKeys ensures that node is at least
half full */
3
minKeys ←− m
2
4
parent ←− header
5
node ←− root(T )
6
parent.wlock()
7
node.wlock()
8
while node.nodeT ype 6= leaf do
9
if x < node.key then
10
node.lef t.wlock()
11
parent.unlock()
12
parent ← node
13
node ← node.lef t
14
else
15
node.right.wlock()
16
parent.unlock()
17
parent ← node
18
node ← node.right
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29

granted after a lock request on the parent node has
been granted. Each critical region preserves the binary search tree property. The lock ordering ensures
that there is no deadlock cycle loop where a thread, T1
waits on a lock by another thread, T2 whiles T2 waits
on a lock held by T1 . Since no such loop exists in the
tree structure, and all parent-child relationships are
protected by the required locks to make them consistent, the concurrent protocol algorithm is deadlock
free.
In order for the algorithms to behave as expected
in a concurrent environment, they require that their
implementations be linearisable. This implies that
operations for a particular key produce results consistent with sequential operations on the tree-index
structure. Atomicity and ordering is trivially provided between Put() and Delete() operations by the
wlock hand-over-hand tree traversal. This ensures
that no two of such operations overtake or interfere
with each other. It is not possible for two threads,
T1 and T2 , to lock the same node resource simultaneously. This ensures that the updates are serialised.
More over, each critical region during a mutation operation, only changes child and parent links after acquiring all of the required locks, hence guaranteeing
the atomicity of the transaction.
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30

31
32
33
34

4

/* Upgrade both node and parent locks to
xlock */
parent.xlock()
node.xlock()
done ← removeKey(x, node)
if done and node.underf low() then
sibling.xlock()
if node.sibling.keys > minKeys then
/* Borrow from sibling to keep
occupancy */
done ←
node.appendKeyF rom(sibling)
else
/* Merge leaf and sibling into the
left node; release page block and
delete parent node */
done ←
mergeLeaf (lef tN ode, rightN ode)
sibling.unlock()
parent.unlock()
node.unlock()
return done

Persistence and Recovery

A major concern with main-memory databases and
and their memory resident indexes is the guarantee of the database persistence, recovery and faulttolerance. Since main memory is volatile, it is essential that one adopts recovery techniques for the
entire database as well as the index, such that the
mechanism to restore the database to a consistent and
operational state is not expensive and time consuming. An expensive and time consuming recovery index
technique will obviously become a bottleneck in the
overall performance of the database. Fast recovery
mechanisms are essential to ensure that the database
and its associated index can be quickly repaired and
restored into a usable state from which normal processing can resume.
Generally, transactional logging, check-pointing
and reloading techniques are employed. Logging
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maintains a log of transactions that occur during normal execution whereas, check-pointing takes a snapshot of the database periodically and copies it onto
persistent storage for backup purposes. After a system failure, the persistent copy of the database is
reloaded into main memory. The indexes are rebuilt
and the database is then restored to a consistent state
by applying information in the undo and redo logs to
the reloaded copy.
Since disk (persistent storage) reads are expensive,
reducing the disk overhead during recovery from persistent dumps is very crucial in designing the recovery techniques for in-memory databases. The O2 Tree in-memory key-value store ensures persistence
by organising the leaf-pages through the in-memory
cache pool. A separate thread periodically flushes
dirty pages to the persistent store asynchronously.
The O2 -Tree persistent store provides an efficient
and simply approach for index recovery. The reason
being that rebuilding the index structure of the O2 Tree from persistent store, unlike B+ , T-Tree structures, requires reading only the first key values in each
of the leaf-page. This eliminates the performance bottleneck of traversing the entire “key-value” pairs of
data in the leaf-pages. In systems where the index
data is too large to fit into available memory, pages
are paged-in and paged-out of the in-memory cache
using a cache replacement policy such as the least
recently-used protocol. Bulk-loading the index from
the persistent pages provides a much faster approach
to restoration as the amount of restructuring is minimal.
Besides storing the leaf-pages by a background
process, such that the entire RB-Tree structure can
be rebuilt from the minimum key values of each leafpage, the internal-nodes of the O2 -Tree that form the
RB-Tree can be occasionally dumped onto disk during checkpoint or after each session of usage. Just
before a session starts and as part of the initialisation
phase, the RB-Tree can be restored from the persistent store.
5

Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of the O2 -Tree index
as a key-value persistent store, on the Intel Xeon
E5630 CPU machine. We enabled hyper-threading
for all performance evaluations. We conducted all
the implementations and code compilation with
the GNU GCC/G++ compiler on a 64-bit machine
having a 72GB of RAM and running the Scientific
Linux release 5.4 Operating system. We generated
32-bit uniform distributed keys with which we formed
key-value pairs where the values were also uniform
random generated values. We also performed some
experiments with live data read from the flight
statistics datasets (FlightStats: 2005) as well as
the records of the Order table generated from the
TPC-H dbgen data generator (TPC-H 2001).
For completeness, we present the comparative results of the performance of the O2 -Tree with the basic index structures such as the B+ -Tree, T-Tree,
O2 -Tree, AVL-Tree, and the Top-Down Red-BlackTree. Figure 2 illustrates the performance evaluation of these structures when subjected to interleaved
mix of insertions, deletions and searches with different
percentage of each operation for a total of 50 million
(50M) query operation with a single thread. Figure
3 shows the operational throughput(query operations
per second ) for varying workloads with 50% updates.
The query mix operations involved generating either

an update (insertion or deletion) and conducting a
lookup with varying probabilities. We refer to the
probability of generating an update multiplied by 100
as the update ratio. Thus, a 0% update ratio indicates only data look-ups whiles a 100% update ratio
indicates only update operations. Each update ratio consist of 30% deletions and 70% insertions. The
preliminary results from the graphs indicate that the
O2 -Tree clearly outperforms all the basic structures
considered.
We evaluated the average time for a multithreaded insertion of “key-value” pairs of generated
data into each of the following storage schemes: the
O2 -Tree persistent store, which we refer to as O2 Tree-KV, the BerkeleyDB and Kyoto-Cabinet using
TreeDB, the B-Tree access method, and the LevelDB,
a NoSQL key-value store. These experiments were
conducted primarily to compare the performance of
O2 -Tree with these key-value stores where the data
blocks are written and read through an in-memory
cache to a disk file. We evaluated the average time it
takes to perform 20 million (20M) concurrent insertions of “key-value” pairs with the number of threads
varied from 2 to 16. The page size as well as the inmemory cache size for each key-value store was set to
4k and 2.5GB respectively for all experiments. We
ensured that the operations were performed with the
index tree in memory while the leaf-nodes were accessed via the in-memory cache pool. The data pages
were periodically flushed to disk based on the Least
Recently Used (LRU) cache replacement algorithm.
The results are shown in Figure 4. The general observation was that the average time to perform insertions decreased with increasing number of threads.
This was due to the fact that even though the degree of access contentions appeared to increase, each
thread did less amount of work and consequently encountered less blocking and continued to carry out the
correct query operations. Therefore, more threads result in overall better performance of the structures.
However, the O2 -Tree-KV performed better than the
other “key-value” storage schemes discussed in the
paper. The O2 -Tree-KV employs a simple index
mechanism which accounts for its better performance.
The O2 -Tree-KV, performed about 2 ∼ 3X faster
than the KyotoDB and BerkeleyDB both of which
use the B-Tree access method. The results are shown
in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the operational throughputs of
each of the key-value stores under different workloads.
Each workload consisted of a mix of look-ups, insertions and deletions referred to as update ratio from
the previous discussion. For each update ratio, we interleaved all operations such that a thread performed
either an update or a lookup. All operations were
performed by the maximum 16 threads we had on the
machine. We observed a general decrease in throughput as the update ratio increased. This was due to
the fact that, updates require restructuring of the index which affects the overall performance. The O2 Tree-KV did record the highest throughput which was
about 1.9M operations per second (op/s). This rate
later dropped to 1.3M op/s at 100% updates. A similar trend was observed for all the other key-value
stores considered.
We also compared the average time to conduct a
search or lookup for all key-value stores. One objective of NoSQL key-value store is to provide effective
lookup without the bottlenecks of traditional Relational database systems (RDBMS). We conducted the
experiments with 20M 32 − bit keys. We gradually increased the number of threads to ascertain the effect
of shared memory multi-threaded concurrent access
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Figure 2:

Mixed Operations of Searches, Inserts and Deletes
for Basic Indexes using TPC Dataset

Figure 3:

Figure 4:

Figure 5:

Index Construction with Varying Number of

Threads

of these different data storage systems. The results
show that, as the number of threads increased, the
lookups proceeded faster since there was relatively
little work per thread. During lookups, threads do
not block and thus, can proceed immediately with
expected linearisable results. Though the O2 -TreeKV outperformed all the key-value stores considered,
it rather exhibited a poor performance gain as the
number of worker threads increased. This could be
due to the cache coherence problem associated with
single node traversals. We anticipate a much better
performance with a lock-free protocol such as STM.
We performed multi-threaded scalability evaluations on the O2 -Tree-KV as well as the BerkeleyDB,
Kyoto-Cabinet TreeDB and the LevelDB NoSQL keyvalue stores. We adopted the strong scalability test
approach in which we doubled the dataset as well as
the number of threads for each run of the experiment.
The dataset was varied from 5M with 2 threads and
doubled for each run to 40M with 16 threads for the
last run. The first set of scalability tests, shown in
Figure 7, illustrated the results with only insertions
(Puts). Figure 8 however, indicates similar experiment but this time for a mix of query operations in
which 50% were look-ups and 50% updates (of which
70% were insertions and 30% deletions). We observed
a comparable and even better performance for the
O2 -Tree-KV which exhibited a high level of scalability. Generally, a gradual increase in CPU times for
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Operational Throughput with 50% Updates for
Basic Indexes using TPC Dataset

Operational Throughput for Different Mix of

Workloads

Figure 6:

Concurrent Look-ups for 20M “key-value” using
Varying Workloads

all the key-value stores considered was observed as
the number of threads and datasets were doubled.
We also evaluated the total size of the problem
queue which is used by the relax balance algorithm of
the O2 -Tree. We varied the data size as well as the
number of threads in each run of the experiment. We
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Figure 7:

Figure 8:

Scalability Test with 100% Insertions

observed that the total problem queue size was a function of the size of the dataset used to build the index.
Large datasets resulted in larger problem queue size.
Figure 9 shows the graph for the total problem queue
sizes for the tree index. However, a series of experiments conducted indicated that the average problem
queue size was about 8 at any instance using a single
rebalancer thread. Since, the rebalancer thread does
not traverse the index from the root but goes directly
to the offending node, it is able to process problem
queue items faster than the update threads. This accounts for the minimal average problem queue size
observed in the experiment.

Figure 10 illustrates the results.

Figure 10:
6

Figure 9:

Total Problem Queue size for Varying Data sizes

and Threads

Finally, we evaluated the performance of each keyvalue store using real life flight statistics data (FlightStats: 2005) that consisted of 32bit keys and their
corresponding data values. The physical size of the
file was about 600MB. We loaded 10M keys and their
corresponding values into each key-value store using
varying concurrent threads up to 16 threads. The operational throughput to load the data from the persistent dump was then reported. The primary objective
of this experiment was to measure the performance
with real life data besides the synthetic data used in
the previous experiments. We observed a comparable performance between all the key-value stores considered. The O2 -Tree-KV exhibited a much better
throughput even though the others were comparable.

Scalability Test with 50% Update Ratio

Concurrent Loading Of Real-life Persistent data

Summary and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the O2 -Tree as
an in-memory resident index for a persistence keyvalue store. It delivers high performance and exhibits
good scalability while being tolerant of contention.
We have also presented a concurrent access protocol
based on the relax balance tree technique which allows the scheme to attain high performance as well.
We compared our index persistent O2 -Tree implemented through an in-memory cache against popular
high performance and widely used NoSQL key-value
stores such as the BerkeleyDB, Google’s LevelDB and
Kyoto-Cabinet using TreeDB. Our experiments show
that O2 -Tree key-value store outperforms both BerkeleyDB, and Kyoto-Cabinet TreeDB by some order
of magnitude. It also performs comparatively well
against Google’s LevelDB for many access patterns.
More importantly, the experimental results show that
O2 -Tree index structure exhibit a good scalability and
tolerates contention. Future work anticipated involve
using optimising techniques to make the structure
much more cache aware using blocking techniques to
improve CPU cache usage as well as bulk loading techniques for greater throughput. We are also exploring the use of the O2 -Tree with GPU for even higher
throughput.
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Abstract
Association rule mining is an actively studied topic
in recommender systems. A major limitation of an
association rule-based recommender system is the
problem of reduced coverage. It is generally caused
due to the usage of a single global minimum support (minsup) threshold in the mining process, which
leads to the effect that no association rules involving
rare items can be found. To confront the problem,
researchers have introduced Neighborhood-Restricted
rule-based Recommender System (NRRS) using the
concept of multiple minsups. We have observed that
NRRS is computationally expensive to use and can
recommend uninteresting products to the users. With
this motivation, this paper proposes an improved
NRRS using the relative support measure. We call
the proposed system as NRRS++. Experimental results show that NRRS++ can provide better recommendations and is runtime efficient than NRRS.
Keywords: Recommender Systems, Association Rules
and Coverage Problem.
1

Introduction

Association rule mining is an important knowledge
discovery technique in data mining. It detects the
association between items that are interesting to the
user in a database. The classic application is market basket analysis, where (association) rule mining
analyzes how the items purchased by customers are
associated. An example of a rule is as follows,
bed ⇒ pillow [support = 10%, conf idence = 75%]
This rule says that 10% of customers have bought bed
and pillow together, and those who bought bed have
also bought pillow 75% of the time. The support and
conf idence are the statistical measures used to access
the “strength” of a rule. In particular, the conf idence
of a rule measures the degree of correlation among
the items, while the support of a rule measures the
significance of the correlation among items. These
terms are defined in the later parts of the paper.
Recently, rules were being used in developing recommender systems (Adomavicius et al. 2001, Smyth
et al. 2005, Abel et al. 2008). It is because their performance is comparable to nearest-neighbor (kNN)
Copyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February
2013. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang and Rui Zhang, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

collaborative filtering approaches, and do not suffer from scalability problems like memory-based algorithms as the rules can be mined in an offline modellearning phase (Lin et al. 2002).
The general working of a rule-based recommender
system is as follows:
1. (Offline.) Users (or items) are grouped based on
their purchased history. A dataset is generated
using the purchased history of each group. Frequent itemsets are discovered from each dataset.
An itemset (or a set of items) is said to be
frequent if it satisfies the user-defined minimum support (minsup) threshold. The minsup
threshold controls the minimum number of transactions in which an itemset (or a rule) must occur
in the database.
2. (Online.) The discovered frequent itemsets are
stored in a tree-structure which preserves the
confidence value of a rule generated from a frequent itemset. Recommendations are generated
by performing depth-first search on the constructed tree-structure using the purchased history of the user.
The frequent itemset mining is a key step in a rulebased recommender system, because, it affects the
computational cost and predictive accuracy of a recommender system.
A major limitation of a rule-based recommender
system is the problem of reduced coverage (Lin et al.
2002, Gedikli & Jannach 2010). This phenomenon is
generally caused due to the usage of a single global
minsup threshold in the mining process, which leads
to the effect that no rules involving rare items can be
found.
To confront the problem, researchers have introduced Neighborhood-Restricted rule-based Recommender System (NRRS) (Gedikli & Jannach 2010)
using multiple minsups framework (Liu 1999). The
NRRS uses an Apriori-like algorithm known as Improved Multiple Support Apriori (IMSApriori) (Kiran
& Reddy 2009) to discover frequent itemsets and a
tree-structure known as Extended Frequent Itemsetgraph (EFI-graph) to store the rules and recommend
products to the users. The following performance issues were observed in NRRS:
• In the multiple minsups framework, each item
in the database require a minsup-like constraint
known as minimum item support (M IS). The
methodology to specify items’ M IS values is an
open research problem in this framework.
• The frequent itemsets discovered with the multiple minsups framework do not satisfy the antimonotonic property. This increases the search
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space, which in turn increases the computational
cost of mining the frequent itemsets. In addition, IMSApriori suffers from the performance
problems involving the generation of huge number of candidate itemsets and multiple scans on
the database. Thus NRRS is a computationally
expensive recommender system.
• It has also been observed that NRRS can recommend uninteresting items to the users. Further
details on this issue are discussed in later parts
of this paper.
This paper makes an effort to improve the performance of NRRS. The key contributions are as follows:
1. An improved NRRS using the relative support
measure (Yun et al. 2003) has been proposed
to confront the coverage problem. We call it as
NRRS++.
2. An improved EFI-graph structure, called EFIgrowth++, has been introduced to improve the
recommendations.
3. Experimental results on the real-world datasets
demonstrate that NRRS++ can provide better
recommendations and is runtime efficient than
NRRS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background and related work on rule
mining and rule-based recommender systems. Section 3 describes the NRRS. Section 4 describes the
performance problems of NRRS and introduces the
proposed NRRS++. The experimental evaluations of
NRRS and NRRS++ have been reported in Section
5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2

Background and Related Work

2.1

Association Rule Mining

Since the introduction of association rules by Agrawal
et al. (1993), the problem of effective mining of rules
from databases has received a great deal of attention
(Han et al. 2007). An association rule mining algorithm generally involves the following two steps:
1. Discover all frequent itemsets that satisfy the
user-defined minimum support (minsup) threshold.
2. Generate all strong rules that satisfy the userdefined minimum confidence (minconf ) threshold using frequent itemsets.
The frequent itemset mining is a key step as it
effectively reduces the search space and limits the
number of rules getting generated. The popular
algorithms to discover frequent itemsets are Apriori (Agrawal & Srikanth 1994) and FP-growth (Han
et al. 2004). The Apriori uses “candidate generateand-test approach,” while FP-growth uses “patterngrowth technique” to discover the complete set of frequent itemsets. Generally, FP-growth performs better than Apriori as the latter suffers from the performance problems involving the generation of huge
number of candidate itemsets and multiple scans on
the database.
Since only a single minsup constraint is used for
the entire dataset, the model implicitly assumes that
all items in a database have uniform frequencies.
However, this is often not the case in many real-world
databases. In many real-world applications, some
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items appear very frequently in the data, while others
rarely appear. If the items’ frequencies in a database
vary widely, we encounter the following issues:
i. If minsup is set too high, we will miss those rules
that involve rare items.
ii. In order to find the rules involving both frequent
and rare items, we have to set low minsup. However, this may cause combinatorial explosion,
producing too many frequent itemsets, because
those frequent items will combine with one another in all possible ways and many of them can
be meaningless depending upon the user and/or
application requirements.
This dilemma is called the rare item problem (Weiss
2004).
To confront the problem, the concept of finding
frequent itemsets with multiple minsups framework
has been introduced in the literature (Liu 1999). In
this framework, each item in the database is specified
with a minsup-like constraint known as the minimum
item support (M IS), and minsup for an itemset is
represented with the minimal M IS value among all
its items. This framework can effectively confront
the rare item problem. However, it has the following
issues:
• This framework is computational expensive to
use as the discovered frequent itemsets do not
satisfy the anti-monotonic property.
• An open problem with this framework is the
methodology to determine the items’ M IS values.
Efforts are being made in the literature to address the
above two issues (Kiran & Reddy 2009, 2010, 2011).
In the literature, researchers have also introduced
other measures to discover frequent itemsets involving
both frequent and rare items. Examples include allconfidence, any-confidence, bond, lift, relative support
and χ2 (Brin et al. 1997, Omiecinski 2003, Yun et al.
2003). Unlike the support measure, these measures
assess the interestingness of an itemset with respect
to the frequencies of items within itself. Each measure has a selection bias that justifies the significance
of a knowledge itemset. As a result, there exists no
universally acceptable best measure to judge the interestingness of an itemset for any given dataset. Researchers are making efforts to suggest a right measure depending upon the user and/or application requirements (Tan & Kumar 2002, Akshat et al. 2010).
The relative support measure was introduced in
the literature to discover the frequent itemsets involving both frequent and rare items effectively (Yun et al.
2003). An Apriori-like algorithm known as Relative
Support Apriori (RSA) has been proposed to discover
the itemsets. The performance issues of RSA are as
follows:
• The rule model used in RSA requires the user’s
classification of items into either frequent or rare
items. This classification can be difficult for the
user in real-world applications.
• The frequent itemsets discovered with the relative support measure do not satisfy the antimonotonic property. Thus, mining itemsets
with RSA is a computationally expensive process.
Recently, it was shown in the literature that the
measure relative support satisfies the anti-monotonic
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property if items within an itemset are considered as
an ordered set with respect to their supports (Kiran
& Kitsure 2012). This property is known as the convertible anti-monotonic property (Pei & Han 2002).
In addition, a simplified model which do not require
the classification of items into either frequent or rare
items has been proposed along with a pattern-growth
algorithm, called Relative Support Frequent PatternGrowth (RSFP-growth). The model is as follows:
Let I = {i1 , i2 , · · · , in } be a set of items, and DB
be a database that consists of a set of transactions.
Each transaction T contains a set of items such that
T ⊆ I. Each transaction is associated with an identifier, called T ID. Let X ⊆ I be a set of items,
referred as an itemset (or a pattern). An itemset that
contains k items is a k-itemset. A transaction T is
said to contain X if and only if X ⊆ T . The frequency (or support count) of an itemset X in DB,
denoted as f (X), is the number of transactions in
DB containing X. The support of X, denoted as
S(X), is the ratio of its frequency to the DB size, i.e.,
f (X)
. The relative support of an itemset X,
S(X) =
|DB|
denoted as Rsup(X), is the ratio of its support to the
minimum support of an item (or 1-itemset) within itS(X)
self. That is, Rsup(X) =
. An
min(S(ij )|∀ij ∈ X)
itemset X is said to be frequent if its support and
relative support are no less than the user-defined minimum support (minsup) and minimum relative support (minRsup) thresholds, respectively. An association rule is an implication of the form, A ⇒ B, where
A ⊂ X, B ⊂ X and A ∩ B = ∅. The confidence
of a rule A ⇒ B, denoted as C(A ⇒ B), represents
the number of transactions in T that support A also
S(A ∪ B)
support B. That is, C(A ⇒ B) =
. The
S(A)
rules which satisfy minsup, minRsup and minconf
thresholds are called strong rules.
Example 1 Consider the transactional database of
20 transactions shown in Table 1. The set of items
I = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}. The set of items ‘a’ and ‘b’,
i.e., {a, b} is an itemset. It is a 2-itemset. For simplicity, we write this itemset as “ab”. It occurs in
8 transactions (tids of 1, 2, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16 and 19).
Therefore, the support count
“ab,” i.e., f (ab) = 8.
 of 
8
The support of ab is 0.4 =
. The relative sup20


0.4
port of ab is 0.88 =
. If the usermin(0.55, 0.45)
specified minsup = 0.3 and minRsup = 0.65, then
ab is a frequent itemset because S(ab) ≥ minsup and
Rsup(ab) ≥ minRsup. The association rules generated from this itemset are a ⇒ b and b ⇒ a. The
0.4
confidence of a ⇒ b, i.e., C(a ⇒ b) =
= 0.72.
0.55
Similarly, the confidence of b ⇒ a, i.e., C(b ⇒ a) =
0.4
= 0.88. If the user-specified minconf = 0.8,
0.45
then only b ⇒ a is a strong rule.
In this paper, we use this model to discover frequent itemsets from the dataset generated using the
purchased history of each user’s group.
2.2

Association Rule-based Recommender
System

Since the introduction of recommender systems in
(Resnick et al. 1995), they have received a great deal

Table
TID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1: Transactional
Items
TID
a, b
11
a, b, e
12
c, d
13
e, f
14
c, d
15
a, c
16
a, b
17
e, f
18
c, d,g
19
a, b
20

database.
Items
a, b
a, c, f
a, b, e
b, e, f, g
c, d
a, b
c, d
a, c
a, b
c, d, f

of attention from both industry and academia (Adomavicius et al. 2001). The popular approaches to
improve the performance of recommender systems involved the usage of machine learning techniques (Billsus & Pazzani 1998) and data mining techniques (Lin
et al. 2002). In this paper, we focus on the usage of
data mining techniques to improve the performance
of recommender systems.
Association rule mining has been widely used in
developing recommender systems (Adomavicius et al.
2001, Smyth et al. 2005). Adomavicius & Tuzhilin.
(2005) have been employed association rules to build
behavioral profiles of individual users. Shaw et al.
(2010) have used association rules to address coldstart problem in the recommender systems. The association rule model used in most of these works is
based on the single minsup framework, where only
a single minsup constraint is used to discover frequent itemsets from the entire database. Since the
single minsup framework cannot effectively capture
the non-uniform frequencies of items in a database,
these recommender systems suffer from the problem
of reduced coverage.
To confront the problem, “adaptive-support”
framework has been proposed by Lin et al. (2002).
In this framework, a minsup threshold is determined
individually for each user’s (or item’s) database. This
framework can still suffer from the coverage problem
if items’ frequencies in the database vary widely.
The concept of rule mining with multiple minsups
framework was introduced by Gedikli & Jannach
(2010) to confront the coverage problem. In addition, NRRS was proposed to recommend the products to the users. It has been observed that NRRS
is computationally expensive to use and can recommend uninteresting items to the users. In this paper,
we address these two issues and propose an improved
NRRS.
3

Neighborhood-Restricted Rule-Based Recommender System

The NRRS uses the concept of mining frequent itemsets with the multiple minsups framework to address
the coverage problem that persists in the traditional
rule-based recommender system (Gedikli & Jannach
2010). In particular, it employs user-based collaborative filtering technique and uses two neighborhood
sizes for recommending items to the users. Briefly,
the working of NRRS is as follows:
1. (Offline phase.) For each user u, top-k1 and
top-k2 , where k1 ≥ k2 , number of neighboring
users who had similar purchased history are discovered. (The top-k1 neighboring users will be
used for learning rules, while the top-k2 neighboring users will be used for prediction or recom-
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mendation of products to the user u.) A transactional database is generated using the purchased
history of top-k1 neighbors of the user u. Next,
the complete set of frequent itemsets are discovered from the database using IMSAprori algorithm. The items’ M IS values are specified using
Equation 1 (Kiran & Reddy 2009).
M IS(ij ) = max(S(ij ) − SD, LS)

(1)

where, M IS(ij ) is the minimum item support for
an item ij , S(ij ) refers to support of an item ij ,
SD refers to the support difference and LS refers
to the lowest minimum item support allowed for
an item. The parameter SD can be either userspecified or derived using Equation 2
SD = λ(1 − β)

(2)

where, λ represents the parameters like mean,
meadian, or mode of items supports in a database
and β ∈ [0, 1] is a user-specified constant.
2. (Online phase.) For each user u, the discovered frequent itemsets of top-k2 number of neighboring users are stored in a lexical order in a
tree-structure, called Extended Frequent Itemset
Graph (EFI-graph). Recommendations to the
user u are generated by traversing EFI-graph using depth-first search.
We now describe and illustrate the structure and
working of EFI-graph for the product recommendation.

0
A(10)

AB(5)

AC(3)

ABC(3)

Figure 1:
proach.

Start nodes={ 0 , BC, CD}

B(30)

AD(5)

C(20)

BC

D(35)

CD

ACD(2)

Extended Frequent Itemset Graph ap-

Figure 1), nodes represent both frequent and infrequent itemsets that are arranged in lexicographical
order, and organized in a tree structure such that the
size of the itemsets gets increased on each level. The
nodes representing frequent itemsets preserve their respective support value. The nodes representing infrequent itemsets cannot preserve their respective support value as they were pruned by the pattern discovery algorithm (or IMSApriori). If a parent node represents a frequent itemset, then the links connecting the
respective parent node and child nodes will preserve
the confidence value of an association rule. If a parent node represents an infrequent itemset, then the
links connecting the respective parent node and child
nodes will not preserve the confidence of an association rule. The recommendations to the user are made
by employing depth-first search on the EFI-graph.
Example 2 Let the set of frequent itemsets discovered from the transactional database of the user u
be {{A : 10}, {B : 20}, {C : 30}, {D : 35}, {AB :
5}, {AC : 3}, {AD : 5}, {ABC : 3}, {ACD : 2}} (i.e.,
{itemset, support count}). Figure 1 shows an EFIgraph constructed for the discovered frequent itemsets.
The numbers in brackets of a node stand for the support count of the respective frequent itemset in the
database. The nodes with no support count represent
the infrequent itemsets. In other words, the nodes
{BC} and {CD} in EFI-graph represent the infrequent itemsets whose supersets are frequent. The parent node {A, D} represents a frequent itemset. Therefore, the link containing the {A, D} and {A, C, D}
nodes preserve the confidence of the rule {A, D} ⇒
2
{C}, i.e., C({A, D} ⇒ {C}) = S({A,C,D})
S({A,D}) = 5 . The
parent node {C, D} represents an infrequent itemset.
Therefore, the link connecting {C, D} and {A, C, D}
do not preserve the confidence of the rule {C, D} ⇒
{A}. Given a set of past transactions T = {A, D} of
user u, recommendations are produced by traversing
the tree in depth-first order and looking for (singleelement) supersets of {A, D} in the graph that has
high confidence. That is, C could be recommended
to u if the recommendation score of item C is high
enough. On the other hand, if the set of past transactions of user u represent an infrequent itemset, say
T = {C, D}, then the item A will be recommended by
simply traversing the tree in depth-first order looking
for supersets of {C, D} without any confidence value.
Please note that the solid arrows in the figure indicate
how the graph would be traversed in depth-first order
if past transactions of a user represent {A, D}.
In the next section, we discuss the performance problems of NRRS and describe the proposed
NRRS++.
4

Lin et al. (2002) have introduced Frequent Itemset Graph (FI-graph) to make real-time recommendations without explicitly learning rules derived from
the frequent itemsets of single minsups framework.
Thus, FI-graph can be used to store only those frequent itemsets which satisfy the anti-monotonic property. The frequent itemsets discovered with the multiple minsups framework do not satisfy the antimonotonic property. Therefore, FI-graph cannot be
used to store the frequent itemsets discovered with the
multiple minsups framework. To address this problem, Yun et al. (2003) have extended the FI-graph to
store the frequent itemsets discovered with the multiple minsups framework. It is called Extended Frequent Itemset Graph (EFI-graph). In EFI-graph (see
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Improved Neighborhood Restricted Association Rule-based Recommender System

In this section, we first discuss the performance issues
of NRRS. Next, we describe the proposed NRRS++.
4.1

Performance Problems of NRRS

The NRRS uses the frequent itemsets discovered from
the multiple minsups framework to recommend products to the users. Since the multiple minsups framework suffers from the open problem of determining
items’ M IS values, NRRS is difficult to be used in
real-world applications.
The frequent itemsets discovered with multiple
minsups do not satisfy the anti-monotonic property.
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Therefore, IMSApriori is a computationally expensive algorithm. Since NRRS uses IMSApriori to discover frequent itemsets for each user’s database, it is
straight forward to say that NRRS is a computationally expensive recommender system.
In EFI-graph, the links connecting the parent node
of an infrequent itemset to their respective child nodes
do not preserve the confidence of a rule. It has been
observed that this may lead to recommend uninteresting items to the user.
Example 3 Continuing with the Example 2, NRRS
recommends item A for the user u by simply traversing down the node of the infrequent itemset {C, D}.
If the support count of an infrequent itemset {C, D}
is 14, then confidence of the rule, {C, D} ⇒ {A} =
2
0.14 (= 14
), is very low. Thus, it can be arguable that
NRRS may be suggesting an uninteresting item A for
the user u.
Algorithm 1 NRRS++ (U : set of users, ratingDB:
rating database, k1 : learning neighborhood size,
k2 : predicting neighborhood size minsup: userspecified minimum support threshold, minRsup:
user-specified minimum relative support threshold)
1: (Offline: Discovery of Frequent itemsets)
2: for each u ∈ U do
3:
Let k1 -neighborhoodu and k2 -neighborhoodu
be the set of top k1 and k2 neighbors for the user u in ratingDB.
That is,
k1 -neighborhoodu
=
u ∪
f indN eighbors(u, k1 , ratingDB);
4:
Let ratingDB u be the rating database created
using the ratings given by the each user in k1 neighborhoodu .
5:
Let U serF P s be the of frequent itemsets discovered for u in ratingDB u using RSFPgrowth.
That is, U serF P s = RSF P growth(ratingDB u , minsup, minRsup).
6: end for
7: (Online: Recommending items by constructing
EFI-graph++ for each user)
8: for each user u ∈ U do
9:
recommendedItems = ∅;
10:
for each user ui ∈ k1 -neighborhoodu do
11:
userRecs
=
Recommend(u, EF IG++(U serF P s(ui )));
12:
Scan ratingDB u to measure the support
count of infrequent itemsets in EFI-graph++
of u;
13:
weightedUserRecs
=
adjustConfidenceScoresBySimilarity(userRecs, u, ui);
14:
recommendedItems
=
recommendedItems ∪ weightedU serRecs;
15:
end for
16:
recommendedItems = sortItemsByAdjustedScores(recommendedItems);
17:
output recommendedItems;
18: end for

4.2

An Improved Neighborhood-Restricted
Rule-based
Recommender
System:
NRRS++

To address the open problem of specifying items’
M IS values in NRRS, we use the relative support
measure to discover frequent itemsets involving both
frequent and rare items. The advantages of using the
relative support measure are as follows:

• The measure relative support satisfies the
convertible anti-monotonic property.
Pei &
Han (2002) have theoretically shown that for
a pattern-growth algorithm the search space
of a measure satisfying the convertible antimonotonic property is same as that of the antimonotonic property. Thus, frequent itemsets can
be effectively discovered using the RSFP-growth.
• This measure satisfies the null-invariance property. This property facilitates the measure relative support to disclose genuine correlation relationships without being influenced by the object
co-absence in a database.
To improve the predictions of NRRS, we have
modified the structure of EFI-graph so that the links
connecting the parent nodes of infrequent itemsets
to their respective child nodes can preserve the confidence of a rule. We now describe the working of
NRRS++.
The proposed NRRS++ system is shown in Algorithm 1, and summarized as follows. The input
parameters to NRRS++ are the set of users (U ),
the ratings database of each user (ratingDB), the
two neighborhood sizes for rule learning and prediction phases (k1 and k2 ), user-specific minimum support (minsup) constant, user-specific minimum relative support (minRsup) constant. The parameters
minsup and minRsup are used in RSFP-growth algorithm to discover frequent itemsets. The NRRS++
is a two phase algorithm involving offline and online
phases. The working of NRRS++ is as follows:
1. (Offline phase.) For each user u, top-k1 and
top-k2 , where k1 ≥ k2 , number of neighboring
users who had similar purchased history are discovered. A transactional database is generated
using the purchased history of top-k1 neighbors
of the user u. Next, frequent itemsets are discovered from the database using the RSFP-growth
algorithm (Kiran & Kitsure 2012).
2. (Online phase.) The discovered user-specific
frequent itemsets (UserFPs) of the target user
and of the neighbors of the target user are
used to calculate predictions using the proposed
Extended Frequent Itemset Graph, i.e., EFIgraph++ (lines 8 to 13 in Algorithm 1). The resulting confidence scores are weighted according
to the similarity of the target user and the neighbor (line 14 to 16 in Algorithm 1). The similarity measure we use is Pearson correlation. These
user-specific predictions are finally combined and
sorted by the weighted confidence scores (line 16
and 17 in Algorithm 1).
Now, we introduce EFI-graph++ structure.
The EFI-graph++ (see Figure 2) is an extension
of EFI-graph to store the support counts of both frequent and infrequent itemsets. The structure of EFIgraph++ resembles that of EFI-graph. However, the
major difference is that the nodes representing the infrequent itemsets will also store their respective support counts. The construction of EFI-graph++ is
shown in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm works as follows. The EFIG++
is constructed bottom-up, starting with all frequent
itemsets of size k, beginning with the maximum size
n of the frequent itemsets (Lines 2 and 3 in Algorithm
2). Lines 4 to 14 in Algorithm 2 connect each k − 1
subset s of a k-frequent itemset with its superset f . If
subset s is an infrequent itemset, i.e., s 6∋ F , then add
s into the list of infrequent itemset IF , create a new
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0

Start nodes={ 0 , BC, CD}

the recommends to the users by pruning the recommendations of those items that have low confidence
value.
5

A(10)

AB(5)

AC(3)

B(20)

AD(5)

C(30)

BC(10)

D(35)

CD(15)

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the NRRS and proposed
NRRS++. The programs were written in java and
run with Ubuntu on a 2.66 GHz machine with 2GB
memory. In the following, we will summarize the findings of this evaluation.
5.1

ABC(3)

ACD(2)

Figure 2: Proposed Extended Frequent Itemset
Graph approach.
node with s and support count equal to zero and add
it to the start nodes which contains all possible entrypoints to the graph. This set consists of the root node
(∅, the original start node) and all infrequent itemsets
whose supersets are frequent itemsets. (Lines 5 to 9
in Algorithm 2). If the subset s exists in the frequent
itemset, then a node with s and corresponding support count is created and linked to the node f (Lines
10 to 12 in Algorithm 2). Finally, the support counts
of the nodes representing the infrequent itemsets are
updated by performing another scan on the database
(Lines 17 and 18 in Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 EFIG++(F : the set of frequent itemsets sorted in descending order of the number of items
within each itemset.)
1: Let n be the number of frequent itemsets discovered by CFG. Let IF be the set of infrequent
itemsets whose supersets exists in F . Initialize
IF = ∅.
2: for k = n to 1 do
3:
for all frequent k-itemsets f do
4:
for all k − 1 subsets s of f do
5:
if s 6∋ F then
6:
create a new node (s, 0);
7:
add new edge (s, f );
8:
add new start node s
9:
IF = IF ∪ s; // add infrequent itemset
to the set of IF ;
10:
else
11:
create a new node (s, support);
12:
add new edge (s, f );
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for
17: Scan the database and find the support of every
infrequent itemset in IF .
18: In EFI-graph++, update the support of every infrequent itemset node.

5.1.1
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Data sets.

The experiments were pursued on the following
datasets: (i) MovieLens rating dataset consisting of
100,000 ratings provided by 943 users on 1,682 items
and (ii) Yahoo!Movies dataset containing 211,231 ratings provided by 7,642 users on 11,915 items.
In order to test NRRS and NRRS++ frameworks
also in settings with low data density, we varied
the density level of the original data sets by using
sub-samples of different sizes of the original data
set. Four-fold cross-validation was performed for each
data set; in each round, the data sets were split into
a 80% training set and a 20% test set.
5.1.2

Accuracy metrics.

To compare the predictive accuracy of NRRS and
NRRS++ systems, we use the following procedure.
First, we determine the set of existing “like” statements (ELS) in the 20% test set and retrieve a top-N
recommendation list with each system based on the
data in the training set. The top-N recommendations
are generated based on the confidence of the producing rule. The set of predicted like statements returned
by a recommender shall be denoted as Predicted Like
Statements (P LS).
The standard information retrieval accuracy metrics are used in the evaluation. Precision is de|P LS ∩ ELS|
fined as
and measures the number of
|P LS|
correct predictions in P LS. Recall is measured as
|P LS ∩ ELS|
, and describes how many of the ex|ELS|
isting “like” statements were found by the recommender.
In the evaluation procedure, we use “top-10,” i.e.,
the list of top ten movies for a test user with predicted ratings values above the user’s mean ratings,
and calculate the corresponding precision and recall
values for all users in the test data set. The averaged
precision and recall values are then combined in the
usual F-score. That is,


precision × recall
F =2×
.
(3)
precision + recall
5.1.3

Example 4 Figure 2 shows the EFI-graph++ constructed for the user u discussed in Example 2. It can
be observed that EFI-graph++ stores the support of
infrequent itemsets, while EFI-graph (shown in Figure
1) do not store the support of infrequent itemsets. The
storing of support values for infrequent itemsets facilitates the proposed NRRS++ framework to improve

Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics

Algorithm details and Parameters.

The sensitivity of parameters were analyzed through
multiple experiments on the MovieLens and Yahoo!
data set with different density levels. The neighborhood sizes, k1 and k2 , for both datasets and all density
levels was empirically determined to be 900 and 60,
respectively. In NRRS, items’ M IS values in both the
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Results

Table 2 shows the performance of NRRS and
NRRS++ systems on MovieLens and Yahoo!Movies
datasets with varying densities. It can be observed
that the performance of NRRS++ is relatively better
than NRRS, independent of the density. The reason
is that EFI-graph++ facilitated NRRS++ to recommended only those items that had high confidence
value although the past transactions of a user represented an infrequent itemset.
Since frequent pattern mining is a key step in rulebased recommender systems, we conducted scalability test on NRRS and NRRS++ by increasing the
dataset size (i.e., k1 ) of each user. Fig. 3 shows the
runtime taken by NRRS and NRRS++ systems to
generate frequent patterns to the users with varying dataset sizes. It can be observed that although
both algorithms are linearly scalable with increase
in dataset size, NRRS++ is relatively more efficient
than NRRS system. It is because that RSFP-growth
discovered frequent itemsets for each user more effectively than that of IMSApriori. Another important
observation is that NRRS++ is more scalable than
NRRS with increase in neighborhood size for learning the rules.
2500

1000
NRRS

800
Runtime (s)

Runtime (s)

2000
1500

NRRS++
1000
500
0

NRRS

600
400

NRRS++

200
200

400

600

800

900

0

dataset size (k1)

200

400
600
800
dataset size (k1)

(a) Yahoo! Movies

(b) MovieLense

900

Figure 3: Runtime comparison of NRRS and
NRRS++ Systems.

6

Conclusion

This paper proposed an effective and efficient rulebased recommender system known as NRRS++ to
confront the coverage problem that persists in the
conventional rule-based recommender systems. It has
also shown that frequent itemsets discovered with
the relative support measure satisfy the convertible
anti-monotonic property, and therefore, can be effectively discovered using CFG algorithm. Furthermore,
an efficient tree structure has been proposed to improve the recommendations to the users if the discovered itemsets satisfy the convertible anti-monotonic
property. Experimental results demonstrate that
NRRS++ is efficient than NRRS.
References

Table 2: Performance comparison of NRRS and NRRS++ systems at different density levels in MoviesLense
Density
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
F1
NRRS
35.75
41.61
47.75
52.71
57.89
60.85
60.91
NRRS++ 37.30
44.46
48.93
54.9
59.46
62.56
63.5
Movie Precision NRRS
45.9%
54.64% 60.23% 62.32% 63.61% 64.7%
64.7%
Lens
NRRS++ 47.8%
56.37% 61.56% 64.44% 65.61% 66.71% 66.8%
Recall
NRRS
29.3%
33.61% 39.56% 45.67% 53.12% 57.43% 57.54%
NRRS++ 30.58% 36.71% 40.61% 47.82% 54.38% 58.9%
60.52%
F1
NRRS
13.89
19.04
25.4
31.3
36.33
39.46
42.16
NRRS++ 15.21
21.25
26.15
32.78
37.19
40.55
43.03
Yahoo! Precision NRRS
15.6%
22.76% 28.91% 38.12% 43.21% 47.84% 51.65%
Movies
NRRS++ 17.01% 25.12% 30.1%
39.71% 44.65% 49.16% 51.98%
Recall
NRRS
12.52% 16.37% 22.65% 26.55% 31.34% 33.58% 35.62%
NRRS++ 13.76% 18.42% 23.12% 27.92% 31.87% 34.51% 36.72%

5.2

and Yahoo! Movies datasets.
80%
90%
61.66
62.72
63.95
64.64
64.7%
63.8%
66.8%
66.71%
58.91% 61.69%
61.34% 62.71%
44.44
45.95
45.6
46.95
53.86% 56.82%
56.73% 57.31%
37.83% 38.58%
38.13% 39.76%

datasets are specified using Equation 1 with λ representing the mean of all items having support greater
than 9%, β = 0.25 and LS = 9%. In NRRS++, the
thresholds are empirically set at minRsup = 0.25 and
minsup = 0.9%.
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Abstract
Text categorisation is challenging, due to the complex structure with heterogeneous, changing topics in
documents. The performance of text categorisation
relies on the quality of samples, effectiveness of document features, and the topic coverage of categories,
depending on the employing strategies; supervised or
unsupervised; single labelled or multi-labelled. Attempting to deal with these reliability issues in text
categorisation, we propose an unsupervised multilabelled text categorisation approach that maps the
local knowledge in documents to global knowledge
in a world ontology to optimise categorisation result.
The conceptual framework of the approach consists of
three modules; pattern mining for feature extraction;
feature-subject mapping for categorisation; concept
generalisation for optimised categorisation. The approach has been promisingly evaluated by compared
with typical text categorisation methods, based on
the ground truth encoded by human experts.
Keywords: Text Categorisation, Knowledge Mapping,
Ontology
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Introduction

Aiming to promote information accessibility and data
analytic capability, machine learning techniques have
been deeply studied and extensively used to solve
problems in areas such as information gathering (Tao
et al. 2011, 2008), information security (Sun et al.
2011, 2012), knowledge discovery (Zhong et al. 2012)
and sentiment analysis (Tjondronegoro et al. 2011),
etc. Text categorisation aims to categorise a stream of
documents into a set of categories. The semantically
meaningful categories can help users to access to the
documents in demand even in a large collection. The
efficient access leads to further development in many
disciplines, such as digital libraries, text mining, and
knowledge engineering.
Text categorisation could be with supervised or
unsupervised strategy. With a set of samples labelled
with accurate categories, the supervised strategy categorises an incoming stream of documents by finding
their common features with the samples. The performance relies on (i) the accuracy of categories assigned
Copyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC2013), Adelaide, Australia. Conferences in Research and
Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 37, Hua
Wang and Rui Zhangs, Ed. Reproduction for academic, notfor-profit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

to the samples. The common features shared by the
samples and target documents would lead to only the
wrong direction if the labelled categories on samples
are wrong; (ii) the effectiveness of feature extraction
algorithms. If a poor algorithm was employed, nondescriptive and non-discriminative features would be
extracted and map the documents with wrong samples. On the other hand, an effective algorithm might
extract descriptive and discriminative features and
help in categorisation to reduce noise, which is usually caused by sense ambiguities, sparsity, and high
dimensionality of the documents (Hu et al. 2009); (iii)
the topic coverage of categories. An ambiguous category could be assigned to a document if their semantic
spaces just overlay on the boundary and no better, accurate category could be found. Sometimes although
a set of categories with comprehensive topic coverage
is available, the large number of classes would easily
introduce much noise to the results (Gabrilovich &
Markovitch 2005). Text categorisation could also be
unsupervised when sample documents with labelled
categories are in absence. The “cold start” is a real
world sample of the problem. Recommender systems
cannot make adequate suggestion to user tagging if
no (or not a sufficient number of) good sample tags
are seen on the product. Recommender systems employing unsupervised strategy then learn an annotation model from the information associated with the
product and recommend the annotated features to
the user as the possible tags (categories). Unsupervised categorisation strategy attempts to address the
sample absence problem by analysing local features
extracted from documents. With unsupervised strategy, the feature extraction issue and category coverage issue would still make large impact to text categorisation performance, though samples are no longer
in use. Unsupervised categorisation strategy is highly
useful, as in the real world qualified samples cannot
be easily guaranteed. However, unsupervised strategy
is more challenging. The accuracy of categorisation
becomes hard to assure when no experience can be
borrowed from existing samples.
Text categorisation could handle single-label or
multi-label problems. Traditionally, text categorisation techniques employ the Boolean model yo assign
only a single category to a document. A candidate
category would be considered either ‘no’ then left
away or ‘yes’ then assigned to the document. More
advanced, the index model is employed for single-label
categorisation. The top indexed category would be
chosen and assigned to the document. The indexing
model is superior to the Boolean model. A category
would be compared with not only document features
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but also other category candidates. However, when
choosing only the top candidate, others are neglected,
no matter how close they are to the top candidate in
term of either indexing value or semantic meaning. If
a set of equally (or almost equally) qualified categories
is encountered, the single label techniques would force
the applications to choose only one of them. As a
result, only partial information in the document is
recognised. Aiming at addressing the drawback, the
multi-label techniques are developed. Still employing
the index model, the multi-label techniques incorporate a threshold to draw a borderline and choose a
set of category candidates that fall into the qualified
space. The multi-label strategy is more natural, because it recognises multi-facets of a document. The
multi-label strategy is also highly applicable. In many
circumstances multi-labels are required for example,
categorising library catalogues into multiple subject
headings, especially when dealing with a very large
volume of collection (Yang et al. 2009). However,
the multi-label strategy has introduced another challenging problem - how to choose a qualified threshold
to balance the information gain and information lost
in categorisation. A restricted threshold might push
away some potentially qualified categories; a relaxing
threshold might include noisy categories. Thus, technically the performance of multi-label categorisation
is largely affected by the evaluation strategy employed
to choose the right threshold.
In this paper, we propose an approach to categorise documents into multiple categories without the
requirement of training samples. In order to assure
the categorisation result, the approach first analyses a document locally and extracts features by using pattern mining techniques, aiming to deal with
the effectiveness issue of feature extraction. The approach also incorporates a world ontology containing a large volume of subjects with extensive coverage of topics. Taking the advantage, the proposed
approach uses the subjects as the category base to
address the topic coverage issue. A set of potentially qualified subjects are chosen from the ontology, by a method introduced to map the document
features (local knowledge) to the ontological subjects
(global knowledge). Finally, the approach investigates the semantic relations and ontological structure
to generalise the mapping knowledge for optimised
category assignment. The knowledge generalisation
aims at balancing the information gain and loss in
multi-label categorisation. The approach thus, consists of three modules; pattern mining for feature extraction; feature-subject mapping for categorisation;
concept generalisation for optimised categorisation.
The world ontology is encoded from the Library of
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), which represents
the natural growth and distribution of human intellectual work (Chan 2005). The proposed approach
has been experimentally evaluated using a large library catalogue, by compared with typical categorisation approaches. The presented work makes following
contributions:
• An unsupervised knowledge mapping approach
that assigns documents into multiple categories;
• A knowledge generalisation method that takes
into account the semantic relations and structure
of concepts;
• An exploration of exploiting the Library of
Congress Subject Heading to promote accessibility to the textual world;
• An extensive empirical experiment that evaluated the knowledge mapping approach using the
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real world data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work; Section 3 provides the definitions for the world ontology and the research problem; Section 4 presents the conceptual framework
for the design of the proposed method. After that,
Section 5 introduces the proposed categorisation approach. The experiment design is described in Section 6, and the results are discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 gives the conclusions and future work.
2

Related Work

Unsupervised text categorisation classifies documents
into categories with absence of any pre-labelled samples for training. Without labelled samples, Yang et
al. (Yang et al. 2010) have formalised a categorisation model by analysing the correlating auxiliary categories. Similarly, the work presented in the paper
does not rely on any pre-labelled samples for training.
Instead, it tries to map the local concepts underlying
from the document to the global concepts specified
in a world ontology, and uses the global concepts as
the suggesting categories. The strategy of exploiting global knowledge for text categorisation was also
studied by Yan et al. (Yan et al. 2009). In the work,
they examined the concept relations in Wikipedia,
which is a global ontology with a large volume of
concepts, and integrated linguistic analysis with word
distribution statistics to improve the performance of
semantic relation extraction. Comparing with Yan et
al. (Yan et al. 2009), the work in this paper has a
different aim of facilitating the development of multilabelled categorisation, and in practice exploits a different global ontology encoded from the Library of
Congress Subject Headings, which is a more formal,
human intellectual work under continuous growth and
revision in the past century. Cai et al. (Cai et al. 2010)
also proposed an unsupervised approach to evaluate
and improve the quality of local concepts extracted
from documents. The work presented in this paper
also incorporates feature extraction for local concepts,
and further investigates the local concepts by mapping them with global concepts in an ontology to improve categorisation performance.
Multi-label categorisation has been studied by
Yang et al. (Yang et al. 2009), who adopted active
learning algorithms for categorisation. Our work,
however, exploits a mapping method to bridge local features to global concepts and an algorithm to
investigate their semantic relations. Cai et al. (Cai
et al. 2010) proposed a Multi-Cluster Feature Selection (MCFS) method for unsupervised feature selection and contributed to image clustering. Our work
is also on unsupervised and adopts feature selection
strategy. However, the work focuses on text categorisation and exploits a large category base provided by
a world ontology.
Ontologies have been exploited by much work
to facilitate text categorisation. Gabrilovich and
Markovitch (Gabrilovich & Markovitch 2005) attempted to generate features using domain-specific
and common-sense knowledge in large ontologies. In
comparison, our work moves beyond feature extraction and investigates the concept structure in ontologies. Other work that takes ontological structure into
account includes Cheng et al. (Cheng et al. 2011),
who investigated structured knowledge to assist feature extraction. Their work is based on the same
argument as that in our work; rich knowledge is underlying from the conceptual structure and could be
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exploited to assist text analysis. Camous et al. (Camous et al. 2007) also counted ontological structure as
a valuable source. Using the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) ontology, they introduced a domainindependent method to observe inter-concept relationships in the ontological structure and categorise
documents into the MeSH subjects. Also through domain ontologies, Hernandez et al. (Hernandez et al.
2007) proposed to model context in documents by
means of domain ontologies, aiming to better access
user information needs. These work focuses on specific domains. As a result, the work may improve
the precision of categorisation but has also limited
the extensibility to other domains. In comparison,
our work uses the LCSH, a world knowledge ontology that has extensive coverage of topics, and has no
limit in any specific domains. Another world knowledge ontology, Wikipedia, is employed by Wang and
Domeniconi (Wang & Domeniconi 2008) and Hu et
al. (Hu et al. 2009). Independently, they derived
background knowledge from Wikipedia to represent
documents and attempted to deal with the sparsity
and high dimensionality problems in text categorisation. Also adopting on Wikipedia, Kiran et al. (Kiran
et al. 2010) attempted to cluster documents by finding
a score based on the analysis of Wikipedia categories.
However, comparing to Wikipedia with loose control
of contributions, the LCSH ontology is believed more
reliable, since it is developed by well trained category
specialists, gone through continuous development for
over a century (Chan 2005, Tao et al. 2011).
Feature extraction and selection techniques find
informative, discriminative features to facilitate text
categorisation. Related work includes Cai et al. (Cai
et al. 2010), who exploited feature selection for unsupervised multi-clustering of images, with potential to extend the contribution to text categorisation.
Forman and Kirshenbaum (Forman & Kirshenbaum
2008) introduced a fast method to extract text feature for categorisation. The work very much relies on
text tokenisation and neglects the semantic concepts
underlying from text; whereas semantic concepts are
the focus in our work. Feature selection is also used
by Yu et al. (Yu et al. 2010) to cluster documents
via Dirichlet Process Mixture Model. In comparison,
our work is different in sourcing global knowledge defined and specified in a world ontology, which helps
to refine the result of feature extraction and selection.
Malik and Kender (Malik & Kender 2008) proposed a
pattern-based categorisation algorithm called “Democratic Classifier”. Their work relies on the quality of
training samples and cannot deal with the unsupervised problem. Having a common argument of that
most of information on documents can be captured
in phrases (or sub-strings), Hofmann et al. (Hofmann
et al. 2009) studies the impact of document structure;
Bekkerman and Matan (Bekkerman & Gavish 2011)
investigate text categorisation independently. Their
key phrases and sub-strings are in fact, sequential patterns. Furthermore, closed frequent patterns are used
by Kiran et al. (Kiran et al. 2010) to help measure the
distance between documents and clusters. Similarly,
our work also extracts features by closed sequential
frequent patterns, but again, with further investigation based on the mapping of local features to global
ontological concepts.
3

Definitions

Text documents have some properties that make categorisation difficult. The structure and format are
usually complex; the topics are heterogeneous and

change with time. An efficient text categorisation approach needs to be able to handle these properties.
Suggested by (Tao et al. 2011), an effective strategy
is using world knowledge ontologies to guide the analysis of documents. Ontologies are formal descriptions
and specifications of conceptualisation. By nature ontologies are a powerful instrument that can help to
clarify and then solve complex, heterogeneous semantic problems.
The world knowledge ontology in this work is constructed based on the LCSH, as suggested by Tao et
al. (Tao et al. 2011). The LCSH was developed for
organising and retrieving information from a large
volume of library collections. As pointed out by
Chan (Chan 2005), the LCSH has many superiorities that can be taken to deal with the problems in
text analysis:
• The LCSH system is an ideal world knowledge
base covering an exhaustive range of topics.
(Competent to deal with the complexity and heterogeneity issue);
• The LCSH represents the natural growth and distribution of human intellectual work. For over a
hundred years, the knowledge contained in the
LCSH has undergone continuous revision an enrichment. (Competent to deal with the topic
change issue);
• The LCSH has the most comprehensive nonspecialised controlled vocabulary in English.
(Supplying an extensive category base for categorisation.)
The LCSH is also superior to other world knowledge
ontologies. Tao et al. (Tao et al. 2011) compared the
LCSH with the Library of Congress Classification, the
Dewey Decimal Classification, and Yahoo! categorisation, and found that the LCSH is superior in topics,
structure, and semantic relations. In many respects,
the LCSH has become a de facto standard for subject
cataloguing and indexing1 , and is used as a means for
knowledge management systems (Chan 2005).
The concepts in the LCSH world ontology are
called subjects. They are encoded from subject headings in the LCSH authorities. Subjects can be formalized:
Definition 1 Let S be a set of subjects,
an element s
∈
S is a 4-tuple s
:=
hlabel, neighbour, ancestor, descendanti, where
• label is the subject heading of s in the LCSH authorities, and label(s) = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } where t
is a term;
• neighbour is a function returning the subjects
that have direct links to s in the LCSH authorities and neighbour(s) ⊂ S;
• ancestor is a function returning the subjects that
have higher level of abstraction than s and link
to s directly or indirectly in the LCSH authorities
and ancestor(s) ⊂ S;
• descendant is a function returning the subjects
that are more specific than s and link to s directly or indirectly in the LCSH authorities and
descendant(s) ⊂ S.
2
1
Though the majority of libraries utilising the LCSH are located
in United States, almost all libraries around the world have their
systems convertible to the LCSH.
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The semantic relations of subjects are encoded
from the references defined in the LCSH authorities
for subject headings, such as Broader Term, Used for,
and Related to. The ancestor(s) function in Definition 1 returns the Broader Term subjects of s (they
are broader in semantics and thus, more general than
s); the descendant(s) returns the subjects that are
Used for s and the subjects whose Broader Term is s
(s is broader in semantics and thus, more general than
these subjects); the neighbour(s) returns the Related
to subjects of s.
With Definition 1, the world knowledge ontology
is defined:
Definition 2 Let O be a world knowledge ontology.
O consists of a set of subjects linked by their semantic
relations, and can be formally defined as a 3-tuple
O := hS, R, HSR i.
2
where R is a set of relations specifying the relationships of subjects, as described previously; HSR is the
taxonomical structure constructed by subjects in S
linked by the relations in R.
The study is to classify an unstructured document
to a number of categories defined and specified in a
world ontology. The study is limited to only English
documents and focused on only the document content. To illustrate the research problem, we use a
sample document, which is retrieved from the on-line
catalogue of University of Melbourne Library2 . The
catalogue item forms a text document, which is composed by the catalogue title and content summary3 :

Definition 3 Let Ω = {i1 , i2 , . . . , in } be a finite and
non-empty set of documents. Given an i ∈ Ω, mappings need to be created for a set of subjects S ⊆ S:
η : Ω → 2S , η(i) = {s ∈ S|str(i, s) ≥ min str}
and also for its reverse mapping η −1 :
η −1 : S → 2Ω , η −1 (s) = {i ∈ Ω|str(i, s) ≥ min str}
where str(i, s) is the strength describing the validity
rate of s to categorise i, and min str is the threshold
for the extent of qualified semantic space.
2
4

Conceptual Framework

From Definition 3, given a document i, three elements, s, str(i, s), and min str, can be observed making impact to the categorisation results. Therefore,
with respect to the elements, the research problem is
decomposed into three tasks:
1. Choosing a set of candidate subjects from
the ontology to map to the document;
2. Investigating the relationships of subjects
and the document and measure str(i, s);
3. Evaluating min str to find an adequate
threshold.

Economic espionage and industrial spying.
Dimensions of economic espionage and the
criminalization of trade secret theft – Transition to an information society – increasing
interconnections and interdependence – International dimensions of business and commerce – Competitiveness and legal collection
versus espionage and economic crime – Tensions between security and openness – The
new rule for keeping secrets - the Economic
Espionage Act – Multinational conspiracy or
natural evolution of market economy.
By accessing to the catalogue item, a list of librarian
manually-assigned subjects can be observed:
Business intelligence; Trade secrets; Computer crimes; Intellectual property; Commercial crimes.
These title, summary, and subjects depict the ultimate goal we pursue in this work: given an unstructured document (e.g., the title and summary in the
sample catalogue item), we are to categorise it into
an indexed set of categories (subjects) specified in
the world ontology (e.g., the listed subjects in the
sample catalogue item). Ideally, the extracted subjects should be the same as these linguist manuallyassigned subjects, because they are the result of human intellectual work. However, at this stage such a
goal is unrealistic. Therefore, finding similar assignment of subjects with human work is the pursuing
goal in this work.
With the research aim and scope, the research
problem in this study can be formalized as the following function:
2
The catalogue item can be accessed by searching the
title of “Economic Espionage and Industrial Spying” via
http://cat.lib.unimelb.edu.au/search/t
3
In this presented work we equally considered a document’s title
and summary as the content of the document. Treating them with
different priorities will be investigated in our future work.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework
Driven by the tasks, the conceptual framework of
the proposed approach is designed consisting of three
modules, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Feature Extraction Module. Pattern Taxonomy Method is employed to discover features from
the given document, based on the theory of closed
frequent sequential patterns. The outcome would be
a set of patterns with weights representing the features of document;
Knowledge Extraction Module. A termsubject matrix is established to extract appropriate
subjects from the LCSH world ontology, based on the
features extracted in Feature Extraction Module. The
matrix has two attributes: the joint set of unique
terms in the label of all subjects; the set of all subjects in the world ontology. As a result, given a set of
patterns (features), a mapping set of subjects can be
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extracted, in which each subject is with a value indicating the strength of describing or discriminating
the semantic content of document;
Knowledge Generalisation Module. The subjects extracted in Knowledge Extraction Module are
investigated and generalised. The semantic relations
with other subjects in the neighbourhood and the location in the ontological structure are studied. Finally, an refined indexed list of subjects are generalised as the categories assigned to the document.

Table 1: Closed Frequent Sequential Patterns Extracted From the Sample Document
Closed Sequential Pattern Frequency
dimens
2
espionag
4
econom espionag
3
2
secret
econom
4

5

5.2

Unsupervised Multi-label Categorisation

5.1

Feature Extraction from Document

Given a document i = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tm } ∈ Ω, a set
of features is first extracted, and defined by F(i) =
{hp, w(p)i}, a set of valid patterns with weights. The
patterns are extracted from the document using the
closed frequent sequential pattern mining techniques.
Pattern-based representation of features is considered superior to traditional lexicon-based representation (Li et al. 2010). Though lexicon features are easy
to access by both human-users and computer systems,
they usually contain many noisy features due to the
sense ambiguity problem natually coming with terms,
whereas pattern-based features has less noisy features
because the representation considers the context of
terms co-occurred in phrases. However, the patternbased presentation has its own limit caused by the
length of patterns. While longer patterns are more
informative and discriminative, usually they are less
frequent and as a result, have less evidence to represent the document content. In this paper, we define document features as weighted closed frequent
sequential patterns. Algorithm 1 presents how the
pattern features are discovered from a document.
input : i = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn }, a threshold ϑ.
output: The feature set F (i) = {hp, w(p)i}.
1 F (i) = ∅, p = ∅;
2 for (l = 1; l <= n; l + +) do
3
for (j = l; j <= n; j + +) do
4
p = p ∪ {tj };
5
if ∃hp0 , w(p0 )i ∈ F (i) where p == p0 then
w(p0 ) + +;
6
else F (i) = F (i) ∪ {hp, 1i};
7
end
8 end
9 foreach hp, w(p)i ∈ F (i) do
10
if w(p) < ϑ then F (i) = F (i) − {hp, w(p)i};
11
else if ∃hp0 , w(p0 )i ∈ F (i) where
(p ⊂ p0 ) ∧ (w(p) ≤ w(p0 )) then
F (i) = F (i) − {hp, w(p)i}
12 end
13 return F (i).

Algorithm 1: Feature Extraction from a
Document
In practice, we employed the pattern taxonomy
model (PTM) developed in by (Li et al. 2010) to discover the closed frequent sequential patterns from the
document. The PTM model has been proven superior
to other existing pattern mining approaches, such as
Probabilistic and Rocchio, as reported in experimental evaluations. (The details of PTM model and its
related evaluation can be found in (Li et al. 2010).)
Thus, given a document i, F(i) = {hp, w(p)i} is obtained, where w(p) is the frequency of p in i. Table 1
displays the closed frequent sequential patterns extracted from the sample document presented in Section 3. Note the pattern discovery was performed
with min sup = 2, and based on the text after word
stemming and stopword removal.

Mapping Local Features to Global Subjects

Let T be the term space of S in O and T =
S
s∈S label(s). A matrix coordinated by T and S is
defined:
Definition 4 Let hS, Ti be the matrix coordinated by
T and S, where a mapping exists:
µ : T → 2S , µ(t) = {s ∈ S|t ∈ label(s)} ⊆ S
and its reverse mapping also exists:
2

µ−1 : S → 2T , µ−1 (s) = {t ∈ T|s ∈ η(t)} ⊆ T.
By µ : T → 2S , a term t ∈ T maps to a set of
subjects St ⊆ S. Thus, given the feature set F(i) =
{hp, w(p)i}, a set of subjects can be extracted from S:
[
Si =
µ(t)
(1)
t∈termset(F (i))

where Si ⊆ S; µ(t) = ∅ if t ∈
/ T.
By µ−1 : S → 2T , a subject s ∈ S maps to a set
of terms {t} ⊆ T. Hence, with Eq. (1), a set of terms
can be obtained from µ−1 (s) to expand i:
[
termset(i) =
µ−1 (s)
(2)
s∈Si

Note that termset(i) 6= i. There exist some terms
{t|t ∈ termset(i), t ∈
/ i}, these terms are suggested by
Si ; there also exist some terms {t|t ∈
/ termset(i), t ∈
i} because those terms are not in the term space T
and thus, map to an empty set of subjects.
Because Si is extracted using F(i) = {hp, w(p)i},
considering the weights of feature patterns, we can
evaluate t ∈ termset(i):
X
w(t) =
w(p)
(3)
p∈{p|t∈termset(p),p∈F (i)}

Considering the distribution of the terms spreading
in other subjects, the normalized form of term evaluation is defined:
nw(t) = w(t) × log(

|Si |
)
sf (t, Si )

(4)

where sf (t, Si ) = |{s|t ∈ µ−1 (s), s ∈ Si }|.
Subjects in Si can finally be evaluated for their
strengths of mapping i, using nw(t) for all t ∈ µ−1 (s):
X
str(i, s) =
nw(t)
(5)
t∈µ−1 (s)

By using the normalised form of terms, the subjects
are competent for not only describing i but also discriminating i from other documents in Ω.
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Table 2: Subjects Representing the Sample Document
Subject
Strength
Espionage
16.83
Espionage, economic
13.01
Space surveillance
13.01
Dimensions
9.24
9.24
Espionage, industry
Business espionage
8.98
Espionage literature
8.98
8.98
Espionage story
··· ···
···

In order to prune away noisy subjects, the threshold, min str, is applied to subject extraction. The
subjects with str(i, s) ≥ min str are kept; whereas
those with str(i, s) < min str are dropped. During
the experiments, different values were evaluated for
min str. The results revealed that setting min str as
the top fifth str(i, s), a variable rather than a static
value, gave the system the best performance. Therefore, the min str was set up dynamically as the top
fifth value of str(i, s) for subject selection. Table 2
shows the valid subjects extracted from the LCSH
ontology for the sample document in Section 3, using
the closed frequent sequential patterns shown in Table 1. Note that only the top subjects are displayed,
because there are a total of 80 subjects survived the
pruning process.
5.3

Generalising Subjects for Optimal Categorisation

The subject set extracted from the ontology (as described in Section 5.2) suffers from a problem - the
subject set is easily oversized. For example, there are
80 subjects selected for the sample document in Section 3. As a result, the system’s complexity becomes
high, and performance becomes difficult to handle,
when the category (subject) base has a large volume.
The extracted subject set needs to be generalised and
optimised for better categorisation.
Some subjects extracted from the ontology are observed overlapping in their semantic space. For example, for the subjects displayed in Table 2, by common sense we know that ‘Espionage’ dominates ‘Espionage, economic’, ‘Espionage, industrial’, and ‘Business espionage’; that ‘Espionage literature’ dominates
‘Espionage story’. This is caused by the same feature
terms occurred in their labels. This observation raises
an idea of generalising the initial subject set by pruning away overlapping subjects.
This generalisation is accomplished via investigating the relations existing between subjects. From
Definitions 1 and 2 we know subjects in O have semantic relations linking each other. A subject s may
have ancestor(s), a set of subjects linking to s with
higher level of abstraction than s; and descendant(s),
a set of linking subjects more specific than s. Such
a taxonomical structure is constructed based on the
semantic extent and focus of subjects. Let s1 and
s2 be two subjects and s1 ∈ ancestor(s2 ) (s2 ∈
descendant(s1 )). s1 refers to a larger semantic extent than s2 and thus, is more general than s2 . On
the other hand, s2 is more specific than s1 and thus,
more focuses on its referring-to concept. Such relationships can be revealed from an example of s1
as ‘Auto-mobile’ and s2 ‘Sedan’. ‘Auto-mobile’ contains ‘Car’, ‘Truck’, etc, and ‘Car’ contains ‘Sedan’,
‘Hatchback’, etc. ‘Auto-mobile’ covers broader extent than ‘Sedan’; vise versa, ‘Sedan’ is more focused
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than ‘Auto-mobile’. Therefore, in the extracted subject set, if one subject is an descendant of another,
the descendant can be removed because its referringto semantic extent has been covered by its ancestor.
By removing the descendant subjects, we have no information loss but just focus, for example, replacing
‘Sedan’ by ‘Car’ if they both in the extracted subject
set.
Following the same rule, if some subjects are under the same umbrella of an ancestor, they can be replaced by this common ancestor without information
loss, though the common ancestor is not in the extracted subject set. Thus, if ‘Sedan’ and ‘Hatchback’
are in the set, they may be replaced by their common ancestor ‘Car’. We may also use ‘Auto-mobile’
to replace ‘Sedan’ and ‘Truck’, though they are not at
the same taxonomic level in the ontology. However,
the common ancestor chosen to replace its descendant
subjects cannot be too far away from the replaced descendants in the taxonomic structure. One extreme
example is that we cannot use ‘Thing’ to replace any
subjects, as ‘Thing’ is the root and dominates all
subjects in the ontology. An ancestor subject being
too far from its descendants becomes meaningless to
them, because the focus is severely lost. Therefore,
we use only the lowest common ancestor (shortened
by LCA) to replace its descendant subjects. The lowest common ancestor is a proven effective technique
to help capture semantic meaning in text. Nguyen
and Cao (Nguyen & Cao 2010) exploited a variant of
LCA, namely Relevant Lowest Common Ancestor, to
capture accurate relevant fragments in XML search.
In this work, the LCA refers to the common ancestor of a set of subjects, with the shortest distance to
these subjects in the taxonomic structure of ontology.
The LCA dominates these descendant subjects and
covers their semantic extent with only limited loss of
focus. Replacing these descendant subjects by their
LCA generalises the semantic content.
input : Si = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sj } (subject set extracted i),
O;
output: S 0 i = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk } (subject set generalized
to map i).
1 S 0 i = ∅, Stemp = ∅, Sredundant = ∅;
2 foreach s ∈ Si do
3
Extract S(s) from O where
S(s) = {s0 |s0 ∈ ancestor(s), δ(s 7→ s0 ) ≤ 3};
foreach sn ∈ Si where sn 6= s do
4
Extract S(sn ) from O like Step 3;
5
if S(s) ∩ S(sn ) 6= ∅ then
{b
s = LCA(S(s) ∪ S(sn )), str(i, s
b) =
str(i, s) + str(i, sn ); Stemp = Stemp ∪ {b
s};
Sredundant = Sredundant ∪ {s, sn }}
6
end
7
if Stemp 6= ∅ then {S 0 i = S 0 i ∪ Stemp ;
Si = Si − Sredundant ; Stemp = ∅; Sredundant = ∅}
else S 0 i = S 0 i ∪ {s}
8 end
9 return S 0 i .

Algorithm 2: Generalizing Subjects
Algorithm 2 explains how to generalise a set of
subjects to optimise the categorisation of a document. The function δ(s1 7→ s2 ) returns a positive real
number indicating the distance between two subjects.
The distance is measured by counting the number of
edges travelled through from s1 to s2 in the taxonomic
structure of O. The function LCA(S(s1 ) ∪ S(s2 )) returns sb, the LCA of s1 and s2 in a joint subject set,
S(s1 )∪S(s2 ). Note that δ(s1 7→ s2 ) ≤ 3, which means
only the LCAs within the distance of three edges are
considered. Subjects further than that in distance
are too general; whereas using a highly-general subject for generalisation would severely loose the focus
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Table 3: Generalized Subjects for the Sample Document
Subject
Strength
Espionage
269.78
Business Intelligence
203.83
17.96
Space surveillance
Spy story
16.27
Dimensions
9.24

of original subjects. As a result, the original, specific
information in the document is jeopardised. (In our
experiments, δ(s1 7→ s2 ) ≤ 3 and ≤ 5 were tested
under the same environment in order to find a valid
distance for tracking the competent LCA. The system
achieved a better performance when δ(s1 7→ s2 ) ≤ 3.
The details of this sensitivity test can be found in
Section 7.)
Table 3 presents the subjects generalised from
those displayed in Table 2. Again, the min str is
set as the top fifth str(i, s) value. Similar subjects,
for example, ‘Espionage’, ‘Espionage, economic’, ‘Espionage, industrial’, and ‘Business espionage’, have
been merged and replaced by their LCA. ‘Espionage’
and ‘Business Intelligence’; ‘Espionage literature’ and
‘Espionage story’ have been replaced by ‘Spy story’.
Consequently, the 80 subjects initially extracted from
the ontology (as described in Section 5.2 previously)
are generalised to a much shorter list containing only
five subjects. This set of subjects is more applicable
to the systems, and more competent for the categorisation of the sample document presented in Section 3.
6

Description
Documents crawled
Documents used in experiments
Shortest document in experiments
Longest document in experiments
Average length of documents in exps

Table 4: Statistics of the Testing Set
information retrieval methods. The retrieved catalogue items were parsed to keep only title, content,
and subjects. The testing set was then generated by
pooling the catalogue items retrieved by total 50 topics. Text pre-processing techniques, such as stopword
removal and word stemming (Porter stemming algorithm), were applied to the preparation of testing set
for experiments. Table 4 shows the statistics of the
testing set. In the experiments, we used only documents with at least 30 terms after stopword removal.
Documents shorter than that could hardly provide
substantial frequent patterns, as revealed in the experiments.
6.2

4

µ
~ (c) =

http://www.library.unimelb.edu.au/

1 X
~υ (i)
|Dc |

(6)

i∈Dc

Experiment Design

Ideally, to categorise a document, the subjects automatically generated by the proposed approach should
be exactly the same as those specified by specialist librarians. Though such a goal is unrealistic, the ideal
scenario inspirited the design of our evaluation experiments - the proposed method was evaluated, based
on the ground truth of manual assignment of subjects
and compared with typical categorisation approaches.
The experiments were performed using a large corpus
obtained from the catalogue of a library employing
the LCSH authorities. A sample catalogue item has
been presented in Section 3. The text of each item in
the catalogue was parsed to form a document. The
title and content of catalogue items were used to form
the content. The subject headings assigned to the catalogue items were manually specified from the LCSH
authorities by specialist librarians who were trained
to specify subjects for a document without bias (Chan
2005). They provided the ideal ground truth in the
experiments to measure the effectiveness of the proposed approach, against the automatically generated
subjects. By using the catalogue items in a library as
the corpus, we could easily obtain a large testing set
as well as a perfect ground truth for evaluation. The
objective evaluation methodology also assured the solidity and reliability of the experimental evaluation
for our proposed method.
The testing set was retrieved from the on-line catalogue of the University of Melbourne Library4 by
using as queries the title of topics (R101-R150) created by the TREC-11 Filtering Track. These topics
were manually designed by linguists for evaluation of

Baseline Models

Given that the LCSH ontology contains 394,070 subjects in our implementation, the category base has
a fairly large volume. Hence, we chose two typical
multi-class categorisation approaches, Rocchio and
kNN, as the baseline models in the experiments.
Rocchio is an efficient classification method using
centroid to define the class boundaries. The centroid
of a class c is computed as the vector average:

Evaluation

6.1

Stat.
227,219
31,902
30
952
85

In the experiments, a class c referred to a subject s.
The training set Dc contained only a single document
i = label(s). The distance between a document and a
subject was measured by cosine similarity. The document was then categorised into the subject classes
with the highest cosine value. (Considering that the
category base volume is a huge number, using only
the top cosine value has already produced a considerably large set of subjects.)
Unlike Rocchio, k Nearest Neighbour (kNN) determines the decision boundary locally and categories
documents into the major categories of its k closest
neighbours. When incoming a document d, from the
testing set we extracted the closest neighbours N N (d)
that had the highest cosine similarity value with d.
Because the testing documents were usually short, a
large number of documents were found having the
same cosine values. Thus, we set k = 1 to limit the
number of considerable neighbours, as well as to ensure the highest possible accuracy. The distance of
a subject s and a document d is then evaluated by
aggregating the cosine value of each d0 ∈ N N (d) to
s. Once again, d was classified into the subjects with
the highest cosine similarity value.
6.3

Performance Measuring Methods

The performance of experimental models was measured by precision and recall, the modern evaluation
methods in information retrieval (IR). Precision was
to measure the ability of a method categorising a
document into highly focusing categories, and recall
the ability of categorising a document into categories
without missing any potential ones.
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Figure 2: Effectiveness Performance on Average
Figure 3: Performance Measured by F1 Measure
As discussed previously, considering the category
base volume, seeking exact-mapping of subjects was
unrealistic. Thus, in respect with the text corpus and
the ground truth featured by the LCSH, the system
performance was evaluated by:
precision =

recall =

|F T (Stgt ) ∩ F T (Sgrt )|
|F T (Stgt )|

|F T (Stgt ) ∩ F T (Sgrt )|
|F T (Sgrt )|

(7)

(8)

S
where F T (S) = s∈S µ−1 (s) (see Definition 4); tgt
referred to the target experimental model; grt referred to ground truth subjects.
F1 Measure as another common method used in
IR was also employed in our experiments:
F1 =

2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(9)

Precision and recall were evenly considered in F1
Measure. In this evaluation, we used micro-F1 Measure, which evaluated each document’s mapping result first and then averaged the evaluation results for
the final F1 Measure value. Greater F1 values indicate
better performance.
7
7.1

Results and Discussions
Experimental Results

By calling the proposed approach as the OntoMap
model, the experiments were to compare the effectiveness performance of the OntoMap model to the
baselines, Rocchio and kNN models. Their effectiveness performances are depicted in Fig. 3, 4, and 5
for the number of documents with valid effectiveness
(> 0), where the value axis indicates the effectiveness
rate between 0 and 1; the category axis indicates the
number of documents whose mappings meet the indicating effectiveness rate. As shown in the figure and
discussed in Section 6.3, the effectiveness rates are
measured by precision, recall, and F1 Measure, where
P (X) refers to the precision results of experimental
model X, R(X) the recall results, and F (X) the F1
Measure results. Their overall average performances
are shown in Fig. 2.
F1 Measure equally considers both precision and
recall in performance measuring. Thus the F1 Measure results can be deemed as an overall effectiveness
performance. The average F1 Measure result illustrated in Fig. 2 reveals that the OntoMap model has
achieved a much better overall performance than the
two baseline models. The performance is also confirmed by the detailed results depicted in Fig. 3 - the
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Figure 4: Performance Measured by Precision
F (OntoM ap) line is located at much higher bound
level compared to the F (Rocchio) and F (kN N ) lines.
Precision measures how effective the global and local knowledge mappings are. In terms of that, the
OntoMap model once again has outperformed the
baseline models. The average precision results shown
in Fig. 2 demonstrates this achievement. The detailed precision results depicted in Fig. 4 illustrate
the same message that the P (OntoM ap) curve is depicted much higher than those of the baseline models.
Recall measures the rate of global and local knowledge mappings covering all dealing-with subjects.
The recall performance shows a slightly different result compared to those from F1 Measure and precision
performance. The Rocchio model achieved the best
recall performance, compared to that of the OntoMap
model and the kNN model. This message is also illustrated in Fig. 5 as R(OntoM ap) lies in the middle
of R(Rocchio) and R(kN N ).

Figure 5: Performance Measured by Recall
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Figure 6: Effectiveness Performance on Average

were used in the experiments. Figure 7 depicted the
improvement made by the OntoMap model by restricting documents with a minimum length set from
30 till 150. When the minimum length was set to
30, about 32,000 documents were tested, the performance was the same as that discussed in Section 7.1;
when set to 150, the documents dropped to 2,650, and
the performance was much better. Figure 7 reveals
that the effectiveness of categorisation increases when
the length of considering documents increases. Such
an improvement is contributed by the closed frequent
sequential patterns discovered for document feature
representation (see Section 5.1 for details). When the
OntoMap has the best performance with restricting
to only documents longer than 150 terms, the average
number of closed frequent sequential patterns was 27;
when restricting to documents with length>= 90, the
average number of patterns dropped to 17; when with
all the documents (length>= 30), the average number of discovered patterns dropped to 11. These facts
reveal that more meaningful patterns are discovered
from long documents with more semantic contents.
8

Figure 7: OntoMap Performance on Documents with
Different Lengths
7.2

Discussions

There was a gap between the recall performance of the
OntoMap and the Rocchio models. After the investigation conducted into the insight of recall results,
we found that the categorisation made by the Rocchio model was usually a large set of subjects (935
on average), whereas the OntoMap model had results
with a much reasonable size of subject sets (16 on
average) and the kNN’s had an average size of 106.
Due to the nature of recall measurement, more feature term would be covered if the subject size became
larger. As a result, the Rocchio mappings with the
largest size of subjects achieved the best recall performance. The category sets generated by the kNN
model had larger size than those of the OntoMap.
However, when taking neighbours into consideration,
a large number of nosey subjects was also brought into
the neighbourhood consideration - the average number of neighbours was 336. This was caused by the
extremely high dimension in the category base and
short length of documents (average length=85) in experiments. As a result, the multi-label categorisation
became ineffective because only the documents with
top cosine values were chosen to expand and only the
subjects with the top similarity values were chosen
for categories.
Different values were tested in sensitivity study for
choosing a right number of levels to find the lowest
common ancestor when generalising subjects for final
mappings. (The related discussion can be referred to
Section 5.3.) Fig. 6 displays the testing results for
finding such a right level. In the same experimental
environment, if tracing three levels to find a LCA the
OntoMap model’s overall performance including F1
Measure, precision, and recall was better than that
by five levels. In addition, tracing only three levels costs less in complexity compared with five levels.
Therefore, we chose three levels to restrict the extent
of finding LCAs.
We also found that the performance of the OntoMap model was improved when longer documents

Conclusions and Future Work

Text categorisation has been widely exploited to assist tasks in information retrieval, information organising, text categorisation, and knowledge engineering.
Traditionally, text categorisation relies on the quality
of training samples with category labels, the informative, discriminative features extracted from documents, and the topic coverage of category base. Sometimes qualified training samples may be absent, the
problem then becomes unsupervised. When one single category assigned to the document cannot not
fully describe the content, the single label categorisation then becomes a multi-label problem. In this paper we have introduced an unsupervised multi-label
text categorisation approach exploiting a world ontology. The ontology is encoded from the Library of
Congress Subject Headings and contains a large volume of subjects with extensive topic coverage. The
proposed approach uses the subjects as the category
base, and maps the local features extracted from the
document to a set of global categories. The approach
then studies the semantic relations and ontological
structure to optimise the categorisation result to the
document. The approach has been experimentally
evaluated by comparing with typical methods including Rocchio and kN N , using a large real-world corpus, based on the ground truth encoded by human
experts. The experimental results demonstrated that
the OntoMap model outformed baseline models of
Rocchio and kNN, in terms of overall effectiveness
and precision performance.
The work presented in this paper holds some limitations that need to breakthrough in our future work.
Though the proposed approach is able to deal with
relatively short text documents (with minimum number of 30 terms, as demonstrated in experiments), it
is incapable of handling extremely short documents
because of using frequent sequential patterns. However, the Web, especially Web 2.0, has a large portion of extremely short documents (e.g., tweets are
limited to 140 characters). To handle these texts the
proposed method still needs to be improved. The current work also largely relies on the world knowledge
ontology that can only be updated with the LCSH.
How to update the ontology efficiently also remains
as an open question for us to pursue in the future.
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Abstract
Content And Structure (CAS) index for XML data
is an important index type that has not been widely
researched, even though its role is important especially in multi domain applications. Most existing researches in XML Queries Optimization focus on structure index alone. Few have utilized the rich semantic
of XML data to support CAS index and querying. In
this paper, we propose two indexes namely Structural
index and Content index, whose construction utilizes
XML data semantics and schema. These indexes contribute to a better CAS queries performance. The experiments prove that our method improves the performance of CAS queries by reducing the cost of CPU
time and the total number of scanned elements compared to a standard method.
Keywords: Twig, Path, Index, Semantics, Objects,
Value predicates, Content constraints, Structural
predicates
1

Introduction

Most research on XML Queries is based on utilization
of structural constraints for optimization (Liang et al.
2006, Haw et al. 2009, Ling et al. 2011). The use of
structural constraints to improve XML queries performance is undeniable in report-based queries. On
the other hand, for target-based queries, semantics
constraints contribute to the query performance.
An example of a target-based query against Purchase Order XML data, in Fig. 2, is Q1 =“find all
customers who sent item by shipment to Melbourne,
Victoria’’. This query is also called CAS since it requires a combination of content and structural constraints for its processing. A particular customer will
be retrieved using structural constraints of the query
and only a specific part of the customer’s information will be finally retrieved utilizing the content constraints, which is also known as a value predicate.
Without having value predicate, the query will list
all customers information and generate a report which
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is out of the paper scope and target. Consequently,
it is not practical to query without value predicates
for transactional queries over large collection of data
where each collection goes up to million or more of
kilobytes. Therefore, an efficient method to index
content or value is necessary to improve the performance of XML queries with value predicates.
To address queries with value predicates, content
constraint alone is not enough. The knowledge of the
whole path query is also required since the value predicate will not be standing alone without the existence
of the whole path query.
Consider query Q1 above in XPath format
“/purchaseOrder/ShipTo [city= ‘Melbourne’ and
state=‘VIC’]/name/Fname”.The significant characteristics are embedded within the query: (i) the underlying semantic structure between a set of interconnected nodes, (ii) the path connectivity between each
of the nodes and (iii) the content constraints of the
predicates. Therefore, it is important to take advantage from these query characteristics in optimizing
the query performance. Because the nature of XML
data and schema structure are rich in semantics, identifying and leveraging the semantic connectivity from
the data and schema in process such query are beneficial in improving the query performance.
A naı̈ve query processing by scanning the entire
XML data in top-down or bottom-up fashion will
cause significant performance degradation in most
cases (Li et al. 2001). Indexing schemes have been developed in recent years to overcome this issue. However, most index schemes are capable at a certain
phase of processing a query such as processing a simple path query without branches (Goldman et al.
1997) whereas others support a limited set of queries
such as supporting only the structural queries without considering the value predicates (Haw et al. 2009,
Liang et al. 2006). To the best of our knowledge, very
few works have considered CAS queries in their indexing schemes. However, they do not utilize the semantics of XML data because they identified the XML
nodes by global IDs which do not carry any semantic meaning (Li et al. 2001, Rizzolo et al. 2001, Zou
et al. 2004, Monjurul et al. 2009, Chen et al. 2007).
Therefore, exploiting the semantics of XML data to
build an index scheme for CAS query processing is
an ideal solution which has not been proposed in the
past literatures yet. In this paper, we propose new
indices which exploit the semantics of XML data and
schema in their construction for efficient CAS query
processing.
Our goal of this paper to achieve the following contributions:
• Pruning the search space : based on the semantic knowledge gained from XML Schema.
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• Building CAS index : improving the query
performance by loading merely the relevant portion of data during a query processing due to
taking an advantage of the semantic nature of
XML data in designing the value index.
• Optimization : producing the final results
without the need to traverse the document leading to I/O cost safe.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Firstly
in section 2, related works are discussed. In section
3, the preliminary knowledge for XML schema, data
and query model is described. Section 4 describes our
proposed index. Section 5 is the evaluation. Finally
in section 6, the conclusion and future work are presented.
2

Related Work

Several indexing schemes have been proposed in order
to improve XML path queries performance. However,
despite the past efforts, the focus was in utilizing an
index to assist in processing the structural part in
twig queries effectively. However, these methods do
not distinguish between the structural and content
search. Leaf nodes with values and internal nodes
without values in XML data have different characteristics, thus, processing the content in the same
way as processing the structure will lead to expensive structural joins to search for contents. Add to
this shortcoming, the semantic information of XML
data has been ignored in the most previous studies
for either value or non-value nodes. Therefore, this
causes scanning unrelated portion of data that related
to the query semantically.
Adjustable indices (Chung et al. 2002, Liang et al.
2006) group data nodes based on local similarity.
However, since they keep track of the forward and
backward paths, their size tends to be huge. Haw
and Lee Haw et al. (2009) label each node of an
XML document and then join them. However, their
joining process becomes aggressive especially when
the query has only ancestor-descendant relationships.
ViST (Wang et al. 2003) and LCS-Trim (Tatikonda
et al. 2007) transform both XML data and queries
into sequences and then evaluate the queries based
on sequence matching. The drawback of these methods is the occurrence of sequence matching.
XISS (Li et al. 2001) indexes XML data based
on a pre-order numbering scheme to fastly determine ancestor-descendant relationship between elements. It consists of five components namely, element, attribute, structure, name indices and value
table. XISS collects all distinct name strings in the
name index implemented as B+-tree with “nid” as a
name identifier. “nid” is used as a key for element
index, attribute index and structure index. The main
drawback of XISS is its nodes joining process, which
can produce large intermediate results and in some
cases may lead to query performance delay.
ToXin (Rizzolo et al. 2001) also collects values
of XML data in a value index beside summarizing
all forward and backward paths of XML graph in a
path index. The value index contains of values and
its corresponding nodes. The path index consists of
the index tree corresponding to Dataguide (Goldman
et al. 1997) and an instance function for each edge of
the tree index. ToXin navigates down, navigates up
and filters an XML query to produce a set of nodes
that match a set of query nodes and relationships over
value predicates. An obvious shortcoming is the lacking of support for range predicates since all values are
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treated as string. Since this approach uses Dataguide
and uses edge approach to joining paths, it does not
keep the hierarchy information to answer a complex
twig queries.
Unlike ToXin, CTree (Zou et al. 2004) does not
provide only path summaries at XML document level
but also at the group level. It also provides details
of child-parent links at element-level. In addition,
CTree has multiple value indices per each data type
of XML data including (List, Number, DTime). All
the value indices support a search (value, gid, input parameter) operation where gid indicates a certain group of CTree. By determining gid, irrelevant
groups are eliminated in order to evaluate value predicates. Therefore, I/O cost is low. CTree can handle
XML documents having only regular groups more efficiently. However, in the case of an XML document
containing lots of irregular groups, the index space
will rapidly rise, due to the need to element-level links
for each element.
RootPath and DataPath index (Chen et al. 2007)
can evaluate XML twig queries with value predicates
to be tightly integrated with a relational database
query processor. In RootPath index, the prefixes of
the root-to-leaf paths are indexed. It is a concatenation of leaf value and the reverse of schema path,
and it returns the complete node ID List. In contrast, DataPath index stores all sub-paths of rootto-leaf paths. In fact, the DataPath index is bigger
than RootPath, due to the duplication of the schema
paths and the node ID of its structure. The increase
size of the index tends to rise accordingly with the
increase of XML documents size. To overcome this
shortcoming, (Chen et al. 2007) explored lossless and
lossy compression techniques for reducing the index
sizes.
To evaluate twig queries, TwigTable stores values
in semantic-based relational tables whereas the internal structure of XML document is stored in inverted
lists (Ling et al. 2011). In this approach, Structural
join algorithm is used to maintain the inverted list
while relational database processor maintains the tables. Semantic-based design of the tables brings performance advantages of TwigTable. On the other
hand, the limitation of this approach is when a query
does not have value predicates, no semantics will be
applied and merely a structural join algorithm is performed.
3

Preliminary Knowledge

Schema and Data model: Practically, both XML
schema and data are modelled as large, ordered nodelabelled tree T(N,E) where each node nN corresponds to an XML element and each edge between
the nodes (ni , nj )E is used to identify the containment of node nj under ni in T. However, each leaf
node lni of XML data contains a value denoted by
value(lni ).
In Fig. 1, there is a purchase order schema which
describes a purchase order generated by home products ordering and billing application (W3C 2004). In
Fig. 2, there is the XML data tree corresponding to
the schema in the Fig. 1. Each of them has elements
connected by edges but the data has values in each
leaf node.
Query Model: The focus of our work is on CAS
XML query either a simple path or with branches.
An XML query Q consists of nodes, labelled edges,
and query predicate Q(NQ , EQ , PQ ) where each node
qi NQ represents a query tag that adheres to a
set of an XML document’s elements. A labelled
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Figure 2: Purchase Order XML Data
edge between two nodes (qi , qj )EQ indicates a structural constraint, which involves operators “/” and
“//” denoting “PC” parent-child relationship and
“AD” ancestor-descendant relationship respectively.
A query predicate is held between brackets “[ ]” in
the query Q including other structural constrains and
a filter of content constraints. The filter of content
constraints evaluates true based on the corresponding XML document nodes. A list of N-ary tuples is
generated to produce a final result of matching Q to
the XML document D, where N is the number of
query tags and each tuple (n1 , n2 , ..., nk ) contains the
XML document nodes n1 , n2 , ..., nk which identify the
matched results of Q in T .
Query Predicate:
A query predicate
PQ is a combination of all or some of
(NQ , EQ )|(NQ , EQ , VP Q )|((NQ , EQ , VP Q , PQ ) where
each qi NQ is a query tag within the predicate
brackets , each ei EQ is an edge between two query
tags, and each vi VP Q is a value that can match a
value of leaf node lni at the data model and PQ is
another predicate representing a branching point.
Consider
a
CAS
query
Q2 = “//-

shipTo[/state=‘VIC’]/name” where shipTo, state,
name, /, // are structural constraints and ‘VIC’
is a content constraint. “[/state=‘VIC’]” in Q2 is
called a predicate which is a content constraint in
this query and can be a combination of content and
structural constraints.
4

Object-based Content and Structure XML
Indexing

This section pays attention to utilizing the semantics
of the structure and the content of XML data and
schema during the index construction phase. Structural index is introduced first to maintain the structural constraints of XML queries. Thereafter, we represent the Content index which is proposed to improve the performance of querying constant values
within XML data. Our methodology takes into account exploiting the semantic nature of XML data to
improve the query performance. In order to achieve
this goal, we adopt object-based XML data partitioning technique, called OXDP(Alghamdi et al. 2011),
as pre-processing phase ahead of constructing the in-
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dex. In particular, OXDP is semantic rich rules that
can discover useful semantic information and identify objects within an XML schema. In this paper,
we utilize such rules in determining XML document’s
objects and then partitioning the data based on the
discovered objects. (refer to (Alghamdi et al. 2011)
for more details). Indeed, the semantics term is used
as everyday terminology by researchers across different concepts and application fields. However, to be
precise, XML Semantics basically is envisioned in our
work as an XML feature that enables us to identify
XML data based on the meaning of their tags beside
relationships between the tags. Such identification
facilitates grouping and partitioning relevant data in
order to provide semantically structured data.
Definition 1. (Object) An object of an XML
document is defined as a complex element type of
XML schema associated with that document. In other
words, an object is a non-leaf element that consists of
simple or other complex elements.
Definition
2. (Object-based
Partition
(Opart))An Object-based Partition is a partition of XML schema and XML data that consists of
a single object or multiple or nested objects.
In Fig. 1 & Fig. 2, shipTo and its descendants are
considered Opart1 in our example and billTo and its
descendants are considered Opart2.
Afterwards, tokenising all distinct elements of
XML schema as well as tokenising all distinct value
inside XML data is taking the first place of constructing our indices. In a schema or a data, attributes and
their associated values are treated as simple elements
with values.
Definition 3. (Element Token (eT)) An Element
token is an identifier that encodes each distinct element’s tag name of XML schema.
Definition 4. (Value Token (vT)) A value token
is an identifier that indicates each distinct leaf element’s value of XML data.
In Fig. 1, each element of the schema is tokenised. For instance, the schema elements: “purchaseOrder”, “shipTo” , “state” and “postcode” have
“eT0” ,“eT1”, “eT8” and “eT6” as their tokens respectively. Element Tokens represent all elements in
the schema or the data. However, Value Tokens are
created only from the data with values.. In Fig. 2,
the values “Waterdale road”, “3081” and “VIC” are
tokenised to “’vT3”, “vT4” and “vT6”. Both eT and
vT are implemented as integers to eliminate the computational overhead caused by the string comparisons
but we use the symbolic eT and vT for a clear demonstration. The following subsections show the Structural indexing and the Content indexing.
4.1

Structural Indexing

Structural indices composing of Schema index and
Data index are proposed mainly to cope with the
structural part of XML queries in efficient way. These
indices can evaluate arbitrary query structures including “/” or “//” as well as branching queries. The
components of each index will be presented as follow:
Definition 5. (Schema index) Schema index consists of element Tokens of the schema associated with
a set of pairs consisting of Path of schema Object and
ID of the Object-based partitions. Schema index can
be represented as “(eT, (p, Opart))” where “eT” is
the element token, “p” is Path of Schema Object and
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“Opart” is the partition ID where the element exists.
The definitions of eT, p, and Opart are Definition. 3,
8 and 2 respectively.
Definition 6. (Data index) Data index consists of
two indices. In the first index (Data index1), each
Path of Schema Object is associated with all its corresponding of Path of Data Object. It can be represented
as a pair as “(p, dp)” as following the Definitions 8
and 10. The second index (Data index2) consists of
all Data Objects “Do ” grouped by each object partitions defined in 9.
Definition 7. (Schema Object (So )) a Schema
Object is a set of tokens including an element token
of a parent element tag, which is a complex element of
XML schema, alongside the element tokens of its children tags. Consider So as the set of element tokens So
(eTparent , eTchild(1) , ...,eTchild(k) ), where eTparent is
the element token of the parent node, eTchild(i) is the
element token of the parent associated children within
the schema and k is the number of the parent’s children.
Definition 8. (Path of Schema Object (p)) Path
of Schema Object is a set of So located on the same
path from the root to a leaf node of the XML schema.
In Fig. 1, Schema Objects and Path of Schema
Object have been added to the schema diagram. For
instance, So 2 is an Schema Object which its tokens is “eT1 eT2 eT5 eT6 eT7 eT8” of the elements
“shipTo”, “name”, “street”, “postcode”, “city” and
“state” respectively. It is important to highlight that
in the Schema Object, we represent the object as a
parent and its direct children tags and not its descendants. For instance, “name” has “Fname” and
“Lname” as its children which have not been included
in So 2. In the same figure, the Path of Schema “p1”
is a set of the Schema Objects So 1, So 2, So 3 located
in the same path from the root to the leaf.
Definition 9. (Data Object Do )) a Data Object is
a pair of a set of element tokens associated with a set
of those element positions inside XML data. Consider
Do (eTparent , eTchild(1) , ..., eTchild(k) , P osparent ,
P oschild(1) , ..., P oschild(k) ) where eTparent is the
element token of the parent node, eTchild(i) is the element token of the parent associated children and k
is the number of the parent’s children within XML
data. The positions of XML data are generated during a depth-first traversal of the tree and sequentially
assigning a number at each visit.
Definition 10. (Path of Data Object (dp)) a
Path of Data Objects is a set of Do located on the
same path from the root to a leaf node of the XML
data.
In Fig. 2, Data Objects and Path of Data Objects
have been add to the XML data tree. For instance,
Do 2 is an Data Object which its tokens is “eT1 eT2
eT5 eT6 eT7 eT8” with their position “1 2 5 6 7
8”. In the same figure, “p1” consisting of “So 1, So 2,
So 3” in Schema index is corresponding to two Paths of
Data Objects “dp1” and “dp3” containing “Do1 Do2
Do3” and “Do 1 Do 4 Do 5” as a set of Data Objects
respectively.
4.2

Content Indexing

To index the content of XML data, Value index is
proposed. Firstly, the values are tokenised and stored
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Figure 3: Value Index
according to their schema design. Secondly, the index
stores all the value tokens with their corresponding
Data Objects according to their data context.
The Value index is built from the Schema index,
Data index and XML data. It keeps the semantic connectivity between the nodes of XML data to produce
an efficient performance for a query with value predicates. It consists of all the object partition identifiers
associated with a set of Paths of Schema Object. For
each path, there are all the element tokens of only
the leaf nodes. The value tokens of the corresponding
element token are associated with their Data Objects.
Definition 11. (Value index) Consider a Value
index as VI = Opart1 ,..., Opartk where Oparti is
an object partition identifier and k is the number of
object partitions. Consider for each object partition
identifier of VI as Oparti = Leaf (p1 ),..., Leaf (pm )
where each Leaf (pj ) is a Path of Schema Object
exists in Oparti and m is the number of Path of
Schema Object. Let Leaf (pj )= eT1 ,..., eTn is a Path
of Schema Object consisting of a set of tokens of
leaf elements in the XML data and n is the total
number of element tokens. For each eTi , there is a
set of value token associated with its corresponding
Data Objects eTi = <vT1 ,{Do1 ,...,Don }>,... , <vTy
,{Do1 ,...,Don }> where y is the number of value tokens and n is the number of Data objects per each
value tokens.
Figure 3 depicts the Value index in only “Opart1”,
the rest of the partitions will have similar representation. “Opart1” has “p1” and “p2” as its Path of
Schema Object where each of them has the tokens
of the leaf elements “eT3, eT4” and “eT5, eT6, eT7,
eT8” respectively. It can be seen that “eT2” in “p2”
was not considered since it is an element token of
non-leaf node. The last level of this index is the association of the value tokens and its associated Data
Objects <vT1,Do3 > and <vT7, Do5 > depicted in the
same figure.
The redundancy of the data within an XML document increases the index size in most of the previous
works. In our index, this issue have been taken into
consideration as shown by Remark 1.
Remark 1. There is a single value token for all
matched values located in the same object partition,
same Path of Schema Object and having the same element tokens.
From Remark 1, we can see that the memory can
be saved thus, the searching time will be reduced as
well. Considering this remark will be more practical for the data that often has a redundancy. For

instance, in a small scale, let say the purchaseOrder
XML data has 10 shippers living in the same shipTo
address, it is more precise to ignore the redundant
data of the address and record the address only once.
In the large scale, this redundancy will affect the performance of a query processed over the index negatively. It is important to highlight that Data Objects
associated with each value token will assign the position of that value’s parent node within the data as the
Definition 9 . This feature will improve the efficiency
of processing the query by trimming the search space
in the Data index later.
4.3

Discussion

With both Schema index and Data index, either single-path queries and branching queries
can be answered.
For instance, consider
Q3
=“/purchaseOrder/shipTo [/street][/state]”,
the elements tokens of the query are “eT0” ,“eT1”,
“eT5” and “eT8”. From the Schema index,“ eT0”
is associated with (p1, Opart1), (p2, Opart1),
(p3, Opart2), (p4, Opart2), (p5, Opart3), eT1 is
associated with (p1, Opart1), (p2, Opart1) and eT5
and eT8 are associated with (p2, Opart1). To trim
the search space, we do an intersection based on
Opart between “eT0” and “eT1”, then between the
intersected result and each child of “eT1” separately
i.e. “eT5” and “eT8”. The final result will be (p2,
Opart1). From the Data index, “dp2” and “dp4” are
retrieved based on the “p2” of the Schema index.
Since “dp2” and “dp4” consist of a set of Data
objects, the position of the query elements will be
retrieved from the Data Objects, which are located
in Opart1, by matching the element tokens of the
query with the element tokens of the Data objects.
The final results of the query would be “0, 1, 5, 8”
and “0, 9, 13, 16”.
The Value index in conjunction with Structural indices can be used to evaluate arbitrary queries with
different predicates such as a value predicate, single path ended with value predicates or a branched
path ended with value predicate. The functionality of Value index will be discussed using this part
“shipTo[/street= ’Waterdale Rd’ ” of the query Q3.
Since the Value index groups values of an XML document within objects. By apply this semantic-based
technique, the search will be trimmed semantically
based on each objects. In the given query, the Schema
index of ”street” is eT8 associated with (p2, Opart1).
This means that only Opart1 is required. In addition, the index adds the Path of Schema Objects as
identifiers that assist in decreasing the search space
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of the values. In our example, the search space will
be trimmed to those that have ”p2” within the partition ”Opart1”. Another advantage is that instead
of preceding an aggressive string search looking for
matching values to the query condition, element tokens will eliminate irrelevant values. Thus, the condition ’Waterdale Rd’ will be mapped to its value token
and then the token will be looked at from eT8 without the need to scan all the value tokens within the
path ”p2”. The output of this index is the value token, which is ”vT3” in the query, leading us to the
right Data Object which is Do 2. The interest of finding the Data Objects, i.e.”Do 2”, is that only related
Data Objects will visit in the Data index to produce
the final results.
The design of the proposed indices has three features to facilitate the evaluation of twig queries in
an optimum execution time. The indices are able
to: (i) preserve the details of parent-children elements
through the objects, (ii) preserve the details of all objects located in each path of the schema and data as in
Path of Schema Object and Path of Data Object, and
(ii) partition and keep links between interconnected
data based on object based semantics as stated in
Definition 2.
4.4

Algorithms

Our algorithm “ProcessQuery” is a recursive function
building decomposing a branched path into multiple
single paths. It applies the intersection based on the
objects from the Schema index of all query nodes “qNode” located on the same query path. This process
will end up with intersected Schema index i SI among
all the query nodes within the path to help us to use
the information of the Path of Schema Objects “p”
and the object “OPart” where the search will be done
on.
Then, it evaluates the path ending with a value
predicate using the function “EvaluateContent” and
the path without a value predicate is evaluated by “
EvaluateStructure”. Both EvaluateContent and EvaluateStructure are used in finding the XML node positions within the data. They are similar in their independent evaluation of each other, i.e. the whole
path can be processed completely by only one of them
without the need to the other. The only difference
between them is that EvaluateContent utilizes the
Value index for finding the candidate Data Objects
which hold the condition of the value predicate before the proceeding the structural search. Thus, we
can say that EvaluateStructure can do only the structural search whereas EvaluateContent can do both
structural and content search. The main advantage
of EvaluateContent is its capability to trim the search
space of scanned elements. The details of EvaluateContent will be shown later. After evaluating the
content and structure of the query and getting the
XML nodes positions, the result will merged through
MergeResult which keep the structural order of the
node and produce fine results. The function EvaluateContent can do two main functionalities. The
first is the content search which starts from line 1
and then embeds the structural search from line 8.
The content search uses Value index to retrieve only
participated Data Objects by filtering the value predicate using the information coming from the Schema
index as “p” and “OPart” . After that, the structural search will be done on those XML nodes that
exist within the participated Data Objects. At line 8,
it goes through the related portion of the first Data
index that matches “p” to check the last Do of the
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Input: qNode, c SI ”current Schema index”,
path, depth
Output: Query nodes position within the data
if ¬qNode.Children then
path.Add(qNode);
i SI ← Intersect(c SI,SchemaIndex[qNode]);
foreach p of i SI do
if qNode.ValuePredicate then
xNums ←
EvaluateContent(p,path,Opart)
else
xNums ←
EvaluateStructure(p,path,Opart);
end
res.Add(xNums);
end
return res;
end
i SI ← Intersect(c SI, SchemaIndex[qNode]);
firstOccurrence ← true;
path.Add(qNode);
foreach c in qNode.Children do
temp ← ProcessQuery(c, i SI, path,
depth+1); if firstOccurrence then
result ← temp; firstOccurrence ← false;
else
result ← MergeResult(result, temp,
depth);
end
end
return result;
Algorithm 1: ProcessQuery

dp if it is matched with Do coming from Value index as line 10. The search space is narrowed to those
dp that end with thatDo of Value index. Then, at
line 21, each Do of Data index 2 will be visited with
regarding to Do of Data index1 as in line 22. As
its know that each Do consists of the tokens of the
nodes within that Do associated with their positions.
Lines 24-25, if a query node token is matched with a
node token of Do , its position is added to the temporal result collection. Once the leaf node of the query
is reached as at line 38, the temporal result will be
added to the list of the final results.
5
5.1

Experiments
Environment set up

In order to study the improvement in CAS query processing by our proposed indices, a series of experiments was carried out. Our Value index performance
is compared with the standard value index with the
focus on the value predicates. The structural part of
the query in both methods is the same. We use our
Structure index including Schema index and Data index to process the structural part of the query and
the content part processing is done by both our Value
index and the standard value index.
A prototype system was implemented using
C#.Net. All XML indices in this paper were loaded
into RAM before running the queries, thus IO cost of
reading the index data are not required. All the experiments were conducted on an Intel Core 3.2 GHz
PC with 6.00 G RAM running Windows 7.
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Table 1: Different characteristics of each dataset

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Input: p:”Path Of Schema Objcet”, quP:
”query path”, Opart: ”Object
partitions”
Output: XML nodes positions
foreach viObject in ValueIndex[OPart] do
viPath = viObject[p];
viToken =
viPath[quP[quP.Count-1].Token];
if !viToken[quP[quP.Count-1].vPred] then
continue;
qv = quP[quP.Count-1].vPred;
for vTi  viToken[qv ] do
d = viToken[qv ][i];
PathsOfDo = DataIndex1[p];
foreach dp in PathsOfDo do
if dp[dp.Count-1] != d then
continue;
TmpR = new List (); k = 0;
for Doj  dp do
(find matched element tokens
continue from line 20 to 47);
end
if (Rt .Count=quP.Count)
Result.Add(Rt );
end
end
end
return Result;
object=DataIndex2[viObject];
foreach do  object[Doj ] do
for eTi  do .Tokens & k < quP.Count do
if eTi =quP[k].Token then
Rt .Add(do .Pos[eTi ]);
if k > 0 then
if quP[k].Tag[0] != ’/’ then
yp =nDepth[Rt [Rt .Count-1]];
yc =nDepth[Rt [Rt .Count-2]];
if yp != yc +1 then
Rt .Remove(Rt .Count-1);
continue;
end
end
end
k++;
if k=quP.Count&quP[k-1].leaf
then
if Rt .Count=quP.Count then
R.Add(new (Rt ));
end
Rt .RemoveAt(Rt .Count-1);
k- -;
end
if k=quP.Count k quP[k].leaf then
break;
end
if !quP[k].leaf then break;
end
end
Algorithm 2: EvaluateContent

Parameter

DBLP

Auction

SigmodRecords

#Nodes
Depth max.
#Fan-out
#Distinct Elements
Opart

3332131
6
22
36
8

157
5
5
32
2

11527
6
4
11
2

5.2

Standard Value Indexing

In most past research, the standard indexing method
for values when value predicates exist in the CAS
queries is to index each value with its node position
id. When performing joins, a small amount of node
ids will be returned for further joins. We compare our
proposed value index with the standard value index.
5.3

Experiment Datasets

DBLP, Auction Data, and SigmodRecords were used
in our experiments and were obtained from XML
repository of University of Washington University of
Washington XML Repository (2002). Different characteristics of each dataset is shown in Table 1.
5.4

Experiment Metrics

To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms, two metrics were used. The first metric is
obtaining CPU cost by calculating the average execution times of a query. Secondly, the total number
of scanned elements is measured during a joining process. This metric will provide a good reflection about
the ability of our algorithms to trim search space and
to skip portion of the data.
5.5

Experiment Criteria

Since the focus of this paper is the performance
of CAS queries, the evaluation considers the use of
both structural and content index on the queries.
To examine the structural part, we vary the type
of relationships Parent-Child (PC) or hybrid of PC
and Ancestor-Descendant (AD), and the number of
branches. To evaluate the content part, we consider value predicates composing of numeric or string.
Added to these criteria, we included simple paths and
branch paths with values in the predicates.
5.6

Experiment Queries

Table 2 presents the evaluation queries. Each query
is coded “QXN”, where ‘X’ represents ‘S’ (SigmodRecords), ‘D’ (DBLP), or ‘A’ (Auction Data), and
‘N’ is the query number within the respective dataset.
The queries were selected to cover most combinations
of the evaluation criteria, thus, the sensitivity of the
query performance can be indicated to each criteria.
QD9 and QD11 are simple path queries whereas the
rest are branch queries. QD6 and QS5 contain only
PC relationship, while the rest contain hybrid edges
of PC and AD. We have a variety of branches number
in the branched queries. For example, QS1 and QS2
have two branches whilst QD3, QD4, and QD5 have
3,4,5 branches respectively. The type of value predicates is also different among the queries, QA9 and
QS5 have path-value predicates while QA10, QS4,
and QS5 have path-branch-value predicates and the
rest are merely value predicates.
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Table 2: Experiment of Queries
QXN

Query pattern

QA1
QA2
QA3
QA4
QA5
QA6

//auction info[/current bid=“ $620.00”]/time left
/root//auction info[/location=“ LOS ANGELES, CA”]/high bidder/bidder name
/root/listing[//location=“ LOS ANGELES, CA”]/auction info/time left
//auction info[/current bid=“ $620.00][/num items=“1”]/time left
//auction info[/current bid=“$610.00”][/num items=“1”][/started at=“ $100.00”]/time left
//auction info[/current bid=“$610.00”][/num items=“1”][/started at=“$100.00”]
[/num bids=“16”]/time left
//auction info[/current bid=“$610.00][/num items=“1”][/started at=“$100.00”]
[/num bids=“16”][/location=“Allentown, PA 18109 ”]/time left
//listing[/seller info/seller name=“ cubsfantony”]/auction info/current bid
//listing[/auction info[/current bid=“$620.00”][/num items=“1”]] /bid history/quantity
//issue[/volume=“11”]/number
//article[/title=“Architecture of Future Data Base Systems.”]//authors
/SigmodRecord[/issue[/volume=“11”][/number=“1”]/articles//title]
/SigmodRecord/issue//article[/initPage=“30”][/endPage=“44”]/title
/SigmodRecord/issue[/articles/article[/endPage=“44”][/initPage=“30”]]/volume
//article[/author=“Frank Manola”]/title
//article[/editor=“Paul R. McJones”]/title
//article[/editor=“Paul R. McJones”][/volume=“SRC1997-018”]/title
//article[/editor=“Paul R. McJones”][/journal=“Digital System Research Center Report”]/year
//article[/editor=“Paul R. McJones”][/journal=“Digital System Research Center
Report”][/volume=“SRC1997-018”]/year
/dblp/article[/author=“Tor Helleseth”]/year
/dblp/inproceedings[/author=“Tor Helleseth”]/title//sub
/dblp/inproceedings/title[/i=“C”]/sub
/dblp/inproceedings/title[/sub=“INF”]
/dblp/inproceedings/title[/sub=“INF”]//sub
/dblp/inproceedings//i[/sub=“n, n”]

QA7
QA8
QA9
QS1
QS2
QS3
QS4
QS5
QD1
QD2
QD3
QD4
QD5
QD6
QD7
QD8
QD9
QD10
QD11

5.7

Performance Evaluation

In this section, the efficiency of the Value index which
is based on the objects has been studied. As mentioned above, the system supports search by content
and structure. To achieve this goal, our index provides mechanisms to process the content and structure efficiently. Structure and Content Indexes are
combined to answer regular path queries with predicates over values.
We rely on our indices in finding the value predicates before finding and matching the node position.
The rationale is that content search normally results
in high selectivity. By performing content search first,
we can reduce the complexity of structural joins. A
content search based on the specified value predicates
comparison works as a filter prior to the structural
search.
5.7.1

CPU Time.

We compare the time performance of our object-based
value index with the standard value index. In Figure 4(a), the experiments run on Auction data set.
The queries represent a combination of different criteria as mentioned in Section 5.6.
Our index is 2 to 4 orders of magnitude more efficient than the standard one in all queries. For instance, while our index takes about 0.1735 milliseconds to retrieve one answer of QA7, the standard
index, when querying data of the same size, takes
almost 0.2518 milliseconds. The standard index performs well since it uses our structural index to search
the structural part of the query. However, our method
performs better by combining the strength of objectbased structural index with the strength of objectbased Value index. The objects in our Value index
carry semantic meaning and in each value is stored
based on their paths and tokens within an object to
provide fast access to right values that match to the
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(a) Auction data (Time is in microseconds)

(b) SigmodRecords data (Time is in milliseconds)

Figure 4: The elapsed time for datasets
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(a)

ures. 7(a) and 7(b) shows that the total number of
visited elements are decreased by 59.6% and 77.7%
for DBLP and SigmodRecords respectively. This is
an evidence of the efficiency of exploiting the semantics of XML data in constructing the Value index.
Since all the query nodes has a semantic connectivity between them that has a similar representation
with the data, our Value index utilizes this significant which effect in the reduction the search space.
The total number of scanned elements is also affected by the type of relationships. In QS5, the average reduction is 98.5% of the total number scanned by
each method. This leads us to a conclusion that the
high selectivity causing by P-C relationship reduce
the number of elements to check in order to produce
the result.

(b)

Figure 5: The elapsed time for DBLP data set (in
milliseconds)
value predicates. This is in contrast to using the standard value which does not carry any semantic meaning leading to consume the search time for finding the
right matched values.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b), show the execution time of
the queries evaluated over DBLP data set. Our experiments reveal that our Value index outperforms the
standard value index. For example, QD6 retrieves 15
results from data of 3332131 node. Our index needs
about 600 milliseconds to produce the results while
the standard requires around 900 milliseconds. Since
the standard value index is node based index, it implies that increasing the total number of nodes increases the size of the data to scan and check. This is
because it does not have a specific technique assists
in skipping irrelevant portion of data which exists in
ours. Our Value index trims the search space based on
the objects. For instance, in QD6, our method needs
to access only the part of the data that related to “article node. However, the standard method searches
based on the node and needs to access many nodes
which do not participate in the final results.
The results of Figure 4(b) support the earlier experiment outcomes. Our index took less time to evaluate the queries over SigmodRecords dataset. We can
notice that QS5 has a significant performance because
all the relationships between the query nodes are P-C
while other queries are hybrid of P-C and A-D. We
can observed a big difference in the performance because of the type of relationships. Our method gains
more benefits in improving the query performance
from P-C relationship than the standard does.
5.7.2

The total number of scanned elements.

The main purpose of this experiment is to indicate the
capability of our index to avoid scanning irrelevant
portion of the data.
Figure 6 is the total number of visited elements
during the evaluation of Auction data. The total
number in our index is reduced by 68% compared
to the standard index. As the same outcome, Fig-

Figure 6: The total number of scanned elements for
Auction data set

(a) DBLP dataset

(b) SigmodRecords dataset

Figure 7: The total number of scanned elements

5.7.3

Changing the number of branches.

We select QD5 from DBLP, with four branches and
then varying the number of branches from 2 to 4 as
in Figure 8. The CPU time to process the queries
is shown in Figure 9(a) whereas the total number of
checked elements are shown in Figure 9(b). It can
be seen that the CPU cost of both methods increases
as the number of branches in the queries increases.
However, the cost of standard value index is much
more than the cost of the Value index. This is because
that standard index needs to scan elements more than
ours as shown in Figure 9(b).
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//article

//article

/year
/editor

/year
/editor

(a) Two branches

/journal

(b) Three branches

experiments by calculating the precision and recall
will be in the extended version of this paper. Our
future work will include other type of predicates. In
fact, Boolean predicates are an important part of the
query. Since they have not been widely investigated,
in the next work, we would like to focus on this part of
the queries especially when all the Boolean operators,
i.e. AND, OR, NOT, come in a single query.

//article

References
/volume
/editor

/year

/journal
(c) Four branches

Figure 8: The query used in the experiment of changing the number of branches
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Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed the Structural index to handle
the structural part of CAS queries and the Content
index to handle the content part. The indices utilized the semantics of XML schema and XML data
in their construction. In addition, this paper introduced the query processing algorithms on the proposed indices. The performance evaluation proves the
benefits gained from applying the semantic-based indices in trimming the search space and avoid unnecessary data scanning. The evaluation results on different XML datasets indicate that our proposed method
provides a performance improvement by applying the
semantic concepts in its Content index over the non
semantic index. Due to space limitation, we are not
able to describe the accuracy of our proposed indexing scheme in details within this paper. However, we
can report that based on the data sets that we have
used in this paper, the accuracy of the query results
is approximately 97%. The details of this accuracy
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Abstract
Streaming XSLT transformations is one of the goals of
the XML community. However, it has proved difficult or
impossible to have a streaming implementation of the full
XSLT language. Many partial solutions have been developed to address this problem so far. This paper describes
a more complete processor called JetXSLT - a resourceconscious XSLT processor, which uses less memory and
CPU processing compared to other approaches. It processes XSLT stylesheets containing multiple template
rules with only a single pass of the source XML document/stream. We also propose a novel selection and filtering mechanism catered specifically for XSLT, which can
process multiple XPath selection patterns containing both
structural and aggregate predicates with only a single pass
of the source XML document. We present its overall design, data structures, implementation and experiments and
show that it outperforms other popular alternatives.
Keywords: XSLT, XML, XSL, streaming
1

Raymond K. Wong1,2

Introduction

Currently, many on-line systems use XSLT (W3C Recommendation 1999b) to convert their XML data into other
web formats. Subsets of the source XML data are selected
and transformed to a different output format. In general,
an XSLT stylesheet consists of one or more template rules
that contain XPath (W3C Recommendation 1999a) selection patterns for selecting nodes from a source XML document tree. For each template rule in an XSLT stylesheet,
its selected context node tree from its source document
often becomes the input source for one or more template rules. Therefore, during the processing of XSLT
stylesheets, the input source document can be recursive
with regards to one or more XPath selection patterns. Furthermore, each template rule in a stylesheet may produce
result trees that could again, invoke other template rule
based on the context of the input source XML node.
An example of the processing model of template rules
in XSLT transformation is illustrated in Figures 1, where
in Figure 1(c), multiple XML source nodes from Figure 1(a) are selected by different template rules from Figure 1(b) at different stages of the transformation process.
In this example, the root template node T1 (in Figure 1(b))
is always invoked first to test its selection pattern against
the root element a1 of the source document. Once a1 is
selected as the current context source node, its descendant nodes (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 ) and (x1 , x4 ) are then seCopyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference (ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February 2013. Conferences in Research
and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang
and Rui Zhang, Ed. Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes
permitted provided this text is included.

lected as the next list of context nodes (Phase 1 in Figure 1(c)). In Phase 2, the source nodes (b1 , b2 ) and x4
match the selection patterns of templates A3 and A4 respectively. Consequently, their descendant source nodes
(c2 , x2 ), (c7 , x4 ) and (c7 , c8 , x7 ) are also selected as the
context nodes for the next phase. For the other context
nodes produced in phase 1 ((b2 , b3 , b5 ) and x1 ), they do
not have any descendant nodes to match other templates
in the stylesheet nor are they selected for transformation.
Therefore, they are no longer needed for the next phase of
processing. After repeated execution of each template rule
in the stylesheet, the shaded source nodes (x1 , x5 , x5 , x6 )
in Figure 1(c) are finally selected and their textual contents are then transformed according to the instructions of
the XSLT stylesheet.
There have been some proposed methods (Moerkotte
2002, Li et al. 2003) for effective processing of XSLT.
However, they are based on the assumptions that the XML
data is stored in a database management system (DBMS),
such that system specific indices and query optimizers can
be utilised. These approaches are not suitable in situations
where database systems are not accessible or data is not
stored in any database. In these situations, a stand-alone
XSLT processor is needed to carry out the transformation
of XML data. Saxon’s approach (Kay 2010) to the problem is based on using a push architecture end-to-end, to
eliminate the source tree as an intermediary between pushbased XML parsing/validation and pull-based XPath processing.
This paper addresses a few unresolved issues that exist with the current methods of stand-alone processing of
XSLT stylesheets.
Firstly, widely used stand-alone XSLT processors:
Xalan (Java/C++) and MSXML, both have high memory and processor usage. Both XSLT processors starts by
loading a source document into memory and store the data
using the document object model (DOM) (W3C Recommendation 2001). Each source node in the DOM tree is
subsequently tested against the selection pattern of each
XSLT template rule. If a source node is found to match
the selection pattern of a template rule, the source node
is either written to the output buffer for final transformation or used as the context node tree to test against the selection patterns of other template rules. As shown in our
experiments, these processors are both memory and CPU
demanding and are not scalable.
Secondly, in Figure 1, we show a snapshot of the processing of an arbitrary XSLT stylesheet (Figure 1(b)) on
a sample XML data set (Figure 1(a)). In this snapshot,
source nodes that match the XPath selection pattern of
a template rule are selected. They are then tested again
with the selection patterns of other template rules in the
same stylesheet for further processing. As a result, multiple passes of source XML data are needed.
Some have proposed methods to process XPath query
patterns on input XML data in streaming fashion (Josi-
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< ?xml vers ion="1.0">
S1 <xsl: stylesheet xmlns:xsl ="..." vers ion="1.0">
T1
<xs l:template matc h= "/">
A1
< xsl:apply-templates s el ec t="./ /b"/>
A2
< xsl:apply-templates s el ec t="./ /x[ count(.//c ) > 3]"/>
< /xsl: templat e>
T2
<xs l:template matc h= "b">
A3
< xsl:apply-templates s el ec t="./ /c[./b]" />
A4
< xsl:apply-templates s el ec t="./ /x" / >
< /xsl: templat e>
T3
<xs l:template matc h= "c">
E1
< xs l:element name= "res ">
V1
<xsl: value-of s elect ="x" />
</xs l:el ement>
< /xsl: templat e>
</ xs l:s tyles heet>

t 11

(a) A sample XML document tree

(b) A sample XSLT stylesheet
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(c) A sample output

Figure 1: Example run of processing XSLT template rules on a XML document
fovski et al. 2005, Barton et al. 2003, Bar-Yossef et al.
2004, Ludäscher et al. 2002, Ives et al. n.d., Olteanu
et al. 2003, Gupta & Suciu 2003, Green et al. 2003, Li
& Agrawal 2005, Lee et al. 2002). Due to the recursive
nature of the XSLT processing model, where the result of
one selection pattern match is used as the input for matching the selection pattern of other template rules. It is still
expensive for current stream based approaches, as multiple I/O passes are often required for scanning a large input source XML document and the intermediate context
source nodes.
This paper presents a new stand-alone XSLT processor
called JetXSLT, which can process XSLT stylesheets with
multiple template rules in a single pass of source XML
data in a streaming fashion. Further, its run time is linear
to the size of the source XML document.
To map the context source nodes from the source XML
document to the XSLT stylesheet, a data structure called
the result tree is proposed as part of the JetXSLT framework. Not only does it serve as an XSLT abstract syntax
tree (AST), the result tree also serves as the index for the
output result. Consequently, the final output can be recreated by a simple traversal of the result tree.
We provide extensive experimental results, measuring the performance of different XSLT processors on input XML documents of various sizes and structures. We
also measure the performance of XSLT processing using
stylesheets with varying types of template rules. Overall, our experiment results have shown the superiority of
JetXSLT over existing proposals, in terms of both space
and time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes related work, Section 3 presents the overview of
the workflow of JetXSLT and its key process data structures. Section 4 describes the evaluation of the AST. In
Section 5, the experiment results comparing JetXSLT and
other popular XSLT processors are presented and analysed; and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2

Related Work

Recently, work has been done on improving the efficiency of XSLT processing, for cases where source XML
datasets are stored in database systems, where auxiliary
information such as indexes and selectivity are available
for faster query processing. The works of Moerkotte et al
(Moerkotte 2002) and Li et al (Li et al. 2003) takes the
approach of pushing the processing of XSL template rule
instructions into SQL queries. Liu et al (Liu & Novoselsky
2006) optimized the generation of partial results for XSLT
by converting some template rules into XQuery, which can
then be quickly processed by leveraging existing object
indexes in the database system. The work of Boncz et al.
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(Boncz et al. 2006) takes a similar approach, by storing
XML data and processing XQuery using relational algebra. However, the aforementioned work may not be appropriate solutions for XSLT processing on XML datasets
that are randomly generated on the fly or for incoming data
streams. This is due to the known performance overhead
of maintaining one or more indexes for each one of the
XML datasets. Furthermore, many of the XML datasets
can only be accessed once for the publication of the transformed data and the index created will not be reused again.
To the best of our knowledge, the work of (Guo et al.
2004, Schott & Noga 2003, Dong & Bailey 2004, Villard
& Layaı̈da 2002) are most related to this paper, as they
also focus on the XSLT processing of un-indexed XML
datasets. Guo et al (Guo et al. 2004) proposed a method of
processing an XSLT stylesheet on XML documents containing DTDs. However, their approach may fail if the
source document does not contain a DTD, such that a map
cannot be created between the stylesheet and the DTD.
Furthermore, their approach fails when the input XSLT
stylesheet contains complicated XPath expressions with
predicates, such as AND/OR logic and aggregate functions such as f n : count.
Schott et al (Schott & Noga 2003) use a lazy approach
in outputting the result tree, such that the regions of the
source XML document are only parsed if the corresponding XSLT result tree is accessed. Although this approach
may be useful for cases where a region of a transformed
result tree is accessed frequently through an application
interface, it may suffer from its own laziness when the entire result tree is accessed. Furthermore, if a large XML
document is shallow and broad in its structure, then the
lazy approach also loses its advantage when the selection
patterns contain predicates.
Other works on XSLT transformation include incremental transformation process (Villard & Layaı̈da 2002)
and static analysis of XSLT programs (Dong & Bailey
2004). In (Villard & Layaı̈da 2002), Villard et al worked
on the efficient maintenance of the output produced by applying an XSLT stylesheet on a source XML document,
such that a change in either the source XML document or
the stylesheet can be quickly reflected in the target output
document. The focus of their work is quite different to
ours, as the scope of our work is on optimizing the oneoff instance of processing an XSLT stylesheet on an XML
document. In (Dong & Bailey 2004), Dong et al focused
their work on statically determining the reachability of an
XSLT stylesheet on a source XML document. However,
this may not apply to XML documents that have no DTD.
For processing XPath queries on streaming XML, Josifovski et al (Josifovski et al. 2005) proposed TurboXPath,
which is based on their previous work (Barton et al. 2003,
Bar-Yossef et al. 2004). In (Josifovski et al. 2005), they
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Figure 2: The overview of the work-flow of the entire JetXSLT process.
are able to process XQuery queries (both forward and
backward) using only a single pass of the input XML
stream, although they store temporary data in database
systems before performing a merge join operation, to produce the final XPath output. Their approach also avoids
the use of finite state automaton (FSA) and the creation
of run-time automata states. As a result, their approach is
less expensive computationally compared to the FSA style
of approaches such as (Ludäscher et al. 2002, Ives et al.
n.d., Olteanu et al. 2003, Gupta & Suciu 2003, Green et al.
2003, Peng & Chawathe 2003). Li et al (Li & Agrawal
2005) proposed a way to determine whether a given set
of XQuery queries can be transformed so that they can be
executed with a single pass on the source XML data. They
also showed various optimization techniques for the transformation of XQuery queries.
Both (Josifovski et al. 2005) and (Li & Agrawal 2005)
are unable to process XSL stylesheets without a major redesign of their framework. They do not consider the recursive processing model of template rules in XSLT. Furthermore, (Josifovski et al. 2005) cannot efficiently process XPath queries with aggregate predicates such as the
count function. For Li’s work (Li & Agrawal 2005), a single pass of the source data is only possible if the given
queries pass their single pass analysis. Therefore, if the
given queries fail the single pass analysis, the processor
still has to resort to multiple passes of the source XML
data or the materialisation of the entire input dataset.
Most recently, Saxon has been extended to support
streaming (including streaming of some constructs that are
not supposed to be streamable according to the new XSLT
2.1 draft)(Kay 2010). This is achieved by using a push architecture end-to-end, to eliminate the source tree as an intermediary between push-based XML parsing/validation
and pull-based XPath processing.
3

Data Structures

To help readers to better understand our work, an illustration of the workflow of our XSLT processor is presented
in Figure 2.

3.1

Preliminaries

This paper uses an abstract syntax tree (AST) to represent an XSLT stylesheet, where each XSLT rule component corresponds to an AST node. For simplicity,
this paper focusses on the efficient processing of key
node-selecting XSLT components that significantly affect the performance of XSLT processors, which include:
xsl:stylesheet, xsl:template, xsl:apply-templates, xsl:foreach, xsl:value-of.
Based on the XSLT processing model (W3C Recommendation 1999b), we consider a run-time path R - a
snapshot of the history of a source node S processed by
the AST of an XSLT stylesheet. That is, if S is selected for output, then there must exist a run-time path
R = {a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 }, where each AST node ai ∈ R
is executed consecutively to process S until S reaches the
stage for final output. The symbol n denotes the total number of times S has been processed by AST nodes from R.
If the selection patterns of all AST nodes on the runtime path of a source node are concatenated to form a
single XPath expression x, and t denotes the tree representation of x, then b(t) denotes the root-to-leaf branch
of t, where b(t) contains a sequence of consecutive query
nodes. If p(x) denotes a predicate XPath expression in x
and p(t) denotes the corresponding tree fragment in t, then
we define the main query path of t as a b(t), where none
of the query nodes in its root-to-leaf path is a member of
p(t).
We define a source node s to be a partial match to x,
if s does not match the entire tree pattern of x and it only
matches the structural requirement of the main query path
of x. We also define s to be a complete match to x, if s
matches the entire structural pattern of x. For example,
source node a2 Figure 3 is a partial match to the XPath
expression //a//b[.//e]//c[.//f ]//d, as the main query
path is //a//b//c//d. However, source node a1 is a complete match because its structural make up satisfies the entire query pattern tree. We also denote a source node as a
true negative match, if it is only a partial match to the selection pattern of an AST node; and a true positive match,
if it is a complete match to the selection pattern of an AST
node.
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Figure 3: An example of a partial match and a complete match.
We maintain global data which is used to facilitate the
correct execution of the JetXSLT processor. They are
stored in a processor state monitor pState and they include the following: i) pState.depth, denoting the current depth of the SAX parser on the source document
tree; ii) pState.process list, a list of AST nodes that
are stored in the order of current source node run-time
path; iii) pState.data pool, the pointer to the data pool
of the result tree; iv) pState.text node stack, a stack
which stores source text nodes that are still within the
scope of the SAX parser. That is, the closing tags of
ancestor elements of the stored text nodes are yet to be
read by the SAX parser; v) pState.elems, a hash-table
with unique element names as keys and each key is associated to a pointer to the unique named buffer node; and
vi) pState.is in apply templates, which is a logical flag
indicating if the current source node has been matched
to a selection pattern in an AST node of type xsl:applytemplates.
3.2

The Result Tree

In JetXSLT processor, an AST is created to represent
an XSLT stylesheet, where each node in the AST represents an XSLT element in the stylesheet and other basic information such as pointers to its surrounding AST nodes,
its XPath selection pattern and its AST node type. We partially store the matching node-sets from the source XML
document on disk as part of a result tree, such that in terms
of disk I/O, only a single pass of the source document is required. This property can be very useful in circumstances
where the data source needs to be processed in streaming
fashion.
Structurally, a result tree is an extended AST of the
XSLT stylesheet. The extension includes further annotation of each AST node with extra data structures, including: i) a data pool; ii) data pointer layers; and iii) bit
arrays. The extra annotation in the result tree allows our
proposed XSLT processor to re-trace the run-time path of
a source node, before its string-value representation is selected, transformed and written to the final output. Using
the example in Figure 1, the run-time path of the final output source node t8 is S1 → T1 → A1 → T2 → A3 →
T3 → E1 → V1 , where S1 is the root AST node and V1
is the last processing AST node (xsl:value-of ) before the
text source node is written to the final output.
In JetXSLT, every result tree has a corresponding data
pool, which is a data block (in memory or secondary) containing source text nodes identified by one or more XSLT
selection patterns. The source text nodes in the data pool
are always stored in ascending XML document order, such
that a sequential scan of the data pool can easily project
the selected text node-set in original document order. We
store only source text nodes in the data pool in this imple-
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mentation, because in XSLT the default string-value representation of XML nodes, such as elements, attributes,
comments and processing instructions, are empty strings.
Since a result tree in JetXSLT is an annotated AST with
added auxiliary data structures for each node, we can also
consider all nodes in a result tree as AST nodes. In our implementation, the annotation data structures added to each
result tree node are i) data pointer layer and ii) bit array.
The data pointer layer allows JetXSLT to record the runtime path of each source node that eventually reaches the
data pool. The bit array indicates whether a specific runtime path is a true positive or a true negative result for the
final output.
In JetXSLT, each data pointer layer of an AST node
A consists of a sequence of pointers stored in ascending XML document order, where pointer Pi corresponds
to a source node Si ∈ S and S is a node-set matching the selection pattern of AST node A. Each pointer
of the data pointer layer has four attributes: i) pos; ii)
size; iii) IsEnd; and iv) next runtime ast node. Attribute pos refers to the byte position of the source text
node in the data pool and size refers to the data size of
the source text node. Attribute IsEnd indicates whether
the parent AST node of the current data pointer is the last
stop of the source node run-time path. If IsEnd is true,
then we can access the data pool using the information
provided by attributes size and pos. Finally, attribute
next runtime ast node is a pointer to the next AST
node on the source node run-time path. In our implementation, if IsEnd is true, then next runtime ast node is
null because the parent AST node of the data pointer is
the last node on the source node run-time path. However,
if IsEnd is f alse, then pos refers to the logical position
of another data pointer, which is located in the AST node
referred to by next runtime ast node.
Each bit in the bit array of an AST node corresponds to
a pointer in the the data pointer layer, indicating whether
or not we should visit the data pointer for the final output.
If the bit value is 1, then its corresponding data pointer in
the data pointer layer is considered readable during the
final output. However, if the bit value is 0, then the data
pointer is unreadable.
3.3

Result Tree Output

In Figure 2, we show that our XSLT processor only
outputs the true positive node-sets from the result tree after catching the SAX event end document (i.e., the SAX
parser has reached the end of the source XML document).
The output functions are described in Algorithm 1, where
the function OutputASTRoot initiates the process of retrieving true positive matches by traversing the bit array
and the data pointer layer of the root AST node (i.e.,
xsl:stylesheet). Each 1 bit in the bit array corresponds
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Figure 4: A Result Tree for the example instance in Figure 1, where partial and complete matching source node are
stored in its data pool.
Algorithm 1 Outputting Selected Source Node Data from
the Result Tree
OutputASTRoot(node)
1
for each bit bi ∈ node.BitArray[0, . . . , n − 1]
2
if (bi = 1) then
3
OutputDataPointer(node.DataP ointers[i])
OutputDataPointer(ptr)
1
if (ptr.IsEnd) then
2
Output ptr.size bytes of data read from the datapool
of the result tree, starting at position ptr.pos.
3
else
4
OutputASTNode(ptr.next runtime ast node, ptr.pos)
OutputASTNode(ast node, ptrP os, outputStreamHandler)
1
if (ast node.BitArray[ptrP os] = 1) then
2
OutputDataPointer(ast node.DataP ointers[ptrP os])

to a data pointer, which itself also corresponds an AST
node in the run-time path. Hence, we can easily reach the
true positive source node by following the 1 bits and data
pointers along a run-time path. Similarly, a 0 bit blocks
the traversal process, hence blocking the output of true
negative matches.
In the function OutputDataPointer, if the end of the
run-time path has been reached (i.e. IsEnd is true), then
it reads and output the corresponding true positive text
data stored in the corresponding location in the data pool.
However, if the end of the run-time path has not been
reached, then function OutputASTNode is called to process the next AST node referenced by the current pointer,
subsequently OutputASTNode will re-invoke OutputDataPointer for each 1 bit it encounters.
4

XSLT AST Evaluation

The previous section presented the data structure result
tree1 , which allows the storage of selected node-sets (both
true positive and true negative matches) from the source
XML document. In this section, we focus on the processing of the stylesheet AST for selecting and storing source
nodes to the result tree before the final output is generated.
4.1

The SAX Event Handlers

In JetXSLT, we initiate the processor instance by first
creating an AST from the input XSLT stylesheet, this is
1
The terms AST and the Result Tree will be used interchangeably for the rest
of this paper, because the Result Tree is the AST containing temporarily selected
source nodes before the final output

followed by sorting all xsl:template nodes in descending
processing priority (as specified in the recommendation
(W3C Recommendation 1999b)). The processor then sets
its core callback functions as SAX event handlers for the
parser (i.e. the open tag, close tag and text data events).
Finally, the parser reads the source XML dataset, which
commences the node selection and transformation process.
Similar to the work of Josifovski et al. (Josifovski
et al. 2005), JetXSLT also creates named buffer nodes to
store XML elements with the same names and text data
nodes. The stack in each buffer node records the document depths of source nodes that are read by the SAX
parser. For SAX events open tag and text data, we record
the encountering of source nodes by pushing the current
depth pState.depth to the stacks of the corresponding
buffer nodes (named and wild-card), followed by invoking the function Eval (Algorithm 2) for further processing
of the source node. For the SAX event close tag, we remove the depth stored in the stack of the corresponding
buffer nodes (named and wild-card), followed by decrementing pState.depth and invoking function CloseTag
(Algorithm ??) for restoring some run-time states.
It should be noted that the difference between JetXSLT
and other approaches is in the functions Eval and CloseTag, where the internal processing of source nodes and
run-time information begins. Furthermore, throughout the
JetXSLT instance, we only instantiate and maintain named
buffer nodes that have the same element names that are
present in one or more XPath selection patterns in the
stylesheet. Thus, for the document tree in Figure 1(a) and
based on the XSLT stylesheet in Figure 1(b), we only need
to maintain named nodes b, c and x, because neither a nor
wild-card (∗) is needed to match any source node. This
approach reduces the memory required to maintain internal buffer nodes for processing an XSLT stylesheet, as a
source document may have a large set of unique element
names (e.g., the TreeBank (Marcus et al. 1993) dataset).
4.2

Implementing the XSLT Processing Model

Figure 2 shows the main algorithm for the JetXSLT
process. In phase 2 of Figure 2, we can summarize the
execution order as: i) parse the source document, select
partial or complete matching source nodes and store them
in the result tree; ii) filter out source nodes that are true
negative matches from the result tree; and iii) output the
matching true positive source nodes from the result tree
for final transformation. For the above phase 2 steps, functions in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 are the first points
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of access.

ion, emulating the XSLT processing model in the XSLT
specification.

Algorithm 2 Function for processing the stylesheet AST
//predicate counter exists for every instance of AST node
//and it is set to 0 at the time of the instance creation.
Eval(ast node, isT ext, pState)
1
if (ast node is xsl:stylesheet) then
2
Set the flag last visited for all buffer nodes to 0.
3
pState.process list.clear()
4
pState.is in apply templates ← f alse
5
pState.process list.append(ast node)
6
EvalStylesheet(isT ext, pState)
7
return true
8
else if (ast node is xsl:for-each or xsl:template) then
9
if (EvalXPathExpr(ast node.xpath, ast node, isT ext, pState)) then
10
pState.process list.append(ast node)
11
pState.is in apply templates ← f alse
12
for each (n in ast node.child nodes) do
13
if (Eval(n, isT ext, pState)) then
14
if (n.xpath.hasP redicateExpr ∧ isT ext) then
15
IncrementByOne(ast node.predicate counter)
16
return true
17 else if (ast node is xsl:apply-templates) then
18
if (EvalXPathExpr(ast node.xpath, ast node, isT ext, pState)) then
19
pState.process list.append(ast node)
20
pState.is in apply templates ← true
21
EvalStylesheet(AST.root, isT ext, pState)
22
return true
23 else if (ast node is xsl:value-of ) then
24
if (EvalXPathExpr(ast node.xpath, ast node, isT ext, pState)) then
25
pState.process list.append(ast node)
26
if (n.xpath.hasP redicateExpr ∧ isT ext) then
27
IncrementByOne(ast node.predicate counter)
28
Let ptr be a pointer data structure.
29
WriteToDataPool(ast node, ptr, pState)
30
UpdateProcessList(ptr, ast node)
31
return true
32 return f alse

In Algorithm 2, when a new source node is read by the
SAX parser, function Eval traverses the XSLT stylesheet
and attempts to find an AST node with a selection pattern that matches the current tree structure of the source
node. It returns true if a partial or a complete match
for ast node is found. The order in which JetXSLT
iterates through the XSLT AST can be split into four
different blocks, which respectively correspond to AST
nodes of types xsl:stylesheet, xsl:template or xsl:for-each,
xsl:apply-templates and xsl:value-of. Each block is separated by lines separated by lines 1 (block 1), 8 (block
2), 17 (block 3), 23 (block 4), and it is only executed
in JetXSLT if the parameter ast node has the same node
type as the corresponding node type of the code block.
AST node type xsl:stylesheet: in the function Eval (Algorithm 2), block 1 is executed to reset global variables in
pState. Next, ast node is appended to the run-time path
process list, as the first AST node to have processed the
current source node. This is followed by the evaluation of
the stylesheet node in function EvalStylesheet (in Algorithm 3), which recursively executes Eval to process each
child xsl:template node in the stylesheet (lines 1 - 4). In
lines 5 - 8 of the function EvalStylesheet, the text data of
matching source nodes (partial or complete) are also written to the result tree (WriteToDataPool) and their corresponding run-time paths are updated (UpdateProcessList).
AST node types xsl:template and xsl:for-each: in the
function Eval, block 2 is executed to evaluate AST nodes
of these two types. This is because the node selection
action of both xsl:template and xsl:for-each are the same
and unlike xsl:apply-templates, no recursive process is required. The code block first evaluates the XPath selection pattern of the AST node and if a partial or a complete match is found, then the AST node is appended
to the end of the run-time path process list. The flag
is in apply templates in pState is also set to f alse,
indicating the AST node being evaluated is not of type
xsl:apply-templates. This evaluation process is also propagated to the child nodes of ast node in a cascading fash-
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Algorithm 3 Auxiliary function for processing the
stylesheet AST
EvalStylesheet(isT ext, pState)
1
for each (n in AST.root.sorted child nodes) do
2
if (Eval(n, isT ext, pState)) then
3
if (n.xpath.hasP redicateExpr ∧ isT ext) then
4
IncrementByOne(ast node.predicate count)
5
if (pState.is in apply templates ∧ isT ext∧
pState.process list.last is an apply-templates node) then
6
P ointer ptr
7
WriteToDataPool(ast node, ptr, pState)
8
UpdateProcessList(ptr, pState)

AST node type xsl:apply-templates: in any instance
of processing an XSLT stylesheet, the XSLT processing
model specifies that if a source node matches the selection pattern of a xsl:apply-templates node, then the
source node and its descendants are re-processed by
every template in the XSLT stylesheet for a possible
match. Therefore, in block 3 (lines 17 - 22) of function Eval, if a source node is found to partially or completely match the selection pattern of ast node, which
is of type xsl:apply-templates, then the global variable
pState.is in apply templates is set to true and function EvalStylesheet is invoked to re-evaluate the source
node and its descendants. This links functions Eval and
EvalStylesheet together to form the recursive processing
mechanism of an XSLT stylesheet.
AST node type xsl:value-of : in the function Eval, instruction block 4 is executed if ast node is of type
xsl:value-of, which evaluates the selection pattern of
ast node against the current new source node. If EvalXPathExpr returns true, then the new source node may be
a partial or complete match to the selection pattern of
ast node. Consequently, its data is written to the data
pool by WriteToDataPool and its run-time path is updated by UpdateProcessList. It should be noted that, unlike the xsl:apply-templates AST node, the specification
of xsl:value-of AST node does not require re-processing
of the same source node. Hence, the function Eval does
not need to be invoked in this case (lines 28 - 30).
Astute readers may have noticed that we have only focussed on the projection of source text nodes for the final output, ignoring the non-selecting AST nodes such
as xsl:element, xsl:attribute and so on. This is because the XSLT recommendation (W3C Recommendation 1999b) only specifies the output instructions for text
source nodes selected by AST nodes of type xsl:valueof or xsl:apply-templates. Run-time non-selecting nodes
such as <xsl:element> and <xsl:attribute> can be easily
implemented by generating the output data on the fly without the need to store them in the result tree. Therefore,
they are not considered as the bottleneck for the overall
performance of XSLT processing.
4.3

Building the Result Tree

In order to store the text data of a source node to the
result tree, our implementation of JetXSLT requires that
two conditions in function EvalStylesheet are satisfied: i)
the tail of the run-time path (pState.process list) is an
AST node of type xsl:apply-templates; and ii) the source
node is either a partial or complete match to the selection
pattern of the AST node. If a source node is found to be a
match, then it is written to the result tree through functions
WriteToDataPool and UpdateProcessList.
In Algorithm 2, the function UpdateProcessList is a
helper function. For each AST node n in the run-time path
pState.process list, the function appends the pointer ptr
to the data pointer layer of n. Next, the four attributes
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of the data pointer n.data pointer layer.last are updated
and a new bit 1 is appended to its bit layer. The second
helper function WriteToDataPool writes the data from the
top of the stack of the text buffer node to the data pool.
Next, the same actions as the function UpdateProcessList
are executed (i.e. adding new corresponding pointers and
updating data pointer layers of each node in the run-time
path). By using these helper functions, the data written to
the result tree can later be accessed and traversed by the
output functions in Algorithm 1 in only a single pass.
5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the experiment results on
the performance of JetXSLT and some widely used XSLT
processors. We measure the performance of each XSLT
processor based on the size of input source data (in XML),
the amount of physical memory and the total percentage of
processor used for each document transformation. We also
show the performance of JetXSLT when different sized
memory buffers are used, which provides insights into
possible further optimization of our XSLT processor.
5.1

Experiment Setup

Our experiments compared the performance of our
proposed XSLT processor with the popular Xalan-C XSLT
processor(The Apache Xalan Project n.d.) and the Microsoft XML library 6.0 (Microsoft XML Core Services
n.d.). All executables were compiled using Visual Studio .Net 2003 and all were implemented in C++. Both
JetXSLT and Xalan-C also used the same Xerces-C(The
Apache Xerces Project n.d.) C++ code base for parsing
XML documents.
The test machine was a PC, equipped with an AMD
Athlon 3200+ 2.20GHz processor, 1.5 GB of physical
DDR RAM, 250GB 7200 RPM SATA HDD and Windows
XP. The raw XML datasets used in the experiments are:
the Shakespeare(Shakespeare Dataset n.d.) dataset and
the TreeBank(Marcus et al. 1993) dataset. The tree representation of the two datasets differ significantly, where
Shakespeare dataset is a regular structured XML document and TreeBank is a randomly structured, deeply recursive XML document. Nevertheless, these two types
of XML documents compliment each other and we believe that they are adequate as the test cases for most types
of XML documents used in the real world today. For
larger sized input documents, we simply concatenated the
originals of Shakespeare and TreeBank documents respectively, until the desired document size was achieved. In
our experiments, we did not use the DBLP dataset, as the
depth of its document tree is only 3 levels for a majority of its records. We believe this dataset is not suitable
for testing the scalability of XSLT processors, where the
observation of the performance of each template selecting
context node-set from the output of another is the main
focus.
The XSLT stylesheets used in our experiments are
listed in Table 1 for both the Shakespeare and TreeBank
data sets. Each test XSLT stylesheet in Table 1 consists of
one or more XSLT components listed in Tables 2. In these
tables, all of the T symbols represent xsl:template nodes,
the A symbols represent xsl:apply-templates nodes, the F
symbols represent xsl:for-each nodes and the V symbols
represent xsl:value-of nodes. In Table 1, stylesheet Q11
for the Shakespeare dataset can be read as the following
XSLT stylesheet:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet ... >
<xsl:template match="/">
<xsl:apply-templates select=".//TITLE" />
<xsl:apply-templates select=".//PGROUP" />

<xsl:apply-templates select=".//SPEECH" />
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="PGROUP">
<xsl:apply-templates select=".//PERSONA" />
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="SPEECH">
<xsl:apply-templates select=".//LINE" />
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

5.2

Run-time Comparison

In Figure 5, the run-time of each participating XSLT
processor for processing each stylesheet for both Shakespeare and TreeBank datasets are presented. To eliminate the cold-cache effect, each experiment was performed
multiple times and the average is presented in the final result. Overall, JetXSLT and Xalan-C have outperformed
MSXML on average run-time for both Shakespeare and
TreeBank datasets.
Our experiment results show that our approach significantly outperforms Xalan-C and MSXML when processing stylesheets Q5, Q6, Q9, Q10 and Q11 for the Shakespeare dataset; and stylesheets Q1, Q4, Q6 and Q7 for the
TreeBank data set. The common characteristic shared by
these two groups of test stylesheets is: they both contain
complicated predicate conditions such as aggregate count
function calls or text match. Some of the test stylesheets
even involve multiple selection patterns containing predicate conditions. The speed improvement of our processor
is even more obvious when larger datasets are used.
The increased performance of our approach can be attributed to the reduced number of iterations of the source
XML document at run-time. JetXSLT only scans the
source document once through the SAX interface, while
storing both true positive and true negative nodes to the
result tree on the fly. All true negative nodes are blocked
from output by flipping their corresponding bits in the bit
layers in the result tree. Consequently, only true positive
source nodes are written to the final output.
5.3

Effectiveness of Varying Memory Buffers

In our implementation of JetXSLT, a pool of buffer
pages are evenly allocated to the bit layer and the pointer
layer of each AST node in the result tree. By default,
the total buffer pool size is set to 8MB. We only allocate
128KB of read buffer for retrieving the actual text data
from the data pool of the result tree. Quite often, a large
segment of text data on the data pool may belong to a set
of true negative source nodes. Therefore, we can simply
skip the reading of the data during the final output process.
Using this buffer pool configuration, we have conducted further experiments. We found that if the allocated
buffer size for JetXSLT is greater than the actual size of
the source datasets, there is no significant performance
gain. This may be attributed to the following factors:
1. Low selectivity of the true positive source nodes,
causing an increase in read accesses. This occurs
when the total number of true positive source nodes
returned is high. Thus, increasing the number of disk
read accesses to the data pool for retrieving the text
data. This also increases the frequency of accessing the bit layer and the pointer layer of each AST
node on the run-time path of each true positive source
node.
2. Context switching which causes re-flushing of large
memory blocks. As more AST nodes are accessed
during the output, the buffer for each AST node also
needs to read and flush the bit layer and the pointer
layer. Although the total number of true positive
nodes are the same across all buffer sizes, it should
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Shakespeare
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

XSLT Nodes
<T1><A1/></T1>
<T1><A2/></T1>
<T1><A3/></T1>
<T1><A4/></T1>
<T1><A5/></T1>
<T1><A6/></T1>
<T1><F1><A2/></F1></T1>

Treebank
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

Q8
Q9

<T1><F2><V1/></F2></T1>
<T1><F3><A7/></F3></T1>

Q8
Q9

Q10
Q11

<T1><F4><A7/></F4></T1>
<T1><A2/><A8/><A9/></T1>
<T2><A10/></T2>
<T3><A7/></T3>
<T1><A11/><A12/><A13/></T1>
<T1><A1/><T1/>
<T4><F5><A14/></F5></T4>
<T5><F6><A14/></F6></T5>

Q12
Q13

XSLT Nodes
<T1><A1/></T1>
<T1><A15/></T1>
<T1><A16/></T1>
<T1><A17/></T1>
<T1><A18/></T1>
<T1><F7><A19/></F7></T1>
<T1><A20/><A21/><A22/></T1>
<T6><A23/></T6>
<T7><A19/></T7>
<T1><A24/><A25/><A26/></T1>
<T1><A1/></T1>
<T6><F8><A19/></F8></F6>
<T8><F9><A27/></F9></T8>

Table 1: XSLT stylesheets used on Shakespeare (left) and XSLT stylesheets used on Treebank (right)

Node
T1
T2
T3
T4
Node
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
Node
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
Node
V1

XSLT NODE TYPE: <xsl:template>
Node
XPath Query Pattern
/
T5
PERSONAE
PGROUP
T6
SBAR
SPEECH
T7
S
ACT
T8
NP
XSLT NODE TYPE: <xsl:apply-templates>
XPath Query Pattern
Node
XPath Query Pattern
empty, default apply-templates
A15
.//NN//NP
.//TITLE
A16
.//VP[count(.//NN) > 100]//JJ
.//SPEECH[count(.//SPEAKER) > 10]//LINE
A17
.//NP[.//NN]
.//PERSONAE//PGROUP/PERSONA
A18
.//NP[.//NN/text() = MuSOrOyQfWAD+wLGsXN6UK==]//DT
.//SPEECH[.//SPEAKER]//LINE
A19
.//NN
.//SPEECH[.//SPEAKER/text() = ”COUNTESS”]//LINE
A20
.//NP
.//LINE
A21
.//S
.//PGROUP
A22
.//SBAR
.//SPEECH
A23
.//DT
.//PERSONA
A24
.//NP[count(.//NN) > 2]//DT
.//SPEECH[count(.//LINE) > 10]//SPEAKER
A25
.//S[count(.//VBP) > 1]//NN
.//PERSONAE[count(.//PGROUP) > 2]//PERSONA
A26
.//SBAR[count(.//NP) > 2]//VBG
.//ACT[count(.//SPEECH) > 2]/TITLE
A27
.//VBG
.//SPEAKER
XSLT NODE TYPE: <xsl:for-each>
XPath Query Pattern
Node
XPath Query Pattern
.//PERSONAE
F6
.//PGROUP[count(.//PERSONA) = 2]
.//SPEECH[count(.//SPEAKER) > 10]
F7
.//VP//NP
.//SPEECH[.//SPEAKER]
F8
.//NP[count(.//NNP) > 1]
.//SPEECH[.//SPEAKER/text() = ”COUNTESS”]
F9
.//NP[.//NN]
.//SPEECH[count(.//LINE) > 10]
XSLT NODE TYPE: <xsl:value-of>
XPath Query Pattern
Node
XPath Query Pattern
.//LINE
XPath Query Pattern

Table 2: XSLT nodes used for constructing all of the test-case XSLT stylesheets
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Figure 5: Run-time Comparison of JetXSLT vs Xalan and MSXML using Shakespeare and TreeBank Datasets
can be quite beneficial in terms of scalability, because the
spare CPU cycles can be used for other processes.
1000

Physical Memory Consumption (MB)

be noted that the total size of memory being read
and flushed per run-time path is different. Ultimately,
as the number of run-time paths increases, more reflushing of buffer is required, which can have extra
overhead in allocating and freeing the memory during the paging process.
However, for larger datasets such as for the 100MB
files, JetXSLT with a larger buffer size significantly increases its performance, which is comparable to that of
Xalan and MSXML, if not outperforming them.
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Figure 7: Maximum physical memory consumption during run-time
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In Figure 7, we present the memory usage of JetXSLT
and Xalan-C. It is clear that our approach uses orders of
magnitude less memory than Xalan-C. This is due to the
result tree, which is crucial for storing temporary true negative and true positive source nodes. Consequently, this
reduces the total memory requirement for JetXSLT in processing XSLT stylesheets.

Xalan

Figure 6: Maximum percentage of CPU consumption during run-time
In our experiments so far, we have shown that XalanC has outperformed MSXML in run-time performance.
Therefore, we omit the results for MSXML for comparing
CPU and memory usage, given that it uses significantly
more memory than Xalan-C and it has the same percentage of CPU usage as Xalan-C, because both processors
are main memory based processors. In Figure 6, we show
that the percentage of CPU usage by Xalan-C is approximately 100%, whereas JetXSLT uses only approximately
70%. This is due to the disk based framework of JetXSLT,
which outputs by reading from text data from the data
pool of the result tree. For a busy server, this behaviour

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach in
processing XSLT stylesheets, where recursive processing
template rules frequently occur. We have demonstrated
that our prototype (JetXSLT) effectively outperforms major stand-alone XSLT processors in terms of run-time,
CPU usage and memory consumption. Further, our design only requires a single pass of the input source XML
document, which makes it ideal for processing streaming XML data that require XSLT transformation. We
have demonstrated that our approach in processing complicated XSLT stylesheets addresses the scalability issues
that currently exist in both enterprise and open source web
servers, browsers or any application that is dependent on
XML and XSLT technologies.
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Abstract
An important technique to ensure the scalability and availability of clustered computer systems is data replication.
This paper describes a new approach to data replication
management called Robust Snapshot Replication. It combines an update anywhere approach (so updates can be
evaluated on any replica, spreading their load) with lazy
update propagation and snapshot isolation concurrency
control. The innovation is how we employ snapshot isolation in the replicas to provide consistency, fail safety, and
also to achieve high scalability for both readers and updaters, by a system design without middleware or group
communication infrastructure. We implemented our approach using the PostgreSQL database system and conducted an extensive experimental evaluation with a small
database cluster of 8 nodes. Our results demonstrate the
scalability of our algorithm and its performance benefits
as compared to a standard consistent replication system
based on synchronous propagation. We also evaluated the
costs for adding a new cluster node and the robustness of
our approach against node failures. It shows that our approach is at a sweet-spot between scalability, consistency
and availability: it offers an almost perfect speed-up and
load-balancing for our 8 node cluster, while allowing dynamic extension of a cluster with new nodes, and being
robust against any number of replica node failures or a
master failure.
1

Introduction

In the dominant multi-tier architecture of modern information systems, replication is a basic component for scalability and for availability. Replication in the stateless parts
of the system is easy, but one also needs replication in the
database tier, where persistent state is maintained and updated. Therefore, database replication management must
deal with change detection, data invalidation, and update
propagation, so that all replicas receive all the changes
made by updaters. In view of its key importance for obtaining high quality-of-service characteristics, replication
management continues as an active research area.
In a seminal paper in 1996, Gray et al identified a
fundamental difficulty in replica management: the simple
system designs that are convenient and flexible for users
(data is consistent at all times because changes are propagated within the update transaction, and updates can be
submitted anywhere) scale very badly (Gray et al. 1996).
This paper led to a flurry of research activity and diverse
system designs.
∗
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In terms of the consistency of the replicas, the early
work followed two main directions. Some systems took 1copy serializability as an essential requirement (that is, the
system should transparently appear just like an unreplicated database with serializable transactions). Other systems allowed replicas to be temporarily inconsistent, so
long as eventually a single state was agreed by all replicas. The former approach did not scale well, while the
latter was hard for users who need accurate information.
In 1995, a new isolation level called Snapshot Isolation
(SI) was described (Berenson et al. 1995). SI has been provided by a growing number of DBMS platforms. Because
it offers good performance, and semantics that are fairly
intuitive, this has proved very usable. A large number of
recent replication proposals have taken the view that 1copy SI offers an appropriate level of consistency, that is,
the system transparently appears to be like an unreplicated
system with SI as its concurrency control. 1-copy SI has
been much easier to implement effectively than 1-copy serializability (see the section on related work, below).
1.1

Contributions

In this paper, we offer a new replication management approach called Robust Snapshot Replication. It has a combination of features not found together in other systems,
that offer high consistency and scalable performance:
• Executions have the Generalized Snapshot Isolation
property (Elnikety et al. 2005) with the consistency
properties of an unreplicated system with Snapshot
Isolation, except that the snapshot seen by a transaction may not include all updates committed before
the transaction started.
• Read transactions never block nor delay updaters.
• The system architecture does not suffer the costs
from a middleware layer between the clients and the
DBMS engines, nor does it use an expensive group
communication infrastructure. Instead we modify the
DBMS engines, and we use point-to-point messages.
• Lazy propagation is used, so a user-transaction is
implemented as a collection of DBMS-transactions,
each of which runs locally, on a single DBMS site.
There is no need for expensive two-phase commit.
• Each user-transaction can have its processing done
on any site. This allows the load of processing the
SQL statements (executing expensive joins etc) to be
spread evenly. There is a primary site which has the
authoritative version of the data, and the writes of
each updating transaction are committed at that site
before being propagated; this puts some extra load on
the primary, but the load of these writes is much less
than executing complete transactions.
• Our approach supports dynamic extensibility of the
cluster and it is robust against the failure of multiple
replicas or the failure of the primary site.
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We implemented our protocol in PostgreSQL, and we
give results from an extensive performance evaluation to
show how system parameters influence throughput and response time. We have compared our design to Cybercluster, a production replication solution. In these experiments
with varying cluster sizes up to 8 nodes, we show that
Robust Snapshot Replication provides a significant better
scalability than the synchronous replication protocol.
We also quantify the costs for extending the cluster
with a new node and for recovery from a master node failure. We define a metric called the recovery window that
measures the impact of node failure on response times.
During the recovery window, transaction response times
degrade as replicas are busy coordinating in order to ensure that all in-flight transactions are correctly propagated.
We measure the recovery window of our prototype and
show that the effect of a failure on client transactions is
small, with a window of less than 100ms for our workload.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
In Section 3, we present the Robust Snapshot Replication
protocol and explain how it guarantees 1-copy Snapshot
Isolation. Section 4 gives an overview of our implementation. The results of our experimental evaluation are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work and
Section 7 concludes.
2

Background

The literature on database replication is vast, and we cannot cite all relevant work. We focus here on a few classic
papers, as well as those more recent papers that are closest
in approach or properties to ours.
2.1

Database Replication

The early history of the field was centred on eager replication, with strong consistency guarantees. Bernstein &
Goodman (1985) provided the definition of 1-copy serializable execution as a correctness condition. Many algorithms was given, using directories, quorums, etc; an exposition of these is found in Bernstein et al. (1987). The
seminal paper by Gray et al. (1996) provided a classification of replication approaches, and focused the community on lazy algorithms, by showing how badly eager
ones scale. Some suggestions aim to avoid the problems
of scaling by placing replication below the DBMS level,
using distributed shared memory (Amza et al. 2000).
2.2

Snapshot Isolation

Most related to our paper are the system designs that provide some variant of 1-copy SI as the consistency property.
SI itself was defined in Berenson et al. (1995), which also
showed that this technique does not always ensure serializability. The key properties of SI are that a transaction
reads data, not from the most up-to-date versions of the
data, but instead from a snapshot, which captures a consistent committed state of the data before the transaction
started. Thus T never sees any change made by a concurrent transaction, corresponding to the intuitive notion
of being isolated from concurrent transactions. Lost updates are prevented by an explicit “First-Committer-Wins”
check, that prevents two concurrent transactions from both
committing if they modify the same data item. SI does not
guarantee serializability, because in SI concurrent transactions do not see one another, whereas in a serializable
execution, one will seem to be first (and not see the other),
but the other will seem to be second (and see the effects of
the first).
2.3

Generalized SI and Strong Session SI

Daudjee & Salem (2006) and Elnikety et al. (2005) explore the use of Snapshot Isolation in a replicated setting.
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Figure 1: System Architecture.
Both note that centralized systems providing SI generally
ensure that transactions see the most up-to-date data committed before the transaction began. In a replicated system, replicas may not have the most recent updates committed locally, so transactions may be assigned a start
timestamp that is stale. This is called Generalized SI or
Weak SI. A stronger condition, called Strong Session SI,
is defined by Daudjee & Salem (2006), that ensures that
the snapshot seen by a transaction includes all previous
transactions submitted within the same session. We omit
the details in the presentation of our system, but their algorithm can be directly applied to our system to provide
the same guarantee. Recently, Krikellas et al. (2010) studied how to strengthen a system design based on GSI to
provide Strong Session SI, or pure 1-copy SI.
3

Robust Snapshot Replication

Robust Snapshot Replication (RSR) is a lazy, updateanywhere replication protocol that guarantees 1-copy generalised snapshot consistency among all nodes. To do so,
we take advantage of the core characteristic of snapshot
isolation concurrency control: Readers never block, even
if concurrent updates are executed, because transactions
are running isolated on their own database snapshot. This
snapshot is the state of the database at the point in time
when a transaction starts. And the master node keeps several snapshot versions to be able to determine the correct
execution order of update transactions.
The essential idea behind Robust Snapshot Replication
is to execute the code of an updating transaction locally
at some replica, in order to compute a write-set (a list of
what items are modified, and what values they are set to).
The replica also determines an effective start-timestamp
for the transaction, namely the one used by the replica
when doing the local computation. The local transaction
at the replica is then aborted, and the write-set and effective start-time are sent to the primary. At the primary,
the write-set is installed in a local transaction whose snapshot is not the beginning of the local transaction (as usual
in SI); instead the installation transaction uses a snapshot
equal to the effective start-time sent from the replica. This
depends on a form of “time-travel”, where a DBMS can
run a local transaction in the past; this feature is present
in some SI-based systems, and can be added easily to others. Once the installation transaction has committed, its
changes are lazily propagated to all replicas (including the
one where the computation was first performed). A readonly transaction is done at one arbitrary replica.
3.1

System Architecture

Figure 1 gives an overview of the system model behind
snapshot replication. We are assuming a set of nodes
with snapshot isolation as concurrency control over which
some data is replicated, such as a database cluster. One
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Figure 2: Update Transaction Execution under RSR.
is the dedicated master node which holds the primary
copies of the replicated data, while the remaining nodes
store replicas (we sometimes shortly refer to those nodes
as replicas too).
For clients the system looks and behaves like ‘update
anywhere’: all cluster nodes are the same and all nodes
can execute both read and update transactions. Clients
are free to send update transactions or query transactions directly to any node; alternatively, a load balancer
could spread incoming requests among all available nodes.
Clients can also connect directly to the master node.
Internally, all updates are calculated at some replica,
but the apparent execution order is determined at the master node, because each replica forwards the write sets of
any update transaction to the master which then decides
whether these remote transactions can commit or not.
However, installing the updates at the master is in a different DBMS transaction from the original computation at
the replica (which is actually aborted after the calculation
has been done). Thus each DBMS transaction is purely
local to one site, and two-phase commit is never needed.
Whenever an update transaction commits on the master,
the master forwards the write set to the replication daemon, which then asynchronously propagates the updates
to all cluster nodes with individual propagation transactions. Note that our system architecture requires neither
coordination middleware, nor group communication infrastructure.
3.2

Time Travel Transactions

The core of every replication protocol is its handling of
update transactions. The main idea of Robust Snapshot
Replication is that each node executes its client transactions locally, including any query or update statements,
but that write sets are forwarded to the master which decides on the authoritative schedule of the update transactions. Note that read-only transactions can always commit
directly because we are assuming that each node provides
local snapshot isolation. Figure 2 visualises the steps for
executing an update transaction under RSR.
Each node keeps track of its database version in terms
of the last master transaction ID (TID) that has been propagated to it. If a client starts an update transaction on some
node of the cluster, the transaction gets tagged with the
logical timestamp of the current snapshot, which is represented by the effective master TID. The transaction then
executes normally on the node, performing all queries and
updates locally. When a transaction wants to complete, the
node first determines the transaction’s write set, i.e. which
rows have been modified by the transaction (we are typically building the write set up during the transaction execution – see the Implementation section for details). This
write set is then forwarded to the master together with the

timestamp of the snapshot on which the transaction was
locally executing.
An important feature is that snapshot replication does
not forward the whole update transaction to the master
node, but rather just its write set. The benefit is that
complicated processing (joins, queries and sub-queries)
needed as part of an updating transaction are only executed locally on the replica. This is why we call our technique update anywhere. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 4.
The master then determines whether the client transaction is allowed to commit. The core idea of Robust Snapshot Replication is to get control over the snapshot version
at the master. We developed a mechanism to start an update transaction “in the past” at the correct point of time
with regard to the global execution order rather than the
current wall clock. This is similar to the notion of “time
travel” as discussed by Lomet et al. (2006), but explicitly for executing the write sets of update transactions at
the master node. The master applies the replica’s write
set into its own database under the master transaction ID
that has been send by the replica. This way, the updates
are applied to the correct snapshot version ‘in the past’ of
the master database which will be an older version of its
data then the up-to-date state. If no conflict is detected by
the master’s “First Committer Wins” mechanism, then the
client transaction can successfully commit. Otherwise, the
client transaction is aborted.
The actual commit of an update transaction consists
of three steps. First, the master sends the write set to
the replication daemon which propagates it throughout the
cluster asynchronously. Second, the master node commits. Third, and most noteworthy, the replica node aborts
its own local transaction, but acknowledges the client that
its transaction has correctly committed.
The reason for this last step is that we try to minimise the update costs of Robust Snapshot Replication.
By aborting their local update transactions, replica nodes
avoid all disk writes; all logging of update transaction is
done at the master. The updates are then applied to the
replica later after the end of the client transaction via update propagation transactions send from the replication
daemon.
Algorithm 1 summarises the additions which Robust
Snapshot Replication is introducing into the start of a
transaction and the transaction commit handling.
Algorithm 1 General Transaction Handling under RSR
1: ON BEGIN TRANSACTION t:
2: version(t) ← latest master version
3: if node is replica and t is update propagation then
4:
disable write set collection for t
5: end if
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

ON COMMIT TRANSACTION t:
if writeset(t) = ∅ then
commit(t) {read-only transactions just commit}
else
if node is not master then
f orward to master(writeset(t))
{wait for ACK from master}
abort(t) {note: this is a local abort}
else
notif y replicationdaemon(writeset(t))
commit(t)
end if
end if

19:
20:

ON ABORT TRANSACTION t:
abort(t) {all local, no other node involved}
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3.3

Update Propagation

Our protocol uses lazy update propagation: updates are
propagated from the master node throughout the cluster
after the installation of the writeset has committed on
the master. Although we follow an update anywhere approach, this does not affect the 1-copy snapshot isolation
property because all updates are checked for conflicts on
the master. Because each cluster node is using snapshot
isolation as concurrency control mechanism, we get an
elegant way to synchronise refresh transactions and local
client transactions for free: With snapshot isolation, readers never block and hence read transactions do not have to
wait while our protocol is refreshing a cluster node.
Update transactions are also not a problem because
they locally always abort (we only commit on the master node) so that there will never be the case that a cluster
node has to apply the ‘first-committer-wins’ rule on update versus refresh transactions. The only transactions that
actually change the database on each cluster node are refresh transactions that propagate updates from the master.
3.4

Guaranteeing 1-copy Snapshot Isolation

Robust Snapshot Replication not only can provide high
scalability and performance, it also guarantees 1-copy
Snapshot Isolation. In the following, we want to give
a sketch of proof on how this consistency guarantee is
achieved. Firstly, each node is running under snapshot isolation so that read-only transactions are guaranteed to access a consistent snapshot of the data. This might not be
the latest snapshot as available at the master node at the
real time when the transaction is started, though, because
RSR uses asynchronous update propagation. Thus we offer 1-copy Generalised SI.
Furthermore, all updates are executed at the master
node on their corresponding snapshot version by using
a time-travelling mechanism. This allows the master to
establish the authoritative schedule of all update transactions. Updates which are inconsistent with the up-to-date
version of the master will be aborted by the master’s FirstCommitter-Wins SI mechanism.
Finally, the update transactions are propagated
throughout the cluster from the master in the global execution order. Because the replica nodes locally abort all
client update transactions, this is the only way how the
snapshots in the cluster can change. At each point in time,
every replica node reflects a consistent snapshot of the
master node. Without new updates, all nodes will eventually agree on the same snapshot of the database, namely
the up-to-date state of the master node.
3.5

Adding a node to the cluster

Cecchet et al. (2008) in their analysis of database replication protocols, raised the concern that research proposals for database replication do not often address concerns
such as adding nodes to the cluster. They argue that such
an operation should have no effect on the normal operation of the cluster, contrasting this with current practice
that requires the whole system to be shut down to add a
new replica.
We propose a solution similar to the Total Copy Strategy (TCS) that Liang & Kemme (2008) present but with
a number of optimisations and differences for its application with our lazy protocol. We assume that the node
joining the cluster has no previous knowledge of the cluster or cluster configuration and consists of just an empty
database. As the nodes join the cluster, they begin buffering write set propagations and request a snapshot of the
master version at a time just prior to when they joined the
cluster. Once a node has received this snapshot, it is applied, followed by the buffered propagations up until the
point it is synchronized with the cluster. This approach
varies from the TCS approach, as it allows the joining
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node to buffer propagations, instead of requiring its recovery peer to do so.
3.6

Fail Safety

We distinguish two cases of fail safety: Protection against
replica failure and protection against the failure of the
master node. The former is the easier case, because the
cluster is still functional as long as the master node is
available. When a recovered replica wants to re-join the
cluster, we handle it with a similar algorithm as extending
the cluster by one more node (cf. previous Section 3.5).
The second failure scenario is more severe. The single master node introduces a single point of failure which
we must remove to improve the robustness of the protocol. We propose an optimistic solution to fail safety that
rebuilds on demand the information lost when the master
fails. The basic idea is to keep local (transient) state information at each replica that allows reconstruction of the
master’s propagation buffer in the (rare) case of a master
node failure. In case of the master node failing, our recovery algorithm enables the system to re-elect a new master,
cope with rebuilding the lost global state information, and
switching the systems master node before resuming normal operation.
Our approach requires retaining some additional information so the system is able to rebuild the master’s
propagation buffer using information distributed across
the replicas:
• Write Set Identity writeset id(t) – A unique identity
for a write set which also identifies the node from
which the write set of transaction t originated.
• Limbo Buffer limbo[t] – Each replication daemon
keeps the write sets of update transactions in a local transient limbo buffer until the update propagation is received back from the master. Write sets
are only removed from this buffer when either an
explicit abort response is received from the master or the write set has been propagated back by
the master. The limbo buffer also keeps track of
the communication state between master and replica:
Each write set for a transaction t has an associated flag (limbo[t].master committed) that keeps
track whether a commit acknowledgment has been
received from the master.
• Master to Local Version Mapping ledger – A
function that maintains a mapping from a master snapshot to a corresponding local snapshot.
For example, if we had for some master snapshot a transaction t, that executed at the master,
then local version(master version(t)) would return the latest local version which includes the effects
of transaction t.
• Propagation Replay Buffer – A buffer which retains
the last threshold propagations at each replica.
3.6.1

Normal Transaction Handling

We have to maintain the update propagation state at each
node. To do so, we have to extend the normal transaction
handling under Robust Snapshot Replication, as shown
previously in Algorithm 1, as follows:
When we receive an update propagation transaction,
we check whether the corresponding master commit acknowledgement got lost in between and update the limbo
buffer’s master-committed flag accordingly (Algorithm 2,
lines 5–8).
We further have to extend the Abort and the Commit
handling. The Abort process remains largely unmodified
except that the master now explicitly acknowledges the
write set by its writeset id(t), along with an ABORT indication.
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Algorithm 2 Begin-Transaction Handling in RSR
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

ON BEGIN TRANSACTION t:
version(t) ← latest master version
if node is replica and t is update propagation then
disable write set collection for t
if limbo[t].master committed = false then
send ack(writeset id(t), COMMIT )
limbo[t].master committed ← true
end if
end if

Algorithm 3 Abort Handling with RSR in Detail
1: ON ABORT TRANSACTION t
2: if node is master and t is from a replica then
3:
send ack(writeset id(t), ABORT )
4:
abort(t)
5: end if

Most state maintenance is done during commit handling: On commit of a client transaction, we keep a copy
of its write set in the node’s limbo buffer until the write
set is propagated back from the master (or the master tells
us that he had to abort). When an update propagation
commits, then the propagated write set is removed from
the limbo buffer and a new mapping of the current local
replica version to the master version of that write set is
added to the ledger.
Algorithm 4 Commit Handling with RSR in Detail
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

ON COMMIT TRANSACTION t
if writeset(t) = ∅ then
commit(t) {read-only transactions still just commit}
else if node is replica then
if t is an update propagation then
limbo[t] ← ∅
Add (master version(t), local version(t)) to ledger
commit(t)
else
limbo[t] ← writeset(t)
forward to master (writeset(t))
response ← recv ack(writeset id(t))
if response is ABORT then
limbo ← limbo − writeset(t)
else
limbo[t].master committed ← true
end if
abort(t)
end if
else if node is master then
Add writeset(t) to propagation buffer
send ack(writeset id(t), COMMIT )
commit(t)
end if

3.6.2

Master-Failure Recovery Algorithm

We have seen how RSR keeps a copy of the master’s propagation state distributed around the cluster. Algorithm 5
shows the recovery algorithm after a master failure that relies on this information. It consists of three components:
The first part is the election of a new master, followed by
the recovery process required to bring that failed master
to the required state, including all write sets up to the last
acknowledged write set.
These extensions make RSR robust against any number of replica failures and against a single master failure.
There are two limitations: Firstly, the discussed recovery algorithm does not tolerate the failure of the master
node and one replica at the same time. Luckily, the master
recovery algorithm is typically very fast as we will see in
the evaluation Section 5.6, keeping this time period short.
Secondly, if we allow clients to send update transactions
directly to the master node, then we also need to introduce
a master’s peer node that keeps a limbo buffer of client

transactions committing directly on the master. This is a
straightforward extension to the commit handling on the
master, whose description we had to omit here due to lack
of space.
Algorithm 5 Master-Failure Recovery Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

ON NODE DETECTING MASTER FAILURE:
self ← {master version, identif ier, commit order}
nodelist ← self
send all(NODE STATUS , self )
for each remaining node do
receive(NODE STATUS , info)
nodelist ← nodelist + info
end for
elected ← node in nodelist with latest master version {ties
broken by lexicographical ordering of node id}
ws buffer ←most recent commit order in nodelist
if own identifier = elected then
become master()
master transition(nodelist, ws buffer )
else
update master(elected)
replica transition(ws buffer )
end if

Algorithm 6 New Master Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

BECOME MASTER()
resume version ← master version
min version ← oldest master version in nodelist\self
for each wset ∈ replay buffer order by version do
send all(W S REP LAY, wset)
end for
recovery list ← ∅
for each wset ∈ limbo list ∩ ws buffer do
recovery list ← recovery list + wset
end for
for each remaining node Nr do
receive(Nr , LIMBO REPLAY , list)
for each wset ∈ list do
recovery list ← recovery list + wset
end for
end for
for each wset ∈ recovery list order by ws buffer do
local version ← local version(master version(wset))
apply ws(wset, local version)
end for
send all(RESU M E, resume version)
REPLICA TRANSITION()
replay version ← −1
drop out ← false
while replay version < elected.master version do
receive(WS REPLAY , writeset)
if replay version = −1 ∧ writeset.master version >
self .master version then
drop out ← true
break loop
end if
replay version ← version(writeset)
if version(writeset) > master version then
apply ws(writeset)
end if
end while
list ← ∅
for each wset ∈ limbo list ∩ ws buffer do
list ← list + wset
end for
send(elected.identifier , LIMBO REPLAY , list)
receive(RESUME , new master version)
if drop out = true then
Exit the cluster and rejoin
end if
master version ← new master version
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3.7

Discussion

There are several benefits of our approach as compared
to known replication protocols. Robust Snapshot Replication is an interesting combination of update anywhere
and primary copy replication: Clients’ transactions, both
read-only and update transactions, can have their processing workload placed locally on any cluster node. However, the master node is where the updates are actually installed first. The master is mainly checking for conflicts
between the write sets. In particular it does not need to execute any joins, any queries, or the query part of a potentially complex update. The update propagation throughout
the cluster is done asynchronously through point-to-point
communication between two nodes for each propagation
transaction.
RSR as described above provides 1-copy Generalized
SI, but not Strong Session SI. Strong Session SI could
however be added relatively easily: a replica would need
to delay the start of a client transaction until previous updates of the same session have been propagated back to the
replica. The limbo buffer at each node contains all necessary information to implement this, including any outstanding updates from previous actions in the same session.
4

Implementation

We built a prototype implementation of Robust Snapshot
Replication in the PostgreSQL open source database engine. We chose PostgreSQL because it provides a multiversion storage management that keeps old versions of
updated records around until an explicit VACUUM command is run (this is typically done periodically by the system).
Our implementation consists of three components:

stored procedure, the middleware can only capture the
CALL statement but not the individual SQL statements
inside the stored procedure, so that the master will have
to execute the whole stored procedure code again. As
many applications implement transactions as stored procedures2 , this is a major restriction of a middleware-based
approach.
In contrast, a log sniffing approach is very low-level
and totally specific for one database engine. A log sniffer
needs to know the exact structure of the transaction log of
the monitored system, and although the captured write sets
are very generic (e.g. there is no problem to support stored
procedures), there is no straightforward way of applying
the captured log records at the master node. One either has
to transform them back into simple SQL statements and
feed those into the master’s query processor, or one must
modify the transaction log code which is one of the most
system specific components of every database engine.
For these reasons, our implementation uses a triggerbased write-set extraction mechanism. We extended the
database schema with row-level triggers which are fired
on every insert, delete and update of a replicated table and
which then extract the write set of the update transaction.
In more detail, we are using external triggers written in
C which are dynamically linked at runtime as a shared library into PostgreSQL’s execution process. These replication triggers transform the after-images of the modified
tuples into simple INSERT, DELETE or UPDATE statements for the master, and append them to the transaction’s
write-set buffer.
Note that those resulting DML statements are qualified by primary key: Even if the update transaction on the
replica calculated a filter condition, the write set will only
consist of simple update statements for each modified tuple that is identified by its primary key. For example, if an
update transaction includes the following statement:
UPDATE customer SET phone=’999’
WHERE name=’Clouseau’

1. Write-set extraction,
2. Time-travel for remote update transactions, and
3. A replication daemon
4.1

UPDATE customer SET phone=’999’
WHERE cid=ID

Write-set Extraction

There are three principle ways to extract write sets of update transactions from a replica:
• Middleware-based approaches gather write sets in
form of the original DML statements at the SQL level
in a middleware component outside the database.
• Trigger-based approaches collect the after-images of
changed rows inside the database engines as part of
the transaction execution.
• Log sniffers extract the physical write sets from the
DBMS’ transaction log.
Depending on the approach, the write set is either a set of
SQL statements, a set of updated tuples, or a set of transaction log records.
A middleware-based approach has the advantage that
one does not need to change the existing database schema
or the DBMS itself. However, it also has some major disadvantages: Firstly, its additional layer between clients
and the database introduces some overhead. Secondly,
it captures whole SQL statements which have to be sent,
parsed and executed on the master1 . This means that the
master has to also evaluate any joins, any filtering conditions or sub-queries which are part of those SQL update
transactions. This can concentrate a heavy workload on
the master. Even worse, if clients invoke a server-side
1
There are some hybrid approaches where the middleware uses a ‘hook’ in the
database engine to retrieve the write set — depending on the hook, we would classify those as log sniffer or trigger-based.
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then its write set will include a simple:

This means that the master will not have to evaluate the
original, potentially complex filtering condition again. It
also supports stored procedures very naturally, as triggers are fired for each individual DML statement inside a
stored procedure.
There is one disadvantage in that the write set can potentially become quite large. For example, imagine an unqualified update statement such as
UPDATE employee SET salary=1.1*salary

which would modify each tuple of a relation. In this case,
the triggers could use a temporary table in the database
engine to build the write set (as e.g. done by the SlonyI Replication System (2011)). However, such large update sets occur seldom in practice, and also note that a log
sniffing approach would face the same challenge. Applications could be modified to send such updates directly to
the master in order to avoid some of the associated communication overhead.
4.2

Time-travelling for Update Transactions

When an update transaction3 locally completes on a cluster node, the replication triggers collect the write set in the
2
Besides some performance benefits, stored procedures are helpful to prevent
SQL injection attacks.
3
We can easily separate between update and read-only transactions using the
write set buffer: If it is non-empty, it was an update transaction which has to be
forwarded to the master, otherwise it was a read-only transaction that can directly
commit locally.
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transaction’s write set buffer; this buffer is then forwarded
to the master node as a remote update transaction together
with the corresponding master transaction ID of the transaction’s snapshot. We call this the snapshot ID in the following discussion. The master sends the snapshot ID with
each update propagation (details follow below), and each
node stores as its local snapshot ID the master transaction
ID of the latest updates it has received. We extended the
internal transaction context of PostgreSQL so that each local transaction not only has a write set buffer, but also is
tagged with the corresponding snapshot ID.
We extended PostgreSQL to allow transactions to explicitly specify their snapshot ID. To do so, we introduced
two new SQL keywords to change snapshot IDs easily:
• SHOW TRANSACTION START shows the current
snapshot ID. It is mainly used for debugging.
• SET TRANSACTION START [NUMBER]
changes the current snapshot ID to a specific value
instead of the latest transaction ID seen from the
master.
Remote transactions use this special command to explicitly specify their snapshot ID. This (possibly older)
snapshot ID specifies the corresponding master transaction ID at which remote transactions were executed: instead of reading the up-to-date data versions of data, these
‘time travel’ remote update transactions read data of some
earlier snapshot as specified by their master ID (as long
at the ID is not too low so that the corresponding tuples
have been freed by a VACUUM operation). The master
simply executes the remote transaction with the specified
master ID. All other query execution code of PostgreSQL
remains unchanged.
In order to support our approach to dynamic scalability, we also extended PGDump with our SET TRANSACTION START command to provide a dump at a specific snapshot. The output of PGDump contains both the
schema (including stored procedures and replication triggers) and the data. This approach allows a new node to
start out completely empty, with just a blank database and
no configuration.
4.3

Replication Daemon

After an update transaction committed on the master, its
write set has to be propagated throughout the cluster. The
master captures its write sets with the same trigger-based
approach that is used by its replicas4 . We implemented
the update propagation as a separate daemon process running on the master The snapshot replication daemon uses
the standard libpq library of PostgreSQL to propagate
the write set of committed master transactions to each
node with a separate propagation transaction. Because it is
asynchronous replication, the master’s update transaction
commits after its write set was received by the replication daemon; the replication daemon then propagates each
write set independently per node throughout the cluster.
The cluster nodes use the same back-end extensions
as the master node to distinguish between normal client
transactions and propagated update transactions: The
replication daemon propagates the updates together with
the latest transaction ID from the master using a special
prefix on its commands. The PostgreSQL back-end on a
cluster nodes stores this latest master transaction ID, and
executes and commits the updates locally. From then on,
new client transactions will run on the new snapshot and,
if they are update transactions, they will use the corresponding master ID when forwarding their write set back
to the master.
4
As an optimisation, one could introduce a short-cut for remote transactions by
using the received write set also for update propagation instead of capturing it again
via the replication triggers.

Because each cluster node is using snapshot isolation
concurrency control, no further synchronisation between
local client transactions and the propagated update transaction is needed. In particular, update propagation transactions will never conflict with local update transactions
because the latter are always locally aborted after their
write set has been send to the master. In other words, each
cluster node is only updated via update propagation transactions from the master.
5

Evaluation

The following section presents the results of an experimental evaluation of Robust Snapshot Replication.
5.1

Experimental Setup

All experiments have been conducted on a database server
cluster with eight nodes, each with a 3.2GHz Intel Pentium IV CPU and 2GB RAM under RedHat Enterprise
Linux version 4 (Linux kernel 2.6.9-11), and interconnected with a gigabit Ethernet network. Each node was
running a PostgreSQL 8.2.4 instance with our snapshot
replication extensions. We have chosen one of these node
as the master node for snapshot replication.
We use the OSDL-developed DBT-1 benchmark (v2.1)
client as evaluation scenario, which is a simplified, opensource version of the TPC-W benchmark (Open Source
Development Lab 2004, TPC 2002). This benchmark consists of a variety of 14 different transactions which are
executed in a probabilistic sequence that models a typical e-business scenario. We used the ‘Shopping Mix’ of
the DBT-1 benchmark which is a fairly update intensive
workload consisting of 80% read-only browsing transactions and 20% update transactions. The DBT-1 database
consists of 8 tables. We generated a test database with a
scaling factor of 1000 items and 40 clients (about 700 MB
of data). For each measurement, we ensured that the system was in its stable state, i.e. that the throughput fluctuated by at most 1% during the measuring interval: We first
allowed a 1 minute ramp-up time for all clients, before we
measured the mean response times, the throughput and the
abort rates of the DBT-1 transactions for an interval of 5
minutes.
Because we are interested in evaluating the database
tier, we configured DBT-1 to directly access the databases
without application server in between. The client emulations were run on eight dedicated Linux machines (3.2
GHz Pentium IV CPU, 1 GB memory, RedHat 4.1.2-12)
that were connected via a local 100MBit Ethernet to the
database cluster. As the DBT-1 benchmark is not designed
for load-balancing over a database cluster, we started a
dedicated ‘dbdriver’ on each client for one of the database
cluster nodes and spread the load uniformly over all available client emulators. For example, if we are measuring
a load of 40 concurrent clients (MPL 40) against a four
node cluster, four client emulators were used, each emulating 10 independent client connections (4 × 10 = 40).
5.2

Snapshot Replication Overhead

First, we want to quantify the performance overhead induced by our update anywhere snapshot replication protocol. In this test, only a single cluster node is involved that
is put under increasing load. We are varying the multiprogramming level from 1 to 50, with all clients trying to
execute transactions as fast as possible without any think
time in between.
Figure 4 shows the results. We are plotting the
throughput achieved on a single node with varying MPL
on a plain PostgreSQL 8.2.4 instance (blue line), and with
PostgreSQL 8.2.4 with our snapshot replication handling
compiled in. Both curves are almost indistinguishable,
which means that the additional overhead of snapshot
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Figure 3: Scalability of Robust Snapshot Replication.
replication for capturing the write sets of the update transactions is negligible. On average, it reduces the throughput by only 5% to 6%. The reason for the reduction is
that even on this one node ‘cluster’, RSR does execute the
triggers to capture the write sets and does send them at
commit to the replication daemon. However, the results
clearly show that our C-based trigger implementation imposes only a very small overhead.
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Figure 4: Overhead of RSR on single node.
5.3

Scalability Evaluation

Next, we are interested in the overall scalability of our approach with increasing cluster size. As in the previous
experiment, we are varying the multiprogramming level
from 1 to 50, with all clients executing their transactions
without any think time in between. This gives the maximum load on the system. We measured the throughput
and the mean response times with varying cluster sizes up
to eight nodes.
Figure 3(a) shows the sustained throughputs per multiprogramming level with different cluster sizes. All curves
start from the same basic throughput for MPL 1 (just
one client, single threaded) and they show an increasing
throughput while the system is more and more loaded with
increasing multi-programming level, until they reach a
(stable) plateau when the system saturates. Note that with
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increasing cluster sizes, the system needs a higher MPL
to saturate (the gradients of curves for larger clusters are
lower) and it can reach increasingly higher throughputs.
The plateaus of each curve means that update anywhere
snapshot replication can sustain its maximum throughput
even after the system has saturated.
In Figure 3(b), we visualised the scale-up of our RSR
system for MPL 40. Snapshot replication shows almost
perfectly linear scalability up to the full cluster size of
eight nodes, only slightly lower than the ideal linear function with slope 1. An eight node cluster is about 6.6 times
faster than a single node.
Larger clusters give clients faster response times, both
for read-only transactions (Figure 3(c)) and also for update transactions (Figure 3(d)). In those figures, we plotted the mean response times for the browsing (read-only)
part of the TPC-W workload and for the ordering part
with the different cluster sizes. Larger clusters allow us to
spread the workload better among several nodes, so that
the response times for individual transactions go down
(less waiting times in the request queue). This is a benefit of the point-to-point character of snapshot replication:
No update transaction has to block the whole cluster in order to establish a global order or propagate to all replicas.
And because each node is running under snapshot isolation, read-only transaction do not block anyway. At the
same time, the abort rates were very low across all workloads, in the range of 0.01% and 0.02% only.
5.4

Comparison
Replication

with

Eager

Update-Anywhere

Next, we want to compare the scalability of our approach
with a state-of-the-art production replication approach. A
company called Cybertec released a synchronous, update
anywhere (’multi-master’) replication system for PostgreSQL 8.2, called Cybercluster, that provides 1-copy
serialisability (Cybercluster Project 2007). Cybercluster
is based on the older PGCluster replication system code
(PGCluster Project 2009) and is made available as open
source project. We downloaded and installed this system on our evaluation environment; then we repeated our
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(a) Throughput of Synchronous Replication.

(b) Comparison with Robust Snapshot Replication.

Figure 5: Robust Snapshot Replication versus Synchronous Replication.

5.5

Dynamic Scalability Performance

Much research on database replication focuses its evaluation almost exclusively on performance, scalability and
consistency while failing to evaluate activities such as
adding a new node to a database cluster or how to handle a failure case (Cecchet et al. 2008). The following
experiments attempt to validate specifically the ability of
our approach to extend the cluster by adding a node and to
handle the failure of the master node (Sec. 5.6).
Figure 6 shows the time taken for the joining operation to complete on a seven node cluster while adding an
eighth node against varied throughput. We ran the DBT-1
benchmark while performing this operation with a small
database of approximately 62 MB5 . We vary the throughput by modifying the number of clients and their think
time that are connected to the system. For example, to produce a throughput of 600 TPS we can emulate 300 clients
with a think time of 0.5 seconds per client. While doing
this we note that our actual observed throughput is close
to our desired throughput, indicating that the joining process has little observable effect on the throughput of the
cluster while a node is joining.
From Figure 6 we notice that the total time increases in
a super-linear fashion. In order to explain this, we break
the node joining operation down into its individual stages.
The first stage is to request a snapshot from a recovery
peer. We see the time taken for this stage increases as the
load on the system increases and this is expected. As the
load on the system increases there is more contention for
5
We use a small database because our buffer space for propagated write sets is,
at present, limited to main memory in our implementation.
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scalability experiments with the same settings as in Section 5.3 using the Cybercluster system.
Synchronous (eager) replication propagates updates
within the same transaction context among all cluster
nodes, and for this, it requires a distributed, two-phase
commit protocol at the end. This results in a far worse
scalability behaviour than with snapshot replication: As
we can see when we compare the different curves in Figure 5(b), the peak throughput with synchronous replication actually decreases on larger clusters. The reason is the
increasing synchronisation effort for propagating updates.
Our RSR system scales much better than Cybercluster
with increasing workload and cluster size. In Figure 5(b),
we plotted the throughput for different multiprogramming
levels (MPL 5, 10 and 20) on varying cluster sizes from 1
to 8 nodes with both approaches. The lower three curves
(in blue colors) are with the synchronous replication system, showing the slight decrease of throughput over increasing cluster size. In contrast, the upper three (greenish) curves are with lazy RSR, which provides increasingly faster throughput with larger clusters. On an eight
node cluster and with MPL 20, RSR is an order of magnitude faster than synchronous replication (factor 10).
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Figure 6: Dynamic Scalability – Time Taken vs Load
access to disk and other resources of the DB system on the
recovery peer. This causes the ‘Get Snapshot’ stage to take
longer as load increases. After this stage is complete the
joining node applies the snapshot to an empty database,
marked as the ‘Apply Snapshot’ stage. This takes consistently the same amount of time independent of load on
the cluster because the joining node is not yet affected by
this load. However, after this stage the system must apply
buffered propagated write sets and the time for this stage
increases as both the recovery time prior to it and the number of transactions per second increases. This behavior occurs because all propagated write sets have to be buffered
for the total time of recovery, both of which increase as
throughput increase.
5.6

Master Recovery Performance

Finally, we are interested in the performance of the protocol while providing failover to a new master in the event
the master node fails.
The setup of this experiment differs to the normal configuration due to the requirements of introducing and dealing with a failure. For this experiment, we opted to provide the system with a throughput of 400 update transactions per second, roughly 20% of the saturation throughput for a seven node cluster. Since our workload is 20%
updates and this experiment is only interested in update
transactions (as they are what are rebuilt during recovery
and read-only transactions are in principal, not affected)
we chose this 20% figure to match the upload workload of
a saturated seven node cluster. The workload of the test
client consists of SQL INSERT queries that insert numbers in a monotonically increasing sequence. This produces a sufficiently large amount of work on the master
node as it has to insert data appropriately and maintain
the primary key B-Tree. It also allowed us to verify consistency at the end of the experiment by running a query
to analyse the inserted data, checking for gaps in the sequence.
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Figure 7: Master Failover Performance.
At some point during execution, we simulated a master node failure by deliberately killing the original master node. The recovery process then begins during which
time the test client collects information about the response
times of each transaction it submits. During this process
each replication daemon also reports its recovery times to
a log file: the time it takes from detecting the failure until the recovery process is complete. In all cases this never
took longer than 100ms while the average was 80ms.
Figure 7 is a visualisation of the failover process.
When a failure is introduced at around 28 seconds into
the experiment, we see a spike in response times as request queries must block until the cluster has completed
failover to a new master. The reason is twofold: firstly,
any in-flight update transactions which started before the
failure may have to be repeated increasing their response
time. The second cause is that there is a window of approximately 100 milliseconds where update transactions
will block waiting for recovery to complete. At 400 TPS
this 100ms window is roughly equal to 40 transactions. Finally, after recovery completes and replayed transactions
have completed there is a backlog of transactions that had
been accumulated in the recovery time which must also
now be completed. This creates a spike of load on the
system and pushes up response times as there is a higher
level of concurrency taking place due to the spike of requests. This backlog however, is eventually processed and
the system reverts to its normal characteristics a small period of time after recovery is complete.
These results show strong performance during recovery and a minimum affect on the response time of update
queries while recovery takes place. Such a fast recovery
time is important, as our robustness mechanism only protects from single-master node failures as discussed in Section 3.6. We checked for gaps in the inserted sequence after every experiment in order to verify consistency. Each
check confirmed that there were no gaps in the inserted
sequence, showing that no write sets were lost during the
recovery process.
6

6.1

Commercial Cluster Products

Cluster of PCs have become an attractive hardware platform for commercial database vendors, too. Today, every
database vendor enabled its product for clusters. While
Oracle Real Application Clusters 11g follows a variant
of shared-disk approach (Oracle 2012), most products
such as IBM DB2 UDB EEE or Microsoft SQL Server
2012 (IBM 1998, Microsoft 2012) favour a shared-nothing
architecture. There are also clustering solutions available for the popular open source databases. For example for PostgreSQL, there are the Slony-I Replication System (2011), the PGCluster Project (2009), and the Cybercluster system, which we use in our performance evaluation (Cybercluster Project 2007). However, these systems
do not address the problem of efficient replication management for large cluster sizes with correctness guarantees. For example, the available replication mechanisms
exploit either standard 2PC (e.g. Cybercluster) or full
asynchronous replication protocols without any up-to-date
guarantees (e.g. the ‘peer-to-peer transactional replication’ of SQL Server 2012).
The following table summarizes the relationship between our algorithm and the related work:
Algorithm
(Lin et al. 2005)
(Mishima & Nakamura 2009)
(Krikellas et al. 2010)
(Plattner et al. 2006)
(Cybercluster Project 2007)
(Wu & Kemme 2005)
(Akal et al. 2005)
RSR

Related Work

The popularity of SI in DBMS platforms such as Oracle
and PostgreSQL led many researchers to explore this level
of consistency as sufficient, in a replicated system. We
point to a range of papers that address this, and we try to
stress in each case how our design differs from theirs.
Patiño-Martı́nez et al. (2005) describes a solution using a middleware layer to coordinate the transactions, with
group communication infrastructure to keep message orders consistent everywhere. All updates at all replicas
are performed within a transaction. This solution parses
the SQL in the middleware, to determine table-granularity
read and write sets. An improvement by Lin et al. (2005)
is to allow record-level concurrency. Elnikety et al. (2005)
proposes also a solution with middleware; at transaction
end, the middleware does a certification step calculating
90

whether write sets intersect. An innovation here is the use
of generalized SI as correctness condition, that allows a
transaction T to see a state that does not include every
transaction that committed before T started.
Pacitti et al. (2005) give another design with middleware in front of each replica, and a group communication
system (albeit this paper requires only reliable and FIFO
multicast, rather than totally ordered multicast as in the
previous works). The main focus of this paper is to ensure
that conflicting transactions are not running concurrently;
it works with either SI or traditional serializable DBMS
engines.
Plattner et al. (2006) use middleware, but with pointto-point communication rather than group communication. They execute the updating transactions entirely on
a primary site, before propagating changes to the replicas,
which are used to spread the load of read-only queries.
Proposals using a middleware architecture continue to
appear. Pangea (Mishima & Nakamura 2009) uses eager
propagation, in order to mimic exactly the choices of an
unreplicated SI system when it must abort one of a pair of
conflicting concurrent transactions. Krikellas et al. (2010)
focus on modifying the design of Elnikety et al. (2005)
to give either Strong Session SI or even 1-copy SI, rather
than GSI; they do so by delaying the start of a transaction
until the replica where it runs is sufficiently up-to-date.
Wu & Kemme (2005) a solution implemented in the
Postgres kernel (that is, without middleware) but it uses
group communication infrastructure for ordering messages, within the boundary of each transaction.

7

Where?
Middleware
Middleware
Middleware
Middleware
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel

When?
Eager
Eager
Lazy
Lazy
Eager
Eager
Lazy
Lazy

Comms
Group
Point
Point
Master
2PC
Group
Master
Point

Summary and Conclusions

This paper presented Robust Snapshot Replication (RSR).
This is a novel replication algorithm, which provides
the consistency property of 1-copy Generalized Snapshot
Isolation, in a system design which avoids the costs of
either middleware, or group communication infrastructure. The computational workload of a user transaction
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can be performed on any of the replicas, thus allowing work to be distributed fairly evenly; also each usertransaction involves the execution of one or more local
DBMS-transactions which do not need two-phase commit.
We implemented the RSR algorithm in a cluster, combining separate PostgreSQL DBMS. We measured its performance, showing almost perfect speedup on 8 replicas; in contrast, a production replication algorithm based
on eager replication slowed down with increasing cluster
size. We also showed that RSR graciously handles the addition of a new node and that it is robust against node failures, e.g. for our workload performing a master failover
within just 100 ms.
In future work, we want to extend our algorithm to provide Strong Session SI. We also wish to run experiments
against some of the other system designs, which will require porting some to the current version of PostgreSQL.
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Abstract
Online social network has developed signiﬁcantly in
recent years. Most of current research has utilized the
property of online social network to spread information and ideas. Motivated by applications in social
networks (such as alcohol intervention strategies), a
variation of the dominating set called a positive inﬂuence dominating set (PIDS) has been studied in the
literature. However, the existing work all focused on
greedy algorithms for the PIDS problem with diﬀerent approximation ratios, which are limited to ﬁnd approximate solutions to PIDS in large networks. In order to select a minimal PIDS (MPIDS) in large social
networks, we ﬁrst present a self-stabilizing algorithm
for the MPIDS problem in this paper, which can ﬁnd
a MPIDS in an arbitrary network graph without any
isolated node. It is assumed that the nodes in the
proposed algorithm have globally unique identiﬁers,
and the algorithm works under a central daemon. We
further prove that the worst case convergence time of
the algorithm from any arbitrary initial state is O(n2 )
steps where n is the number of nodes in the network.
Keywords: Self-stabilizing algorithm, Minimal positive inﬂuence dominating set, Graph algorithm
1
1.1

Introduction
Minimal Positive Influence Dominating
Set Problem

Recently, social networks have received dramatic interest in research and development, partly due to
more and more social networks are built online and
the fast development of Web 2.0 applications, such
as the e-learning research (Wang et al. 2009, Sun &
Wang 2011) and privacy protection (Wang et al. 2005,
Sun et al 2011, Sun et al. 2012). On the other hand,
many diﬀerent kinds of social networks in our lives
such as friendship networks, telephone call networks,
and academia co-authorship networks can be modeled
by graph structures using vertices and edges. Some
classical graph problems such as domination problems
in social networks have various new applications.
The concept of the positive inﬂuence dominating
set (PIDS) was introduced in 2009 by Wang et al.
(2009). PIDS can deal with some social problems,
c
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such as drinking, smoking and drug related issues. In
a social network which consists of individuals with a
certain type of social problem, people can have both
positive and negative impact on each other, and a person can take and switch among diﬀerent roles since
they are aﬀected by their peers (Jaccard et al. 2005,
Larimer & Cronce 2007, Standridge et al. 2004). For
example, within the context of the drinking problem,
a person named Mark never drinks and has positive
impact on his direct friends (Barry, etc.), but Mark
might turn into a binge drinker and have negative impact on his neighbors if Barry and other friends are
binge drinkers and vice versa. So, a person can be
an abstainer or a binge drinker. In order to truly
alleviate the main source of the drinking problem, intervention programs are important tools to help combat some of the social problems through disseminated
education and therapy via mail, Internet, or face-toface interviews. Ideally, we want to educate all binge
drinkers, since this will reduce the possibility of converted binge drinker being inﬂuenced by his binge
drinking friends who are not chosen in the intervention program. On the other hand, due to the budget
limitations, the lower total cost of the education and
therapy program, the better. So, it is impossible to
include all the binge drinkers in the intervention program. Therefore, it becomes an important research
problem as to how to choose a subset of individuals
to be part of the program so that the eﬀect of the
intervention program can spread through the whole
group under consideration.
Formally, a social network can be represented as a
graph G = (V, E), where i ∈ V represents a person
(node) in the social network and edge eij ∈ E represents a relationship between persons i and j. Recall
that D ⊆ V is a positive influence dominating set
(PIDS) (Wang et al. 2009, 2011) such that any node
i in V is dominated by at least ⌈ d(i)
2 ⌉ nodes (that is,
d(i)
i has at least ⌈ 2 ⌉ neighbors) in D where d(i) is the
degree of node i. Note that there are two requirements for PIDS: ﬁrstly, every node not in D has at
least half of its neighbors in D, secondly every node
in D also has at least half of its neighbors in D. A
PIDS D is minimal (MPIDS) if no proper subset of
D is a PIDS.
For the drinking example remarked earlier, a minimal positive inﬂuence dominating set (MPIDS) is a
plausible solution since MPIDS can guarantee that
by selecting MPIDS nodes to participate in the intervention program, each individual in the social network has more positive neighbors than negative ones
to ensure that the intervention can result in a globally
positive impact on the entire social network.
In the domination problems, ﬁnding a PIDS of
minimum size is APX-hard (Wang et al. 2011). APX-
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hardness of PIDS means that if N P ̸= P , then
PIDS has no PTAS (polynomial-time approximation
scheme). Some greedy approximation algorithms
have been proposed (Wang et al. 2009, 2011), which
are all limited to ﬁnd approximate solutions to positive inﬂuence dominating sets (PIDS) in large social networks. If we can obtain a smaller size solution to the PIDS, it might save the total cost of an
intervention and education program while satisfying
positively dominating the whole group. Moreover, it
might oﬀer considerable beneﬁt to both the economy
and society. In this paper, we present a self-stabilizing
algorithm for ﬁnding a minimal PIDS (MPIDS) in
general networks.
1.2

Dijkstra’s Central Daemon Model

Self-stabilization is an optimistic fault tolerance approach for distributed systems. It was introduced
by Dijkstra (Dijkstra 1974, Dijkstra & van Gasteren
1986). According to his work, a self-stabilizing system is guaranteed to reach a correct state, in a ﬁnite
time, regardless of its initial state (Dolev 2000). Thus,
a self-stabilizing system can recover from any transient fault without any external intervention. Selfstabilization is also a non-masking approach, since
after the occurrence of a transient fault, the system
exhibits temporarily disrupted behavior for a certain
period of time.
A fundamental idea of self-stabilizing algorithms is
that the distributed system may be started from an
arbitrary global state. After ﬁnite time the system
reaches a correct global state, called a legitimate or
stable state. An algorithm is self-stabilizing if the following two properties hold: convergence and closure.
That is, when the system executes the algorithm,
(i) for any initial illegitimate state it reaches a legitimate state after a ﬁnite number of node moves
(convergence), and
(ii) for any legitimate state and for any move allowed
by that state, the next state is a legitimate state
(closure).
The convergence property ensures that, starting from any incorrect state, the distributed system
reaches a correct state. The closure property ensures
that, after convergence, the system remains in the set
of correct states.
Recently, some self-stabilizing algorithms for dominating sets, independent sets, colorings, and matchings in graphs have been developed (Hedetniemi et al.
2003, Goddard et al. 2008, Hedetniemi et al. 2003,
Manne et al. 2007). In a self-stabilizing algorithm,
each node maintains its local variables, and can make
decisions based on the knowledge of its neighbors’
states. A node changes its local state by making a
move (a change of local state). The algorithm is a
set of rules of the form “if P (i) then M ”, where P (i)
is a predicate and M is a move. A node i becomes
privileged if P (i) is true. When a node becomes privileged, it may execute the corresponding move. A central daemon selects, among all privileged nodes, the
next node to move. If two or more nodes are privileged, one cannot predict which node will move next.
In this paper, We assume the model in which no two
nodes move simultaneously. Another popular scheduler is the distributed daemon, which selects a subset
of the system processes to execute an atomic step at
the same time. Thus if a system is self-stabilizing
under the distributed daemon model, then it is selfstabilizing under the central daemon model. The con-
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verse, however, is not true. Multiple protocols exist (Nesterenko & Arora 1999, Beauquier et al. 2002,
Goddard et al. 2003) that provide such a scheduler.
The topology of a distributed system can be represented as an undirected graph G = (V, E) (called
the system’s communication graph), where the nodes
represent the processes and the edges represent the
interconnections between the processes. As remarked
earlier, throughout this paper, we denote by n the
number of nodes ( |V | = n), and by m the number of edges (|E| = m) in the graph G. Let i ∈ V
be a node; then N (i), its open neighborhood, denotes
the set of nodes to which i is adjacent. Every node
j ∈ N (i) is called a neighbor of node i. We denote by
d(i) the number of neighbors of node i, or its degree
(d(i) = |N (i)|). Throughout this paper we assume G
is connected and n > 1.
1.3

Main Results and the Organization of the
Rest of the Paper

In this paper, we are interested in a minimal positive
inﬂuence dominating set (MPIDS) raised from some
social problems. We believe the following to be our
contributions in this paper.
1. We present a self-stabilizing algorithm for ﬁnding a minimal positive inﬂuence dominating set
(MPIDS) in an arbitrary connected network
graph under a central daemon.
2. We further prove that the worst case convergence
time of the algorithm from any arbitrary initial
state is O(n2 ) steps where n is the number of
nodes in the network.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work
using a self-stabilizing algorithm to ﬁnd a MPIDS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents related work. Section 3 presents a selfstabilization algorithm and an illustration for ﬁnding
a MPIDS. Section 4 analyzes the complexity of the
algorithm. Section 5 discusses the algorithm comparison. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the
future work.
2

Related Work

Graph algorithms have natural applications in networks and distributed systems, since a distributed
system can be modeled with an undirected graph.
Dominating Set and related problems are considered
to be of central importance in combinatorial optimization and have been the object of much research.
Due to the publication of Dijkstra’s pioneering paper, some self-stabilizing algorithms for graph problems have been proposed in the literature, such as the
self-stabilizing algorithms for dominating sets (Gairing & Johnson 2003), independent sets and matchings
in graphs (Goddard et al. 2008, Hedetniemi et al.
2003). Due to the NP-complete of domination problems (Garey et al. 1979), researchers have developed
some self-stabilizing algorithms for ﬁnding minimal
dominating sets.
Since any maximal independent set in a graph
is a minimal dominating set in that graph, a selfstabilizing algorithm for the maximal independent set
problem can be viewed as a self-stabilizing algorithm
for the minimal dominating set problem. Hedetniemi
et al. (2003) presented two uniform algorithms (a
distributed algorithm is said to be uniform if all of
the individual processes run the same code) for the
dominating set (DS) and the minimal dominating set
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(MDS) problems. The algorithms all work for any
connected graph and assume a central daemon. Goddard et al. (2008) proposed another uniform algorithm for ﬁnding a minimal dominating set (MDS) in
an arbitrary graph under a distributed daemon.
On the other hand, some self-stabilized algorithms
have been proposed in the multiple domination case.
In a graph G(V, E), a set of nodes D ⊆ V is called
a k-dominating set if each node not in D is adjacent
to at least k nodes in D. When the positive integer
k = 1, it is a question of single domination.
Kamei and Kakugawa (2003) presented two selfstabilizing algorithms for the minimal k -dominating
set (MKDS) problem in a tree. The ﬁrst uniform algorithm works under a central daemon and the second
algorithm works under a distributed daemon. Huang
et al. (2007, 2008) presented two self-stabilizing algorithms to ﬁnd a minimal 2-dominating set (M2DS)
under a distributed daemon (Huang et al. 2007) and
a central daemon (Huang et al. 2008) respectively in
an arbitrary graph.
However, there is no algorithm for the MKDS
problem in arbitrary graphs that works under a distributed daemon. The proposed algorithms for the
minimal k-dominating set (MKDS) either work for
trees (Kamei & Kakugawa 2004) or ﬁnd a minimal
2-dominating set (Huang et al. 2007, 2008). For a
more detailed discussion of self-stabilizing algorithms
for dominating sets, see a survey (Guellati & Kheddouci 2010).
Positive inﬂuence dominating set (PIDS) which
has application in social networks can be considered
as a special case of multiple domination, introduced
by Wang et al. (2009). Wang et al. (2009) proposed a
greedy approximation PIDS selection algorithm and
analyzed its eﬀect on a real online social network
data set through simulations. Wang et al. (2011)
also proved the PIDS problem is APX-hard and developed another greedy approximation algorithm and
analyzed its approximation ratio.
All of these proposed algorithms can only ﬁnd approximate solutions to PIDS in large social networks.
On the other hand, none of these algorithms for the
PIDS problem are self-stabilizing. In order to obtain
a minimal PIDS (MPIDS), in this paper, we ﬁrst propose a new self-stabilization algorithm for computing
a MPIDS in a general network and analyze the time
complexity of the proposed algorithm.
3
3.1

Self-Stabilizing Positive Influence Domination Algorithm
Formal Definition of the Problem

Let G = (V, E) be a simple connected undirected
graph. Assume now that for each node i ∈ V , the
set N (i) represents its open neighborhood, denotes
the set of nodes to which i is adjacent. d(i) represents the number of neighbors of node i, or its degree
(d(i) = |N (i)|). Our algorithm requires that every
node has a unique ID. Sometimes i interchangeably
denotes a node or the node’s ID. Assume there is
a total ordering on the IDs. Assume further that
each node has a target integer h(i) ≤ N (i), where
h(i) = ⌈ d(i)
2 ⌉ indicates that any node i ∈ V is dominated by at least ⌈ d(i)
2 ⌉ nodes in N (i). Given these
assumptions we seek a MPIDS D ⊆ V in which, for
all i ∈ V ,
|N (i) ∩ D| ≥ h(i)

(1)

Note that in the case of total domination (a set
D ⊆ V is said to be total dominating if every i ∈ V
is adjacent to at least a member of D), the h(i) in
inequality (1) is precisely uniformly one.
In our algorithm, each node i has two variables: a
set of pointers P (i) and a boolean ﬂag x(i). If P (i) =
{j}, then we say that i points to j, written i → j. We
allow P (i) to contain i and its cardinality is bounded
by h(i). Each node also has a boolean ﬂag x(i). At
any given time, we will denote with D the current set
of nodes i with x(i) = true.
At a given time, assume |N (i) ∩ D| = k ≤ h(i).
Then since h(i) ≤ |N (i)|, there at least h(i) − k members in N (i) − D.
Definition 1 Let Mi denote the unique set of those
h(i) − k nodes in N (i) − D having the smallest IDs.
Note this set depends on N (i) and D.
Definition 2 A set of pointers Q(i) is designed as
follows:
{
Q(i) =

(D ∩ N (i)) ∪ Mi if |N (i) ∩ D| = k ≤ h(i)
∅
if |N (i) ∩ D| > h(i).
(2)

Note that the value Q(i) can be computed by i (i.e.,
it uses only local information).
Definition 3 The boolean condition y(i) is defined to
be true if and only if a neighbor of i points to it.
3.2

Proposed Algorithm

The Algorithm 1 consists of one rule (R1) is shown
below. In Algorithm 1 each node i has a boolean
variable x(i) indicating membership in the set D that
we are trying to construct. The value x(i) = true
indicates that i ∈ D, while the value x(i) = f alse
indicates that i ∈
/ D. The boolean condition y(i) is
deﬁned to be true if and only if a neighbor of i points
to it. P (i) is a set of pointers. Q(i) is counted by
equation (2). Thus, a node i is privileged if x(i) ̸= y(i)
or P (i) ̸= Q(i). If R1 executes, then it sets x(i) =
y(i) and P (i) = Q(i). An example to illustrate the
execution of Algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 1.
Input: A graph G = (V, E), ∀i ∈ V , a boolean
ﬂag x(i) and a set of pointers P (i)
Output: D = {i ∈ V |x(i) = true}
R1: if x(i) ̸= y(i) ∨ P (i) ̸= Q(i)
then x(i) = y(i) ∧ P (i) = Q(i)
Algorithm 1: Finding Minimal Positive Inﬂuence Dominating Set
It is obvious that the system is in a legitimate
conﬁguration if and only if no node in the system is
privileged. The following lemma clariﬁes that in any
legitimate conﬁguration, a minimal positive inﬂuence
dominating set (MPIDS) D = {i ∈ V |x(i) = true}
can be identiﬁed.
Lemma 1 If Algorithm 1 stabilizes then D = {i ∈
V |x(i) = true} is a minimal positive influence dominating set (MPIDS) satisfying inequality (1).
Proof: Suppose that D satisﬁes inequality (1). By
contradiction suppose that for some i, |N (i) ∩ D| <
h(i). Then Mi ̸= ∅, and since the system is stable
there is a node j of i′ s neighbor such that j ∈ Q(i) =
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P (i) and j ∈
/ D, then y(j) is true but x(j) is false,
a contradiction, so D is a PIDS. We now claim D is
minimal as well. Suppose there exists a subset D′ ⊂
D is a PIDS. For some node j ∈ D − D′ , there is a
node i ∈ N (j) that points to it. That means P (i) =
{..., j} ̸= ∅. Since no node in the system is privileged,
we have P (i) = Q(i), and we must have |N (i) ∩ D| =
h(i) according to the equation (2). Thus, the removal
of j from D will leave |N (i) ∩ D| < h(i) and D is not
a PIDS. So the PIDS D is minimal.
3.3

An Illustration

The example in Fig. 1 illustrates the execution of
Algorithm 1. Note that in each conﬁguration, the
shaded nodes represent nodes in D (x-value is true).
The privileged node selected by the central daemon
according to Algorithm 1 to make a move or reset the
value of P (i).
In the ﬁrst subgraph of Fig. 1, we set x(1) =
x(3) = true, other nodes’ x-values are false, that
means D = {1, 3}. P (1) = P (2) = P (4) = P (5) =
{1}, P (3) = P (6) = {3}, just as the arrows point
in the ﬁrst subgraph. According to the deﬁnition
of Algorithm 1, after a serials of moves, the system
reaches a legitimate state. As the last subgraph of
Fig. 1 shows, which is a legitimate conﬁguration, we
can see a minimal positive inﬂuence dominating set
D = {1, 2, 3, 4} can be identiﬁed (the shaded nodes).
4

The Stabilization Time of Algorithm 1

In this section, we show the convergence of Algorithm
1. We say that node i invites node j (with j = i
allowed) if at some time |N (i) ∩ D| < h(i), j ∈ Mi ,
j executes a move. For a node to join D, it must be
pointed to from an initial state or be invited.
Definition 4 A move is an in-move if it causes x(i)
to become true, thereby causing a node i to enter D.
Lemma 2 Let i be a node and suppose that between
two moves t and t′ , there is no in-move by any node
k > i. Then during this move interval node i can
make at most two in-moves.
Proof: If i is never invited during this interval, then
once i leaves D, it cannot re-join. The ﬁrst in-move
made by i may have been because a neighbor node
happened to initially point to i. The second in-move
made by i must be by invitation. So suppose i is invited by node j, allowing i to make an in-move. Once
i enters D it must remain there if j continues pointing
to it. And this is ensured, provided |N (j) ∩ D| ≤ h(j)
throughout. Suppose during the move interval from t
to t’, |N (j) ∩ D| = k. Nodes having IDs larger than i
do not move during this period, but the smaller nodes
can. during the move interval from t to t’, i is among
the h(j) − k smallest nodes in N (j) − D. Even if
all nodes smaller than i were to enter D, we would
still have |N (j) ∩ D| ≤ h(j). It follows that j will
remain pointing to i throughout, and i will remain
in D. Hence, x(i) can make at most two in-moves
during this move interval.
We now show our algorithm stabilizes. Observe
that if D remains the same, then every node can execute at most once (to correct its pointer). So it sufﬁces to show that D changes at most a ﬁnite number
of times.
Theorem 1 Algorithm 1 always stabilizes, and
finds a minimal positive influence dominating set
(MPIDS).
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Proof: In light of Lemma 1 we see that if Algorithm 1 is stabilizing it always ﬁnds a minimal positive inﬂuence dominating set (MPIDS). We need only
prove stabilization. It suﬃces to show that every node
makes only a ﬁnite number of in-moves. By Lemma
2, node n, which has largest ID, makes at most two
in-moves. During each of the move intervals from t
to t′ , the pointer set P (i) makes a ﬁnite number of
moves since it only use the information of its neighbors. when node n is not making an in-move, using
Lemma 2 again, node n − 1 makes at most a ﬁnite
number of moves. It is easy to show this argument
can be repeated, showing that each node can make
only ﬁnitely many in-moves during the intervals in
which larger nodes are inactive.
We provide a correctness proof and a computation
of the worst case stabilization time for Algorithm 1.
Theorem 2 Algorithm 1 produces a minimal positive
influence dominating set (MPIDS) and stabilizes in
O(n2 ) steps.
Proof: From Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we see that
Algorithm 1 produces a MPIDS. We need only prove
Algorithm 1 stabilizes in O(n2 ) steps. By Lemma
2, each node will change its x-value at most twice.
Therefore, there can be at most 2n changes of x-value
on all nodes in all the time. If there is no change in
x-value of any node in a time-step, then the time-step
involves only changes in P (i)-values. The change in
a P (i)-value is determined only by Q(i)-values. Since
we are working with the central daemon, there cannot
be two consecutive time-steps without a change in xvalue or P (i)-value. Therefore, there can be at most
⌈∆
2 ⌉n changes of P (i)-value on all nodes in all the
time (where ∆ is the maximum degree of G). So, the
upper bound of the execution time is (⌈ ∆
2 ⌉+2)n timesteps. Considering the graph G is a simple undirected
graph, therefore, the stabilization time of Algorithm
1 is O(n2 ) steps.
5

Algorithm Comparison

In this section we respectively present and discuss the
existing self-stabilizing algorithms and greedy algorithms for dominating sets. We also compare our algorithm with them.
Hedetniemi et al. (2003) presented two uniform
algorithms for the dominating set (DS) and the minimal dominating set (MDS) problems. The algorithms
work for any connected graph. The main idea of the
ﬁrst algorithm is to partition the set of nodes into
two disjoint sets, such that each set is dominating.
The algorithm for the dominating set (DS) problem
stabilizes in linear time (O(n) steps) under a central
daemon. The second algorithm calculates a MDS.
The main idea of this algorithm is that it allows a
node to join the set S, if it has no neighbor in S. On
the other hand, a node that is already a member of
S, and has a neighbor that is also a member of S,
will leave the set if all its neighbors are not pointing to it. Thus, after stabilization the set S will be
a MDS. The algorithm for the minimal dominating
set (MDS) problem stabilizes in O(n2 ) steps under a
central daemon.
Recently, Goddard et al. (2008) proposed another
uniform self-stabilizing algorithm for ﬁnding a minimal dominating set (MDS) in an arbitrary graph under a distributed daemon. The main idea of their
algorithm is that it uses a boolean variable to determine whether a node is a member of the MDS or not,
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Figure 1: An Example to illustrate the execution of Algorithm 1.
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Table 1: Algorithms for dominating set
Reference
Hedetniemi et al. (2003)-1
Hedetniemi et al. (2003)-2
Goddard et al. (2008)
Kamei & Kakugawa (2003)-1
Kamei & Kakugawa (2003)-2
Huang et al. (2007)
Huang et al. (2008)
Wang et al. (2009)
Wang et al. (2011)
This paper

Output
DS
MDS
MDS
MKDS
MKDS
M2DS
M2DS
PIDS
PIDS
MPIDS

Required topology
Arbitrary
Arbitrary
Arbitrary
Tree
Tree
Arbitrary
Arbitrary
Arbitrary
Arbitrary
Arbitrary

and an integer to count a node’s neighbors that are
members of the MDS. The algorithm allows an undominated node that has smaller identiﬁer than any
undominated neighbor to join the set under construction. On the other hand, a node leaves this latter set
if it is not the unique dominator of itself nor any of
its neighbors. The algorithm stabilizes in O(n) steps.
On the other hand, some self-stabilizing algorithms have been proposed in the k-domination case.
Kamei and Kakugawa (2003) presented two uniform
algorithms for the minimal k-dominating set (MKDS)
problem in a tree. The ﬁrst algorithm allows a node
to join the set under construction S if it has fewer
than k neighbors in S, and to leave the set S if it
has more than k neighbors in S. The ﬁrst algorithm
works for a central daemon. Based on this idea, in the
second algorithm, a node having more than k neighbors in the set under construction S will ﬁrst make a
request to leave S, and then leaves the set S only if
its identiﬁer is the smallest among all the neighbors
requesting to leave S. So, after stabilization the set
S will become a minimal k-dominating set (MKDS).
The second algorithm works under a distribute daemon. The time complexity of the two algorithms are
both O(n2 ) steps.
Huang et al. (2007) presented a self-stabilizing algorithm to ﬁnd a minimal 2-dominating set (M2DS)
in an arbitrary graph. The algorithm assumes globally unique identiﬁers for the nodes and works under
a distributed daemon. The algorithm allows a node
to join the set under construction if it is dominated by
fewer than two nodes and none of its neighbors having smaller identiﬁer is in the same situation. Also,
a node may leave the set under construction if it is
dominated by more than two nodes, and all of its
neighbors are either in the set under construction or
dominated by more than two nodes.
Huang et al.
(2008) presented another selfstabilizing algorithm for ﬁnding a minimal 2dominating set (M2DS) in an arbitrary graph. The
algorithm allows a node to join the set under construction S if it has fewer than 2 neighbors in S, and
to leave the set S if it has more than 2 neighbors in
S. The algorithm works under a central daemon, with
liner time complexity.
Wang et al. (2009) introduced the notion of positive inﬂuence dominating set (PIDS) and proposed
a greedy approximation PIDS selection algorithm in
2009. They revealed that approximately 60% of the
whole group under consideration needs to be chosen
into the PIDS to achieve the goal that every individual in the community has more positive neighbors
than negative neighbors. They also presented another
greedy approximation algorithm and gave theoretical
analysis about its approximation ratio (AR) in 2011
(Wang et al. 2011). The authors proved that PIDS
is APX-hard and proposed a greedy PIDS selection
algorithm with an approximation ratio of H(δ) where
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Self-stabilizing
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Greedy
Greedy
Yes

Daemon
Central
Central
Distributed
Central
Distributed
Distributed
Central
Central

Complexity
O(n) steps
O(n2 ) steps
O(n) steps
O(n2 ) steps
O(n2 ) steps
O(n) steps
H(δ) AR
O(n2 ) steps

H is the harmonic function and δ is the maximum
vertex degree of the graph representing a social network.
In order to select a small size of positive inﬂuence dominating set (PIDS) in large social networks,
we present a uniform algorithm for ﬁnding a minimal PIDS that works in arbitrary graphs. We assume
globally unique identiﬁers for the nodes and a central
daemon. The algorithm uses a mechanism of pointers to show that a node i will point to its neighbors
having the smallest identiﬁers if i has less than h(i)
neighbors in the set under construction D. On the
other hand, if a node i has more than h(i) neighbors
in the set D then P (i) will point to emptyset; otherwise P (i) will point to its unique neighbors that
are members of the set D. The algorithm allows a
node to join the set D if some neighbor is pointing to
it, and to leave the set D otherwise. So after stabilization, the set D will become a MPIDS. The time
complexity of our algorithm in any arbitrary graphs
is O(n2 ) steps. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst work using a self-stabilizing algorithm to ﬁnd
a MPIDS, which can ﬁnd an exact solution for PIDS
(minimal).
The algorithms we compared in this section are
summarized in Table 1. As we can see, the basic
ideas of the ﬁrst six algorithms are self-stabilizing,
and the algorithms for the PIDS problem are greedy.
Our algorithm is the ﬁrst work using a self-stabilizing
approach to discuss the MPIDS problem.
6

Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, we have proposed a self-stabilizing distributed algorithm to ﬁnd a minimal positive inﬂuence dominating set (MPIDS) which arises from some
social problems in social networks; Algorithm 1 can
be used for an arbitrary connected graph. All previously known algorithms are approximate greedy algorithms. We have also shown the stabilization time
of Algorithm 1 with O(n2 ) steps under a central daemon. We brieﬂy discuss how the ideas can be further
generalized.
One may obtain self-stabilizing algorithms for
other domination problems. For weighted domination, each node i has an allowable range of values
{(0, 1, ..., b(i)} (in the previous section b(i) was uniformly 1) and is assigned a weight
w(i). Each node
∑
has a target t(i) for the sum j∈N (i) w(j). We want
a minimal assignment of values that satisfy the constraints. A primitive way to achieve this is to provide
each node with b(i) ﬂags each with separate ID. It
is more eﬃcient though to provide each node with
a counter X(i) limited to the range and an array of
weights P (i) that counts how many times the node
points to each neighbor.
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We can also extend these ideas even further to
other graph dominations such as weak, strong and
optional domination (Haynes et al. 1998). It can also
be altered to allow a node to have weights in a range
{−b′ (i), ..., b(i)} and so handle minus domination.
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Abstract
Data mining aims to extract from huge amount of
data stochastic theories, called knowledge models,
to explain or predict complex phenomenon. In this
paper we propose new distributed data mining algorithms to recognize network attacks against a set
of devices from statistic data generated locally by
each device according to the standard Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) available in each
modern operating systems. The idea is to place an autonomous mining resource in each network node that
cooperates with its neighbors in a peer-to-peer fashion
in order to reciprocally improve their detection capabilities. Differently from existing security solutions,
which are based on centralized databases of attack
signatures and transmissions of huge amount of raw
traffic data, in this solution the network nodes exchange local knowledge models of few hundred bytes.
The approach efficacy has been validated performing
experiments with several types of attacks, with different network topologies and distributions of attacks
so as to also test the node capability of detecting unknown attacks.
Keywords: Data Mining, Distributed Algorithms,
AdaBoost, Network Attacks, Detection, Peer-to-Peer
1

Introduction

Data mining aims to automatically discover new
knowledge from huge amount of data useful to explain or predict unknown phenomenon. Most of the
current techniques have been developed for centralized systems where all the available data is collected
in a single site. However, the growing need to apply
these techniques to large data sets distributed over
the network, has led to the deployment of distributed
data mining algorithms (Klusch et al. 2003, da Silva
et al. 2006, Lodi et al. 2009, 2010).
In this work we examine distributed data mining
algorithms, in particular we focus on the development
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and evaluation of new classification algorithms for
decentralized environments such as peer-to-peer systems (Monti & Moro 2008, 2009, Monti et al. 2010,
Moro & Monti 2012). Recently several distributed
data mining algorithms have been introduced, however the best approaches are inadequate to work in
decentralized systems where nodes are in general autonomous and may arbitrarily leave and join the system, for instance because belong to different organizations or people.
We introduce two novel distributed classification
algorithms taking inspiration from a well-known centralized algorithm called AdaBoost by Freund &
Schapire (1995). AdaBoost has been used for distributed analysis and in parallel processing so far.
The previous approaches deal with performance improvements aspects and data aggregation. In this
work, the new AdaBoost algorithms are used to generate and share knowledge models across network of
autonomous resources.
We then show how these algorithms have been applied to network security in which an attacker attacks a single or a group of host. In particular, we
have investigated a collaborative behavior between
network entities in which each one does not share
huge amount of raw data, as it happens in decentralized systems, but rather sharing only knowledge models. The shared knowledge models, which consist only
of few hundred bytes, are locally generated from local data according to the Simple Network Monitoring
Protocol (SNMP), available in every operating systems. In our previous work, Cerroni et al. (2009), we
achieved optimal results generating knowledge models
according to an unsupervised solution, in which, differently from this new contribution, we shared SNMP
data among peers.
The cooperation among peers benefits are mainly
in the exchange of knowledge models. In the first
place, this produces a strong decrease of the traffic
amount in the network, for example with respect to
the exchange of raw records. The latter would probably achieve the same result or better, but the records
of which each peer derives its knowledge models with
the mining algorithm can be huge and very dynamic
- constantly changing. When the network have been
distributed knowledge models generated by centralized data, these may no longer be valid because the
environmental situation changes rapidly. This is true
as far as the network is extensive and real. Exchanging the models the system exchange the same knowledge, because the mining algorithm is the same for
each node, but in a higher level and more convenient.
This is an advantage for the scalability of the system: if the network is very large, leading all records
at each node or in a central node to be analyzed is not
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convenient, also in terms of consistency, in modern
dynamic scenarios. The knowledge models are useful to nodes that receive them because they represent
guidelines to judge – in this example, classify – their
raw data – in particular in this example data generated by the SNMP – according mining models derived
from other data, that carriers new information. We
want to reach the results obtained grouping into a
single node all raw data for a centralized analysis and
handing out the global knowledge models. This in
many practical situations it is not possible for obvious reasons: dynamic environments, huge amount of
raw data that changes quickly and continuously, very
large networks, etc.
The paper is organized as follows: the related work
2 section describes the state-of-the-art in supervised
mining algorithms; Section 3 introduces our two algorithms comparing them to the centralized version
of AdaBoost algorithm and explaining the main difference between the two realized versions; Section 4
describes results and shows graphs about the attack
network test case. Finally section 5 discusses conclusions and perspective works.
2

Related Work

Extracting information from very large distributed
data-bases is a big challenge for data mining. Many
databases are too big to be collected at a single site,
and centralized training could be very slow in these
specific cases. Today some databases are inherently
distributed and cannot be unified for a long list of
reasons.
For example, in a real-time environment, large
amounts of data could be collected so often and in
different patterns, which in the time required to make
them consistent in a single structure would have lost
their validity. As well, in distributed environments,
it may happen that the effectiveness of certain information is limited to a single environment, so if you
collected them all in a single database, some data may
lose consistency.
Therefore it is very difficult to be able to design a single classification algorithm under these constraints. For example, the classification model construction to detect credit card frauds needs a huge
strictly distributed data set. In addition, there are
some databases having a large amounts of new data,
available periodically or in real time. Re-training a
new model on an entire data set it is both inefficient
and expensive since each at time there is a significant
increase or a change of data.
Some researchers have proposed the use of classification techniques to solve this problem. In general,
standard algorithms have been developed, such as
adding incremental induction on training of decision
trees by Utgo (1994) and implementing an incremental ruled-based learner by Clearwater et al. (1989).
Another idea proposed is to parallelize learning
algorithms - such as the parallel rule induction by
Provost & Hennessy (1996), the construction of decision trees by Breiman & Spector (1994) and association rules by Agrawal et al. (1996), Han et al. (1997).
An alternative way is to combine multiple classifiers: this approach is also known as “the metalearning”.
Chan (1996) proposed to train classifiers on different training set partitions. Breiman Breiman (1999)
used a statistical method to combine classifiers with
voting, trained on a part of the original training set.
The combination advantage is so the system can use
many learning algorithms but every single algorithm
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is independent of the other one. Galtier et al. (2009)
present a parallelization of AdaBoost by Freund &
Schapire (1995) balancing workload on the “masterworker” strategy. Fan et al. (1999) studied two new
techniques using AdaBoost to combine classifiers. In
the first case, they only choose samples from the complete weighted training set to create classifiers are
expected to be “weaker” than one trained from the
complete training set. However, boosting can still
increase the overall accuracy of the voted ensemble
after many rounds. In the second case, they regard
the AdaBoost weight updating formula as a way of
assigning weights to classifiers in a weighted voting
ensemble. With this approach, they have an opportunity to reuse old classifiers on new data sets and
learn a new classifier to concentrate on portions of
the new data where the old classifiers perform poorly.
These techniques use distributed and online learning techniques, and have been developed on JAM
by Stolfo et al. (1997), a framework of data mining Agent-based systems. In general, the characteristics of software agents, such as autonomy, adaptability and decision-making, match very well to distributed system requirements, and also to distributed
data mining.
3

Distributed AdaBoostM1 Algorithms

This section introduces the new algorithms Distributed AdaBoostM1 in multi-model and singlemodel versions, after a background illustration of the
AdaBoostM1 algorithm by Freund & Schapire (1996).
3.1

AdaBoostM1

AdaBoostM1 is a widely used method, designed for
classification. It is a meta-algorithm which uses different classification models according to a learning
technique called boosting by Witten & Frank (2005).
Let assume that the learning algorithm is able to
handle instances with a weight, represented by a positive number (we will review this assumption later).
The weighted instances change the way it calculates
the classifier error: in this case, error is the sum of the
weights of misclassified instances, divided by the total
weight of all the instances, instead of the fraction of
misclassified instances. At each iteration, the learning algorithm focus on a particular set of instances,
which has the highest weight. These records are important because there is a greater incentive to classify
them properly. The C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan 1993,
1996, Kotsiantis 2007) is a learning method that can
handle weighted instances.
The algorithm starts assigning the same weight to
every instance of the training set, then calls the learning algorithm, which builds a classifier and assigns a
new weight to each instance, based on the outcome
of his analysis: the weight of instances correctly classified will be decreased and the weight of misclassified instances is increased. This produces a subset
of “easy” instances, with low weight, and a subset of
“hard” instances, with higher weight. In successive
iterations, the generated classifiers focus their evaluation on “hard” instances and up to date the weights.
It is possible to get different situations, for example,
instances could become easier, or otherwise continuously increase their weight. After each iteration,
the weights reflect how many times each instance has
been misclassified by the classifiers produced up to
that point. Maintaining a measure of the “difficulty”
in each instance, this procedure provides an effective
way to generate complementary classifiers.
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How much weight should be changed after each
iteration? It depends on the error of the overall classification. In particular, if e (a fraction between zero
and one) denotes the error of a classifier with weighted
data, then the weights of correctly classified instances
will be updated as follows:
weighti+1 ← weighti ×

e
1−e

while misclassified instances will remain unchanged.
This obviously does not increase the weight of misclassified instances, as stated earlier. However, after
all weights have been updated, they are normalized so
the weight of each misclassified instance increases and
that of each correctly classified instance decreases.
Whenever the error on training data is weighted
equal to or greater than 0.5, the current classifier is
deleted and the algorithm stops. The same thing happens when the error is zero, because otherwise all the
weights of the instances would be cancelled.
After the training session, we obtain a set of classifiers. In order to evaluate them, there is a voting
system. A classifier that performs well on the training set (e close to zero) receives a high mark, while
a classifier that performs bad (e close to 0.5) receives
a low mark. In particular, the following equation is
used for the assignment of votes:
vote = − log

e
,
1−e

which always returns a positive number. This formula also explains why the perfect classifiers on the
training set must be eliminated: in fact, when e is
equal to zero the weight of the vote is not defined.
To classify a new instance you have to add the votes
of all the classifiers and the class obtains the highest
score is assigned to the instance.
At the beginning, we assumed that the learning
algorithm is able to handle weighted instances. If not,
however, it is possible to generate a set of unweighted
instances by the weighted ones through resampling.
Instead of changing the learning algorithm, it creates
a new set replicating instances, proportional to their
weight. As a result, high weight instances will be
replicated frequently, while low weight instances could
be not sampled. Once new set of data becomes large
as the original, it replaces the method of learning.
A disadvantage of this procedure is given by the
loss of information resulting from the repeal of some
low weight instances from the data set. However, this
can be turned into an advantage. When the learning
algorithm generates a classifier whose error is greater
than 0.5, the process of boosting must end if we use
weighted data directly, but if you use a resampled
data set, you could still produce a classifier with an
error less of 0.5 generating a new resampled data set,
maybe with a different seed. Resampling can be performed also when using the original version of the
algorithm with weighted instances.
3.2

Distributed AdaBoostM1-MultiModel

In a distributed environment, mining algorithms,
which are placed on every monitor node, create models of knowledge based on their training data. Exchanging models between neighbors they increase
their knowledge.
During the first iteration of the algorithm, each
monitor node runs the AdaBoostM1 algorithm on its
training set. The result is a series of classification
models - i.e., decision trees (assuming to use C4.5

Algorithm 1 AdaBoostM1 pseudocode.
Require: D1 (i) = 1/m, ∀ i instances.
for t = 1 → T do
Call a learner using distribution Dt ;
Get back a classifier ct : X P
→Y;
Calculate error of ct , et = i:ct (xi )6=yi Dt (i);
if et = 0 ∧ et > 0.5 then
T = t − 1;
end if
Set vote of ct , v
t = et /(1 − et );
v
if ct (xi ) = yi
Dt (i)
Dt+1 = Nt × 1t
otherwise;
where Nt is a normalization constant.
end for
Ensure: the predicted class:P
arg cf in (x) = arg maxy∈Y t:ct (xi )=yi log(1/vt )

mining algorithm). In this first phase, each mining
engine does not care about their neighbors.
Once all nodes have generated models based on
their local data, the algorithm continues with the next
phase: knowledge sharing. Each node obtain the result of the previous iteration of every neighbors, the
knowledge models previously built according to local
data now are going to be changed according to the
new neighbors data. In this way, in the global system, there is an exchange of information not in the
form of data, but of classifiers, which offer an higher
level of abstraction and less network traffic - since a
model is smaller than a data set. In this context,
however, we do not examine issues related to network
communication between nodes, because the execution
of the algorithm is simulated in a static way.
After that, classifiers collected from neighbors are
added to classifiers generated on the local data to
extend the knowledge of each monitor node. This
knowledge is evaluated on a the test set of instances.
Each test instance receives the class label that gets
the most votes from all the available classifiers in the
monitor node.
3.3

Distributed AdaBoostM1-SingleModel

This section describes a variant of the above algorithm which avoid the multiplication of the classification models on every monitor node. In scenarios
where too much knowledge models are shared the Distributed AdaBoostM1-MultiModel algorithm might
have issues such as: slowing down operations and a
decreasing the accuracy of the results. The number
of models in each node increases depending on the
number of neighbors, causing a slowdown during the
test to evaluate each record. The accuracy decreases
as each model focuses on only a few attacks, received
during the training of each node, and then those models do not know a particular attack issue a wrong result. When these models are the majority then the
node can not detect the attack because good grades
are the minority.
In order to fix the described issues we developed
an algorithm which shares only a single model to every neighbor. The algorithm shares the best model
rather than all the generated ones. The models generation remains unchanged, it follows the classical
AdaBoostM1 algorithm. What changes is the sharing phase: when a node asks new models from its
neighbors, the neighbors share only one model, the
one who obtained the best score during the boosting
phase. The monitor node itself, during the new in-
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stance evaluation, does not consider all the models
generated locally, but it chooses the best one among
the local ones, and the best classifiers of its neighbors.
The evaluation of new instances is done on a shorter
list of models, and this reflects an improved efficiency
in terms of transmission models to neighbors and during the evaluation of new instances.
Algorithm 2 Distributed algorithm pseudocode.
Require: m = maximum number of models generated by each node.
for each node do
Generate m knowledge models on local training
set with AdaBoostM1.
for each neighbor do
Get m0 neighbor models and add to its own
knowledge base (1 ≤ m0 ≤ m).
end for
Evaluate test set on its own knowledge models.
end for
for the Single-Model variant of the algorithm: m0 =
1.

4

Experiment Setup

We considered 6758 observations as our data set,
made with SNMP on a single machine. Each observation consists of the values of the 14 attributes listed
in Table 1, defined by Cerroni et al. (2009). The collection of these observations has been divided into 6
sessions of different network traffic conditions, listed
in Table 2. Data are classified according to the session
during which they were collected, so that only one session corresponds to regular traffic and each other to
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Number of processes in TCP listen state
Number of open TCP connections (any possible
TCP state)
Number of TCP connections in time-wait state
Number of TCP connections in established state
Number of TCP connections in SYN-received state
Number of TCP connections in FIN-wait state
Number of different remote IP addresses with an
open TCP connection
Remote IP address with the highest number of TCP
connections
Remote IP address with the second highest number
of TCP connections
Remote IP address with the third number of TCP
connections
Local TCP port with the highest number of
connections
Number of connections to the preceding TCP port
Local TCP port with the second highest number of
connections
Number of TCP RST segments sent out

Experiments and Results

This section describes the experiments and the obtained results by applying the AdaBoostM1 to SNMP
data gathered during attacks and normal network
traffic. From fourteen SNMP parameters collected
in a given time and during both attacks and normal
network traffic, we want to be able to realize whether
or not attacks are happening and possibly we want to
distinguish between them.
We consider a scenario in which a set of monitoring stations, each of which collects raw data on network traffic, control a set of protected machines (i.g.
servers, workstations...). The gathered information is
provided through SNMP. Each monitor machine has
a SNMP agent running to collect SNMP data on a
protected machine.
The collected SNMP informations are organized
into categories in a tree structure, known as MIB
(Management Information Base): in this case, we
consider the data related to TCP and IP network
protocols, such as inbound and outbound packet
counts. These MIBs represent the current state of
the TCP/IP stack protected machine.
The idea is to analyze the given data through mining techniques to obtain classification models letting
us understanding whether or not network attacks are
happening. Since each of the monitoring stations collect data from a limited group of machines, it might
be useful to gather such a data through a P2P network and use distributed data mining techniques: in
this way each station can use the knowledge from its
neighbors to expand and complete its own.
4.1

Table 1: Relevant Variables Considered from SNMP
Data
Features Derived from SNMP Data

different type of attack. These are well known attacks, recognized also by current IDS, so the results
can be compared with them to evaluate the level of
accuracy.
To obtain accurate information from the experiments, it was necessary to perform simulations with
different parameters. In particular, we tried as many
as possible combinations of network topologies, data
distributions, and mining algorithms, to see the trend
of results.
We considered these groups of parameters: those
related to the algorithm, those related to the network
topology, and those related to the data distribution.
For each simulation, the main considered outcome
was the accuracy of classification, calculated as the
average percentage of test data, which are correctly
classified by each node.
The algorithms used in the experiments
are Distributed AdaBoostM1-MultiModel and
DistributedAdaBoostM1-SingleModel.
As stated
above, they are the same mining algorithm (AdaBoostM1) that changes the exchanging knowledge
with neighbors. In the first case, all the models
generated locally are shared with each neighbor, in
the last case, there is only one shared model for each
monitor-node, that one got the lowest generalization
error on the training set, that is the most accurate
model.
Parameters of both algorithms are the following:
• as basic classifier to generate the models we used

Table 2: Simulated Traffic Sessions
Number Description
0
1
2
3
4
5

Normal traffic
Denial of Service
Distributed Denial of Service
TCP Port Scanning using different
techniques: FIN, SYN, ACK,
WINDOW, NULL, XMAS
SSH Denial of Service
SSH Brute Force
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but it’s possible some sessions are in both sets, for
each node.
The random number generator used to distribute
the sessions at the nodes is controlled by a seed set as
a parameter, which has been changed ten times, with
values ranging from 100 to 109, for each simulation.
Each value shown in the following graphs is therefore
the average of ten simulations.

Figure 1: Accuracy of Distributed AdaBoostM1MultiModel algorithm in a Ring Network and a Grid
Network both of 64 nodes.
C4.5 (Quinlan 1993, 1996, Kotsiantis 2007), a
decision tree algorithm. The confidence threshold for pruning was set at 0.3, and the minimum
number of instances in the leaf of the trees was
2;
• the maximum number of models generated during boosting is 10;
• a single iteration was made for the exchange of
models with the neighbors. This means that
the shared knowledge is limited only to monitornodes that are just a “hop” from the current one.
However, it’s possible to increase the iterations
of the algorithm to grow the knowledge base to
second level neighbors and above. The results of
these experiments will be studied in future work;
• the data distributor allocates to each node all instances of a number of randomly picked classes.
Both training and test set are distributed according to this logic and independently from each
other: so each node may have one or more classes
in both training and test set.
The centralized case, bringing all of the training
data set on a single site, with all types of attacks
shown in Table 2, leads to an accuracy greater than
99%. This case, however, involves considerable cost in
terms of network traffic, time and also requires a wide
and general knowledge of the network, very difficult
in modern systems.
We have analyzed instead a case where the training sets are distributed in the network. Each node
is trained only on certain attacks, not all, and then
tested on different attacks to show how the accuracy
changes, betweens knowledge models sharing cases,
according to the two algorithms presented in this
work, and without models sharing. In the first case,
the improvement is evident in all the graphics, since
the case in which nodes are trained only on the half of
the attack classes and tested on the other half. The
unknown attacks are detected thanks to the neighbors
models received.
4.2

Results

In this section we analyze some significant results that
have been identified among the many performed simulations. In particular, the x-axis are arranged in order of increasing the number of training sessions and,
in order of decreasing, the number of test sessions (6
- x). Training sessions as well as test ones are randomly selected from those available, with no repeats,

Figure 2: Accuracy of Distributed AdaBoostM1SingleModel algorithm in a Ring Network and a Grid
Network both of 64 nodes.
Figure 1 represents the trend of the accuracy of
the Distributed AdaBoostM1-MultiModel algorithm
on a ring network (with two neighbors per node) and
a grid network (with four neighbors per node), as the
number of training sessions. When the training sessions of each node grow, so the accuracy significantly
improves. In particular, when the number of training
sessions is three, half of those available, the accuracy
is already around 90%. In this scenario, this means
it’s enough each node knows the half of the attacks
to get a good accuracy with the help of neighbors,
that is the exchange of knowledge models. However,
a slightly better result is obtained in the ring network than in the grid network, so a higher number
of neighbors can negatively influence the accuracy of
nodes. This depends on the knowledge models shared
by neighbors: in fact, some neighbors who don’t know
certain kinds of attacks provide models that do not
work well. Hence, as a future work, it is necessary
to find a way to evaluate the goodness of the models
coming from the neighbors.
In Figure 2 there lines represents the same simulations but with the Distributed AdaBoostM1SingleModel algorithm: the results are very similar
to those of the previous algorithm, but this one have
better performance, as less network traffic, because
exchanges only one model instead of all, and as faster
evaluation of new instances, because each node collects a number of models equal to the number of its
neighbors plus one (the best model generated on local data set): O(log n) instead of O(m log n), where
n is the maximum depth of decision trees and m is
the number of models generated in boosting process
in every node of network.
Figure 3 shows the Distributed AdaBoostM1SingleModel algorithm dealing with six irregular networks, derived from the previous two regular topologies, namely the ring and the grid. The first three
networks come from the same ring network of the previous simulations with the addition of 10%, 15% and
20% of random links between nodes. Added random
links are created between nodes previously not connected and to increase the degree of network connectivity as the indicated percentage. The result shows
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Figure 3: Accuracy of Distributed AdaBoostM1SingleModel algorithm in two types of regular networks (Ring and Grid, with 64 nodes) adding in each
one different percentages of random links, respectively 10%, 15% and 20%.

Figure 4: False Positive Rates between Normal
Traffic and Attacks with Distributed AdaBoostM1SingleModel algorithm in a Ring Network of 64 nodes.
the increase of links don’t significantly affect the accuracy of the recognition of the attacks.
Finally, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the false positive rates derived from the simulations of Figure 2
with the Distributed AdaBoostM1-SingleModel algorithm, respectively for the ring network and the grid
network. The line of points identified with squares
represents the percentage of false alarms, that is normal traffic recognized as attack by the system. When
training sessions are few (one or two) there are quite
high peaks, especially in the grid network, the peak is
close to 4%, due to the fact that many nodes may have
never seen the session of the normal traffic, because
sessions are distributed casually by the data distributor, and therefore may not be able to recognize it,
with the help of neighbors too. On the contrary, as
shown by the line of diamonds, the unidentified attacks always remain around 0.1%. The last line of
points, identified by triangles, represents the false attacks compared to attacks detected. If it were high it
would means the system is not able to detect enough
attacks, therefore is bad. In this case, this line is
usually below 0.1%, so false alarms detected by the
system are a very small part compared to all correctly
detected attack.
Figure 6 shows two samples of decision trees generated by the algorithm C4.5
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Figure 5: False Positive Rates between Normal
Traffic and Attacks with Distributed AdaBoostM1SingleModel algorithm in a Grid Network of 64 nodes.
(weka.classifiers.trees.J48)
implemented
in WEKA with the same parameters used in the
simulations. The first and largest tree is generated
with all the six attack classes, the smaller one instead
is generated with three attack classes, in particular
“0”,“2” and “5”. We calculate the amount of network
traffic generated by our distributed algorithms in
the worst case. We consider the size of the decision
tree generated by all classes of attack: about 1
Kbyte. The average size of the models however is
much smaller because in general it is generated by
a smaller number of classes. In the grid network
there are 64 nodes, each node has 4 neighbors, and
the Distributed AdaBoostM1-MultiModel algorithm
shares up to 10 models (decision trees), so the total
amount of bytes flowing in our system, in worst case,
is:
10 × 4 × 64 = 2560Kbyte
We consider also a centralized situation, where all the
data are reached by a single node to analyze them
and after distribute the generated model to the entire
network. We consider the best case to highlight the
benefits of our approach. Each node has accordingly
the data related to only one attack class: about 1100
of the 6758 data set observations, corresponding in
general to 100 Kbytes. To reach a node from any
point of a ring network (simpler than a grid network),
the data takes a average of N/4 hops (64/4 = 16).
The network has 64 nodes as above, so:
100 × 16 × 64 = 102400Kbyte
At this number, which is already two orders of magnitude larger than our worst case, we must add the
traffic produced by the distribution of the generated
knowledge model (1 Kbyte) to every node of the network.
1 × 16 × 64 = 1024Kbyte
This simple estimate shows the benefit of our work in
network traffic, compared to a centralized solution.
5

Conclusions and Future Works

We introduced two distributed data mining algorithms called Distributed AdaBoosM1-MultiModel
and Distributed AdaBoostM1-SingleModel. Both
algorithms and the underlaying framework for the
generation of several networks and attack scenarios
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as dealing also with malicious nodes interested in exchanging bad knowledge to reduce the global accuracy or improving the knowledge in order to identify
bot-nets as well.
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Abstract
In the last decade, skyline queries have been extensively studied for different domains because of their
wide applications in multi-criteria decision making
and search space pruning. A skyline query returns
all the interesting points in a multi-dimensional data
set that are not dominated by any other point with respect to all dimensions. However, real world data sets
are seldom complete, i.e. data points often have missing values in one or more dimensions. Traditional skyline query processing algorithms developed for complete data can not be easily adapted for such situations because of the non-transitive and potentially
cyclic nature of dominance relation that arises in the
case of incomplete data. Unfortunately, skyline query
processing for such incomplete data has not received
enough attention. We propose an efficient Sort-based
Incomplete Data Skyline (SIDS) algorithm to compute the skyline points over incomplete data. Extensive experiments on both real world and synthetic
data sets demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of
our approach over current state of the art approach.
Keywords: Skyline query processing, incomplete
data, missing data.
1

Introduction

Preference queries return answers that are relevant
to user requirements.
A subclass of preference
query, called skyline query, that retrieves paretooptimal points from a data set, was first proposed
by Börzsönyi et al. (2001). Given a set of points in a
d-dimensional space S, a point p is said to dominate
another point q, if p is better than or equal to q in
all dimensions and p is strictly better than q in some
dimension si of S. Those points that are not dominated by any other point in the data set are called
skyline points and the set of skyline points is known as
the skyline. Skyline is useful in several applications,
such as those requiring personalization, multi-criteria
decision making, or search space pruning.
For example, consider a customer who wants to
rent a flat in a city and is browsing a real estate website for the same. Each flat has several features such
as area, rent, number of bedrooms, location, distance
from the office. It would be difficult and time consuming for the customer to make a choice, if all the
Copyright c 2013, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This paper appeared at the 24th Australasian Database Conference
(ADC 2013), Adelaide, South Australia, January-February
2013. Conferences in Research and Practice in Information
Technology (CRPIT), Vol. 137, Hua Wang and Rui Zhang, Ed.
Reproduction for academic, not-for-profit purposes permitted
provided this text is included.

flats in the database which are up for rent, are presented to her. Flats which are not worse than any
other flat with respect to all features, are of interest
to the customer. Firing the skyline query for such scenario will eliminate unwanted flats and would present
a manageable set of interesting flats to the user.
Movie rating site (e.g. MovieLens1 ) is another
example where computing skylines could be useful.
MovieLens captures, among other things, movie ratings that are given by the users. Now, consider a person interested in highly-rated movies. In such a case,
if each user is treated as a dimension then a movie
will be a point in the d-dimensional space, where d
is the number of users. Computing the skyline will
prune all low-rated movies in the data set and return
the top-rated movies as the answer.
Owing to its wide range of applications, skyline
query has been extensively studied in the past. With
the exception of Khalefa et al. (2008) and Zhang et al.
(2010), all skyline query processing approaches assume completeness of data, i.e. all dimension values
are present for all the data points. But this assumption may not hold in many real life scenarios. For example, in the MovieLens data set, it is obvious that
every movie may not be rated by all users, resulting
in incomplete dimensions for a movie. In such a case,
comparing a pair of movies becomes difficult when
they are rated by different sets of users. Transitivity of dominance relation, which is the basis of all
traditional skyline query processing algorithms does
not hold for such incomplete data sets. For example,
we may have a situation where data point p dominates q, q dominates r, but p does not dominate r.
Instead, point r may dominate p. Under this cyclic
dominance relation, none of the three points belong
to the skyline, as each point is dominated by at least
one other point. Consequently, a dominated point can
not be discarded immediately, as it could potentially
dominate certain points occurring later in the data
set. Hence, due to the presence of non-transitive and
cyclic nature of dominance relation, the traditional
skyline query processing algorithms in their current
form can not be applied for incomplete data.
The naı̈ve approach, for computing the skyline
over incomplete data, would be to perform exhaustive
pairwise dominance checks for all input points and
discard the dominated ones. However, this method
becomes inefficient with increase in the size or dimension of a data set. Khalefa et al. (2008) were the
first to formally address the problem of skyline query
processing over incomplete data, by proposing an algorithm called ISkyline. The algorithm reduces the
number of comparisons required for the skyline computation by using virtual points and shadow skylines,
implemented using the Bucket data structure. How1

http://movielens.umn.edu
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ever, the use of Bucket data structure and bitmap
representation for determining comparable Buckets
slows down the algorithm. Moreover, memory utilization of ISkyline is quite high when each Bucket
has a large number of comparable Buckets, which is
very common in real world data sets.
Zhang et al. (2010) addressed the problem of incomplete data by converting an incomplete point p
to a complete point p0 . Their approach plugs-in the
value of missing dimensions i using a probability distribution function formed by non-missing values on
dimension i. They have also proposed extensions to
existing skyline query processing algorithms for computing skyline over the modified data set. However,
such substitution for missing values may not be advisable in certain situations like recommender systems.
For example, in a cell phone database, all handsets
may not have features like touch-screen.
We adopt the definition of dominance for incomplete data from Khalefa et al. (2008) and consider the
case where missing values are not guessed. Our approach assumes presorted data, based on dimension
values. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a new skyline processing algorithm,
Sort-based Incomplete Data Skyline (SIDS), for
incomplete data.
• We provide a proof of correctness for the SIDS
algorithm.
• We demonstrate efficiency of our approach over
ISkyline algorithm using detailed experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: preliminary discussion and problem definition are presented
in Section 2. Section 3 surveys the related work. In
Section 4, we give a details discussion of the SIDS
algorithm. The experimental results are discussed in
Section 5 and Section 6 concludes this paper.
2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, without loss of generality,
we assume that greater values are preferred over the
smaller ones. We also use ‘-’ to represent missing
value for a dimension. Dimensions with known values for a data point are referred to as complete dimensions, whereas dimensions with missing values for a
data point are referred to as incomplete dimensions.
2.1

Problem Definition

Given a d-dimensional data set D, where each point
has at least one known dimension value and other
dimension values may or may not be known, find the
set of points in D which are not dominated by any
other point in D.
2.2

Dominance

In a d-dimensional space, S, with dimensions M =
{s1 , s2 , ..., sd }, a point p is said to dominate another
point q, if ∀si ∈ M , p.si ≥ q.si and ∃sj ∈ M , p.sj >
q.sj , where p.si denotes the ith dimension value of
point p.
In case of incomplete data, the dominance relation may become non-transitive and cyclic. To handle
these inconsistencies, Khalefa et al. (2008) proposed
a new definition of dominance, which is discussed in
the following section.
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Figure 1: Sample movie-rating data set
2.3

Dominance for Incomplete Data

Consider two points p and q over a d-dimensional
space. Let M 0 , where |M 0 | ≤ d, be the set of complete
dimensions, common for points p and q. Then, point
p is said to dominate q if, ∀si ∈ M 0 , p.si ≥ q.si and
∃sj ∈ M 0 , p.sj > q.sj .
In other words, we apply traditional dominance
relation across common dimensions for points where
both values are known. For example, Figure 1 shows
a sample movie-rating data set, storing ratings for
seven movies given by five users. Each entry rij
in the movie-user matrix corresponds to the rating
given to movie i by user j. The sample data is 20%
incomplete. Consider points m1 and m2 , where u3
and u4 are the only dimensions across which values
are known for both points. Thus, we only consider
u3 and u4 dimensions for determining the dominant
point. Here, m2 dominates m1 , because m2 and m1
have same value for dimension u3 but m2 has larger
value than m1 for dimension u4 . As mentioned earlier, non-transitivity and cyclic-dominance may arise
in case of incomplete data. For example, consider
points m1 , m3 and m4 . Here, point m1 dominates
m3 in third dimension, while point m3 dominates m4
in fifth dimension. However, point m1 does not dominate m4 . Thus, dominance relation is non-transitive.
Moreover, point m4 dominates m1 which makes the
dominance relation cyclic. In such a case, none of
these three points is considered as a skyline point,
because each point is dominated by at least one other
point.
3

Related Work

Börzsönyi et al. (2001) first introduced the Skyline
operator and proposed BNL, D&C and an algorithm
using B-tree for skyline evaluation. Among these,
BNL and D&C algorithms do not assume any preprocessing on input data. Since then, various skyline query processing algorithms, using different approaches, have been proposed by the research community. For example, Kossmann et al. (2002), Papadias
et al. (2005) and Tan et al. (2001) made use of index structures to progressively report skylines. SFS
and SaLSa algorithms proposed by Chomicki et al.
(2003) and Bartolini et al. (2006) respectively, sort
input data using monotone sorting function. While
SFS uses presorted data to put most dominant points
first in the window and there by reducing the number
of passes required to compute the skyline, SaLSa uses
presorting to terminate the search for additional skyline points early. In contrast, our approach sorts data
in non-ascending order for each dimension and stores
such d sorted lists, to determine processing order of
points.
Skyline queries have been proposed for domains
such as partially-ordered [Chan et al. (2005)], spatial [Sharifzadeh & Shahabi (2006)] and distributed
databases [Balke et al. (2004)]. Researchers have
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also proposed reverse skyline [Dellis & Seeger (2007)]
and probabilistic skyline [Pei et al. (2007)] queries.
Hose & Vlachou (2012) have presented a comprehensive survey of skyline query processing in highly
distributed environments. Unfortunately, all of the
above mentioned skyline evaluation approaches were
proposed for complete data and can not be easily
adapted for incomplete data.
Different variants of traditional skyline query have
also been proposed over the years like constrained,
subspace and dynamic skyline queries. The skyline
for the input data set depends on the definition of
dominance used by the algorithm. The traditional
dominance relation is rather strict, resulting in large
size of the skyline. Hence, to restrict the skyline size,
a variant of traditional skyline, called k-dominant
skylines was proposed by Chan et al. (2006). In a
k-dominance relation, a point p is said to k-dominate
another point q if, p is better than or equal to q in
any subset of dimensions with size k and p is strictly
better than q in one of these k dimensions. Similar to the case of incomplete data, non-transitive and
cyclic dominance may arise in a k-dominance relation.
Hence, algorithms proposed for finding k-dominant
skylines can be adapted for computing skylines over
incomplete data.
Our approach for evaluating skyline over incomplete data is based on Sorted Retrieval Algorithm
(SRA) proposed by Chan et al. (2006) for k-dominant
skylines. SRA algorithm is inspired by rank aggregation algorithms proposed by Fagin et al. (2001) to
find top-k objects under some monotone aggregation
function. In SRA algorithm, k is a constant and is
specified by the user to find the k-dominant skyline
over a complete data set. Whereas in our approach, k
is the count of complete dimensions for a point in an
incomplete data set and it varies for different points.
Unlike SRA algorithm which iteratively processes the
batch of data points in a sorted array that have same
next best value, our approach iteratively choses the
next data point from a sorted array for processing.
When comparing a pair of points a and b, SRA algorithm only checks whether a dominate b, while SIDS
algorithm simultaneously also checks whether b dominates a.
The two approaches, specifically proposed for the
skyline computation over incomplete data till date,
are summarized in the following sections:
3.1

ISkyline Algorithm

Khalefa et al. (2008) proposed a new definition of
dominance for incomplete data and introduced ISkyline algorithm for computing the skyline. ISkyline
uses Bucket data structure and bitmap representation for determining pairs of comparable points. The
bitmap vector for a point represents each missing
dimension by 0’s and complete dimension by 1’s.
All points belonging to the same Bucket have same
bitmap representation and thereby the same set of
complete dimensions. Thus, transitivity of dominance
relation holds for points belonging to the same Buckets. ISkyline also utilizes two concepts viz. shadow
skylines and virtual points, to reduce the number of
comparisons required for computing the skyline.
A virtual point is formed by considering only the
common dimensions in the bitmaps of a point and
a Bucket having comparable but not equal bitmap.
Virtual points reduce the number of points advancing to candidate skyline list, by exploiting information about points in other Buckets to prune points
in local skyline list of a Bucket. ISkyline maintains
local skyline list and shadow skyline list for each

Bucket. The skyline for points within each Bucket is
called local skyline. global skyline is the list of current skyline points for the data set. shadow skyline is
the list of local skyline points for each Bucket which
are not in global skyline. The algorithm also uses
updated f lag to keep track of new insertions to the
shadow skyline list of a Bucket.
ISkyline employs a three phase approach for determining the skyline set. Each phase filters out some
of the non-skyline points before passing it to next.
Phase I determines whether a new point should be
stored in local skyline, shadow skyline or can be
safely pruned. Only real local skyline points are
propagated to the next phase.
In phase II, a new local skyline point p
is compared with all comparable points q in
candidate skyline list. If p dominates q, then q is
deleted from the candidate skyline list and a virtual point is inserted into point q’s local skyline
list. Similarly, if q dominates p, point p is simply
discarded and a virtual point is inserted into point
p’s local skyline list. If p is not dominated by any
of the candidate skyline points then it is added to
candidate skyline list. ISkyline algorithm uses a tuning parameter t that controls frequency of updating global skyline. When the number of points in
candidate skyline list reaches a minimum threshold
t, phase III starts.
In phase III, each point in global skyline list is
validated against incoming candidate skyline points
and dominated points from both lists are moved to
shadow skyline of corresponding Buckets. Remaining points in global skyline list are then compared
against shadow skyline list of Buckets with comparable but not equal bitmap and T rue updated f lag.
If any one of the shadow skyline point dominates
global skyline point p, then p is immediately deleted
from global skyline list and added to shadow skyline
list of its Bucket. Similarly, all remaining points in
candidate skyline list are compared against comparable but not equal bitmap Buckets irrespective of
the updated f lag. If any one of the shadow skyline
point dominates candidate skyline point q, then q
is immediately deleted from the candidate skyline
list and added to shadow skyline list of its Bucket.
Then, candidate skyline and global skyline lists are
merged to create an updated global skyline list.
Finally, candidate skyline list is cleared and all
updated f lag are set to F alse. After the end of input,
global skyline list is once again updated to produce
the final skyline set.
Though ISkyline algorithm reduces the number
of comparisons required for skyline computation, it’s
performance is highly susceptible to the relative ordering of input data. This is because it does not assume any preprocessing. The comparison count also
changes with tuning parameter t, used for refreshing the results. On the other hand, our proposed
approach necessarily sorts data on individual dimensions and hence the performance of our algorithm
is stable. Also, memory utilization of ISkyline algorithm is quite high, as for each Bucket, pointers
to comparable Buckets are stored. Use of bitmaps
and virtual points further adds to the memory usage
of the algorithm. Moreover, the overhead of bitmap
storage and computation slows down the algorithm.
One more shortcoming of ISkyline algorithm is that,
it can not progressively report the skyline points, i.e.
final skyline points can only be confirmed after processing the last data point. In contrast, our algorithm
can immediately returns a skyline point if it has been
processed sufficient number of times.
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3.2

Using Generalized Framework Approach

Zhang et al. (2010) proposed a generalized framework
to guide extension of conventional skylines to different
variants and extended their analysis to support data
sets with incomplete data. Their approach defines a
probability distribution function (pdf) of the values
across each dimension i, by observing all the nonmissing values for that dimension. A generic mapping
is then defined, to convert an incomplete point p to a
complete point p0 , by retaining all non-missing values
and estimating the concrete value for each missing
values, based on the known pdf on that dimension.
Consequently, a mapping dominance (MD) relationship is defined to facilitate comparison between a pair
of points.
In essence, this approach plugs-in the estimated
values for missing values in a data set. The authors
then proposed extensions over existing algorithms to
handle incomplete data. However, we note that such
an approach of plugging-in values for missing values
is only viable when the incompleteness ratio of data
set in each dimension is small. Using this approach
for sparse data sets may produce undesirable results.
Such approach is also not advisable in many practical situations where trust and transparency of results
matter, like recommender systems and in case of sensitive domains where user may tolerate false negatives
but can not afford false positives. Thus, in our approach, we assume that missing values for dimensions
are not to be guessed and hence we do not compare
this approach with ours’.

Algorithm 1: Sort-based Incomplete Data Skyline
1
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Proposed Approach
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This section describes our approach and introduces an
efficient Sort-based Incomplete Data Skyline (SIDS)
algorithm for evaluating the skyline over incomplete
data, based on the definition given in Section 2.3.
The input data set is presorted in non-increasing order for each dimension, to determine processing order of points. The proposed approach chooses one of
the dimensions in round-robin fashion and then, the
point having the next best value in that dimension
is chosen for processing. The intuition behind this is
to process relatively dominant points early, so that
non-skyline points can be pruned as early as possible.
Consequently, less number of comparisons would be
required for determining the skyline and this would in
turn reduce the execution time of the algorithm. The
algorithm initially considers all points in the data set
as candidate skyline points and then iteratively removes dominated points from the candidate set. If
a point has not been pruned yet and has been processed k times, where k is the count of complete dimensions for the point, then it is determined to be a
skyline point and can be returned immediately. The
reason is, any point with k complete dimensions can
be dominated in at most k dimensions. The detailed
proof of correctness for this, is given in Subsection 4.2.
Thus, our algorithm can progressively return skyline
points whenever the above condition is satisfied. The
pseudo-code of our approach is given in Algorithm 1
and is explained below.
4.1

SIDS Algorithm

The algorithm takes as input a d-dimensional incomplete data set D and outputs ResultSet - the skyline
set for D. In steps 1-2, data points in D are sorted
in non-ascending order for each dimension si ∈ M
and such d sorted sets are stored in array Di [1...|D|].
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Input : d-dimensional incomplete data set D
Output: ResultSet, the skyline for data set D
foreach dimension si ∈ M do
sort D in non-ascending order of each point’s si
value and store pointers for the sorted points in
array Di [1...|D|]
initialize the array pointer for Di , ptri =0
end
foreach p ∈ D do
initialize processedCount(p) = 0
initialize dimCount(p) =number of complete
dimensions in p
end
initialize CandidateSet = D, ResultSet = φ and
iter = 0
while CandidateSet 6= φ and atleast one point is yet to
be processed do
nextDim = iter % |M |
p = DnextDim [ptrnextDim ]
isDominated = F alse
if processedCount(p)=0 then
foreach c ∈ CandidateSet do
if p and c have not been compared before
then
if p dominates c then
remove c from CandidateSet
else if c dominates p then
isDominated = T rue
end
end
end
if p ∈ CandidateSet and isDominated then
remove p from CandidateSet
end
end
processedCount(p) = processedCount(p) + 1
if p ∈ CandidateSet and
processedCount(p)=dimCount(p) then
move p from CandidateSet to ResultSet
end
ptrnextDim = ptrnextDim + 1
iter = iter + 1
end
return ResultSet

Thus, for each sorted array Di , ∀i ∈ [1, |M |], we have
monotonously descending array such that Di [j] ≥
Di [j + 1], ∀j ∈ [1, |D|). Step 3 initializes an array
pointer ptri , which points to the data point to be
processed next from sorted array Di . It is important to note that, data points with missing value in
dimension si are not stored in the sorted array Di .
Also note that, to save space, only ids of the actual data points are stored in each array Di . Steps
5-8 initialize two variables for each point p in D:
(1) processedCount, which keeps track of number of
times a point has been processed from the sorted arrays and (2) dimCount, which stores the number of
complete dimensions the point p has. We maintain
two sets viz. CandidateSet and ResultSet. Step 9
initializes CandidateSet, which stores candidate skyline points, to data set D. ResultSet stores points
which are determined to be the final skyline points
and is initialized to φ. In step 10, variable iter is
initialized and it determines the sorted array to be
considered next.
Sorted arrays Di are processed in round-robin
fashion and the next dimension is determined in step
11. If any array pointer ptri reaches end of array,
we simply continue with the next dimension until
CandidateSet becomes empty or all points have been
processed at least once, whichever is the earlier. In
step 12, the point p to be processed next is retrieved.
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Step 13 initializes isDominated flag for point p to
F alse. If processedCount(p) = 0, i.e. point p has not
been processed before, then only, it is compared with
points c in CandidateSet (steps 15-23). Points p and
c are compared only if they have not been compared
before (step 16). This condition avoids unnecessary comparisons by appropriate bookkeeping. If any
point in CandidateSet is dominated by p, it is immediately removed from the CandidateSet (steps 17-18).
However, if p is in CandidateSet and is dominated by
any point in CandidateSet, it is also removed from
CandidateSet at the end of iteration (steps 24-26) as
more than one point in CandidateSet may dominate
p. For each occurrence of p, processedCount(p) is incremented by one (step 28). If processedCount(p) is
equal to number of complete dimensions p has and p is
not pruned yet, it is removed from CandidateSkyline
and progressively added to the ResultSet (steps 2931). Step 32 increments ptrnextDim to point to the
subsequent data point in array DnextDim and step 33
increments counter iter to point to next sorted array.
Finally, the algorithm terminates when CandidateSet
becomes empty or all points have been processed at
least once and ResultSet is returned as the answer.
If all points in data set have been processed at least
once before CandidateSkyline becomes empty, then
the algorithm can be safely terminated early. Because
no point (which is yet to be processed) is left to be
compared against CandidateSkyline points. Thus all
points in CandidateSkyline belong to the skyline and
are moved from CandidateSkyline to ResultSet.
The condition (step 16), for avoiding unnecessary comparisons is implemented with the help of
two data structures as follows. Each point p may
have, (1) processedT imestamp(p) which stores the
time when p was processed for the first time, only if
it is not pruned and (2) deleteT imestamp(p) which
stores the time when p was deleted, only if p is yet
to be processed. Then, the next point p0 to be processed, should be only compared with a point c in
CandidateSet, if c has not been processed yet or
processedT imestamp(c) > deleteT imestamp(p0 ) i.e.
if c was processed after point p0 has been pruned. This
is because, points in CandidateSet which were processed before p0 has been deleted, have already been
compared with p0 .
4.2

Proof of Correctness

Each point in data set D is stored in at most d arrays
and may be processed in different orders. We say that
p is a skyline point when following conditions hold:
I. Point p has not been pruned yet, and
II. p has been processed k times, where k is the
number of complete dimensions in point p.
The first condition implies that, point p is still in
CandidateSet. While the second condition implies
that, points that have been processed before p was
processed for the k th time, could not dominate p.
Suppose there exists a point p0 that dominates p,
where p0 may or may not be a skyline point. Any
point p having k complete dimensions can be dominated in at most k dimensions. Let us assume that p0
has larger value than p in the last dimension sd and p0
has same value as p on all other common dimensions
that are known in both points. (Note that, these are
the minimal requirements for point p0 to dominate
p.) This implies that p0 should occur earlier than p
in at least one array Dd . For dimensions M \{sd },
p and p0 may occur in any order. Thus, we have
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m1
m7
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m2
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m1
m2
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Figure 2: Sorted arrays for sample data set
movieId
dimCount

m1
3

m2
3
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2
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3
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4

m6
1

m7
5

Figure 3: Number of complete dimensions for points
two cases here: (1) Case 1: p0 occurs before p in at
least one of the M \{sd } dimensions. So, p0 would
be processed first and thus p0 should have pruned
p, irrespective of whether p0 is in CandidateSet or
not. However, by condition (I), point p is still in
CandidateSet. Hence this case leads to a contradiction. (2) Case 2: p0 occurs after p for all dimensions M \{sd }. Thus, p would be processed before
p0 . Here, we have two cases: (a) Case a: p0 is in
CandidateSet. Thus, p and p0 would be compared
and p0 should have pruned p. But, according to condition (I), p is still in CandidateSet, and hence this
case also leads to a contradiction. (b) Case b: p0 is
not in CandidateSet. Since p0 occurs before p in dimension sd , processing of p0 leads to p being pruned.
As p is still in CandidateSet, this case leads to contradiction. Hence, all the cases that arise, lead to a
contradiction and thus, there can not exist a point p0
that dominates p.
Note that every point occurring after point p in a
sorted array, has value less than or equal to the value
of p across the corresponding dimension. Hence, any
point that is processed, after p has been processed k
times, can not dominate p. Thus, a point p is a skyline
point whenever condition (I) and (II) holds.
4.3

Example

We explain our algorithm using sample movie-rating
data set D, given in Figure 1. First, data points in
D are sorted in non-ascending order for each dimension u1 ...u5 . Figure 2 shows five sorted arrays, one
for each dimension ui . Now, ptri is initialized with
first entry in the respective arrays. Figure 3 shows
the number of complete dimensions for each movieId.
processedCount(mi ) for each movieId is also initialized to 0. CandidateSet is initialized to movieIds
m1 to m7 . As we are processing arrays in roundrobin fashion, in the first iteration, movie m5 is selected from array D1 . The points m3 , m4 and m7
get dominated by m5 and thus, are removed from the
CandidateSet. And we set processedCount(m5 ) = 1.
In the second iteration, m7 is used to prune m6
and processedCount(m7 ) = 1. Note that, here we
do not compare m7 with m5 as they have already
been compared before. Also, the point being processed is compared only with points that are still in
CandidateSet. In the third iteration, m1 is selected
which does not prune any movie, but gets dominated
by m2 and hence is removed from CandidateSet.
Fourth iteration sets processedCount(m5 ) to 2. In
the next three iterations, points m3 , m4 and m2
are selected respectively. None of these points dominate any point in CandidateSet. In iteration 9, we
have processedCount(m2 ) = 3, which is equal to
dimCount(m2 ). Hence, m2 is a skyline point and
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Figure 4: Scalability - effect of varying data size
is moved from CandidateSet to ResultSet. By iteration 12, all points in the data set have been processed
at least once. Hence, the algorithm terminates and we
move all remaining points in CandidateSet i.e. {m5 }
to ResultSet. Finally, {m2 , m5 } is returned as the
skyline set.
4.4

Analysis

The order in which the dimensions are chosen for
SIDS algorithm affect the actual number of comparisons on a given data set. Currently next dimension is
chosen in a round-robin manner as suggested by Chan
et al. (2006). It might be an interesting direction to
look at various strategies for choosing the optimal order of dimensions. If first few entries in each of the
sorted array Di could prune large number of nonskyline points, then the algorithm saves unnecessary
comparisons between incomparable points and thus
finishes early. On the other hand, when non-skyline
points are not pruned early, the performance of the
algorithm is relatively poor. As the algorithm uses
presorted data, its performance remains same irrespective of the input order. The memory utilization
of our algorithm is stable, as it uses minimal data
structures and does not store any redundant data.
The detailed performance analysis is presented in the
Experimental Section below.
5

Experiments

We have implemented ISkyline algorithm of Khalefa
et al. (2008) and our SIDS algorithms in C++. This
section discusses the experimental settings used and
compares the performance of the aforementioned algorithms.
5.1

Experimental Settings

For evaluating the performance of the proposed approach, we have used both real world and synthetic
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data sets. MovieLens and NBA2 are real world data
sets while the third data set is synthetically generated using the benchmark data generator provided
by Börzsönyi et al. (2001).
MovieLens is a movie rating data set where 3706
movies have been rated by 6040 users on the scale
of 1-5. The data set is 95% incomplete and contains
only 1 million ratings. For evaluation purpose, each
user is treated as a dimension for a movie.
NBA data set contains, among other things, statistics about 17 skills of basketball players during regular
season in the period 1946-2005. The data set consists
of 19,112 tuples, with multiple tuples for some players who have switched teams during the season. As
suggested by Bartolini et al. (2006), we have manually deleted tuples with team name “total” for such
players and thus obtained 17,791 records. NBA is
a correlated data set, where all attribute values are
positively correlated. That is, point good in one dimension tends to be good in all other dimensions as
well. Thus, few “good” points dominate large number of points, resulting in small size of the skyline.
As the NBA data set is complete, we have explicitly
removed values from it to generate 20% incomplete
data set.
A 15-dimensional synthetic data set of 100K points
is generated using an uniform distribution where attribute values are independent of each other. The synthetic data generated by benchmark data set generator is complete and thus values are explicitly removed
from the data set to make it 20% incomplete. We
could not perform experiments on 100-dimensional
synthetic data of size of 100K because for such a high
dimensions, approximately all Buckets in ISkyline algorithm become comparable with each other. Storing
pointers to such a large number of comparable Buckets alone, as required by ISkyline algorithm, needs
huge amount of memory which is beyond our system’s
capacity.
Note that, all the results reported here are evalu2

http://basketballreference.com
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Figure 5: Dimensionality - effect of varying dimension
ated on same random ordering of data for both algorithms. The sorting time for SIDS is included in the
execution time of the algorithm. The tuning parameter t, in ISkyline algorithm is set to 200, 20, 100 for
MovieLens, NBA and Synthetic data set respectively,
as suggested in the paper. All the experiments are
performed on Intel Quad-core 2.83GHz processor machine, having 4GB RAM and running Ubuntu 10.04
LTS with kernel 2.6.32-41-generic. We report performance based on execution time taken and number of
comparisons incurred by each algorithm.
5.2

Scalability

Figure 4 shows the effect of varying data set size on
SIDS. As shows in Fig. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c), for all
three data sets, SIDS steadily outperforms ISkyline
algorithm in terms of execution time. The reason
is that, our approach does not have the overhead of
maintaining bitmaps, virtual points and comparable
Buckets.
In case of MovieLens data set, total number of
Buckets are very close to the data set size, resulting
in each Bucket approximately having only one or two
elements. Thus, ISkyline does not benefit from the
pruning power of virtual points and shadow skyline.
For MovieLens data set (Fig. 4(d)), SIDS incurs more
comparisons than ISkyline algorithm when data set
size is 2K or higher because MovieLens is an anticorrelated data set to some extent. Thus, each point
in the sorted array prunes relatively less number of
points and hence subsequently more comparisons are
required to prune remaining non-skyline points.
For NBA and Synthetic data sets, our approach
outperforms ISkyline in terms of the number of comparisons also, as depicted in Fig. 4(e) and 4(f). The
performance improvement comes from the fact that,
in both data sets, first few points in sorted arrays
dominate large number of points, thus reducing the
execution-time and comparisons incurred. For example, in NBA data set with 2000 points, only 9 points

collectively prune 1885 points in the first scan itself
and for Synthetic data set with 20000 points, only 30
points prune 3903 points. In case of Synthetic data
set, number of comparisons incurred by SIDS are orders of magnitude less than that of ISkyline. In contrast, ISkyline performs poorly because it processes
data sequentially in the input order.
5.3

Dimensionality

The results depicted in Figure 5 show the effect of dimensionality on SIDS for MovieLens, NBA and Synthetic data sets. The performance of SIDS when varying dimensions is very similar to that of size. SIDS
algorithm continues to have superior performance in
terms of execution time for all three data sets (Fig.
5(a), 5(b) and 5(c)).
For MovieLens data set, our approach performs
worse than ISkyline in terms of comparisons incurred
(Fig. 5(d)). The reason is, even though SIDS prunes
non-skyline points efficiently in first few scans of
sorted arrays, it incurs extra comparisons in validating the skyline. ISkyline, on the other hand, makes
use of local skyline and shadow skyline concepts to
reduce redundant comparisons. However, note that,
the reduction in number of comparisons incurred by
ISkyline does not lead to any benefit in terms of overall execution time.
On NBA and Synthetic data sets, our approach
outperforms ISkyline in terms of number of comparisons and execution time. For 17-dimensional NBA
data set, SIDS incurs only 4 million comparisons in
contrast to 10 million incurred by ISkyline.
5.4

Incomplete Ratio

We have used incomplete ratio of 10%, 50% and 90%
for NBA data set, to analyze the effect of incomplete
ratio on both algorithms. The y-axis in Figure 6(a)
denotes the ratio of execution time taken by SIDS to
that of ISkyline. SIDS algorithm runs in less than
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40% of execution time taken by ISkyline algorithm
for all the three incomplete ratios. Observe that, for
NBA data set with 50% incomplete ratio, SIDS runs
in less than 5% execution time taken by ISkyline algorithm.
Similarly, the y-axis in Figure 6(b) denotes the ratio of the number of comparisons incurred by SIDS to
that of ISkyline. On NBA data set, with 90% incomplete ratio and data set size less than 5K, SIDS incurs significantly large number of comparisons. This
is because, SIDS does not terminate immediately after pruning all non-skyline points and majority of the
comparisons incurred by it are for validating the skyline points. With the exception of this, SIDS incurs
much less comparisons compared to ISkyline. For example, on NBA data set with 50% incomplete ratio,
SIDS incurred less than 60% of the comparisons required by ISkyline. Thus, the performance of SIDS
algorithm is superior to ISkyline and scales well with
respect to incomplete ratio of the data set.
6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the Sort-based Incomplete Data Skyline (SIDS) algorithm for computing
the skyline over data sets with missing values. We
explained the need for a new algorithm, optimized
specifically for such incomplete data sets. The proposed approach efficiently uses sorting on columns to
prune non-skyline points early. We hypothesized and
proved that, if a data point has been processed as
many times as the number of complete dimensions in
it, then it is a skyline point. Experimental results
show superiority of our approach over ISkyline algorithm. Our algorithm is efficient, scalable and has
stable performance, besides utilizing far less memory
across both real world and synthetic data sets.
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Re*P&Uh`h[|`3mtgxVhye_eP*P Un`UhP&{SJ_ewÏP&yTUWPS|VhVWST_TÇÁPB¢©`WYP*yfUhmJP*P±P&U#ykSJUWVWP_TPÐYe[D`WP*V3UhSJmJdfP&U~VW_egx[KYUWgXr`WP&SDy"YtpìVh[ÐUWSKP±ÓSD§w
&SSJm|`WSDP&gxw`SDg}e`5gxwigi[KVqpÐYT`o[Dgyf\@P&[KUWdfP±Vhy`W[J_Tde[JUnYeP±P±`qy^V5}eyedeSDVhV7S·de}TUhdfgxV[JdTgx`v`&kDYegiV@[DVReUhSD[|demZVWg_eyf[KP±UW`gxÆ*VW_eP±y P
VhgxYe[ìjB`WSDP*YTPÐyÎVh_eYTP^SDgxmJSJP.VW`odT[KSJwiwdeVWyegx[JS|VnYTS¿`7\Â*[J[JUÏYZVhVW_eP&YZP&`WV&PÇ *z SJ`W_eP&P `XBSJUW[KPQ`oVWVÎ[BP*[KYTYZ*mtUWgxptYTRfÓV§
\ÂyeSJ[KdfSDU5VhVW_eSB`qVh[K[J}tUWUnp·gxSDÆ*P±jJVh_eyÐPP3SDVW[ÐY[|{y~SJYe*Vh[.P&*P&URe`h}UW`[|P*Vhmt\Â_e[JgPyfUhP~PÏye`WVWSDP*_eVhYTPS yfyegx¡YeP&`WP*jBPUhptVhÔ_eRfP*gxVWjJXgx[JdeYUhVWP·[BÉJP&ª Vhp3Ó_eÇ#P~Vh[#¢©`WY"dP*UhVW`omJ_eP&P*Uhg`U`
{[KYÐSpJSJkY Vh_egxXBPrRewi[JgY giVQyfSJP*`hYZ`WVhdegxXBSJwigiRfVqVWp^gx[J[DYÐ\Ï[DgiYe\\ÂVW[JUhUhdTXB`oVSDVW[KgxYÎ[JY¿Vh_eyfP3[tP&`WP*`.UhYemJP*[JU±V.ktUh}eP*dfwxp V
gx`WYT[J`owxdfVWP&VWSKgx[Jy YUWP&gx`wigxP&Ye`[JV[JY gxXBVW_TRePwiP&XBUhpZP*YZVW[KVhSJjJ}eUnSDwiP Re_t`WprgiYTVh*P&P n_egiVrYegUWÑZP±deÑZP&de`&giÇQUhP&st`~dTP&nSK_^n_S
Uh*P&dT`W`q[JVhde[J[JXBUnwxPP*P±§0Uv`@}TSJ_TVW[Ð`WP P&|yXr`W_eSDSJP.YT&SJg`jJP&`hPSD` dfSJVh`v_e[K[JXBYKUhVhSJgUW`oYt[KP±p"wyrÉJ¡VWõ [·P*pfSK`#*SJ*P&`Q`h"VW`*_eÇ {ÏPBSKYt` deUhXP&*}P*P&YZUvVW[Jwxp \
yfz P&P&mJnP&_ewiYT[K[JRwxP±[JyjJp }tpVW_ePvÊý£QS|Vhgi[KÔTYTP*gxSDYTw`q¢©VhYTP*gx`oY VWgiVWê~dfVhÇ PQ@Ç[D\Êª±sZ¦JVn¦KSD YT~yeVhSJ_TUhS|yTV¿`@SD_TYSJy `
}gxYeP*j.P&YÎ`opf{`oVWgP*yfX P*wxprReUWdT[f`WyfP&ydÓgiVhYÐ`&Ç`opfõ `oVWP*X XrgxYtSJmJYT[KSDwijKmKP*P&XB`giP*YTYZyeVÏgimtSJgYTyfy dTSD[JwfR dP*`oUnP&S|UhVo`§
}*gxP*SDgxVWYeP&jy SJ{`h`ogi[fVW_*gxSDRVWP&P&UWy3XB{g`WgÌ`WVhgi_[KYTUh[J` wxP&¡P&`SJSJn`_"{ÏR P*P*wxUhwfXBSJ`gx`hUh`W[Jgi[KwxP&Y"`gx}`vP&SrgiYTj.RTSDSKgx`WU`W[D[J§\
[K`W[f}fÀqgP&S|VWVhP`5dTSJ`WYTP*yUn`5[JSJR YTP*yBUnS|RVWgxP&[JUWYXB` g`WÇ`Wv`gx[J5YT`&`odÇnFd_ÊkKS.`oP&UhU5[JgiwxYBPgxVh`5_edTg`5`oP±XBy[fVWyf[3P*wSK`qgx`§
SB_tUhde[JXrwxPrSDgY `~} SBP*ÀqgxYe[K}ìj Â\ÂPKdeÇYTjÓÇÏVhgiSr[KYÃ`oVhSD[JÒUÀqXB[J}ìP*XVW}giVWP&wxPÎUgi{Y^giVWSB_TdTgiYYegiSJmKYP*Un[J`ogiUhVqjKp SDÓ§ Ç
Ye¡PJgxÆ&Ç jTSDÇVWgx[JUhY"[JwxSJP `h`W[tð*ï&gxSDúoüJVWP±÷ÓðÓyÎ÷Á{XrgiVWSD_YSJSDdfjJVWP±_T`B[JVWUhP±gÌVqSJpÐn_eSDgxYTYeyÐjÃUhXrP&`WSDRVW[KP*UhYTg`oSDgxw}e`Bgxwi\Âgi[JVqp U
[K`oyeVWRSDdTVhP&yeSUhP*SD`WYZVWPgxVhVn[J` ` YÓÇÎÇ VW[3z}P&_eUWPQPQXBRdTgP*`o`WP&UW`W\ÂUogx[J[J§0UhYUh[JXBwxgP`3P&ySKSJ`WY¿[J`WYrgxjJSJ[KYeReYeXBRePUhP*[|[JYZmU5V5SJXBwUhP*[D[Kw\S|UWVhPS gi[K[KRTY}fSDÀqP&UWVW¾gVh` deSD¡wY[JSDy UU
RXrP*SDUhYtXBpBgx`hUh`oP*gxw[JS|YeVW§1gx[JUh[JYwx`7P#} SKP`WVq`W{ÏgxjJP*YeP&XBYÎP*dTYZ`WVP*UnUh`ÏP*wSDS|YTVhgiy [KY UW[KwiP±`*ktSJSDUWYPy·Xr} SDPYtVq{ÏpZ§1P*VWP*[DY §
UhR [JP*wxUhP&XB`SJgx`hYT`oy#gx[JRYP&`UWVWXB[gUW`W[K`Wgiwi[KP±YT``Êgx`5SKVq`Êpt`oRe_Tgx[|&{SDwxYvwipgxY3VW_TÔPQgijKRedeUhUW[|P^mtgi¨eYTÇ>*PQ`[Dh\>`ogxSJjJReYTRegiYewxgÌj §
{[K&S|RgiVWVWP&gx_~Uh[JSDY^õ VWgxSK[JyfYTXB`SJgiYTUW*gxP3SJ`oYVWSKUn`W}S|`WVhPÏgi[JjKgiUnYeXB`*P&ÇRey wxz P*VhXB_t[ÎdTP&S `vYKVhS·P&ðy3deï&YTúo`WüJ[QgimK÷Ó*ðÓP*UW÷~UnP±`oS|UhgiVq[JVWpÐP7wxPJSDSJÇYTReêyRe[|wxdTgx{Ï&R S|P*yeVhmJSDgiP&[KVWU&Y P k
Vh*]^P*UWXÈP±SJS|YtVWXrpBgxYeSõ j^p~S"SJUWYTg`oP*P{cReUn[KUWSJYf[KçTwiVWP ggÓ*SDVnSJ`YTw yìyfSJRedeUhRePÏP*wxmKVWgx[.&[JS|ÉtUhVWgi[JYTgx[Jwxj^PÏY_T`7S"gi_UnUWSDS[KUnmJwinPBPQ_t}\Âp.UhP*[J`oP&VWX Y UhdTgxS^XBVWde`WRepfUhwxPPJ`q§§ Ç
XBsfSJP*YTYZyfVh_tP&ydÎª±¦J¦ SDUhÉZ0ÇwxP*êpì[|P*{ÏVP*mKSDP*w1Ç=U±k±VWª&_e¦KP&¦JUW¦ePÏk_TÔTSJP*`UhUh} SJP*giP&[KYwi["wxgiP*VoVWVBwxPSJw«UhÇÅP&`WP&ª&SD¦KUn¦Jn¦e_ k
yf[KYez P5_e[KgxY`VWRT_eSDPÏR SDP*ReU:RTwiReg*UhSDP&VW`WgxP*[JYZY3Vh`Ã[J\fSÈõ X[fyfP&wgxY~[J\"wx[JUWdT[KywiP**§1[J}TXBSK`oReP±dfy VhgiYTSKjTÓ§ Ç
ReRe*P&UhUh`h[D[|`3mtVhP&gxye[KV¿P*YKUnVh`*`WUWP*Ç [KYTw `WgÌ«VhõgigiVWmK_PVhgx_eYfPÎ\Â[JYTUh{XrSDgiVWVWS|de_VhUngiSD[KP*wÏY YT`o*P&UW`oRTptP&YZRfSDVÁUnVhS|gi[KVhVhYì[Ígi[KYìVW*P&win}[K_TdTP*YeVqy {7[JwxP&`W[JP*P*jKYUhp^mt`WgxVW*P[ P §
**degiP±UW`giVqSKpì`W`WR[f[KwiggS|VhgxP@P&`B{SJgiVWYT_ByUhXBpZP&RenVW_T[JSJjKYeUhSJg`oReXr_tpQ`&k5VhP&SJn*_e*P&YT`h[J`wx[J*jJ[Jp.YZVWVhUh[v[JP&wÏYTR `W[JdewxUWgÌP §
*SJ[Jw«Ç Y ¨DyeJP* YZeVWkgSDsewxSDgÌVq}epUhgi[JY\S yTS|P*VVhS#SDgw1`ÇÐYe¨J[DJVt{Ï¥ P*0Ç wxwTz[K_eYTPr`WgxXByfP&[fUWyfP±P*y w7ReUW[|SJmtYegj.yfPP&V`
S"RTUW[JVWP&VWgx[JYÃ[J\VW_ePÐ[KY yfP&YKVhgxSJwÏyTS|VhS^VW[¿S^R [Jwxgx*p¿gxYf§
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Data owners

Keys

Outsourced data

Access keys
1 0

Authorised access
users

ÔgijKdeUWPBªK5b7wx[Jdy"b7[KXBRedfVWgxYej

Sevice Provider

OPERATIONS

USERS

PERMISSIONS

m

ROLES
m

n

m

n

n
OBJECTS

User−role assignment

Permission−role assignment

(UA)

(PA)

Indicates many−to−many relationships

Ô gijKdeUWP3¨e ÏQb½UhP*wS|VWgx[JY`o_egxR
\Â_e[JgiUhP&XBUhSJSDUhVWngx_t[JpYÁ`oPVWÄfUhdTReÓwx[JVhdegiVWUWgxPKYeÇ j·z Vh_T_ePÏPBYTÉJP*P*{p"yfXBP&[fUWyfgxm|P&S|weVhgxgi`[KY^SvYTVW_TSDVWUWde[KdeUnSDjJwe_^*[JUh[JXwxP § RestP±UhP*ÓmtVhgigx[K[JY dT`@{7[J[KXBUWÉRTÇSJÔUWgxP±YT`ÊSJVhwi_ewxpJPkZ{7VW_T[KPvUWÉ.[KgxY3YTVhwx_edTgx`W`giR[KYrSDR [DP*\UVhSD_eYTPvy~RUWSDP&R wxSDP*VWUÏP±gxy `
RyeS|[KVnYeSP*YZgxY"V.[D\wx[JUWdTP±y SDwi*§1{Ï[JXB[JUhRewyÐdfVh`WgiP*YeUhjBmtgx{*P&giVW`_"VW[Îõ RTUW[JÏVWP&Ç VVW_TP`WP*YT`WgiVWgxmJP gxY sfP&ÓVhgi[KY¥tÇ
â¹&å e»e¹&å¡â á ¸
ReP*YTUW[K*z UWRpt[Z_eRf`oPÏVhPgi[KS[JY:YZYeVhP&VhUWP&{Ígx}en_edfSKYTVh*gi[J[KwxP±Y[J`WjJ`[Dpì\f*VW[J\Â_TYZ[KgxVWU·`UhRT[J[JwSDdeRXBVh`WP*[J[fUdeyfgxUn`>P*w>VqP±{Ï{y:[DgÌVh\Âye_^[JSDwyVhõ S¿Ç>ÔgxY=gxUh`o*V&wi[Kk|SJ{ÏYTdTyy P
}e[JdeXBgxwÌVRede}TVWSJgx`WYeP&jTyìÇ [K YìYTVW_eUhptP RfXVWgx[f[JyfY:P&w«giYtkmKVh[J_ewxgxmJ`P&*yìSJYÃR [JyfwxgP*XBp[J`oYVW`qUhVhdTUhÓSDVhVWdePrUhPÎVh_egP` {z _egiVWg_ì`ÐVh`o_eP±P·ÓVWgx}T[JSKY `ogBReUhgiP&Ye`W\ÂP*[JYZUhVhXB`ÎSDVWVW_egx[JP¿YìXB[D[D\VhUhgi[Jm|S|wxPVh§0gi}T[KSJYT`W`ÐP&y¿[D\3SJVh&_eP±P¿`W`RTSD*R[JYfP*U§
`jJodTUnSD&ReP±_Å`W`o`o\ÂÉtdegxw5wiw`*[KÇÅX~st}eP&gx*YT[JSDYTVWgxy[Jk7Y}T[JSJ\Ï`WP&SKy*[JP±Y`W`.VW*_e[JP YZVWYeUhP&[J{ wSDXBYTy¿[fyfP*Uhw1ptk5RfVhVW_e[JP § VhUW[Kw«Ç
\ÂUWRP&[K[KÓwiwiP3Vg[D_TpK\fgiÇ UnjJSDUnUnSDnYZ_tVhp giYe`ojVWUhSJdTYTÓy.VhdeUhP*UWmJP[KgxÉt`vgiYeSDYTjSJSwipfÉJ`WP*P&pQy\Âk UW[KP&`WXÍR P&SK*g*SDP&wxwx`hpÎ`>Vh[K_eYZPVWUhSD[J\ § w z ¡_eß P YTSJXBäP"¹&¸±[Dâ\ äº|W¼wxtã[JFdy:ã»e*[J¹&»ìXBReå á dfVh¼ giYe«âj ä¿ãFgx`r¼JSJâ ReRP±SDä>Uh¹±P&å y:á giY=UhP§
*P*YZVpJP&SJUh`&kVh_eP·[KYTP&RfV3[D\yeS|VnS"SJ`S `oP&UWmtgPKk>`qVh[JUnSDjKP
wiR[|P&{Uz `&{ _egiP"stVW_:P±UhÓP*VWUWXrgx[K[JwiSDY=P*gx§1YT}¨^yfSJP&`WRTUBP&UWyP±[D`o\QSJP&&YKVh_eVnP±`3g`B`WVh`RT_eXBPÐSDR [tXP*yeUr[JP*VWw1gÇgx`Bm|S|[Jz VWUhgx_ejK[JPÐSJYYe`*gi[JÆ&[JXBP&\yÃR VW_e[JSKYeP`P&\ÂRTYK[JSDVnwi`§§ SKS^`@`WS3P*Uh`WmtP*gxUh*mtP·gx*_TPJSKkK`~`W[D} \ VqP*{P&YÃSDUhgiPJYtkKmKReP&w`oS|VWVogx\ÂjK[KS|UWVhX P&y¿ktSD\ÂYT[KUyBSgxYf\ÂwiUn[KSJYe`oj"VWUhVWdTgxXBÓVhdePJÇUhPQz SJ[ `
[D}T\5SJ`Wõ P&y3SK*¤*P&SD`h`>UhP[KgiYZYZVhVWUWUh[f[JyfwD\ÂdT[K*UP&[Ky dfSDVhY`W[Jy dT{ÏUh*P P&yTYTyeyÐSDVhVhSQ_TSJS|YTVvy.}Vh[J_eVWP7_ SJUWYT[KSDwiP*wi§§ ReP&wiUhP±[|ÓmtVWgxUhyegP.giVq*pJ[Jk|XBYeP&Re{dfVnnS|_TVhSDgi[KwxwxYÐP*YeSKjK`P&SB`SDReUhdegx`W}eP5wxg\Â.[KU>dfVWVhgx_ewigiPVqp [JSJY `{yfP*S|YZVhVhP*gxUSJwiSDgiYVqpJy k
ptYe`W[DgV@`} [JP*\ P&SKYÎ*`oP±VW`Wde`gyf*P&[JyBYZVWgxUhYr[JwZVh_eRP[KwiwxggÌVhgxP*P&Un`S|gxVWYdTUW*PKwi[KÇdTstyP±ÓVh[Jgi[KXBY·RedeVWRegxYeUh[JjvR _[KS`WmJP&P` S*wim|[KSDdTgxwyÐSD}eP*gxYtwigimtVqgip:Uh[JSJYeYTXBy=P&YKgxYKV±VhÇ@P*]^jKUWSJgiVqYZpp [JUW\#P±`oVhP±_eSDP^Unn[K_ÎdfRTVh`WSJ[JRdeP&UnUh`P±_Ty=SmJyeP.S|Vn} SP*P*giYY
SVh^SDgxÉJwxP&P&pÁy·gxgxYfYt\ÂmJ[K[KUWwiXrmKP&S|yVhgi[KSJYr&[DP±\Ê`W`3ÉKP*\ÂUhpfSJ`7XSJP&YT{7yB[KVhUW[JÉÁÉJP&{YT_e`@gSJn_ÃYTy·giYSK*wxdTP±yf`WP&`7`[KyfYfP*§§ ReSK`ÏdT}eSwig`W`WP*_eUhP&mZy~g[JP.YSDVhY_ey·P@gxVhYf[J\ÂReUhSKg*`q`VhUW[Jd\ÓyeVWS|dTVnUWSP.XrSJ`SDSBYSD`ojJP&P&UWXBmtgP*YZPKV&kZk|}T`Wdf[DV\ Vq`o{P±SDdfUhP §
VWRUh[K[Jwiw>gyfp^P*VW`oP&VWUWUhXBdTÓgxVhYTdeS|UhVhP~gi[KSDYÊYTÇyÁsfSDP&ÓdfVhVhgi_e[K[JY"UhgxrÆ&S|ReVhUhgi[K[|mZY"gyfXBP±[t`yeSJP**w*`vP&SK`h``Q{Ï[KP*YZwxVWwUhSK[J` w Uh`oVhgÌVqSJpjJPJUWk±P±P&`oP±`WRSDUnP&n_"gSDwx\Âwx[JpvU3\Â[K*wiU[KSKdT*yÁ*P&*`h[J`>XB[KReYZdfVWVhUhgiYT[JwDj"Vh[Qgx`[K`odfVWVhgxwi`Ww@[JdegiYìUngiP±Vhy`yeP±SDS|UhVnwiSep Ç
VWP_eÄeP#SDXBgiXBReRTwxP&SK`&ÓÇ½VÏ[Dst\>P&jKVWP*gxYe[JP&YFUhSDÁVWgxyeYeP&j3`hS3UhYegi} P&P&{¾`BSJUh&P&yfP±dT`WYT`@yeRSD[KYwigpÃpReVW_TUh[JUW[K}TdewiP&jJX _ ez V_ePmJP&VhUWUhpÁSJYT{7yfP&giVWwiw@gx[J\ÂYT[JSJUwe*SJwi&[KdTP&y`h`[K[KXBYKVhReUWdf[KVWwfgxXrYejÁSDYT}SJP±jJ*P*SDXBd`oP&P·YKV5giVhyf`[t_eP±gx`jJYe_e[Dwxp V
{gÌVh_~SDdfVh_e[JUhgxÆ&S|Vhgi[KY.ÉJP*pf`ÊSJYTy#Vq{Ï[yfPVhP&ÓVhgiYTjvSDwxjJ[KUWgiVW_TXB`&Ç yfptYTSJXBgxvSDYTy·yegx`oVWUhgi}TdfVWP±yÎd`qVh[JXBP*Un`7SJYTy·yeSDVhS~[|{YeP*Un`*Ç
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}}[JP&jJVW7b _ÈgxYewx[JgiSJYTdT&jTyÈSJÇ yf*P&[JXBb7XBwxgx[JSÅRedTdfSDyVhYTgiYTyÍstj½P&gx*YT_TdeyfSJUWdTgi`ÁVq`opÈVWS|UhVWpwVWUnxSJwxSJgxÓReSJVhYTReP&wxygxP &S|SDVhVogiVW[KP&YTYZ`ÐVWgx[J\ÂUWYT[K`^X%\ÂUWVh[K_eX P
ÿ P&YKVhwipRede}e§
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ÿ
wiXBg`oSJ_TYTP&SDyjKP*S XByfP*YZ[fV¿*de{XB_eP*gxYZnVÃ_SDg`¿} [JSJdfY VÃgx`WXBP&RdT[KUWUoP=VnSDyeYZS|V¿VnS *[J`oXBVW[KRUh[KSJYejJP*PYZVìSJYT[Dy \
`o[Kwx[JdedTUhyF*P&y*[JyeXBS|XBVnSRe`WdfpfVW`qgxVhYeP*jX Ç `W¢©_eY=[JdeVh_ewy P^}jJPdTgxSJye`hSJ`WP&YT`h`oPKP±kyBS\ÂUW`o[KP±X deS|UhVP"wx[JP&dfSJ`oVWV§
VW`W_e&SDPÍwSD\Â}e[JwxwxPrwx[|ÉJ{P&gip^YejcXrSDSJYT`WR SJP&jJÓP*VnXB`* P&YKV qª :1¨ .`oVWdUh[J`oP&YTU3j ReP*UhY[|mZUhg`WpZgiRe[KVWYegxgi[JYTYjTkÊSJyfYTP*y §
ReSDYTUW[|y mtg¡`o gx[JYT`opfgiYe`ojVWP&kÊX SDYTSy¿m|SDgxYfgxwx\ÂSJ[J}eUhgiXrwxgiVqS|p·VhgiSD[KYTYÁyÐwxgÌR\ÂP±P*UWpf\Â[JUhwxPBXBXrSJYTSDYTPKSJÇ jJP*XBP&YKV
SVWJ_en_eP.ÞvgxPP*dfÄfmKVngP&`q`oy:Vh[KgideYTVWUh_ej*UhP&SJ[Jy¤RedTRejJyeUh_=[KSDSJVhP*S=nYT_T*\ÂP&UW[K`@ptU^Rf`W_eVhX~P&[|yde{FwiVWTVhgi§0_ewxPdTP.`o`WP&`opf_eUÁ`q[KVhSKUoP*Vn*XrSDjKP±`*`WP&Ç`W`@P&\ÂêQ`"[J[|U&{7SDSDYP&RemJRTP*} wiU±giP § k
*yeS|S|VhVngiSe[KkfYÊ} Ç3[DÔeVW_Ð[KU#ye`WS|P&Vn*SdeSJUhPYTy SDYXy^P*VhPSKæ·ye*S|giVnP&S~YKVXSJdT&`qVP±`W} `QP#VWRT[ UW[K[JRdfP&VnUW`owx[KpBdeUhRe*UWP&[Jy §
VWSDP&YTSJVWwiP±pfy`WP&\Ây Uh[JVhX _ePde}YTSJSD`WdegxVW_egx[KyeUWP&gSr`oP±Vhy[ djK`odTP&SDUhUn`&SDÇFYZVh]"P*P3giwxwxgxP*YfUr\Â[JPUhVÎXrSJS|wVhgi[K¨JY^JTgiYeª §
VW_TP*SJjK`WUW_giVqp\ÂdTYT}tÓp=VhgiSD[KReYTRT`*ÇÅwiptgxQyYejÃfpZP*SYP*UhV·pZReSDw1VWÇ P&y=¨DyeJSDZVh¨ STkdT`o`WgxP&jJ`rYTSD`WVWpZdeXBUhP&XB`rPSJVhUWYTgy 
VWSD¨J[:wxjJJ[JJ`WP&Uh gi*1VWkde_eP*UhXrPYT*`@VWUW_eVWpt[BP¿RfVhP*`ogiYTpt[K*Y"XBUWptXBgx`vRfPV dTVWT`WUhP&gwx^P&yÐ`ÉJVhSDP&[ÎYpf}yÎ`*Ç¤[DReVWdT_ ¢©Y}eTwigwi#P±`vSJÉJwiP&SJwp·SDYT_Ty"SDSJwxyfwijJwgx[JSìUWUhP±giPÓVWVÐVh_e[JXrSDUhw1p ` Ç
giyfYfP\ÂVh[KP*UWUhXrXSDgxYeVWgxP±[Jy·YÃ}tSDprYÉJyP&pgÌ\mK[KP*U~Uhg Ye[J*VS|VhSgi[KdTYT`o`&P&Ç Uz &_eSDPvYÃ[|SJmJ&P&UWP±_e`WP±`SJyBS [JT\>wxPÎÉJP&gp `
jJRP*P&YTYTP*yeUn` S|VW[Jgx[JY Y Rg[|`Q{ÏUhP*P*wUWS|§0XVhgimK[fP*yfwxdTpÎwxSJ_eU P±Smt[Kp XB`WRegiYTdf*VhP3SDVWgigxVh[J`vYÊReÇ UW[fè#*P&[Jyf_ deUhPP3V"yfSDP*w1§ Ç
yeSv¨JS|RTJVnJdeS  }e@wxgxwidTP`W_TP&ReSK`Uh`gim|SDSDSDYeYVW[JPVWP*_eYTÉJP&P&*U~pUWptRTRf[KSDVhXgxgiU[KRTY~\Âwi[JgÉJU*P&SDP±p~VWSJP&nSDy_Yy`odTVW`WSJUhP*dTYU±Ç SKVWdez*Uh_eP±PrP`W`VWSJ_ÉKReS|P*ReVpJUhkD[KP±SJSJSJYTnny__
gVhiYfSJ[J\ÂnYZ[KÉfVhUW`&giXrYtÇdeSD¢0[KVVWdTgxSJ[J`owxY wx`Wp[~de`oRjKgxjJP*yeYYeS|`>P&VhUhP~VhSD_eSDVWPP±YT`7XByÐSPReVhYeUhSKP*P*yemK{¾S|P*VnYZÉJSVP*Vhp·UhUW[JP&SJwxP@wiYT}TVhy·SK[vnUhjKÉ·P*dTP&`oYTSDP±UnSDUhdeptYZUhVWRfgiP&VqVpP5Vh[JS|_eVWUWP §§
UWP±`oR Ê[JgfYTP*yeVgiSJYewfjrSDyeReSDReVhwxpS _TTSKwxP&`o`_~{VWUh_TP*P*P&Y `SJSrYTyey~S|nVn_TS SJgiYwiP.`ÊgVh`[#UWRTP&UWXBP&mJ[|P*mJYZP&VyÊ\ÂÇ [JUhÉ
S|>VoVng>SJPnV#ÉfSD`Ïw1SDÇÏYT¨DyÎKDjJ dT1SJÇ Uh.SJYK_eVhP&P*UQPQSDVWY_eyP.S.m|gxSDX gxwxSJRT}eUWgiP±wxgi`oVqP&pYKVh[JP&\>y Vh_eVWP#_TP~yTS|SJVhyfS m|SJTYfwxP §
Vh`oSD[KjKdeP&Uh`·*P&SJyYTyeyFS|VnyfSegÇ`WSKFyyfm|eSDS|YZVnVhS#SJ`WjJ_TP±SJ`UW[JgxYe\.j#VWRe_ewxPSDVoSJ\ÂRe[KUWReXUh[K\ÂSK[KnU_e[JP&`dfVn\Â`o[J[KU deUh[J*dfP&VWy §
gigiYfY \Â[K.UWXr_TP*SDUVWgxSD[JYTYry dT.`WgiYTgiX j3keSJ¨D`WKpZKXB XB0ÇPQwVhUWigwVhP&_eYTP&`WP.UhptSDRfReVWRegx[JUhYB[KSKg`5n_eReP&Uh`7[JSJR yf[K[K`WP&Rfy V
de¢0SJV`WYTpZSDXrXBdeSDVWXBÉK_eP&P[K`VhUWUWgVh`og_eP±yÃP·P&YTÉKSJP*&Uhp¿ptP±RfXB`WVW`&gxSJk[JYTYBSJSDYTXBjKyP*PXB{Vh_eP*giVW[fYZ_ÅyeV~`S^XBVh[3P±_tndeRe_TjJUhSDPÎ[DYeVWgÉJP±`WP*ÓX V7pìyTVhYtS|[deVhXS`oP±}\ÂUWP&de[KUhUhX `&P Ç
Ye[JyedfP*S|{VnVnS`o[KSDmKdeRTP*UhReUh*p"UWP&[ZyÐSJdeyenX_ÁS|Vn}gxSe`P&Ç UhYT`WP*[JP&XByePBP&yÁSDYTVW[^yRTdeUWYe[JUhVWP&P&SDwxV.g`qVhVWgx_eJPÎÇ `hz S|_e\ÂP*P&VqUWpP*\Â[J[J\7UhPJVhkÊ_eSP
â h¶»T¸ tãÅ»e¼J¼ Z¸±¸r¼Jâ á ¹*º|â
P*z Un_eSDP·wÊSeÇ·SJõ `WlvR P&`oÓP&VnU `*|Ç UWX[Kwi[fPyfSJP&`hw@`o`W[fde*RegxSDR VW[Jgx[JUWYTVh`#` VW"V_TP·W_e`oP·R P&**[Jg YT`o&VWS|UnVhSDgigx[KYZYÁVh`.[J`W\ÏR`WP±P*mZgi§§
\ÂpZgxYe}ÊjrÇÍdT`WP*P*UUhXSJdfg`hVW`o_Tgx[J[JUhY gi|Æ±S|UW[KVWgxwi[JPÐYSJ`@`hVh`o[B[f*RgxSDP&VWUogx\Â[J[KY UWX ÃVUhh[J_ewxP&P` *[JYT`oVWUnSDgxYZVh`
`oR P&}Ê*gÌÇ \ÂptgxYej.[KwiUWPÁ[Kwi_ePÏgiP&SDUhdfSJVhUh_en[J_TUhgigiP±Æ±` S|Vh:Vgi[KhYT_e`P¿Vh[v*[JR YTP*`oUWVW\Â[JUnSDUhXgxYZVhR` P&UW`oRXBP&g*`WgÌ`W\Âgxpt[JgxYTYe` j
{[DVW_e_TgxP*nU_UhUW[J[KwxPwiPrXrSp¿giYe_TP*UhgÌVBSDwxw@[D\Vh_ePÎR P*UhXBgx`h`ogx[JY`[D\QSJYf§
SJ`h`o[fDÇgDOQS|ªKVhdeÇQgi[KVqp#sZYTVh`Ï`WSDP*giVWRTYg~SJyfUhgx`W&SDP*S|VWRTVhgx[JSJgiYeY.UhjrSDVW[K*P&YT[Jy Yf`qVhyfçTUhdegSJÓVqgiVpYZVn[J` \VgxYZWVW_eP&P±UW`oP±ÐSP@`qV±SJÎ UWP[JUhY[J`qwxPVhUh|SJUW[KgiYZwiPV
`oyfR gÌÒP&P**UhgÌ\ÂP*ptYZgxVYej^Uh[JVhwx_TP&` S|VBS"dT`WP*U~&SDYeYe[JV} PÎSDdeVW_e[KUWgxÆ*P±y¿\Â[JU3Vq{Ï[
`Vqq{7VhUh[^SJgiYZyfVgi&Ò¨e`WP*ÇÃR UhP*P&OQYZgiV~pt\ÂptYTUhgi[JSJYTwxXBjP&`gxVhÐ}e_TdeS|`oP&VrVRTS*SDSJUndYeS|Vh`oYeP&P&[DyÃUV&yeSJSDdfÓYV~Vqp }`WgxP X~SDdedfwiVhVhSJ_eYe[JP*UhS[KgiÆ&dT¿P&`oyìwxp[K\Â[KYfgxY U§
}[JVWy_ ÇbÏSJUhyfgxYTSJwigiVqp :VW_TP¿XrSDÄtgxX~dTX YtdeX}P&U [D\~R P*UW§
XSDdfgVh`h_e`ogx[J[JUhYTgiÆ&`P&SJy¿wiwx\Â[|[K{ÏUP&SDyYtkp¿g1Ç PKRTÇrSDUW_eVW[|g{ÈdTwxXrSJU3SDYtUW[Kp^wiP R P*¡UWUh[KXBwiP gx`h`W*giSD[KUnYTyf`gxYT*SDSJwxYÁgiVqp } P k

[KwiOQP±£Q¢ SDXBP P&SKyk UhgiVWPJklRP&UWyeXrS|Vh£QPJkTSJXBOvP*P wxPVhPJkTQReReUh[|mSJw
ê.ê.ÞÞ.¨ª
P&P&SKSKyykk UhUhgigiVWVWPJPJkkllRRyeyeS|S|VhVhPJPJkTkTOvOvP*P*wxwxPPVhVhPP
b7[TPJªª
P&P&SKSKyykk UhUhgigiVWVWPJPJkkllRRyeyeS|S|VhVhPP
bs
P&SKy
z SD}ewxPBªJP*UhXBgx`h`Wgi[KYf§ [JwxPQUhP*wS|VWgx[JY`o_egxRÊÇ
PKgxYÐÇ jSrÇikf`W[KR YeP&wiprg [KvYeP.VWgxdeXBRPJyeÇ S|VhP[JR P*UnS|VWgx[JYÐSDwxwi[|{ÏP&y·VW[rSByeS|VnS wiP
[K[KdfU@VhVhz `W_e[J_e[JdePvdTUn`hYtSDP±deYyrXyeye`*}S|ÇP&VnU]^S[DSJgx\>Y YTUhSD[JjKwxwx[JP&giYTd`Ïj~y·SDVhYT_e[KyÎP&X`WRPvRTP&dfUWUhXB[JVWgxwxYegP&`W`j`WgxSJ&[JYTSDYTy·Y·`7{R} P*P#gÌVhUh_Z_XBdTm|gxYT`hSJ`oyfUWgxUh[Jgx[JP&YdTye`*`` k
[Jm|SJS|\YTVWVhyP*PÐYìVWyT_e_eS|P&gxgiVhjJU5ST_TgxÇwiYZpVWP&yeUWP*P&UhUhP*XBwP&S|YZgx`hVhVW`WgiUn[KgiSD[KYTwxYf`ogiÆ&§1_TUhP&gi[JRTy¿wx`P·SDgYT`5SJy¿`hS.`WgiwxmtjKgigiXBYeVhXBSDgiVWw P*P&nYZy_TVSDSKwxg*wx`BP**YeP&S`hjK`QP7RSDVhVh["_TUWVWS|gReV7UhdfgxgÌ`§§
wgxYeSDUhj.wipUW[K*wiP±UW`giVWVWg*[.SJVhwSKSK`oÉfyf`XBggi`YTS#gx`oVWYeUn[JS|UhVhXrgimKSDPÐwfXrSKÓSDVWYTgxmtSJgÌjJVqpP&UWg} SDP&wK&\ÂSDdedTYT`WP VWgx[JSJY·`h`ogxSDjJYYfy §
YVhTSK[B`WSD`WVW*gidejK[JUnYeYZSDgxVWwTYeUhRTj"[JwSDSJUWVh*V5_e*P3[DP&\`hSJ`.SJ&`hR`oP&P&gx`hjJUW`YTXBSDgiYegde`Wj`WVWgx_ed[J[K`oYTUWP&`gxUhÆ&`[KSDYVhVW[gx[J[JVhYT}fSK`&Àq`oÇ P±ÉfÓ`&VnkK`.SDVWY[^y~UhVh[J_ewxP*P&Uh`.P\Âg[K`~UWSP
{Xr_eSDgYtnp¿_"`WyeXBP&S|`hP&`oVngxSJS [JYTYì[J`}fgSr`~ÀqP±XrSDÓVhYSD`&RTÇ giReXBÔTgiYTR [Jjr[JU3UW}P*VhSDÄeP*YZVqSD{7VXBP&*ReP*[JY^wxPJYTk*SrP*S RfUh[JVUWwx[KP3{wiPBSDgÌVhYTXr_ey giSYÅpR [Kõ P±`h`q`WVngiSD}e}fwxp §
wxSKgx*`W_P±`WSÁ` `oR P±P*`W`WUhgiX[KYÃg`h`o}tgx[JpYTSJ`&ÇÓVhgim|SDVW`WgxYeP&`hjÁ`ogx`W[J[JY¾XBgxP `"`WSJdewi}T{`WSPpfVB` [DSK\#`WSJ`W[f`h`ogxgjJS|YeVWP±P±yy
{[KUrgiVWX_=[KSìUWP"`ogx`WYeP&jJ`hwx`oP gx[JUWY[K`*wiÇP SDz Y_eyP&UWP±P SJnXr_ÅSUWpÃ[Kwi} PÐP^Xr_eSgxP*pÃUnSDP&Un`onVh_eSJgi}eP±wi`g`W_:{gÌVhÆ&_eP*UhgiY [
UhSJ[JUhwxnP&_e`&gxÇP&`&stÇP&sfYeP*gx[JYeUgx[JUhU.[JwxUhP&[J`.wxP&SD`#UhPgiYT`W_e_eP*[|Uh{gÌV3YìR S|P*UhV.XBVW_Tgx`hPB`Wgi[KVW[JYTR¿`v\Â[DUW\7[KVWX _ePrÀqde_TYegiP&gx[JUoU§
UhP*[JÄZwxVhP&P*`&YTÇ@`WgxÊ[JP*Y"V Vh[ yeP*ÇYe[JVWP[Kwi^P_eg`gxP*`WUnP*SDYeUngxn[J_eUgiP±Vh`[ ReÎUh[|{mtgigxVWye_"P[KS }ZmtRgx[|[J{dT`§
P&[JUo\Q\ÂdewiP±wSJSD`oVYyRTUWgx[KmtYtgiwxmJP*P*jKYTPÐgiP&`WYKgiYVXBPÐP&[JSDYeYwxp`3VhUW[ÁP±ÑZP&deYfgiUh\Â[JP&yUnPÎRP&VWUW_eXBP g`WRe`WUhgxgi[JYYT`gxReVWwi[P
R P*UWQ`\Â[JÏUhX SDYÎSP*ÄeVhSKSD`oXBÉÎReSJwxUWPJP.ktÔSJ`hgxjJ`WgidTjKUWYeP¤P&yÎ~VW`W[_e[|VW_T{P`@UWVW[K_ewiP#PKÇ UW[KwiPv_egxP*UnSDUnn_Zp
`o`WVWpfUh`qdTVhP*ÓXVhdeUhP@[D\õ ÓÇ Ãz _egxYBP3SQ\Â[KRewiwxUh[|[D{ÀqP±giÓYTVWj §1[Kz UWgxSJP*}eYZwiVWP P±y.ª3XrPÄfSDReYTUhSJP&jJ`hP*`WP&XB`P&SJYKY V
P*ÄfSJÏXBSKRe`owiP±P.yc[J\[JRYcP*UhVhX_ePÍg`h`oyTgx[JS|YfVhSJ§0Uh}T[JSJwx`WP#P½SK`WSD`WYgijKy YeXBgÌVnP*`ÃYZVVnSDgiY}ewxP&`Å`WdTn_ Ç SJ`
VhVhõ _e_egxP`[JRTdfSJVnR`oô P&[KU>degUn`>P&jKyÐ[JgxYeyejSDVhVWS[#gxY^giyfY^P*VhmK*_eP*wiP[Kwx[JdTRR.yÐSD\ÂR [K[JP*UWUXBXrReSDwKdeXBVWSDgxYeYe[tj j·yeP*PSDwKV.YTVWySD[Qw1XrÇ.Vh_e¨JSJP*JYTUhJP*SD}t jK1p P k
Vh_e}T_eP&SKPwi`oRP±yey½SJS|wiVnSJwxS[f&*SKS|P±*Vh`W*PB` P&`hVW`Ï_e[JPÎ`WYZP&Vh*RUWde[KP&UhUWw#gÌXBVqSJpKgYTÇ`Wy½`Wz gi[K_TYTUhP#`.ptXBRf{VW[fgi[KVWyfjJ_eP&Un[KwSDdfRegxV`_T}Tgx^[KSKXB`oSJP±wiReyÎjKUW[J[K[KUhXBY gÌVh_egxUh`W[JXrgiYTwxP`*j § Ç
z`W[J[deUn[JdeP±Ury:ÉtyTYeS|[|Vh{S¿wxP&Vhye[ÃjJyfPJP*k7mKVWP*_Twxgx[J`ÎRFgx`·SDRTVWRe_eUWP [ZSJnUh_e`oVÎP±`S|\ÂVW[JVWP*UÎXB*Rfwi[KV dTy=giYF[K[JdfXVo§§
RedeVWgxYejB{gÌVh_^õ § z _e¾g`ÏXrgx`SJSYTSDUWjKP&wxP*SDXBVWgxP*[JYZY·V&Ç[J\Uh[JwxP&`7giY S`opf`oVWP*X Ç
Vhst_eP&PYegx[JUgx`Vh_eP`oP&YeUhP*gx[JwS|UVW[Dgx[J\YVW`o_e_ePÏgxRÐVq{Ïgi[vY"UhÔ[JgiwxjKP&de`&ÇUhP.z TSD}eÇ wxP¨QP*ÄfReUWP±`W`WP&`
stOvP&Ye¢ gx[JU Kê#deYeÞgx[Jª U
ê#ê#OvÞÞ¢ ªª ê#b7Þ.[PJªª ¨
b7[PJªª QQ
z SJ}ewiP3¨e@s  £§ ZlQ£ VhSJ}ewxPgiY"ÔgijKdeUhP 
YeP&@P&zõyfP±_eyPÇ Ye§ P*z {:_egVh`5SJ}eg`@wiP±S.`UhwiP*gxÉJwS|P Vhgi[K@Yõ [J\ ±SDYTP*UhyXrõ £QSJXPKkZÞv@R õ P*U±ktÞvSJ}fUWP §
ÀqP±ÓV K
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Ô gxjJdeUhPe [KwiP._egxP*UnSDUnn_tpP*ÄeSDXBRewxPgiY ReUh[DÀqP±ÓVh`ÏXrSDYSDjJP&XBP*YZV`opf`oVWP*X
gx`VhÞv_ePP*R UhP*YTXrUSJ£QXg`@SJP.VhX_e[JPrP\VhYTg`._eSJPXVh_eRP#P·P&[DUWReXB\UhVWgigXr_e`W`WP.SJgx[JUW[KYÐp^RP&giÉKYÐUhP*SDpVWVW_Tgx[J\ÂP3[JYÎU`opfjKVhUh`o_eSJVWPBP*YZX VWVhP&SJÇ yÊ}eÇwiPK¢0kVSJ_TYTSKy ` \Â*Uh[J[JYZXéz VWUh_e[JgxgxYTw`^yfg`RTgxmt_TSDgxRSDyfUnP*dy·USDwÏVh\Â[r[tVW[ì*XrdTgx`WSDYTP&YTyf`"SJgxmZjJP*gPJÄfyfÇ*dTwidSJ`ow«kÏgxmJSDP&YTwip y[J_eY¤P*Y_e[|PÐ{ VW_eVWP"[¾SK`W*RP±P±`WÓ`§
gijJYfUn\ÂSD[KYZUWVWXrP±yÎSDVW[Kgx[JYÊY¾Ç SJ}[KdfV·VW_TPÁ[K}fÀqP&V·VW_TSDVÎVh_ePÁ[KRP&UhSDVWgx[JY=g` giUh\Â[JpÈwxP§0SD}TYTSJyÈ`WP&P*y~YfSJ\Â[K**Uh*P&P`h`P*XrYSDUhYTpZSJRejJVWP*gxXB[JYÈP&YKRV[JdTwx`Wgx*gxYegiP±j`ÁSv\ÂUh[JdeUìwxPSD§0df}TVhSJ_e`W[JP&yUhgiÆ&wSDgiYTYfj §
}ZmZpÃgxP*{ÞvVW_ek}fP"SDÀqP±YÐ[KÓRV.giYTP&gxyeUh`QSDPVWVWÄ _egx[J[KPBYÊUyeÇÅSBSDVh¢0yeV·SDS|}*VnSJSDSD`W}TYÅP3SKgÌ}`oVhP#P^P*X RTS¿SJnVhyTÉ|_TS|SJS|VhjJVSJPJ}T*Ç SJSJ`WY^PJk7}PBSSJVn&SD}eP±wx`WPJ`WkP&yS jK[KyedTdeSDVhUQSDS.jKSDPJSJRTÇ &ReUWP±[Z`WSJ`PÐnXr_ ReUhSDP&[JYSKR SDn[K_"jJ`WP&P [JXBdfS¿P*VnYZ`o[KV[KdeVWX_eUnUhRTP&[JUWy deP&_ejKye_BP*SDYTVhÉJ`WSrP*gxmJpfgP·``SJP&\ÂUnYTYTSDyXBUhptVWP&[JRf{7ÉKVW[KP*P±YTUWy^ÉÁ`&SDÇ>\ÂY¢©[JYy U
XeÇ g`hz `ogx_e[JPQYB\Â`q[JVhwxUWwid[|{ÓVWgxdTYeUWj Pz {SDgi}eVW_BwxP¾[JR ~P*`WUn_eS|[|Vhgi{[K`YT`>P*Äe[JSD\ XB[K}fReÀqwxP&P&`@VhSK``gxYBVh_eÔPQgxjJR deP*UhUWP § P±XrSJSJjJSDnP*Yt_XBpÅP&dYKÉJ`oV±P&P&keUrptSJ`&_T`Ç SJ[K`BQwRe[KRx`WYe[Z[TP`okQP±ÉJy·UWP*[KVhpwi[BP±`B[JVWYe_e\Â[JwxPpUhP*X VWÄf[gx`oSÃVW`WgxgiYe_eXBjrgxP*wi\ÂUnSDpÃSDReUnRTVhn_eUW_t[ZP"p:SJÉJn`o_eP&VWpÃUhP±dT`7XrÓ{VhdeSDgiVWYfUW_ P §
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XVW_eP*P VWw_eÉJ[fP*`Wyp¿[Tk gxReYeUW{ÏgÌ[KVhPRgxSJ[Zwigx`o} Æ&P±[JSDy¿UhVWUWgx}Z[J[|pY{ÏVSJYTVWn_eSDyPwxwxSJ[K_PXBÄfPgxRe`oVVWdfgxSJVhYeSDw«jÇ VWgx[JÉK¨JYÃP*JpK[J\@yfRe}TP*deUhSK}egx`omwxP±gxSDÎyìVWgxVW[J[J[JYY §
mfmtT¨eÇÇ ÉÉ mmT¥fÇÇ ÉÉ mmT¥tÇÇ ÉÉ DD YtYZ¨  22tu
É\ÂJUWP*[KYX `rVW[D_VWS|_TV P*UÎSJwiÉKwx[|P*{pf`&ÇVh_eP^ÔT[JÉKUÐP*p=PÄeyfSDP*XBUhgiRem|wxSDPJVWkQgx[JSKY=`W`Wdegx`ÎXBRP[Z`W[K`WYegx}ePwiP^ÉKP*\ÂpUW[KX
mZmfeÇÇ ÉÉ mTmT¥f¥fÇÇ ÉÉ mTmT¥t¥tÇÇ ÉÉ DD YKYt   uu
SDYTy[K YePÃ  Vh[JÉKP*Y    Ókk{S¾_eÉJP&P*UWp P   g`*SJS"YRe}deP=}ewxgyfP*wxpìUhgxmSSDm|VWSJP±giy¤wSD}e}Zwxp P
mtm TÇÇ ÉÉ mm TTÇÇ ÉÉ mm eeÇÇ ÉÉ DD YZY   22vv
wx[JSJR }P*P&Unw@S|VWSJ[K`hU`o[fSD*YTgxSDy VWP&yÁg`{SBgiVW_ì`oP±ÉJdeP&UhpP_T SK`ok _ \ÂdegxYT`VWVW_egx[JPrYÊ}eÇ7giVo¢©§©Y S|§0Vh}e_egigV `ÉJP&p
mem T¥fÇÇ ÉÉ mfmf¦T¦TÇÇ ÉÉ mfmf¦e¦eÇÇ ÉÉ DD YfY ¥  22ww
yfSDUhP*PvUhgiRem|SDdTVW}egx[JwigYÎDÇ RTz UW[f_TPvP±`WdT`&`WkZP#ÉJ[DP*\>pfVh`Ï[JSDÉKUhP*PQYTÉK`7P*jJRfUhVP&SDSJVW`wxp`WP&UhP&UhyePdTVÏ}eP±df`@VVh_eVW[KP.ÉJÉJP&P&YTp `
YZÉJP*dTpX~yf} P*P*UhUngx`BmSDVWVW_tgx[JdTY`·\Â`WUWgx[KXX RTwiÉKg TP*P&p `·ÉJ P*VWp:[ Xr SDmtYTgxSJSvjJVWP*[KXBÉJP&P&YTYK`5V±Ç½*SJÔeYde} UWPQVW_TSJP*RfU±§ k
z SD}TwiP.T .P&pÎyfP&UWgxm|S|VWgx[JY
`WdTn_ Ç
VWRez _Twi_egxSDP&gxV$`3y"gxSK`% ` & yf} P \ÂP*T[JwxYewx[|wi{P±[|yÁ{7`'}SrP*`Wwx( P&[| )ÑZ{degiP*YÅ{YgÌVhVh_eP_ÁP^[DVh\_e`oP±VWP·ÑZ[K`WdeÉJPP&P*V3YTYT`*[DP \ÏÉJ[J  P&Yeptwx!p`.! UhgiP&\+"#SK* n3_T-,
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nn+m :xO z y x KIK: x J J m qD nx zJ y$n J o Zk
giSJYÎ`h`oVWgx_ejJYePP±`WyÐpt`oVWVW[ÐP&X yfgÌkKÒVhP*_eUhP#P*YZÉJVQP*pfUh[J`7wxjJP&P&`vYeSDP*YTUn@yS|Vh?P&yrVh}t_eprPBye`oP*S|VQVnS~[D\[|{Vh[JYTÉJP*P&UnYT`@`SDUhgxY P
VW_ePRe_edTP }ewig.RewSJ*P.VW_TSDVSJYtpJ[JYTP#&SDY"D =F
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[J[D\5YVhXr_ePBSJYZRTpSDUWyfVWYegiÒP&P*UhUh`#P*SDYZYVy"RSDVW_TUWVWPYegP&yfUhP*`&YZÇÃVhg stR&P±S|VhggiSD[KwxYwipK[Dk\ÏVW_TSÎP RTSJ`WP*UowxVhP&gx*VWdegxw[JSDY U
ReRewxUWSJP*Yì\ÂP*UhVWP*["YT*\ÂdTPJwÇTjwxwSK[KReSJdewÌ§0Uh[JRUh[ZgiP&`oYZPrVWP&g`~yÐyfSDUhRTgxmJReP*UWYì[ZSJ}tnpÁ_ gVW`_ePÎdT`W*P&dTyÐ`oVWVh[J[ÎXBSDP&YTU SD`§
wi}eptdTÆ*`WPÎgiYeReP±UW`Wgx`m|SJRe*Uhp[fRP±`W[J`&wxgxk&*gxgiY~P±`3{[D_T\ÏgxnVW__T[JPÎYeP*PÏYZ*VhSDP*YUhReyfUWPg`WVhP&P*`.UhXgxYZgxmKYe[JP7wxVWmJ_eP±PÏyÁXBgxYÃgiYeS §
gi{XgÌVhde_XUWP±ye`ogxR`hP&wx[KV3`WdeVWUh[^PÏ*[JdT\`qyTVhS|[JVhXBS#P*\ÂU [KU`\ÂXrdew S|TÄfwiwxgigxXYejdeX VW_TPVhUWUWd[t`q[DV±V5Ç"RTÞvdeYìUWR Vh[K_e`WPP
}TjJ[KSJSJ`Wgxw>`5Uh[DP \TVWYT_eP*PXBReP*dTYZUWV.R Re[KUW`W[fP*yfP&gx`hUW`*P±kÓPVWæ·P±ygxjJP*UnYZSDVRe_BSDwxjJyf[JP*UhUhgxgiVWmJ_eP&Xry~VW`Q_TSJUWUW[KP~dejJRe_rUW[JS §
mZSJngyf_eP±gxP*y#mtVWgx[QYej·yfP*SrVWP&`oUWP&XBUWmtgxgYePPKÇÏVW_TêQP5[|[J{7RfP&VhmJgiXrP*U±SJktwDVWRe_TUhP~gim|SDSJwx*jJpZ[K§0UWSgi{VW_eSDXrUhP`RSJS|UWVWP_.Ye\Â[K[JVU
XVWSDUh}e[JP*wxVWwJPQ_eXBVh[f[[fyeyfSJ`QP&ReYewxRe`>[Jwx}eUpdfVhVhV>_e[~P~gxYTVhSK_e`oVW`WP#P&`WSK[f[JydfgVnS|yf`oVWg[K`WP±de*y·dTUh*Vh`WP&[r`WyrP&UW`Êye[K_ewiSDP*[|Vh§1{S}SJVh{[`WgÌP&Vh}eyÐ_ÎdeSJgxP&w*YTy3*P&SDUh`hY.pt`Rf[JVWRe[Kgx[JVWYfgiY §§
XBêgxSJRewRRe[fUh*giUhm|SDSJVW*gpZ§0Sye{S|VnSDSDUh}TPSKRT`oSDP.VW`o_ pf`oVWVW_eP&UhXB[Jde`&jKÇ _ÎjKUhSJRe_rVW_TP*[JUhp·{giVW_egxY


b/f

b7UnReSDUhYeP[K\ÂUÐP*UhP*@YÇPP&V^`.ªKSDÇiw1ª Ç ¡«RT¨JDJR Ó`okR P& z *g _ePì*S|ReVhwgiS|[KVWY \Âx[JkUhX \Â [JU  ReÙDUhgiÚzm|A4SK/27p
ÚW4Ù 9 Ç
O#SDVWXBgx[JgYFSDYe[Jg \. XÇÏdePwiV"VWgi§1SDÉKw1P*Ç p=1¨D`qKVhUhZSD¥ VWP*kQjKgiYP±`B¾\ÂP[JÄfUÐRyeP&UWS|gxVnXBSP*[JYZdeVhSJVh`Wwv[JP&dem|UnSDwxgxdTYeS|jT§ k
\ÂO0[J7 UhXr @S|UWVW[fgxD[JÇZY [Dst\>P&VW*_edePUhgÌ¨JVq¨DpÐYTb7yr[K¢qYfÔ\Â¢qP* UhP*zYb@PJ§nkTªJsfªQ[J¢©dfYKVhVh_ P*Uh\YTÂS|UWVhggi*[KS YTiSDÇ w ¢©Yf§
ÔTP*YegxYTP&`q`hVh`P*gigxYTYÐYeê~[|m|ÇTS|5VWgxÇ mJoPÏª&¦KUhP&¦K`W P&SDkeUnÔn_ giYT«SJ`ow}eUWgxUP&>R[KjKUoUhV±SJYZV&£ÊgUh`q[JVQwx`WP7Xr}SDSJwx`WwP&}ey~dTSK`WÓgÌ§§
b7P±[J`WUh`RÊÇ i[KÇ YKVhUW[Kw«rRT_TSJ`WPÁªKÇ>VhP&n_eYTgx&SDwUWP&R[KUoV±k /27  s 7z
è#[Kst_ gxUWgxdTÇx` kst«¨J_JSJJn _TÓSJkX stP&ê3*deÇxk>UWgx]"Yej¿[fyeUWSKP&yfXBde[DjJVWdìPÐ£3deYZÇxk>VWUhSJdTYT`oy VWP±Ïy:[K`oYeVWP*[K_ìUhSJO~jJPJÇxÇk
{7O0st7 pt[KXBUW @ÉÈRUW[Z[fSJ`oYTgxP&deycP&X yfOQgxiYekTgjZ`oReVW`RÊUh[DgiÇÊ}e\fª±deVhe_eVWªP&P7§ny ª*¢©YZtstVhfP*pfÇ Uh`oYeVWPP&VXBst`:[fstgxP&P*VqpdeUWÂgi¢oVqsTp Þ«b £Q>O.£seP*s Vo§
SJTwiwxwP7SD_T`WSJ_TwiSDwSUhgiYT]jÇ[JY3PVdTSJYKw«VhÇ UWd«¨J`qVhJP&Ky~ Ó`okVW[K5UhwxSJdfjJVhPKdTk `*OR·7 sf 5&SDUh[twSD*}eP*wxP±PÎyfgi`WYTP&jK*`deUW[JP \
VWYe_e[JPvwx[JlvjKgis P± ` x£ktRe¢¤RÊÇb7¨J[K¦|Yf§0Z\ÂP*¨eUhÇ P*YP[KY·ÔgxwxPvSDYy·sZVW[KUhSJjJP z P&n_f§
._e`qP&Vh@U[JUn.~SDjKÇ.PJ=SDYny _TSD.wxwigiP&!
X YejJP±Ç`*kvVW«P±¨JnJ_eZYe gÓÑZk~desfP&`&P&kdTSDUWYTgxYey¤j¾`Wyfptg`o`oVWVWP&UhXrgi}e`*dek VWP&O0y7
 @deUWUh[fgiVq*pÎP*P&SDyeYTgiyÐYejZ`W`ÏdeUW[Dmt\gxVWm|_eSDP}egxQbwigiVqÏp ] ikfRT{7RÊ[KÇTUW¦ Éfe¨`WJ_ee[JÇ RÐ[JY^sZVh[JUnSDjJP`WP§
>P&YTÔeSDP&Y>mtUWk PKk BÇx"k ÇxvkfjdÊ"kJUnÇS{SJSDYTw1k yìOQÇxk P  UngÌVWP&V&jJk[|m|OSJÇ JIk«¨J.~JÇxJk  ÓkSDXrÊgxSJXÉZgiUhVWggx`oYe_fj §
giyfYTgjK`W*`wi[Z[D`o\deVWUh_ePPrgxª±Y¾|Vh_T_ giRe.#R >[fO Un¾S|Vhgx¿[KYfye\ÂS|P*VnUhSDP*}TYSK `oxkfP±Re`*k RÊÇÊO07 ª±  @ªUWJ[fª±¦eP&Ç P&yt§
>g ¡`WdeÇYTPV3yfU SJÓw«k Ç O0«7 ¨JJ @JUW[fÓk>*P*sfP&P&yegidTYeUWjZP`de[DYZ\VWVhUh_edTP.`oVWP&[Jy¿Ye\ÂyeP*UhSDP*VhYTS *UWPP&[JRY [Z`osfgiVWpZ[KXUWp §
VhRSD[ZVW`ogxgx[JdeY XÈxkf[KReYBRÊÇÊÞvªR ¨fP&ª SJUoª&VhgiYejÇ stpf`oVWP*Xr`OvP&`WgijKYa½¢©XRTwiP&XP&Yf§
>g^5]Uhgim|Çik¿SKstpZde§0S#Y {SD~UhPÇxk SK*SDP±Ye`W` jc*ê3[JYZÇ VWUhSD[JYTw%y {gi$ VW_T_ÍSJYeVWUh&j dT`oÇV^Xr«SD¨JYTeSJªKjJª PÓ§ k
XBKKP*eYZÇ V7gxY·{ÏP*}Î`WP*Uhmtgx*PJk' ÙDÚ'iÛ  /¡ÛKÖ  Ö)( kª* ¡ ZZ¥±§
]"gxTwxwiwxP&P.U `W pf`qÇKVhPP*VÏXrSJ`&w«kÇ O0«¨D7 Ke¢ @ª Ó@kZstVWUh¢©YZ[JVWYeP&j3UWYT`WP&SD*VWdegx[JUWYTgiVqSJp3w\Âb7[KU7[JYfyf\ÂgP&`oUWVWP&UhYTgi}edeP.VW[KP&yY
ReRÊP*UWÇT\ÂJ[J UhXrtKSDeYTÇ *PJk~b7[JXBRedfVhgiYTjTkSJYTy b7[JXBXdeYeg*S|Vhgi[KYT` ik
sfn_tSDdedfVhYZ_eVhP*[JU^UhgxÆ&]S|VhÇvgi[KPY:VÁwSJSDw«YTÇ jJ1dT¨DSJKjJJP  Â*k P&RT z SDw_ePªJÇxªP*YZ+VWP&UWRe Uhg`oPì ReÙDUhgizÚ m|A4SK/27p
ÚWÙ49 Ç
sfSJYTz yf_T_tgid Uny QbÇ Ï] qª&¦K¦ [JUhÉf`o_e[J[KwxP RÎ[KSJY VWgxm|[KS|wiVWP gx[JY SJ`WP&_eyÎgxP*vUnSD*Un*nP&_e`hgx`QP&`&b7k [JYf/27 §
VWUh[Jw ikeQbÏ] 5UhP&`h`&kfReRÊÇTK ZZeÇ
stgxYeRejKwS|_ÐVo\Â~Ç[KUWTX SDYT\ÂyÐ[JU7Ê[JgxddfVn5`o[KÇ de1Un¨DJP& yP&kfYKsfVhP*_TUhSDReUhUh[tgx`WP&P`&`qVhy[JUneSDSDjKVhPSBP*`WYt_TmtSDgiUhUh[JgiYTYfj §
XBb7[JP*YfYZ\ÂVhP&`&UWk P&O0YT7 P# 5[JUhY"[fO#P*S|P±VnyfS gxYe jKYe`jJ[JgxYe\P&VWP*_eUhP giYe¢ j @ikt7Re R>ÇT¢©YK¦JVh¦KP* UhYTª±S|JVhZgi[K¨fYTÇ SDw
stdTUWYÁgxÆ&5SDVWÇxkgx[JY~SD\Â[JYeUj Reê3Uh[DÇ VhP&1¨DÓeVhgiªKYTª j."kyegx Q`h`o&P&XBP±gi`WYT`.SDVW[KgxmJYZPÏVWUhgi[JYew\Â[JSDUhYTXByÁSDVWSDgxdf[JVhY_e[DgiY §
5/¡§0ÙIwi7 P±SDÝ,UhÏÚYegxzYe3j";R56/{7;nÖ[KUW3IÉZ7 çTÛ [|{ .x- Ç e Ö*Ú0Ù4/¡7QÖR7Q;R9f;nÖÚÓkÚhÖR7Q;q×Zª 34Ó7keÛ ¨JJ DÙJ§©¨JQD9#t5 ¨f3 Ç
stdTgiYÊYT/k j#~@ÇxkUWgxm|SJSDYTp jê3P±ÇxÑZkDdeÊgigUhP*XBÇ&SJP&YTYKyVn` $ 7_TP*SJ\ÂYe[J,j UhPÏÇO#S|«¨DVnS.Tª±Y¨ eÓ0k[KYZsfptSDXBVWg`qgxÆ&\ÂpZS|§§
VWgx[JY xÇ  Ù  <9#5 O Â kfZ¨K¨§0KZ¥fÇ
stdTSDYÊYek [K~YtÇxpZk XB[KSDdTYe`7j.`Wê3deUhÇxmJkJP&Êpg UnS|Ç|VhSDgiYTYTyjyeSDP*gVhS TxÇ k « ¨Je34ªK5e3*ª Ó2 1k  5/273deÕ}Twig7`o_TÙ|giLØ Yej
 /Ü ;nÙ41 ¡ ÓkTt¥|¦|§0K Ç
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VWUWSJ_egi`hVW`oP3_egxjJXrÉKYeP*`XBprSDP&VhUhYK[·PÎV±SBkyf{7P&UW[KmJP wiP*Pwx_T[JSJSR YTmJP&yPÎy¿SJVWVh_eYT[PSD_ewxUhpfP&P&`owiyfP±R:dTy¿YTS^VWye_e`oSDPÐpfYZ`oVgxVWXP&ReX RUh[JSJ}T[KÓwiVYÃP&XB[Dyf\v`&PÇ5VhSKP&yewyfVWxjJgxgxYeYe[Jjj §
_TSDSDYTXBSJyF`ReP*wx`WÄtPJ[JkVWwxP*mt_eYgi[|Yeyf{¤j¿P&yVWVh[ÐRe_eUhP^SDP*RemtReRTgxUh[Jwi[Jp"dT}e`õwxP*{ÏXr[J`&UhÇÉÈgxzY·VW[Î_e`oP"P&[KmJdf{ÏP*VhUn[J`WSD[JUhwfÉÃdTSKUh`ogx*RY=P&P&y"VW_eVhye`&gSD`·kDVh\ÂSe[JRTkU@SJRSJPdfÄtP&U§§
VWR_e[K[KwigUWgxgxÆ&P&SD`VWgxSJ[JYTYy ÉJjJP*UnpSDgiYZYtVWmKgxYe[JjBwxmJP&SDyYTyÐSJ&UhP*P&mJ`h[K`Étgi[KYeYZjVWSUh[JÉJw1kJP*SJp·&VW[rP&`hUh`[JwxPJ[KÇYZVWUh[Jw
VWSJP*`hXé`ogxz jJ_eYeSJReP#XBRe\ÂP&dfUhYK[KVhV±SJdeÇnUWv`_ÁP.{ÏVW[ÁX[JUhP&}eÉBYZdeVW{gxgxwx[JygiwxYewSDP±}y~YP#gx[JVWY~_TReVhVWP._egxXByePP*SJRTmJw7SDP&R SJwi[KP*ReReU±ReXBkUhVW[KP*_TSJYZPnV_ÁÉJ[DP*\\Âp[JSUXr`oÉJSJpfP&Yf`op §§
VWSDP&jJ`ogxP&VP*XBYTVW*P*[·pBYZyeV[DP*\Â\XB[JVWU[J_TwxYTP#P&`o`h`WVW`pfUnÉKS|`qP*VhVhP*pfPQX `Vh_e{Ç PgxwiwegyfP#`WP&giSDjKSKwYe``og[3giYÐ*RTSJwxVWSYK_TpVhPwip~VWRT[SDgiXB_TR SP*RemJU±UhÇP[|mJRTP7UhSKVW_eÓVWPg*P*SJ\ § w
Kº á ¼ t¸
QyfSJpZYTSÐy~ÇUWP&ÊwigPSDV~}ewxSJPw«Ç `oVW1[J¨DUnKSDKjK¨ P@k \Â[K ÔU@SDSDUnYB`ogigxVWYTPK#[K\ÂXBP&yfReP&wiP*UhVWSDP&VWwiP&p~yÊVWk>UhSdTm|`qSDVhP&gxwxySJ}eP*wiYePK§ k
mtgxUW[KYeXBP*YZV xk O
TÖ*Ú ×Ü05vÖR1 k T «st¢ iª ª&TÇ
ÏVhYTSDSJwxwXBSD_ìgx7]SDYTÇikyÔeP*Uhæ·giÉtÉKgxP*P*YZY VBÉKP*ÇÊp.SJXrYTy SDYT7SJwjJSDP*YZXBVh[JP&YìYKV>]\Â[JÇ U«SK¨J*J*KP& `hÓ`ÊkÊ_eOvgxP*pZUW§§
SJyfUhUhngSe_e#k gxP&.`&3kk ORT7 l# 5sfUh3Ç[tJÇÓ[D\tVW_TPª±¨|VW_QbÏ] bbsfK ikwxPÄeSJYf§
ÏSJR UW[JÉtUWwxP*VWpgxYejÅÇJUWÔÏP&Çxwxk SDÏVWgxP*[JÆ&YTYe`W[K_e`WgxRT[|m`ÐBgiY¤ÇJSDSJY&yP&lQ`h`ÐReRT[JSDwYZVhTUWÇ [Kowvª&¦KdT¦J`Wgx¦ Yej:kKstUhde[JRewxP §
}TSK[K`owiP±P ySJSK`W*P&*yÐP&`hQ`Ï***[JP&YZ`hVW`QUh[Jb7w1[Jk YZ/27 VWUh[Jz w x_ekZgxRTUnyRÊÇQbJÏ ] fÇ [KUWÉf`W_e[JRÎ[JY
7P& UoYVhgiYT[T k ÄtVWP&ÇxYTkyfsfP±SJyÁXrQdSDfUnS|VW_eVWg1[KkUWgxÆ&SDÇikVWgxSD[JYTYy ]^Z[tS|yeÀqP*[fwyf\ÂgSe[JUk~sÇP&wxoSDª&VW¦Kgx[J¦ZYT¥ SJwk
O# qS|ª VnÓSDk }TZSK`o§nP±ª&` exk ªKO Ç  Ú347eÜÙI7Õ7 Ù|ØL3I7 Û3I5 3 7  Ç
7P&ReUoVhUhgiP&YT`W[TP*Uhk mt giYTÇxk j ÏptyedeS|VnYÊSDk }TSKÇ §`oP Çt`WpfSDYT`qVhy·P*Xr>g«` kfik £~Ç 1Ö ¨D; K569fKÚW Ö k  54Ù Uh5©gxÖÓmÜ SKpZ/27 §
ª| ¥ Ù  e¨<D9#5©Ö*Ç Ú ;R/¡Ö 7<;nÖ kÃstReUhgiYejKP*U ÏP&UWwxgiY>kÁêP&gxyeP*wx}P&UWjk
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.QgxUhXP*jKP&Uhde&wxS|SDVhVWggxYesj~Ç7SKP**V P±SJ`W`5w«Ç VW[3Y«¨J[Kedfª&Vh `W[Ó[Jk dT Uh *YP&yrUhyepZSDReVhVWS gx[JxkYFR [Jwxgx*giP±`Î\Â[KU
 2  Ú347eÜ
 345e3 (:3 Ü*Ö - ×Ü05   Y1¨ [kTUWVWgwxPBª±¨fkf RTSDjKP&`&Ç

CRPIT Volume 137 - Database Technologies 2013


.QgxSJXYTP&yÈUh&S|sfVhSDg#XrsSJÇxUhkSDÔeVWg~[KUWP±ÇQ`qVhgvY«¨DsKÇxZk¥ 9K[ÓkSDÀqÞv[tyemJgxP&SUo§0P*sYÇxkUhpZSDReUnVWSDgx[J} YÊ[K½`hn_eXrgSJsYfÇx§ k


JSyejJSDP*VhXBSTk P&O0YK7 V# [D5\7Uh[tSK**P**P±P&yf`h`QgiYTjK[K`YZ[DVW\TUh[JVh_ew>PP&mJJ[KJwiUhdfy~Vhgigi[KYZY^VWP&[JUWYYS|[JVWdfgx[JVnY`o[KSDdewfUh*[KP&Yfy §
\ÂXBP&UWP*P&YZYTV ikeP RT[JRÊY ÇÊª±.¨JP&|UW§npÃª&JwTSDÇUhjJP yeSDVhS¿}TSJ`WP&`&k .#>O  YTyf[|{§


<u

SDXBYeP*j^YZVìê~Çi`hk5n_ebÏP&SDX[ PÅÇxSDk.YT$ y _SDgÌVnYe`¿jUWÇ[KwiP:«¨J}TJSJK`WP&ÓyÈk SK cç**P&`hP`ÁÄfgi*}T[JwiP·YZVWRUh[JSpKw i§ k
O
7 ÖnÖ*0Ú /27   zÚß 3I 7e«Ü  3XÓ; kT5Z/¡IÙ ¨J7e ÜZZÙI 7^Ç Õ7Ù|ØLiÖnÛ ZÖ$3I7 Û  345e3 7 X/
SD[JYeUnS|j·Vhgiê~[KY·Çik {$ _TgÌVhSJ_ Yegij Yf\ÂÇ[KUWxkXrbÏSDSJVW[gx[JYÇ `o1_T¨DSJKUWJgxYe¦ jk giY  ÒmtgiP±UWÓVWVhdgimKSDP~wdeYe[KgxwimJwSDP&}fUo§§
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